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ABSTRACT
Testimony'is presented from a hearing held to

consi4er (S. 2185) to extend the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit for
an additional year. (Originally passed in 1978, the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit focuses ta)e incentives for employment on 'specifie target .

groups found to,experience high unemployment rates.) Included in the
hearings is testimony provided by represenfitives of the following
agencies and organizatidns: the Department of Economic'sResearch, the
J. L. Hudson Company, the National Association of Convenience Stores,
the National Center fot ReseapWand Vocational Education at Ohio
State University, the Amerisery Corporation, the Youth Employment
Company, the Department of Economic Research of the American
Federation of Libor-Congress of fndustrial Organizations (AFL-CIO),
Merrill"s Restaurant, Inc., the Committee for Employment
Opportunities, the.kcDonald Corporation, the National Steel

-Corporation, the Employers National Job Service Committee, the
Foodservice and-Lodging Institute, the Rehabilitation, Research, and
Training.Centar at Virginia Commonwealth University, the Association
of General Merchandise,Chains, Habilitative Systems, Inc., K&S
Associates Inc., .the National Alliance of Business, the Maryland
Department Of Employment and TAining, the American Council of the
Blind, and the National Association of the Deaf. In addition to
containing the text of tettimony given by these representatives, the
hearings also contain copies of various/ prepaied statements provided
by the vAteesses. (MN) .
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TARGETED JOBS TA CREDIT (
FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1:183

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GliOWTII, EM-
PLOYMENT, AND REVENUE .SHARING OF THE COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE,

'Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:30 p.m., in ,room

SD-215, Dirksen Office Building; the,Honorablo John Heinz (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole and Heinz.
Also present: Senator James Sasser.
[The press release announcing the hearing, a description of tar-

geted jobs tax credit and S. 2185 by the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation and n statement of Senator Bentsen follow:]

(Paws rolooselj

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC dROWTD, PLOYMENT, AND REVENUE
SHARING SETS HEARING ON TARGETED JOi TAX CREDIT

Senator John Heinz (R., Pa.), Chairitan of the Subcommittee Economic
Growth, Employment, and Revenue Sharing announced today that te Subcommit-
tee will hold a hearing on March 2, 1984, to review the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
and proposals to extend the credit.

The hearing will be held on Friday, March 2, in Room SD-215 of the Disen
Senate Office Building, and will begin at 2 p.m.

The hearing will focus on the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and on S. 2185, legislation
introduced by Senator Heinz to extend the credit, which under current law' expires
at the and of 1984, for another 5 years. "The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was original-
ly enacred. in 1978 to focus tax-incentives fur employment on specific target groups
that are found to experience high unemployment rates. The credit was renewed by
Congress in both 1981 and q)82 because we believe the program has'a great poten-
tial and needs aaull opportunity to work," Senator Heinz said. "But it may be time
to make a commitment to keepipg the program on the books for a more textended
period, to give employers and employment agencies greater certainty about the
availability of the jobs credit as they seek to broaden employment opportunities for
our citizens.

Senator Heinz noted that the Reagan Administration has proposed a 1-year exten-
sion of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit in Its budget for fiscal year 1985:
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DESCRIPTION OF HE TARGETED
JO TAX CREDI AND S.. 2185

("JOB PPORTUNITY ACT OF 1983 ")

SCHEDULED FOR A HEARING

BEFORE THE

10
SUBCOM1VtITTEE ON ECONOMI GROWTH,
EMPLOYMENT, AND REVENUE SHARING

OF THE

COMMIT'REE ONC FINANCE

ON MARCH 2, 1984

PREPARED BY THE STAFF

OF THi"

A

JOINT COMMITTEE «ON TAXATION

NTRODUCTI ON

The Subcommittee on Economic Growth, Employment, and Reve-
nue Sharing of the Senate Committee tn Finance has scheduled a
public hearing on March 2, 1984, to review the targeted jobs tax
credit and to considerP. 2185, the Job Opportunity Act of 1983 (in-
troduced by Senators` Heinz, Grassley, Symms, Moynihan, Boren,
Durenberger, Baucus, Wallop, Pryor, Long, Matsunaga, and
Qthers). The bill would' extend the targeted jobs credit for. five
years, that is, -for individuals who begin work for the employer
from January 1, 1985, through December 31, 1989.

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary. The second part
discusses the legislatiye history of the targeted jobs credit and the
present targeted jobs credit rules. Part three describes S. 2185 and
the Administration's proposal for a one-year extension of the
credit, and presents their estimated revenue effects. Finally, an Ap-
pendix presents Department of Labor data on targeted jobs credit
participation for fiscal year 1988.

7



I. SUMMARY

Present law
The targeted jobs tax credit was enacted in the Revenue Act of

1978 to replace the expiring credit for increased employment (the
"new jobs credit"). As originally enacted, the targeted jobs credit
was available for wages paid before 1982. The availability of the
credit was successively extended by the Economic Recovery Tai
Act of 1981 (ERTA) and the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1982 (TETRA) so that fit may now be claimed by an employer
for qualified wages paid fOrAervices performed in 1985 land- 1986 to
individuals who begin work for the employer before 1985.

The targeted jobs tax credit is available on an elective basis for
hiring individuals from one or more ,of nine targeted group p. The
targetid groups are (1) vocational rehabilitation referrals; (2) eco-
nomicilly disadvantaged youths; (3) economically disadvantaged
Vietntfm-era veterans; (4) SSI recipients; (5) general assistance re-
cipients; (6) economically disadvantaged cooperative education stu-
dents; (7) economically disadvantaged former convicts; (8) AFDC re-
cipients and WIN registrants; and (9) economically disadvantaged
summer youth employees.

The credit genera'ly is Nita! t.o 50 percent of the first $6,000 of
qualified first-year wages and 25 tiercent of the .first $6;000 of quali-
fied second-ye'ar wages paid to a member of a targeted group. Thus,
the maximum credit is $3,000 per individual in the first year of em-
ployment. and $1,500 -per individual in the second year of employ-
ment. With respect t.o economically disadvantaged summer youth
employees, however, the credit is equal to 85 percent of up to
$3,00() of wages, for a maximum credit. of $2,550. The-employer's
deduction for wages-must be reduced by the,amount of the credit.

The credit may not exceed 90 percent of the employer's tax lia-
bility after being reduced by certain other nonrefundable credits.
Excess credits may be carried back three years and carried forward
15 :years.,

S. 2185 and Administration proposal
S. 2185 would ex end the targeted jobs credit for five years.

Under the bill, the cr it would be available for qualified wages
paid to individuals who bI_?gin work for the employe'r before 1990.

The Administration has proposed a one-year extension of the
credit, for qualified wag's paid t.o individuals who begin wIrk for
the employer before 198 ).

8
4
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II. BACKGROUND AND PRESENT LAW

Legislative Background

The targeted jobs tax credit is intended to provide a tax incentive
for hiring specific, targeted groups- of individuals. It was enacted in

Revenue Act of 1978 .as a s'ubstitnte for the expiring credit for
eased employment (the "new jobs Credit''). The new jobs credit
available in 1977 and 1978.

As initially enacted, the targeted jobs credit was intended to be
available for qualified wages paid before 19p2.1 The Economic Re-
covery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) extended the availability of the tar
get,ed jobs Credit to qualified wages paid to individuals beginning
work for the employer before 1984. Under ERTA, the employer
could claim the credit for qualified wages paid to such individuals
for services rendered in 1983 and 1984. The Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility'Act of 1982 (TEFRA) extruded the availability of the
credit to qualified wages attributable to services performed in 1985
and 1986, paid to individuals who begin work for the talkpayer
before 1985.

ERTA and TEFRA also altered the targeted group definitions
and made several administrative changes in the 'credit provisions.

Present Law Targeted Job Credit Rules

4,

Gen I rules
The targeted jobs tax credit is available 9n an elective basis for

hiring individuals from one, or more of nine targeted groups. The
credit genet-614y is equal to 50 percent of qualified first-year wages
and 25 percent. of qualified second year wages. Qualified first-year
wages consist of wages attributable to service rendered by a
member of a targeted group during the one-year period beginning
with the day the individual first begins work for the employer. For
a vocational rehabilitation referral, however, the period begins the
day the individual begins work for the employer on or after the be-
ginning of the individual's vocational rehabilitationtplan. Qualified
second-year wages consist of wages attributable to gervice rendered
during the one-year period which begins at the close of the first
year decribed just above. Thus, the date on which the wages are
paid does not determine whether the wages are first-year or
second-year wages; /*her, the wages must be attributed to the
period during which the work was performed.

No more than $6,000 of wages during either the first or second
year of employment may be taken into account with respect to any
individual. Thus, the maximum credit per individual. is $3,000 in

' As the result of a clerical error, the Revenue 'Act of 1978 limited the crAit to wages paid
before 1981. The error was corrected in the Technical Corrections Act of 1979.

(4)

9
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the first year of employment and $1,500 in the second year of em-
,'ployment.

With respect tci; economically disadvantaged summer youth em-
ployees, the credit is equal to 85 percent of up to $3,000 of qualified
first-year wages, for a maximum credit of $2,550, with no credit for
any second-year wages.

The deduction for wages must be reduced by the amount of the
credit.
Certification of members of targeted groups

,
In general, an individual is not treated as a

, member of a target-
ed group unless certification that he is a member of such a group is
received or requested in writing by the employer, from the designat-
ed local agency on or before the day on which the individual begins
work for the employer. In the case of a certification of an economi-
cally digadvantaged youth participating in a cooperative educati
program, this requirement is satisfied if necessary certification
requested or received from the participating school on or before the
.day on' which the individual begins work for the employer. The
"designated local agency" is the State employment security agency.

If certification is incorrect because it was based on false infor-
mation provided by a member of a targeted gfoup, the certification
is to be Tevoked, so that wages paid after the revocation 'notice is
received by the employer are not treated as qualified wages.

The U.S. Employment Service, in conspltation with the Internal
Revenue Service, is to take -whatever saps are necessary to keep
employers appraised of the availability of the credit.
Targeted groups eligible for the credit

The nine groups eligible for ,the credit are eifher., recipients of
payments under means-tested transfer programs, economically dis-

.advantaged (as measured by family income), or disabled:
(1) Vocational rehabilita0n referrals

Vocational rehabilitation referrals are those individuals who
have a physical or mental disability-which constitutes a substantial
handicap to employment and who have been referred to the em-
ployer while receiving, or after Completing, vocational rehabilita-,
tion -services under an individualized written rehabilitation plan
under a state plan approved under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
or under a rehabilitation plan for veterans carried out under chap
ter 31 of title 38, U.S. Code. Certificatickij can be performed by the

' designated local employment agpncy upon assurances from the vo-
cational rehabilitation agency that the employee has met the above
conditions.

(2) Economically disadvantaged youths
Economic'ally disadvdntaged youths are individuals certified by

the designated local eihployment agency as (a) members of eco-
nomically disadvantaged families and (b) at least age 18 but not
age 25 on the date they are hired by an employer. An individual is
determined to be a member of an economically disadvantaged

_family if his or her family income, during the six months immedi-
ately preceding the earlier of the :month in which the aetermina-

1.0 o
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tion occurs or the month in which the hiin date occurs would be,
on an annual basis, 70 percent or less of the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistits lower living standard. A determination that an individual is
a member of an economically disadvantaged family is valid for 45
days from the date on which the determination is made.

Except as otherwise noted below, a determination of whether an
individual is a member of an economically disadvantaged family is
made on the same basis and is subject to the same 45 day limita-
tion where required in connection with the four other targeted
groups that exclude individuals not economically disadvantaged.

(3) Economically disqdvantaged Vietnam-era veterans
The third targeted group consists of Vietnam-era veterans certi-

fied by the designated local employment agency as members of eco-
nomically disadvantaged families. For these purposes, of Vietnam-
era veteran is an individual who has-served on active duty (other
than foT tr=aining) in the Armed Forces for more than 180 days, or
who has been -discharged or relelsed from active duty in the
Armikl Forces for a service-connected disability, but in either case,
the active duty must have taken place after August 4, 1964, and
before May 8, 1975. However, any individual who has served for a
period' of more than 90 days during which the individual was on
active duty (other than for training) is not an eligible employee if
any of this active duty occurred during th /60-day.period ending on
the date the individual is hired by the en loyer. This latter rule is
intended to prevent employers that hir current members of the
armed services (or those recently depar ed from set-vice) from re-
ceiving the credit.

(4) SSI recipients
SSI recipients are those receiving either Supplemental Security's''

laconic under Title XVI of the Social Security Act or State supple-
ments described in section 1616 of that Act or section 212 of p.L.
93-66. .To be an eligible employee, the individual must have re-
ceived SSI payments during a one month or longer period ending
during the 60-day period which endA on the date the individual is
hired by the employer. The designated local agency is to issue the
certification after a determination by the agency making the pay-
ments that these conditions have been fulfilled.

(5) General assisiance recipients
General assistance recipients are individuals who receive general

assistance for a period. of not less than 30 days if this period ends
within the 601day period ending on the date.the individual is hired
by the employer. General assistance programs are Stat*, and local
programs which provide individuals with 'money payments, vouch-
ers or scrip based on need. These programs are referred to by ,a
wide variety of namels, including home relief, poor relief, tempo-
rary relief, and direct relief. Because of the wide variety of such
programs, Congress provided that a recipient will be an eligible
.-eipl:ver only liter thet program ha' been designated by theSecre-
ic-,-y a Lt. rf.',^ziF.11.ry as a orogrt,o which provides rdor.c-:, pa\
ments, lief--; or scrip to needy Liwiividuals. Certification is be
perftined by time designated local arency.-

11
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(6) Economically disadvantd ed cooperriti've education stu-
. dents

The sixth targeted group consists of youth; who,( ;`) actively par-
ticipate in qualified cooper#tive education programs, (b) have at-
tained age 16 but have not attained age 20, (c) have not graduated
from high school or vocational,figkool, and (d) are rnemeers Of tco-
nomically disadvantaged familfAa. The definitions of a qualified co-
operative education pdgraxn and a qualified school are similar ;to
those used in the Vocational Education Act of 1963. 'nibs, a quali-
fied cooperative education program means a progranimf vocational
education for individuals who, through written cooperative ar-.
rangements between a qualified school and one or more employers,
receive instruction, including required academic instruction, by a 1,-
ternation of study in school with ,a job in any occupational field,. but only if these two experiences 'are planned and supervised by,
the school an4 the employer so that each experience contributes to
the student's -4ducation and employability. i

For this purpose a qualifiefIschool,is (1) a specialized high school
used exclusively or principally for the provision of vocational edu-
cation to individuals who are available for study in preparation for
entering the labor maAcet,,t(') the department of a high-school used
exclusivelY or principally for providing vocational education to per-
sons who are available for study in preparation for entering the
labor market, or (3) a technical or vocational school used exclusive-
ly or principally for the provision. of vocational education to per-
sons who have completed or left high school and who are available
for study in preparation for entering the labor market. In order for
a nonpublic school to be a qualified school, it must be exempt from
income tax under section 501(a) f the Code.

The certification is performed by the school participating in the
cooperative education program. fter initial certification, an indi-
vidual remains a member of the targeted group only while he or
she continues to. meet the program participation, age, and degree
status requirements ofr(a), (b), and (c), above.

(7) Economically disadvantaged former convicts
Any individual who is certified by the designated local employ=

ment agency'.(a) as having at some time been convicted of a felony
under state or Federal law, (b) as being a- member of an economi-
cally disadvantaged family, and (c) as having been hired within five
years of the later of release from prison or date of conviction is an
eligible employee for purposes of the targeted jobs credit.

(43) AFDC recipientsn4 WIN registrants
Any individual who- is certified by the designated lobal employ-

ment agency (a) as.being eligible for Aid to Families with Depend-
ent Children and as havifig continually received such aid during
the 90 days before he was hired by the emplOyer or (b) as having
been placed in employment unclqr a work incentive program estab-
lished under section 432(b)(1) or 445 of the Social Security Act-is an
eligible employee for purposes of the targeted jobs credit.
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(9) Economically disadvantaged slimmer youth employees -

The ninth target group consists of youths who are certified by
the designated J al agency as being 16 or 17 years of age on the
hiring date and a member kof an economically disadvantaged family
and who perform services in any 90-day period between May 1 and
September 15. A yoUth must not have been an employee of the em-
ployer prior to this 90-day p 'od. With respect to any particular
employer, an employee can qu lify tnly one time for this summer
youth credit. If, after the end of the 90-day period, the employer
continues to employ a youth who is certified during the 90-day
prriod as a member of another targeted group, the limit on quali-
fied first-year wages takes into account wages paid to the youth
while he was a qualified summer youth employee.

Definition of wages .
. ..

In general, wages eligible forthe credit are defined by reference
to the definition 'of wages under FUTA in section 3306(b) of the
Code, except that the dollar °limits do not apply. Because wages
paid to economically disadvantaged cooperative education students
and to certain agricultural and railroad employees are not FUTA
wages, special-rules are provided for these wages.

Wages may be taken into account for purposes of the credit only
if more than one-half of the wages paid during the taxable year to
an employee are for services in the employer's trade orr business.
The test as to whether more than one-half of an employee's wages
are for services in a trade or business is applied to each separate
employer, without treating related employers as a single employer.

Wages for purposes of the credit do not include amounts paid to
an individual for whom the employer is receiving payments for on-
the-job training under a Federally-funded ,program.

Oilier rules
In order to prevent taxpayers from escaping all tax liability by

reason of the credit, the amount of the credit may not exceed 90
percent of the tpxpayer's income tax liability. Furthermore, the
credit is allowed only after certain other nonrefundable credits
have been taken. If, after applying these other credits, 90 percent
of an employer's remaining tax liability for the year is less than
the targeted jobs credit, the excess credit can be carried back three
years ana carried forward 15 years, beginning with the earliest
year.

All employees of all corporations that are members of a con-
trolled group of corporations are to be treated as if thy were em-
ployees of the same corporation for purposes of determining the
years of employment of any employee and wages for 'any employee
up to $6,000. Generally, under the controlled group rules, the credit
allowed the grotip is the same as if the group were a single compa-
ny. A comparable rule is provided in the case of partnerships, pro-
prietorships, and other trades or businesses (whether or 'not incor-
porated) Which are under common dontrol, so that all employees of
such organizations generally are to be treated as if they were em-
ployed by a single person. The amount of targeted jobsicredit

1'3
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able to each member of the con4rolled group is its proportionate
share of the wages giving rise to the credit.

No credit is available, for the- hiring of certain related individuals
(primarily dependents or owners of the taxpayer). The credit is also
not- available for wages paid to an individual who was .employed by
the employer at any -time during which the individual was not a
certified member of a targeted group.

1
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III. !ASCRIPTION OF S. 2185 AND ADMINISTRATION
PROPOSAL

Description of Proposals
S. 2185

S. 2185 would extend the targeted jobs tax credit for five more' years. Under the bill, the credit would be available for qualified
wages paid to individuals who begin work fgr the employer on or
before December 31, .1989. Thus, if an individual begins work on
December 31, 1989, the employer would be permitted to claim the
credit for qualified first-year and qualified second-year wages paid
to the individual for services performed in 1990 and 1991, respec-
tively.

Administration proposal
In its Fiscal Year 1985 Budget submitted to Congress on Febru-

ary 1, 1984, the Administration proposed a one-year extension of
the targeted jobs credit. Under the Administration proposal, the
credit would be applicable to wages paid to individuals who begin
work for the employer on or before December 31, 1985.

RevenueEffect

The estimated revenue effect's of the proposals are as follows:

[Millions of dollars]

Fiscal years

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

S.2185 163 536 914 904
Administration proposal 163 383 359 186 .56

(10)
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APPENDIX- DATA ON TART ETED JOBS CREDIT
PARTICIPATION,-FISCAL YEAR 1983

VOUCHERS AND CERTIFICATIONS BY TARGETED GROUP 1

[Percent of total ih parentheses]

Targeted Group Vouchers Certification

Economically Disadvantaged
Youths 18-24 -

Economically Disadvantaged

f

581,795 (45.2) 259,309 (60.1)

Vietnam-era Veterans 80,808 (6.2). 24,141 (5.6)
Economically Disadvantaged

Former Convicts
nomically Disadvantaged
umnir Youths

94,545-(7.3)

87,308 (6.1)

21,929 (5.1)

33,538 (7.8)
Inv luntary Terminated CETA

e ployees 2 1,130 (0. 383 (0.1)
Ge efal Assistance Recipients.... - 65,169 (5. 14,480 (3.3)
SS Recipients 3,115 (0.2 1,254 (0.3)
AFDC Recipients 294,394 (22.9) 50,736 (11.8)
Vocational Rehabilitation Re-

ferrals 78,683 (6.2) 25,412 (5.9)

Total 3 1,286,947 (100.0) 431,182 (100:0)

t
I

I A voucher is a preliminary dietemination that an individual is a member of a
targeted group. A certification is a final eligibility determination, issued upon the
request of a hiring employer.

2 Individuals involuntarily terminated from a Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) public service employment program were eligible for certifica-
tion if they began work for the employer before January 1, 1183.

Does not include certifications of economically disadvantaged cooperative edu-
cation students. Such certifications are issued by participating schools rather than
State employment security agencies which issue certifications for all other targeted
groups.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

a
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t STATEMENT IIV SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN ON IDE EXTENSION OF mit: TARGETED JOBS

TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to praise you for scheduling av hearing on a very iinportant issue--the targeted jobs tax credit. As you,all 4now,
unless Congress acts to extend this important program, it will lapse at the end of
this year. As one who first introduced this legislation back in 1975, and who fought
hard for as enacyment in 1978, I realize the positive impact. that this program is..\,_
having on a very worthy sector olour.populace.

We give business tax credits to encourage the purchase of machinery, Why not
give similar tax incentives to employers who invest in Our most precious natural
esouree, the working men and women of America. I am sure you are all aware thatk

this' legislation is structurod to benefit a number of economically- disadvantaged
groups. Youths between the ages of 18 and 24, Vietnam veterans under the age of
:15, and ex-convicts. Also included in this program are general assistance recipients,
SI recipients, and the handicapped who Ove been vocationally rehabilitated.

It is a good program, one which has effectively provided an opportunity for those
who are economically disadvantaged or who lack the be, sic skills to compete effec-
tively in the job market. All benefit from this program: ndividuals who would not
otherwise have an opportunity to Work, the employer, ho has an additional em-
ployee, and the Federal flovernment who, instead of having someone repeiving as-

t sistanee, kias soineone contributing to the'gross national product, and paying taxes..t1A preliminary study On rho benefits of the argeted jobs tax credit recently came
across my desk- Let. me share with _you the co chwions reached by this group:

I. The increasing hiring of TJTC credited persons shows that the TJTC prograin
has provided the hoped-for incentive fur businesses in'the private sector to provide
mealriogful employment. to many persons Moo have previously known only federal
assistance programs. \

'l. Such meaningful^ employment might well [AP far more 'beneficial than either
welfare-type, programs or various "training" programs subsidized totally by federal
funds because it involves the private-Sector to a much larger degree and- results in
both longer retention and the development. of a "work history" for many previously
difficult to employ persons.

3. The Txrc program actually has savings to governmental agencies and can fur-
ther ,be shown to have created revenues to the treasury. in terms of added tax, un-
employment, and social security dollars. As"Is clearly shown by the data presented
in t10 study, these savings and increased revenues outweigh the cost of the pro-
gram, in terms of tax credits granted, by a considerable amount.

Although the report. is presented in preliminary form only, it-shows what we all
believe are' the benefits of the targeted jobs tax-credit program: Reduced unemploy-
ment, and reduced Federal spending. Mr. Chairman, there itre areas in south Texas
with anluncmployment rate exceeding 40 percent. Although the national civilian
unemployment rate is currently 8 percent, the rate for teenagers stands at 19.4 per-
cent. l'his program, which is specific,tilly targeted at groups which have historically
had high unemployment rates certainly deserves the immediate consideration of
this committee_

1 look forward to hearing from our'distinguished guests this afternoon, and I ap-
preciate the time the chairman has given me to speak on this issue.

SenatorilKiN7:. radies and gentlemen, the Subcommittee on Eco-
nomic Growth, 'Employment, and Revenue Sharing is holding a
hearing today oh the '"Targotod Jobs Tax,, Credit," and I would like
to welcome our panelists and those of you in the audience for your
interest in what 1 consider to be a very important piece of legisla-
tion before this committee and this Congress, namely the 5-year ex-
tension of the targefed jobs tax credit.

I am going Co, after 1 make an opening statementI see one of
our colleagues, Senator Sasser here. I am going to ask him to pre-
cede our witnesses so That he may return to his other Senate
dut ies. ,

But lei me just, by way of background say that the targeted jobs
tax credit was originally enacted in 1978 and was extended in 1981
for 1 year, and it was extended a second time in 1982 thrOugh the
current year. The program expires at the end of 1984, and I feel
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very strongly that wee should again renew this valuable program
and have submitted legislation, S. 2185, that would vtend this pro-
gram for 50/ ears.

At this. point we have 29 cosponsors of the targeted jobs tax
.credit: Twelve of that 29 happen to be members of the Senate ri-
nance Committee. That' is significant, because 11 is a. majority, and
12 is a bonus.

I will attempt, with th( help of my colleagues in the committee,
to include the targeted job. credit in the deficit.. reduction pack-
age which the Finance Committee will be taking up Again early
next week.

I hapDen to believe that this is a valuable program, as I said, and
the reason I think it is valuable is because of the way it operates.
It offers financial incentives to employers who hire individuals
from a variety of carefully ,targeted groups, including the hpndi-
capped who have been vocationally rehabilitated, youths beNee...n
18 Nid 2,1 years of age, certaitn Vietnam veterans, ex-convicts, gen-
eral assistance recipients, and supplemental security income recipi-
en ts.

These targeted individuals receive vouchers from local Federal
Government offices, joint-15, determine by the Treasury and Labor
Departments_ During the interviewing process, these vouchers are
presented to prospective employers, to indicate-thht those who hire
these workers will qualify for the tax credit.

The targeted jobs tax credit offers a sway out of poverty and job-
lesness for those who are physically 9r economically diadvantage
or who lack the blisic skills or experience necessary 'o coWipete ef-
fectively in the job market, and who are looking for productive pri-
vate-sector employment opportunitiel.

It was very encouraging to me to see that. this Reagan adminis-
tration proposed and endorsed a 1-year extension of the targeted
jobs tax credit, that is through 1985; h9wever, it is mybelieland
think we will hear from our witnesses about thisthat a 1-year ex-
tension is clearly not adequate. And I hope that today's testimony
will demonstrate the necessity of a 5-year.extenFtion.

I note that we have witnesses representing several of the target-
ed groups. It would seem logical that for the tax credit to be fully
effective, employers of these groups need time and need assurance
that. the law will be on the books for more than just a year. They
need the time so they can fully commit and, for example, train per-
sonnel in the use of the targeted. jobs tax credit. And it is a fact of
life that the targeted groups, for whatever reasons, will not just
disappear tomorrow; so a 1-year, extension is not going to help
them two years from now.

They deserve our help, and one way to help them is to extend
the targeted j s tax credit for 5 yearS.

The legislat n has proven, as I believe we will hear, to be an ef-
fective and e icient way for the targeted groups to help them-
selves.

It is also gratifying to see so many employers as well as employ-
ee representatives interested in this extension. May I say to both
employers and employee representatives that you must continue to
take the initiative not only in forums such as this but also in in-
forming your fellow employers about this legislation, urging State

35 968 0-84 -- 2
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....

employment offices and even the administering agencies of the
Federal Government. pbout the social and economic benefits that
can be realized by a full commitment to this legislation and the
program. \

m
,I am also anxious to hear informs- ion from the several studies

that have been performed on the t
r
rgeted jobs tax credit. As you

know, continuing budget deficits have placed all Federal programs
under closer and closer scruitiny, and I hope that the studies today
-Wili show that there is also an economic reason why Congress
should extend this program. It helps to lower the deficit, and I
think and hope that. we will be able to show that this program
helps us in that task. , .

High unemployment among the targeted groups costs the Treas-
ury money by driving up spending under the other entitlement pro-
grams..On the other hand, those employed no longer draw those
payments from the Treasury, but instead contribute to the-Treas-
ury through taxes on the incomes they earn.

Again, let me welcome all of you here today. I think41t is really
tremakable that on a Friday afternoon, with virtually everybody in

' transit'Someplace, and I include some of my colleagues but certain-.
ly notSenator Sasser who cares enough to here, that. we should
have such excellent participation here this afternoon.

But, notwithstanding that, let me announcethat because we do
have probably the largest number of witnesses we have ever in tic
Senate Finance Committee tried to bring in'in one afternoon, and
because Saturday is only about t.)1/2 hours away, that the witnesses
observe the rules of this committee. We will put the entire opening
statement of yours and your backup documents into the record, but
I would ask you to please observe a 3-minute oral presentation and
summariz, therefore, accordingly.

But I do assure you that your full statements' text will be includ-
d in the record as if given in full.
It is my pleasure to welcome the soon to be Senior Senator from

,Tennessee, Senator Sasser. We are glad to have you before the Fi-
nance Committee. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES SASSER, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TENNESSEE

Senator SASSER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and, I am delighted
to appear before your subcommittee tOday. I intend to abide by the
3-minute rule and perhaps set a goad example for witnesses to
follow, Mr. Chairman,you -do have 21 witnesses, and I happen to

know we were in session until almost midnight last evening, so I
will be brief and talk fast`'

I want to lipplaud and commend your continued efforts in the
area or\khe Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program, and I am proud,
Mr. Chairman, to be,a cosponsor of your legislation calling for a 5-
year extension of the jobs tax credit. I thirik such an extension
would senda strong signal to the business cUmunity of continued
congressional interest in this program.

We have witnessed, increased use of the jobs tax credit over the
past few years, and figures for fiscal year 1983 indicate that there
were 431,000 certifications under the' jobs tax credit. This repre-

9 .-
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Bents twice the number of certifications in fiscal year 4.982 and un-
derscores the increased use of the jobs tax credit in the business
community.

Mr. Chairman, I share with you the conviction that greater use
of the jobs tax -credit means more employment opportunities for
many in our Nation.

Now, because of my interest in the expanded use a the jobs tax
credit, I have taken it a little further, Mr. Chairman, and have in-
troduced legislation of my own, S. 371, which-creates a new target
group for long-term unemployed persons.

Persons qualifying under this group are individuals who have ex-
hausted all available unemployment compensation, or who have
been unemployed for 26 weeks or thore..

Under my legislation, a small business which hires a. long-term
unemployed person could collect a credit of 75 percent of the first
year's wages, an increase over the present 50 percent.

The addition of long-term unemployed tO the jobs tax credit is ur-
gently needed to address certain very compelling issues. ,perhaps
t.h't greatest probla is the unsettling trend -we are experiencing
with the long-term unemployed in this.A)untry.-

I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that you were cheered, as I am, by
recent drops in the national unemployinent rate; but this good
news may be partially masking a growing probi6M, and that is the
growth of the long-term unemployed.

In.1979, the percentage of.unemployed persons who had been out
of work for 27 weeks stood at 8.7 percent. By 1981, this figure had
grown to 14 vertent; by 1982, almost 17 percent; and this year Mr.
Chairman', the long-term unemployed reaches a shocking 24 per-
cent.

So, Mr. Chainian, I commend to you today this legislation which
I am introducing, which will be targeted at the long-teem unem-
ployed ,individual. I want to commend you once again for your in-
terest in this jobs tax credit legislation; for the yeoman 'work that
you have done in this field, and I look forward to putting my shoul-
der to the whqe1 with yours in the coming weeks to see that this
legislation is extended and becomes once again a reality.

Mr. ChaimAn, I would ask that my full statement be printed in
the recoreas if read, and I apologizeI wanted to get it under 3
minutes, but I think I have gone about 30 seconds over.

Thank you.
Senator LIE:iNz. Senator, you have set a(11(cOrd- for a Senator.

[Laughter.]
I want to commend my friend from Tennessee for an excellent

statement. I want to ask you just one question:
In addition to the long-term unemployed, those unemployed Its

defined in your bill for more than 26 weeks, .1 anticipate we might
well come up with other categories of people. We have roughly six
in the bill right now. Do you believe that the long-term unem-
ployed are more urge-nt to include in the bill than any of the cate-
gories we now have, or are they about on a par, or are they of
slightly less even if only slightly less urgency? The nine categories
include: the handicapped, youths between ages 18 and 24, economi-
cally disadvantaged summer youth, certain Vietnam veterans, ex-
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convicts, general assistanm recipients, SSI recipients, and AFDC
recipients.

The reason 1 ask that question is this: Generally speaking, the
concept of the targeted jobs tax credit bas been to Act people to
enter, if not for the first_ time then after some kind of very long-
term catastrophe --someone who has been disable*.somebody who
has been to prison for quite 'a long time, someone who has served
in Vietnam and came back with drug problems, you name itand I
just wanted to get,a jonse from the Senator as to how highly he
would rank this issue.

I happen to have about. as many long-term unemploy_ed in Pitts-
burgh, PA, I suspeott proportionately, as any area of our country,
so I have a great interest in hat problem.

Senator SASSER. Well, let )ne say, Mr. Chairman, that there is
/ some overlapping, as I am sure you are vare, between these cate-

gories that. you just mentioned and those who would qualify tas
long-term unemployed.

I am very concerned about long-term unemployed, because the
unemployment rate in ray native State of Tennessee has been run-
ning two points above the national average for the last 2 years, and
we had bad'news just this last month:- it jumped an additional 1.9
vercent. So we are running now close to-4 percent ahead of the.3.111-
employment figures on a national basis.

But .1 would submit, Mr. Chairman, that. the problem Of the long-
term unemployed is .I think, of-.equal importance with these other
Categories that you have mentioned.

I sat that for this reason: The longer they are unemployed, the
more unemployable many of them become. And they begin to de-
velornany of the same problems and characteristics from an em-
ployment point of view that the haklicapped would

e
have, that per-

haps the Vietnam veteran who has experienced motional prob-
lems or drug problems, et cetera, would have. And for that reason,
I think they certainly are on a plain that would be comparable
.witb,j,he needs of these categories that you have mentioned.

It is very difficult, as you well know; to single out the unem-
ployed and say, "This is more deserving, this categorSr, than the
other." But I would say the long-term unemployed at least are on
an equal basis, in the judgment of this Senator.

[Senator Sasser's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER

Mr. Chairman. j am delighted to appear before this subcommittee today to ad-
dress atopic of vital importance, the targeted jobs tax credit program. I applaud
and commend your continued interest and-efforts in this area Mr. Chairman and I
am proud to cosponsor your legislation, calling for a five year extension of the jobs
tax credit. Such an extension would send a st.rbng signal to the business community
of continued congressional interest in this program. This show of congressional sup-
port would no doubt lead to continued growth in the use of the jobs tax credit.

We have witnessed increased use of the jobs tax credit over the past few years.
Figures for fiscal year 1983 indicated that there were 431,000 certifications under
the jobs tax credit. This represents twice the number of certifications in fiscal yyir
1982 and underscores the increased use of the jobs tax credit in the business coin-
inu n it y.

I share your conviction that greater use of the TJTC means more employment op-
portunities for many in our nation. Because of my interest in expander use of the
Txrc. I have introduced legislation, S. 371, which creates a new target group for
long-term- unemployed persolik Persons qualifying under this group are individuals

'21
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Who have exhausted all available nnemployent compel tion or who have been
unemployed for 26 weeks or more.

In addition to creating this new target group, S. 471 increases the amount of tax
credit. available "en the hiring firm is a small bAness. Under my legislation, a
small business which hires a long-term unemployed person could claim a credit on
75 percent of first year wages, an increase over the present 50 percent.

The addition of long -term unemployed to the jobs tax credit is urgently needed to
address several compelling issues. Perhaps the greatest problem addressed by the
provisions of S. 371 is the unsettling trend we are experiencing with long-term tin-

* employment in America. While we all have been cheered by recent drops in the na-
tional unemployment rate, this good news masks a growing problem. In 1979, diet.
percentage of unemployed persons who had been out of work for 27 weeks or more
stood at 8.7 percent. Thi§figure grew to 14 percent in 1981 and 16.6 percent in 1982.
Last year, Mr. Chairman, we witnessed an alarming jump in this catew . In 1983
the percentage of long-term unemployed persons Niched a shocking 23,. n t.

Thus, the percentage of hig-term unemployed individuals in the United States has
nearly tripled in 4 short years.

Unfortunately, there are Mdicabons that this trend is not substantially reversing
itself in 1984. Over 2 million Americans were unemployed for 27weeks or more last
month, representing-22.6 percent of the unemployment total. (February's figures, re-
leased today, are not much better. . _

S. 371 is an attempt to address this growing national problem. The provisions of
fi this legislation Also enharece the attractiveness ok the TJTC for our Nation's small

businesses. As you are aware Mr Chairman, small businesses are labor intensive
and, therefore, do not generally benefit proportionally from capital investment in-
centives such as the investment tax credit-I'mr accelerated depreciation schemes. Our
present tax system contains these and other significant incentives for equipment
purchases, but little in the way of incentive unemployment. As pointed out by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the job credit called for in
S. 371 will restore sonic balance to the equipment v. people equation.

This particular credit will help the cash flow of our small (nits. The capital pro-
vided by this type of tax credit can in turn lead to growth in the small business
sector of the economy.

The proposals contained in S. 371 have been warmly received by many. Theilegi6-
lation has been endorsed by the National Society of Public Accountants and the Na-
tional Alliance of Business. Small businesses from across the country have contacted
may office with offers of help and words of encoiiagement. for this legislation.

Equally important, we have discussed the provisions of S. 371 in hearings before
the Senate Small Business Committee. Small business owners appearing before the
committee indicated that they would make us of a tax credit such as that contained
in S. 371 and further stated that this type of credit did indeed act as an incentive
for hiring. These comments were echoed .by .several members of the Small BusineSs
Committee's National Advisory Council in a meeting last year.

Revenue figures provided on this particular addition to the TJTC vary greatly Mr,
Chairman. The Treasury Department states that the provisions of S. 371 would cost
no more than $250 million per year. The Joint Tax Committee provided revenue es-
timates that were higher, ranging from $600 million in FY84 and $900 million in
FY85 to $700 million FY86 and $400 million in FY87.

While I find such variance troubling, one must be careful not to put too much
faith in either set of figures. I say this because neither the Treasury Department
nor the Joint Tax Committee take into account increased revenues and decreased
federal expenditures resulting from individuals hired through this type of tax credit.
The Congressional Budget Office estimates that each point of unemployment costs
the Treasury some $30 bijjion, $7 billion in lost revenue and $23 billion in added
unemployment and welfare aid. The 431,000 individuals certified under the TJTC
last year represent nearly iine-halra point of unemployment. While I don't want to
take this line of reasoning too far, I think you see my point. Any accurate assess-
ment of the costs involvel with targeted jobs tax credits take.into account increased
revenues and decreased federal expenditures.

In closing Mr. Chairman, let ,me again pledge my support for your efforts to
extend the targeted jobs tax credit 'rogradel hope to enlist your support in expand-
ing this valuable tool as I describ d today. I look forward to working with you in
this venture and thank you for the pportunity to appear before your subcommittee
today.

Senator HEINZ. I thank my friend from Tennessee.
Thank you, Senator Sasser.

JI)
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SenatpriSASSER. Thank you.
Senato4 Our next witnesses are a panel consisting ofScott Marshall, Patricia Goodall, Sister Judith Schloegel, ClaudeKirk, Jr., Larry Brown, and Willis Ethridge.Let me ask if Mr. Marshall would be our leadoff witness.

STATEMENT OF J. SCOTT MARSHALL, DIRECTOR OF GOVEIIN-MENTAL AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY BARBARA NELSON, NA-TIONAL STAFF ATTORNEY, ittIRICAN COUNCIL OF THE I31,D,WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MARSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. /The American Council of the Blind, the largest brganization ofblind and visuallf impaired people in this Nation is pleased to tes-tifiin support of the 5-year reauthorization of the targeted jobs taxcredit, and also to make recommendations concerning improVementof the credit.
We are also appearing today on behalf of the American Founda-tion for the Blind, which is the national .search, aid consultantagenc in the field of services to blind persons.Th President's Committee on the -Employment of the Handi-cappe has recently estimated that the unemployment rate amongdisabled people ranges in the neighborhood of 50 to 75 percent, and, that in only few instances is this unemployftrent rate attributableto, the inability to do work. ..

.We must explore WayS of, making employment of the handi-capped people more attractive to employers, and we think that thetargeted jobs tax credit does this.
However, as we outlined in detail in our prepared statement, wesuggast that the credit' can be improved and simplified in severalways. Let me outline these for you: IFirst, we `believe that a medically determinable handicap certifi-cation should be added to the definition of membership in the tar-geted group. This is a suggestion because in many instances people 1are no longer receiving rehabilitation'services, and a medical deter-mination of "handicapped" will greatlfsimplify the administration .of the targeted jobs tax credit. IIn addition, we believe that the amount of the first year qualifiedwages should be increased to $20,000. You may believe this to be ahigh figure; however, we think it is entirely reasonable, given thecosts to society .of other support programs that are paid to handi-capped individuals; for example, the average SSDI recipient andhis family receives $10,428 annually. In addition to that, the cost ofmedicare and medicaid, housing-subsidies, make-employment, evenwith an increased wage base, for the targeted jobs tax. cre4it, a verycost-effective -approach to making employment more att6ctive fordisabled persons.

:..,.In addition, we believe that the targeted jobs tax credit can beused as an employment-retention device. Presently, thectgredit isavailable only for new hires, and we think that the employer whoretains an employee after the onset of disability should also be ableo to avail himself of the credit.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, we think that the purchase of sensoryand communication aids needed for job advancement after initial

23
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Placement can also be a way -in which the credit can be used to
help handicapped persons advance in employment.

On November 28,. our President, .during a ceremony .to sign the
proclamation which designates the next 10 years as the "Decade of
the Disabled," stated, -and we certainly ag-ree,, that this Nation
missesmisses the mark when it places charity and welfare before the op'
port unity -for jobs.

We certainly look fo'ard to working with the Committee in con-
sideration of these and the other proposals preset tom, here today as
the reauthorization process of the targeted jobs tax-credit contin-
ues.

Thank you very much.
Senator IIENz. Mr. Marshall, thank you very much.
[Mr. Marshall's prepared statement. followsl
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERACAN COUNCIL OF THE BLIND

WARDING JAIGETEa JOBS TAX CREDIT 2

Mr. Chairman: The American Council of ibe Blind is pleased for this opportunity

to testify concerning needed improvements in the Targeted Jobs. Tax Credit (TJTC).-

In summary we make the following recommendations as more fully explained below:

(1) The TJTC has opened many employment opportunities for blind, severely visually

impaigd, and other handicapped people. It should be extended. (2) The credit

--,should be extended to persons who-have a medically determinable handicap as well

as to handicapped people who are referred by a vocational rehabllitation agency.

(3) The amount of the qualified first-year wages on which the credit is based

should be raised to at least $20,000. (4) The credit should'be available to an

employer who retains ao employee after the onset of a disability. (5) The credit

should also be available for the purchase of sensory and communications aids

needed for upward job mobility.

I. TJTC SHOULD BE EXTENDED

The American Council of the Blind is the largest organization of blinch-and

visually imPtied people in;the United States. For the past 23 years we have

worked to improve the lives of this nation's blind and visually impaired citizens

through legislation, legpl advocacy, and public education. Our members come from

all walks of life and reside in all parts of the country. Some of the Council's

members own their own businesses; others are employed in a variety of occupations

including law, teaching, retailing, and data processing. Unfortunately, many others

are unemployed antst have encountered numerous employment barriers including the

public's frequent misconceptions regarding the capabilities of blind and visually

impaired persons; the fear that hiring a blind person will represent a financial

.0
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burden because of the need to provide reading or other assistance; or simply the

irrational concern of "what will my clients or customers think!", an attitude not

unlike that faced by many other minority groups 20 years ago. The Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit often protrides the incentive some employers need to give qsualifid

handidapped job applicants a chance for a job.

The President's Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped estimates

that the unemployment rate among disabled people is between 50 and 75 percent,

although in few cases is unemployment due to the Lability to perform work.1

It is therefore not surprising to note that disabled people are generally low income

individuals. The U.S. Census Bureau recently reported that 26 percent of working

age disabled adults have incomes below the poverty line and that this poverty rate

is two and one-half times that of nondisabled working people. 2 Yet today blind

and other disabled people are better equipped, at least from an educational stand-

point, to take their rightful place in the work force. More and more children are',

receiving special education services at an earlier age, thereby permitting even

the most severely handicapped youngsters to achieve to the maximum extent possible.

Today college, vocational and other training programs are open to more blind and

other disabled people than ever before, thanks in part to Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 197f7--bespite this progress, disabled people are still

not,covered by the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and thNoe do not enjoy the same

pp,Ofections 'against employment discrimination avail le to other minority groups.

1

President's Committee on Employment of the I ndicapped, quoted in
Handicapped Riglits.and Regulations, 'Vol. 4, No. 7, April 5, 1983, O. 49.

2
U.S. Census Bureau, Labor Force Status and Other Characteristics of Persons

with Work,Disability, Series P-23127 (1982); See also "Physical Disability and
Public Policy," Scientific American, Vol. 248, No 6, June 1983, H. 42.
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. Therefore, there is a real need to continue to pr6vide the TJTC as a concrete

7,
incentive to encourage employers to open opportunities to handicapped workers.

This incentive td employing handicaked workers provided by the TJTC is extremely
)'.\

cost effective. In 1977 alone, this nation spent over $63 billion on working age disabled

people. Of this total $47 billion was spent on welfare and other support programs;

, $13 billion was earmarked for medical care and only'hbout $3 billion was Aid for

direct services such as vocational rehabilitation.3 In January 1984 the average

disabled worker and his family received $869 per month in Social Security Disability

Insurance benefits ($10,428 annually). The Social Security Administration further

reports that there are 2.6 million disabled workers and 1.3 million spouses and

children of disabled workers currently on the benefit rolls.
4

These Social Security

figures do not, of course, include the cost of Medicare, Medicaid,pod Stamps

and/or housing subsidies which may boprovided to disabled people. Thus, unemployment

of disabled people is costly to society as a result of the cost of support programs,'

not /to mention the cost of lost tax revenues. Unemployment is also costly from a

human perspective if qualified disabltdpeople cannot find work and therefore are

prevented from participating fully in their commnities. Therefore, in these times

when cutting the federal budget is necessary, the TJTC should be extended. Its

small cost is far outweighed by savings to the federal government.

3"Physical Disability and Public Policy," Scientific American, Vol. 248,
No. 6, June 1983, p. 43.

4
Social Security FactS___Arld FinUres, published by the Social Security

Administrhtion January 1984.

6
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II. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TJTC ARE NECESSARY

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit has not been used to its fullest potential ,to

help handicappect people overcome barriers to employment. A simplified and expanded

TJTC could operate to encourage, particularly small businesses, to hire disabled.

ptople. In addition, the credit could be used as an incentive to job retention

after the onset of a disability and could also be used as an incentive to th-6

promption of disabled people after initial employment. The remainder of our

testimony will focus upon specific ways in which the TJTC can be improved to

meet these objectives.

A. A MEDICAL CERTIFICATION OF HANDICAP SHOULD REPLACE REFERRAL BY A VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION AGENCY WITHIN THE DEFINITION OF A TARGETED GROUP.

Under current law and regulations, an employer qualifies for the,TJTC if

the disabled person is referred by a vocational rehabilitation agency pursuant

to the individual's written rehabilitation plan. In addition, approval of the

state fl bs.services office must also be obtained in order for the employer to

qualify for the credit. These steps represent an unwarranted administrative

and paper work burden upon both the employer and the prospective employee.

Some handicapped job applicants, for example, those entering the job market
t's

after high school may never have received rehabilitation services from a

voca onal rehabilitation agency. Other prospective emj'oyee.s may no longer have

el____,as, ve case files at vocationa4rehabilitation agencies. In order to have his/her

file reopened, the disabled person may need to cut through considerable bureaucratic

red tape. From the employer's point of view, the amount of the current credit is

small compared to the magnitude of the complexities involved in qualifying

"for it. The appropriate vouchers and/or approvals'must be obtained floOm two

i
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government bureaucracies: the vocational rehabilitation agency and the state

jobs services office. In addition, the employer may find that the prospective

disabled employee was not referred by a vocational rehabilitation agency or that

the job being applied for is not contemplated by the individual's written

rehabilitation plan. Finally, unless alt of these eligibility requirements are

satisfied within a relatively short time frame, the employer may find that he hhs

hired a disabled employee but nevertheless cannot qualify for the credit.

We recoMmend that a certification of a metically determinable handicapping

conditionrwill alleviate these difficulties3nd will greatly simplify administration

of the TJTC. A suggested definition of'the term "handicapped individual" is as

follows: "an individual who has a medically determinable physical or mental

impairment which substantially limits one or more of suci individual's majoi-'.

life activities and which has lasted or can reasonably be expected to t for

a continuous period of not less than 12 months." The Secretary should b

to prescr

empowered

gulations specifying the form and extent of acceptable me ical

proof which could either be filed with the return or by the tax

upon audit.

yer

A medical certification process is currently used by the Internal Revenue

Service to prove legal blindness for purposes of'qualifying for an additional

exemption available to legally blind persons or those claiming them as their dependents.

We are unaware of any abuses associated with this certification procedure. In

gdditioh, because of the stigma associated with a handicapping condition, job

applicants are generally reluctant to disclose a handicap to a prospective employer,

unless there is an advantage to the prospective employee in doing so, e.T., a need .

for a reasonable job accommodation or other assistance. Thus, a medical certification

'30
P.
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procedure carries with it a built-in safeguard against abuse and will operate

partiOlarly in those cases in which the employer needs a hiring incentive the most;

namely, situatidns in which the prospedive employeejareds a Job accommodatiOn or
0,

other assistance. Adoption of this recommendation will also greatly simplify the

paper wprk burdens connected with the administration of the TJTC to the benefit of

both employers and employees.

B. THE AMOUNT OF THE QUALIFIED FIRST-YEAR WAGES spout!) BE INCREASED, THEREBY

ENCOURAGING EMPLOYMENT OF MORE HIGHLY SKILLED DISABLED WORKERS.

We'recommend that the amount, of the first year's qualified wages should be

increased from $6.000 to $20,000, This means that the cost to the Treasury for

the TJTC would be a maximum of $10,000 beforti adjustment as a result of the

employe tax rate and salary expenses. Given the cost sav ngs in Social Security

l''

11
and other benefits, the.net effect to the Treasury-would most rtainly be in the

plus column. Tr the first year credit amount were raised, the s nd year credit

--could be eliminated since training and other assistance would generally be

provided during the first year. Adoption of this recommendation will also

encourage employers to hire mord-highly skilled disabled people. As noted earlier,

many blind and other disabled people are now graduating from college or other'

vocational programs. These individuals face numerous employment barriers, yet de

amount of the qualified wages on which the credit can be taken is currently only ..

$6,000--less, than minimum wage. The current TJTC encovages employers to hire

minimum wage employees but is not as significant an incentive to hiremgre highly

skilled workers who face 'the same employment barriers. In addition, while some

disabled people may be physically able to perform some types of lower skilled

minimum wage jobs, other individuals may be more suited to jobs involving greater

mental .effort and less physical activity.

31. .41
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III. THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT COULD BE USED TO ENCOURAGE JOB RETENTION AND

"q,, UPWARD JOB MOBILITY.

Under current law, the,TJTC is available only for new hires and does not

assist the employer faced with an employee who becomes disabled'after initial

employment. Large corporations are in a Ruch better position than the small

employer to accommodate employees' needs after they become disabled. This

accommodation may include simple job restructuring, retraining or the provision

of a sensory or communication aid. This accommodation can represent a cost to an

employer. The employer may either incur,the expense on behalf of the employee,

require the employee to bear the cost, or simply May terminate the employee.

Ter nation of a worker causes untold frustration and anguish to the worker-and

or her family, not to mention the societal cost of welfare and'unemployment

b nefi ts.

We recommend that the TJTC should be available to employers who retain

an employee after the onset of'd severe disability. Given the present job market,

employers may find it easier to simply terminate a disabled employee and to replace

him/her with another worker, particularly in lower skilled jobs. Availability of

the credit in these situations may help to avoid this all too often tragic

Consequence of a disability.

We further recommend that the TJTC can be used as a tool to encourage upward .

job mobilit40of disobled workers. The'credit could be used to make it more

attractive for employers to purchase sensory or communications aids such as

Ragnifiers or special computer interface devices needed fore- disabled person to

advance on the job. Here again the small employer may not be in a position to

provide sensory or. communications aids to an employee. Rehabilitation agencies

are unable to provide assistance since vocational rehabilitation funds usually

4
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cannot be expended after initial placement. Although many disabled employees

purchase their own aids using their own funds, others cannot afford to do so.

Alternative financing arrangements such as.loans or foundation assistance are

also very limited. Thus, we need to explore ways in which the TJTC can be used

to assist disabled people to progress not only into a job but also along the

tareer ladder.

IV. CONCLUSION

The American Council of the Blind looks forward to working with the Committee

to develop these and other proposals presented today as the reauthorization of the

TJTC continues. Since most working pe6ple in the United States are employed by

small business, we must focus on how the TJTC can better be utilized by this

largest group of employers. We also believe that blind and other disabled people

face unique employment barriers not faced by other individuals who are also members

of targeted groups. For example, a welfare recipient may not need a sensory aid

in order to perform a job. In addition, Members of the other targeted groups

may have a greater number and variety of jobs to choose from since these individuals

are not restricted in terms of mobility, dexterity, hearing or sight. My point,

Mr. Chairman, is simply this: we must continue to explore and to develop ways of

encouraging employment of blind and other disabled people who face unique barriers

to employment. Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think our President summed it up best during

a recent signing ceremony at the White Mouse in which a proclamation declaring the

next ten years as the decade of the disabled was igned. The President said on

November 28 and we wholeheartedly agree "whe ver government puts welfare and

charity before the opportunity for jobl, it m the mark."

Thank you for allowing us to share our views with you today.
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Senator HEnvz. Ms. Goodall.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA GOODALL, TRAINING ASSOCIATE, RE-
HABILITATION, RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER, 'VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITir, RICHMOND, VA

Ms. Goonm.L. Hello, Mr. Chairman.
I don't know if I can improve upon that. testimony. I would like

to tell you a little bit about our organization and how helpful we
have found the targeted jobs tax credit to be.

I am with the Virginia Commonwealth University Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center in Richmslnd, VA. We are funded by
a grant from the National Institute of-Handicapped Research, of
the U.S. Department of EducatiOn. The mission of out: center is to
provide research and training rotated to employment of mentally
retarded individuals. At the same time; we are directly involved in
the placement. of mentally retarded .adults into competitive employ-
ment.

Under previous State and Federal funds, we have placed approxi-
mately 150 mentally retarded adult citizen's into 215 dompetitive
jobs in the community during the last 5 years. The availability of
the Federal tax credit for employers who hire the handicapped has
been an extremely powerful incentive to businesses in the commu-
nity to try out a handicapped worker.

Many employers are hesitant to work with the handicapped, but
the TJTC provides them with the financial motivation to give it a
try. Once the handicapped worker has shown that he or she is able
to do the job, the employer has most often become a satisfied advo-
cate of hiring the handicapped.

Ultimately, the use of the targeted jobs tax credit. as a persuasive
tool allows us to more easily and successfully place handicapped
workers in the community.

As a matter of fict, we frequently encounter employers who spe-
cifically 'request TJTC eligible employees, and we also know of
many employers who preferentially hire only TJTC eligible candi-
dates ibr certain positions.

Ultimately, this results in the deer se in the number of disabled
persons who are considered a tax bu -den on the public through
Federal disability payments and other tax-related support services.

\Of the 150 mentally retarded citizens we hav'e worked with, nearly
all have been receiving some type of Federal assistance at the time
of placement.

We work with moderately and severely mentally retarded adults.
I have a scenario of a fellow here who is 26 years old and moder-
ately mentally retarded. His IQ is probably in the range of about
50average IQ is 100. He graduated from a special education pro-
gram and attended an adult activity center, with no real work
training.

When he was taken to a job interview for a pot-scrubbipg posi-
tion at a local restaurant, the employer_ was extremely skeptical
that he could handle the job. Although we felt that this individual
could be trained to perform the job successfully, he possessed few
related work skills and was not a strong candidate for the position.

4'-
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When the employer learned of the availability of the targeted
jobs tax credit, he was persuaded to give Joe a try in the position.

fie is presently entering his third year of employment as a pot
scrubber at this local restaurant. He no Ifter receives Federal dis-
ability payments, and he is, in fact, the primary wage earner in his
household. He performs his job competently, and both he and his
employer are satisfied with the employment Situation.

In closing. I would like to say that the full effect of the TJTC
I;rogram will be to change the business community's attitude
toward hiring the handicapped, and I believe that this process has
only just begun and that we really need to extend this program.

Should the program expire, the handicapped worker will ulti-
mately suffer. In turn,-the taxpayer will be called upon to bear the
consequences.

Thank you.
Senator Fluatqz. Ms. Goodall, thank you very much.
[Ms. Goodall's prepared statement follow

35
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R. R: T C VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

Rehabilitation
Research Trainak

Center

1)14 WEST MAIN 57fMtr RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23284-0081 PHONE 8)).1) 257.1851

February 29, 1984

Roderick DeArmant
Chief Council
Senate Committee on Finance
SD 219 Dirksun
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmant:

Attached is a copy of my testimony tofbe presented before the Senate Committee on
Finance on March 2, 1984.

9m with the Virginia Commonwealth University Rehabilitation Research and Training
Celter (VCU-RRTC) which is directly involved in the job training and placement of
mentally retarded individuals into competitive.employment. Over the past five
years we have placed approximately 150 retarded adults into 215 jobs in the
community. Since we also provide long-term follow-up services to all our working
clients, I can state that the availability 67 the federal Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
(TJTC) program is crucial not only in the initial hiring, but the job retention, of
our handicapped workers.

We enthusiastically advocate the movement of disabled persons from recipients of
government disability payments to tax-paying citizens. We believe that the federal
TJTC program is an essential part of this transition by providing an incentive for
employers to hire the handicapped. We sincerely believe that many of our
handicapped workers would not have been given the opportunity to become productive,
tax-paying individuals without the existence of the feders4 TJTC program.

We urge your committee to support extension of this vital program.

Sincetely,

(Y0,11 e.( a., 4.
Patricia A. Goodall
Training Center
Rehabilitation Research 8
Training Center

PAG/sw

"Improving the Employability of Mentally Retarded Citizens-

C.
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RR T C VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

Rehabilitation
Research Training

Center

1314 WEST MAIN STREET EttcliMONE). VIRGINIA 23284-0001 PHONE (0041 157.1851

February 29, 1984

Senator John Heinz
469 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Seltatur Heinz:

I am with the Virginia Commonwealth University Rehabilitation Research and Training

Center in Richmond, Virginia. The Center is funded by a grant from the National

Institute of Handicapped Research of the U. S. Department4Of Education. The

mission of.the Center is to provide research and training related td employment of

mentally retarded individualq. We are also directly involved in the ptacement and

training of mentally retarded adults into competit4ve employment.

Under previous state and federal funds, we have pieced approximately 150 mentally

retarded citizens into 215 competitive jobs in the community over the past five

years. As the person responsible for job development in the community, I can
emphatically state that the federal Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) program has
greatly affected uur success in approaching employers to hire the handicapped.

The availability of the federal tax credit for employers who hire
is an extremely powerful incentive to businesses in the community

handicapped worker. any employers are hesitant to work with the

the TJTC provides them with the financial motiqation to give it a
handicapped worker has shown that he or she islable to do the job,
most ofton become a satisfied advocate of hiring the handicapped.
ase of the TJTC as a persuasive tool allows us to more easily and

place handicapped workers in the community.

the handicapped
to try out a
handicapped, but
try. Once the
the employer has
Ultimately, the
successfully

As this federal tax credit program becomes more widely .recognized in the business

community, we frequently encounter employers /who specifically request.TJTC

eligible employees. In fact, we know many erWoyers who preferentially hire TJTC

eligible candidates_

This, in turn, results in a decrease in the number of disabled persons who are
considered a tax burden on the public through federal disability payments and

other related twi-suppurted services (such as rehabilitative services and adult

activity centers). Of the 150 mentally retarded individuals we have placed into
competitive employment, nearly all have been recipients of some type of federal

assistance.

"Improving the Employability of Mentally Retarded Citizens"

.
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1 believe that our Canter's experiences with the use of the federal TJTC program in
the competitive employment of mentally retarded persons is representative of
similar programs in the state of Virginia and throughout the entire nation (see
attached statistical informatiA). The following is a typical scenario describing
the job placement of a severely disabled/mentally retarded individual.

Joe is 2k years old and moderately mentally retarded. Since he graduated from a
special education program at age 22, he has attended na,adult activity center
where, he engaged in such tasks as folding and inserting into envelopes, collating,
and assembly work, as well as social and leisure activities.

When Joe was taken to a job ifiterview for a pot scrubbing postion- in a local
restaurant. the employer was skeptical that Joe could handle the job. Although we

felt. that Joe could be trained to per form the job successfully, he possessed few
related work skills and was not a strongcandidate (or the position. The employer
wns persuaded to give Joe a try in the position when he learned about. the
availability of the TJTC. In effect, during an extended "trial" period, the
company receives a federal lax credit en the disabled worker's wages. This
artangement offset the risk the employer felt he was taking when he hired the
menially retarded young man.

Joe iy presently entering his third year of employment 'as a pot scrubber. He no
longer teceives federal disability payments and is, in fnct, the primary wage
earner in his household. Joe performs his job competently and both he and his
employer are satisfied with the employment situation. '

Traditionally, mentallA,retarded individuals like Joe had little or no chance of .

landing a job in the competitive market. The fedekal TiTts. program provides the
leverage necessary to help these workers gain entry into competitive jobs. As more

and more handicapped individuals like Joe are given the chance to prove themselveq
as capable workers, the full effect of the Tilt program will have been to change
the business community's nttilude toward hiring the disnbled. This process has
only just. begun.

I would like to thank ;ou for the opportunity to advocate for the extension of the
federal Targeted Jobs lax Credit program which expires December, 1984. %

Should this program expire, I believe that the handicapped worker will ultimately
suffer; in turn, thetix payer will be called upon to bear the consequences.

Sincerely,

7TO.Ne-ta.-
Patricia A. Goodall
Training Associate
Rehabilitation Research &
Training Center

PAG/sw
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RRT VIRGINIA commoNwfia TI-1 UNIVERSITY

Rehalriltat,on
Re4atch

( enter
71.a.ung

1314 WES1 &IAN S1111E1 RICA iMOND. VIRGINIA 1.12114-0001 1.110N KW) 257-1851

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit information

Obtained via personal communication with David Robison, 48 "G" SW; Washington,
DC 20024; (20!) 646A566. Mr. Robison is associated with a group that is
doing some congressional lobbying in favor of the extension of the TJTC.-. The
group is: Committee for Employment Opportunities, 1101 Connecticut Ave. NW,
5th Floor, Washington, DC 20036. 19 January 1984

Patricia A. Goodall

Statistical information for 1983 Fiscal Year ending 9/30/83:

***Total TJTC nationwide for every eligibility group:

1,286,947 vouchers issued
431,182 certificates issued

Nationwide for the handicapped group:

78,683 vouchers
25,412 certificates

The state of Virginia is in Region which consists of Delaware, District of
Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Virginia.

Totals for the Region:

115, 786 vouchers
36, 776 certificates

Totals for Virginia:

33,203 voucherS
10,340 certificates

Handicapped: 8,331 vouchers Handicapped: 2,168 vou

2,482 certificates 822 certificates

By other groups:

ers

to

,536 certif.Youth (60% of total):
Veterans: 453 "

Ex-Convicts:. 724 "

Handicapped: 822 "

CETA: 4 "

General Assistance: , 34

SSI Recipients: 14 "

AFOC Recipients: 1,161 "

Summer Youth: 592 "

Virginia has less than one-third of the total
vouchers issued for the Region, but has almost
one-third of the certificates issued.
Virginia has a better percentage of vouchers
that become certificates than ally other state

/ in the Region.

"'improving the Employability ofMentally Retarded Citizens""
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Senator HEINZ. Sister Judith.

STATEMENT OF SISTER JUDITH SCHLOECEI C.S..I., EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, LEE°, WASIIINCTON, DC

Sister JUDITH. Good afterpoon, Senator Heinz. .

My name is Sister Judith Schloegel, and I am the executive di-
rector of an ex-offender employment program known as "Libera-
tion of Ex- Offenders Through Employment Opportunities,': or
LEEO.

LEEO is a Washington, DC, community-based program funded by
the Washington, DC, Private Industry Council and designed to
secure suitable employment for male and female ex-felons.

To date, ,` in the Metropolitan Washington area
have hired EE° participants. Six hundred and forty-four training
and/or job opportunities have been secured for ex-felons.

There are anlestimated 4,000 unemployed ex-offenders on the
streets of Washington today. The TJTC is a significant tool in their'
job placement. Seventy-five percent of those referred to LEEO -have
less than 12 grades education, have less than 3 months work expe-
rience, most have children, all have been convicted of serious felo-
nies. The obstacles they face in a competitive labor market within
a cjty plagued by high unemployment demand employer incentives
if suitable training and/or job opportunities are ever to be secured.

Of the 664 placements through LEEO, 269 placements have been
made with companies who hired ex-felons on condition of receiving
the tax credit..

On behalf of the thousands of ex-offenders seeking employment
today as well as for the 600,000 persons currently incarcerated,
many of whom will be released over the next 5 years and need em-
ployment. for a successful transition back into society, I strongly
urge that the TJTC be extended.

I offer four important reasons for this 5-year extension:
One. The TJTC is a viable incentive in encouraging prospective

employers to train and/or hire job-ready ex-felons.
Two. The TJTC provides the unskilled, inexperienced ex-felon

with a tool by which he or she may approach a prospective employ-
er with a sense of credibility.

Three. The cost of eRtending- the TJTC is far less than the outra-
geous cost to America's taxpayers for incarcerating thousands of
persons who would themselves, if hired, be taxpaying, contributing

,_-members of society.
.

Four. Chief Justice Warren Burger has introduced the model of
D factories within fences.. Prison industry would train and prepare

persons for the world of work, thereby easing the current tension
of inmate idleness within the institutions. Job placement would be
expedited, thereby reducing the serious condition of overcrowding
within the prisons.

The targeted tax credit, used creatively, could be one of the most
significant factors in the future development of prison industry in
the United States.

Thank you.
Senator IIEmz. Sister Judith, thank you very much.
[Sister Judith Sc li loegel's prepared statement follows:]
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DATE: March 2, 1984

SUBJECT: SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

TESTIMONY BY: DR. JUDITH SCHLOEGEL, C.S.J.

Pr

Good afternoon, Senator Heine and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is

Dr. Judith Schloogel. 1 am a Roman Catholic Slater and the Executive Director

of an mx-offender employment progrnm, liberation of Ex-Offenders Through Employ-

ment Opportunities known as LEBO. LEEO is a Washington, D. C. CAmunity-based

apregram funded by.thc Washington.D.C. Private Industry Council, designed to

secure suitable employment for male and female ex-felons. The services provided

through LEE() include: thorough screening; comprehensive job readiness; pre-

employment counseling; job development; job placement; and a one-year period of

follow up supervision and supportive tervices. Since I began the program in 1977,

over 5,000 ex-felons have requested job assistance. To date. 218 companies in

the metropolitan Washington seaa have hired LETO participants. 715 training

and /or lob opportunities have been 'secured. The cost per participant is leas

than $1500. per person (compared to $16,000. to $40,000. to incarcerate one

person for one year) and the recidivism rate is less than 10Z (compared to a

national estimate of 701.)

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) is designed to givean ex-offender who

needs a break the chance to become ic productive wage - earner ". There are an

estimated 4,000 unemployed ex-offenders on the streets of Washlitgcon, D.C.

today. The TJTC is aignIficant tool in their job placement. 75Z of those

referred to LETO: have less than 12 grades education; hove less than three

4onths work experience; most have children; all have been convicted of serious

lielonies. The obstacles they face in a competitive labor market within a city

plagued by 410,unemployment demand employer- incentives if suitable training

and/or job opportunities are to ever be Secured. The TJTC is such an in-

centive. eOf the 775 placements through LEE0, 269 were made with companies who

hiredx-felons on condition of recelying this taxecredit. Among_ these bust-

1011111,are: the Marriott Corporation; the Singep Aerospace and Maripe System;

the Truland Corporation; Unified Services; the Bureau of National Affairs;

Fort Myer Construction Company; the Washington Conlention Center; and the

Shirley Contracting Corporation. I quote two employers who speak to the import-

4 once of the TJTC. 1) Mr. James Hayes, Personnel Manager of Macro Systems:

"1 could not have readily placed emploYes without the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

It ha 11 w my company to give employment opportunities to Individuals who

w cif) rest. hnv been givenn chance otherwise."
IY
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DATE: .
March 2, 1984

SDNUT: .
SENATr SUBCOMMITTEE MEAR/NC ON THE TACETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

TESTIMONY BY: DR. JUDITH SCHLOECEL: C.S.J.

2) Mr. Fred Kremer. Personnel Specialist of the Marriott Catewny lintel: "1

have been Involved with the TJTC program siote July, 1981. During tills time

I havk discovered that the program is very beneficial to both the employer

And Applicant alike. From an employer's point of view. jespecielly in a pro-

fit-oriented industry), tax break are greatly appreciated. But the TJTC

program also gives a feeling of satisfaction that .goes along with it. When

hiring an ex-felon or handicapped individual, we are taking a Chance. Now-

ever. whey they turn out to Le- valuable employee, which many have, we gain x

great deal of satisfaction. Some of these employe may not have been Riven

the chance if it had not been for the TJTC erogram."

On behalf of the tbs.:m.1mnds of unemployed ex-offondera seeking employment today,

an well as for the 600,000 persons currently incarcerated- many of whom will

be released and need employment for a mere:es:Ifni transition hack into sotlety-

I strongly urge that the TJTC be extended.

IMPORTANT REASONS FOR THIS EATENSION INCLUDE:

cz

1. The TJTC is viable Incentive In encouraging prospective employers to

trnin and /or hire job-ready ex-felons.

the IIIC provides the enskIllkd, inexperienced ex-felon with a tool by

which by /she may approach a prospective employer with a sense of

credibility.

3. the coat of extending the TJTC is far lean than the outrageous Coat to

America's tax payers for incarcerating thousands of persona who would

themnelven - if hired-- be contributing, tax-paying citizen..

4. Chief luetice Barren Burger has Introduced tee model of "rector-Inn .

Within Fences". Prison Industry would train and prepare persons for

the world of work. thereby easing the current tenelon of inmate Ldle-:

nese wItles the inntltetions. Job placement would be expedited, there-

by reducing the merlons; condition of over-crowding within the prison's.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, Used Creatively, could be one of the most

significant factors An the future development of prison industry in the

United States.
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. Kirk. .1

STATEMENT 4F CLAUDE KIRK; JR., DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL
SERVIC,ES, HABILITATIVE SYSTEMS, INC, CHICAGO; IL

Mr. KIRK. Mr. Chairman, it is 'a privilege and an honor to come
before you today to present my testimony on the extension oT the
targeted tax credit.

My name is Claude Kirk. I am director of vocational services for
1-labilitative Systems, Inc., a human social service agency in Chica-
go. We are a not-for-profit rehabilitation agency serving the inner
city of the West Side of Chicago. We deal with all disabilities and
have a wide range elf programs, ranging from school children to
formal job training programs.

In my capacity as director of vocational services, it is my respon-
sibility to establish job training programs for the handicapped and
for the economically disadvantaged in my service area. This is an
area where unemployment exceeds 18 percent and there are virtu-
ally no community resources to ameriorate these conditions. In my
capacity, I have seen first hand the benefits the targeted jobs tax
credit has provided to the people whom I rve.

Among our programs is one in whichrWe manufacture disposable
pillows for Amtrak and several airlines. We have a sheltered work-'
shop located at 415 South Kilpatrick in Chicago, where these pil-
lows are made. The people we hire to manufacture these pillows
are predominately hard-core unemployed who qualify fpr the tar-
geted jobs tax credit in several categories.

We also operate a program where we provide basic job readiness
training. The pool of employees who complete this training are re-
ferred to a number of large and small businesses who have been
encouraged to hire them because of the existence of this credit. I
believe that more opportunities exist today because of the availabil-
ity of the To it' Program.

One year ago we began an on-the-job training program with the
Chicago regional office of McDonald's Corp. Participants in this
program, which we call Mc Jobs, are disabled, - economically disad-
vantaged, or often both. They undergo an extensive training pro-
gram in nearby McDonald's restaurants for a period of 2 to 3
months, depending on their particular disability. This training con-
sists of their working one-to-one with a McDonald's employee who
serves as a job coach to learn bilsic job skills and the various duties
associated with employment in a McDonald's restaurant. Once the
training is completed, they become employees of a McDonald's res-
taurant and are mainstreamed into the McDonald's workforce.

I wish all of you could attend one of the graduation ceremonies
for a McJobs class and see them receive their silver spatulas for
their efforts in front of their parents, friends, and peers. McDon-
ald's recently received an award from Governor Thompson for its
role in this program.

I truly believe that while these activities would sttl be supported
by employers, the presence of the targeted jobs tax credit gives
them an additional meaningful economic incentive to train and
hire disadvantaged people.
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I further believe that we have only begun to understand "aod use
this prog-rava, and that it will become more effective as employers
and others learn about it: For This reason, I urge you to extend it
by enacting S. 2185 for 6 yearS, so that organizations like Habilita-
tive Systems and employers will use it to the benefit of the disad-
vantaged who want and need employment:

Thanks for this privilege.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Kirk.
[Mr. Kirk's prepared statement follows:]

,4
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f:'PATEMENT BY
Claude Kirk,

Director of Vocational Services for Habilitative
Maroh 2, 1984

ON TARGETED JOBS TAX _CREDIT

Systems, Inc.

P

Mr. Chairman and members of the comittes, it isa privilege
and honor to come before you today to present my testimony on the
extension of targeted tax credit. .

My name Pis Claude Kirk, and I am Directok of 'Vocational
Se-vices fot- Habilitative Systems, Inc. a human/social service
ag cy in Chicago. We are a not-for-profit rehabilitation` agency
serv'ng the -inner city West Side of Chicago. We deal with all
disc ilities and have a wide range of programs, ranging from school
chil reh to formal job training programs

In my capacity as Director of Vocational Services, it is my
responsibility to establish job training programs for the handi-
capped and for the economically disadvantaged in my service area..
This is an area where unemployment exceeds. 18% and where there are
virtually no community resources to ameliorate these conditions:

Ip my capacity, I have seen first-hand the benefits the
Targeted JObs Tax Credit has provided to the people whom I serve:

Among our -programs .in one to manufacture dispoable pillows
for Amtrak and several airlines.- We have a sheltered workshop
located at 415 S.-Kilpatrick,Chicago, where these pillows are made4,
Athe people who we hire to manufacture these pillows are predomi-
nantly hard-pre unemployed qo qualify for Targeted Jobs; Tax
Credit in se-I/Iliad categories.

We also operate a program where we provide basic job readiness
training. The pool of employees who complete this training are
referred to a number of large and small'businesses who have been
encouraged to hire them because of the existence of this credit. I

believe that more opportunities exist today because of the avail-7
ability of the TJTC program.

One,, year ago w ern an on-the-joloktrainiiig program"with the
Chicago Regional Off df t4cDonald's Corporation. Participants in
this program, which We call 0McJobs", are disabled, or economically
disadvantaged, r often both. They undergo an extensive training

'''Y
program in near McDonald's restaurants, for a period of two to
three months, depending, on their particular disability. This
training consists of their working one-on-one with a McDonald's
employee who serves as a "jbb coach" to learn basic job skills and
the various duties associated with employment in a McDonald's
restaurant.'
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Once the training 'is completed, they become, employees of ;a-

McDonald's restaurant and are mainstreamed into thiat McDonald's
workforce.

I wish all of you could attend one of the gradUation cer-
emonies for a "McJobs" class and see them receive a silver spatula
for their efforts, in front of their parents, friends and peers..
McDonald's recently received an award from Governor Thdmpson for
its role in this program.

I truly belieVe that while these activities would still' be
supported by employers, the presence of the Targeted jobs Tax
Credit gives them an additional meaningful economic incentive to
train and hire di-sAdvantaged people!

I further believe that(we.shave only begun to underst- a- d and

use this program and Opt it will become more effective as employ-
ers and others learn about it. For this ireason; I urge you to
extend it by enacting S. 2185 for five years', so that organizations

f like Habilitative Systems and employers will use it to the benefit
of the disadvantaged who want and need employment.

_ .

Thanks for the privilege of appearing before you topiK7to
discuss this vital program. f

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Brown.

STATEMENT BY LARRY BROWN, PRESIDENT, 70001 LTD.-THE
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT CO.- WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to tes-
tify.

I am Lard/ Brown, President of 70001 Ltd.the Youth Employ-
ment Co.but I also represent today the 29 member agencies of
the National Youth Employment Coalition. .

I appear before you to -lend strong endorsement to the proposed
extension.

For the past 14 years, 70001 has been preparing a very special
group of young people, high school dropouts, for the world of work.
Since 1976 we have been able' to place 20,000 high school dropouts
into jobs with private employers. We, achieved this success, despite
enrolling youth who face serious obstacles to employment. The tar-
geted jobs tax credit is a powerful incentive and an invaluable tool
in our efforts to place disadvantaged youths.

Putting these youngsters to work certainly requires a well-de-
signed and well-managed training program, but still these yOuths'
represent a risk to the potential employer. The risk equates to cost,
and the targeted jobs tax credit can often serve as the determinate
which mitigates that cost.

With that background, I am pleased to offer you four recommen-
dations:

T e first and most obvious is to pass the 5-year extension. The
strongest argument I can make to support 'the. extension is that it
will finally send State administrating agencies the message that
the TJTC is here to stay. Currently, inconsistent State administra-
tion is the biggest barrier we face to effectively utilizing the credit.

Furthermore, a 5-year extension will add consistency to the tech-
nical implementation of the targeted jobs tax credit. Previously,

4s
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each year's extension confused employers and certifying agencies
through the absence of IRS guidelines regarding employer liability.

Second, extension for 5 years will preserve the targeted jobs tax
credit for the :Summer Youth Employment youths. The summer
credit becomes particularly important this year, as most of our
major cities face huge Federal cuts in funds available for Summer
Youth Employment. Formerly, funds were targeted to urban areas;
but under the Job Training Partnership Act the same number of
youths will be served, but funding.will favor rural and suburban
areas. As a result, it is important that incentives such as the TJTC
be available in our cities. -

Third, 1 encourage you to encourage coordination between the
targeted jobs tax credit and other employment training activities.
Currently, many of our national employment training programs
don't work in coordination with each other. I recommend that in
order to encourage coordination, what you do is encourage the
State employment services to allow community-based organizations
to certify youngsters eligible for the targeted jobs tax credit.

Fourth,I encourage you to expand the targeted jobs tax credit to
include 16- and 17-year-old high school dropouts Currently, 16- and
17-year-old youths are only included if they are enrolled in State-
certified cooperative education programs. It is an unfortunate irony
that if these 16- and 17-year-old high school dropouts were enrolled
in school, and presumably better off, they would be'TJTC eligible.
But because they are out of school, measurably more unemployable
and at greater risk, they cannot benefit from the targeted jobs tax
credit.

On behalf of the hundreds of thousands of young people served
by the members of the National Youth Employment Coalition, I
thank you for the opportunity to share our recommendations.

Few of us would disagree that young people will form the founda-
tion of our national defense and the quality of our American life,
but millions are in danger of being permanentl' left behind if they
are unable to attain education, training and work. The targeted
jobs tax.' credit. is an essential resource in our ability to provide it.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Mt-. Brown, thank you.
[Mr. Brown's prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am honored by the

opportunity to testify today on the matter of extending the Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) for an additional five years. I am Larry Brown,

President of 70001, Ltd. -- The Youth Employment Comma:6 but I also

repreSent today the 29 member agencies of the National Youth EMployment

Coalition. I appear before you to lend strong endorsement to the

proposed exteneion and to applaud Chairman Heinz for introducing it.

Tb provide a perspective for my recommendations, ploase permit me to

tell you a bit about 70001 and our history of training and placing

disadvantaged young people exclusively with private employers-

For the past 14 years, 70001 has been preparing a very special grogp of

young people -- high school dropouts -- for the world of work. Since

1976, when 70001 organized as a private public eervice corporation, some

20,000 young high achool dropouts have been placed into jobe with

private employers. This figure represents 80 percent of those who

complete training.

We achieve this success despite enrolling youth Who face serious-

Obstacles to employment. Most of the young people in the 57 programs in

the 70001 network are 18 years old or younger, from minority groups and

female. Almost one -third are parents and 7 'percent have more than one

Child-V.10re than 30 percent are from families receiving AFDC payments;

half are from families in which neither parent graduated from high

samool. Eighty percent ,read below a ninth grade level and many are

functionally illiterate. Few have ever held a job for more than two

months and more than a third have never been gainfully employed.

Bow, then, did 70001 place more than 1,500 of these young people into

jabs last year? One important factor is the strong private involvement

in all phases of the program. Through our National Business Associates,

more than 60 major corporations and associations provide valuable

guidance, direction and financial support. Locally, hundreds of

business men and women advise program staff.
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The Targeted Jobe Tax0Credit is a powerful incentive and invaluable tool

in 70001's efforts to place disadvantaged youth. Putting these

youngsters to wore certainly - squires a'uell designed and well managed

b;lning Peogram, but still those youth repreeent risk to a potential

employer.
That risk equates to cost and the TJTC often can serve as the

determinant which mitigates the coat.

It is no exaggeration bo esy that without TJTC, 70001's task of placing

youth would be immeasurably more difficult. Let me pffer some examples:

En Indianapolis, 90-95 percent of participants are TJTC

eligible. Among the employers there who have taken

advantage of the tax credit are the Eli Lilly Company,

the Hyatt Regency hote1,4,L.S. Ayers Department Store,

Kiwanis Internatiorkal, and Pizza Hut. At the Hyatt

Regency alone, seven graduates from 70001 have been hired

with the aid of TJTC. All started week earning $3.80 per

hour.

In Wilmington, Delaware, 85-90 percent of the portici-

. , pants are TJTCeeligible and several employers actively

recruit them. These include Wilmington Deygocds, the

city's major retailers and American Scrap Metal CO.

TJTC is a major jcb placement tool in the other 55 programs in the 70001

network. But TJTC's impact is best illustrateffin human terms. Allow

me to share with yc4r just two examples:

35-968 0-84---4

In Hamer, Pennsylvania, 21-year-old .Louis Dow

completed his 70001 training and was hired by Keystone

Seneco, Inc. at a starting salary of $5.25 per hour. His

employers says TJTC was a major factor in the decision to

hire Louis. Seen months after starting work, Louis has

already earned one raise and is in line for a promotion
001

to machinery maintenance supervisor,

Pb
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Dee Staples of Indianapolis, had been jobless for two
years When -he enrolled in 70001, As a Vietnam-era

veteran, he was eligible for TJTC. Midwestern Tree

7xperts hired him claiming the tax arediein the process.

Now Dap is earning a good salary in the sales department

and has married.

These are just two of the re thousands of men and Who have

beocme active participants of the American workforce after being trained

by the member agencies of the National-Youth Employment Coalition and
certified for the TJTC.

With that background, T am pleased to share with you the Coalition's

specific recommendations.

REPOMENDATICkiS

1. P044 the Five-lbar Extension

70001 and the Coalition strongly support the five-year extension
contained in 5.2185. We are not alone. Every year since 1980, the
Administration has proposed elimination of TJTC. Yet, every year more
than 90 percent of the Senate his voted to extend the tax credit.

The stxongest at-grant I can make to support the extension is that it
will finally send state administrating agencies the message" that the
TJTC is here to stay. Currently, inconsieteni.state adMinistration is
the biggest terrier we face to effectively utilizing the Oredit. This
is partly tir result of there being no incentive to institutionalize the

certification process. A fiv'e-year extension will provide the
incentive.

Furthermore, a five-year extension will add consistency to the technical

impleseentatiat of TJTC. Previously,-" each year'S extension confused

employees and certifying regencies through the abeenee of IRS guidelines

regarding employer liability end techeical'changes in such iters as
retroactive certification. A five -year extension would solve these

prdhlerm and encourage wider participation.

",.
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y Preserve The TJTC.for Summer Youth Employment

The Summer Youth Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is an innovation enac5ed last

year. It worked and worked well. In its first test last armlet

hundreds of 70001's employers hired youth because of the TJTC. The

five-year extension will perservs this important sammer resource.

The summir. TJTC becomes a particularly important tool in 1984 as most of

our major cities face cuts in the federal funds available for summer

youth employment averaging 13%.

The cuts outlined below are due to a'shift, in allocation formulas

prompted by the Jab Training Partnership Act. Formerly, fandyk were

heavily taigeted to urban areas. Under JTPA, the same number of youth

will be served, but funding formulas favar.rural and suburban a'reas.

This re-distribution cf summer jobs .money begins Chia summer. As a

result, it is important that inourtives Such as 'ROTC be *enable to

maintain the level of summer employment opportunities in cities. Active

promotion of the summer TJTC in these cities could draw in enough

participation by private employers to substantially offset these cuts.

Summer Youth hEmployment Programs*

Federal Funding Avadebility
1

(IN MILLICOS)

Service Delivery Area
Summer Difference Difference

1983 1,984

Birmingham, AL s 3.86 2.63 1 $ 1.2 .2. 32

ile, AL 1.7.4r 1.47 .29 - 16

Los Angeles, CA 12.34 11.51 - .83 - 7

Pueblo, CO .364 .692s + ,.328 f 90

Bridgeport, CT 2.6,7 1.70 - .97 - 36

Uartford, CT 1.70 1.65 - .05 3

*Congressional Decant Vol. 130, 113,"February 8, 1984.
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Federal rending Availability (can't.)

New Raven, Cr

Jacksonville, FL

Talpa,'FL

Des Moines, IA

Chicago, IL

Indianapolis, IN

Worcybar, MA

BaltSTMOre, MD

Ann Arbor Area, MI

Minneapolis, MN

Xhnsas City, MO

St. Louis, MO

Butte Rural C7, MT

New York, NY 1

Cleveland,

Columbus, OH

4

1.33

1.90

1.26

1.08

24.08

3.90

.911

5.40

1.70

1.424

2.20

2.85

.26

30.30

5.16

2.50

1_17

1.50

.997

1,07

12.70

2.40

.946

4.50

1.40

.885

1.90

1.80

_40

24.30

2.99

2.40

- .16 .

- .40

- .263

- .01

-11.38

- 1.50

+ t035

- .90

- .30

- .539'

- .300

- 1.05

+ .14

- 6.0

- 2.17

- .10

- 12

- 21

r 21

...1

47

- 39

-r- 4

- 17

- 18

38

- 14

- 37

+ 54

- 20

42

- 4

3 nccerage Coordination Between 1137C and Other anployment

aining Activities

I recommend that the subcommittee encourage coordination between =IC
and the Job training Partnership Act by providing community-based
organizations the authority 'bo conduct certification of WIC eligible
participants.'

Stith a mandate would be one more step award creation of a truly unified

system of,employment training. TJTC, J7PA and vocational education --
the three main components of our current job training system -- were

created and continue to operate in a public policy. void. Each program
has similar objectives and all prepare, train and place the economically

disadvantaged and the handicapped. Yet, professionals in these three

programs often labqr in separate vineyards. With Congressional vision
and leadeTthip, we can bring about a measure of coordination among these

valuable programs and begin building a comprehensive national policy of
empleyment training.

53,
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The current lack of coordination is moat pronounced in . The

summer jcbe 1:engrain, for example, has yet to forge linkages with

agencies vital to its success, especially the Employment Service, which

is responsible for voudhering And certifying TJTC eligibility. Having

little experience in dealing with yd(th and overburdened with other

responsibilities, the Deployment Service. has eo far not done a good job

of reaching and recruiting youth for the summer jobs program, nor has

the Deployment Service "sold" TJTC to employere.

70001 recommends that the Deployment service be encouraged' to allow

community agencies Mich as 70001) to conduct the ycuchering of

potential TJTC-eligible youth- as part of normal intake precess. At

our program in Jameetaml, New York, for le, the assistant director

of the pcey Club Which administers the program has been licensed as a

TJTC certifier. As a result, all youth who enter 70001 are certified on

the spat if they are eligible. Client certification is a time-consuming

process easily handled by Agencies that provide employment training And

related services to youth. Such decentralized procedures would

streamline intake and certification for disadvantaged clients, as well

as service providers.

4. Expand TJTC to Include 16 and 17 Year-Old High School Dropouts

Streamlining TJTC procedures is important, but exeanding eligibility for

certain cut -of- school youth is even more' so. I am speaking in

particular about economically disadvantaged high school dropouts who

participate id training programs such an 70001, OlCs of America, and

others, eepeCially theme listed in the Job Training Partnership Act.

Congress had the opportunity last session to move in this direction

through S.900, a bill sponsored by Sen. Heinz to support OIC.

Including all cemeraidty-based
organizations would be an even morn

positive step, reaching into thousands of ccmmunities. Currently, to bo

TJTC-eligible youth in employment training programs must be 18 -19 years

old and economically disadvantaged, or
16-19 years old and enrolled in a

state certified cooperative education program. Youth ages 16-17 are
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eligible only for the Summer jobs program. It is an unfortunate irony

that if these 16 and 17 year old high school dropouts 4Cre enrolled in
school, and presentably better off, they would be TUTC eligible. But

because they are out of school, measurably'eute unemployable and at

greater risk, they cannot benefit from the TOTC.

The following statistics for October 1981 froM theEmployment and Train-

ing Report 9f the President clearly portray the disproportionate

repeeedntation of dropouts among the unemployed:

White

Black

Rates

Graduates Dropouts

17.1%

53.5%
29.0%

73.1%

Furtheemore, the National Center for Educational Statistics reports that

28% of the young pecple Who enter the ninth grade across America will

never graduate, a 3% increase in the last ten years.- One million youth

a year are leaving school and Aepira.reports that 80% of the Hispanic

youth in New York Citymever graduate.

Lack of educaeionallattainment is not only reflected in the unemployment

rates but also impacts earnings, for years ho come. , The following are

some important figures conparihg annual mean earning of males and

females* based on levels of educational attainment.

MALES FEMALES

8th grade or less $ 10,244 $ 5,149 .k.

egonle high school _ 12,0330 5,701

High school grads ' 15,900 8,063

Completion of 4 yeariMollege. '26,970 12,979

'11BaLsed upon Bureau of Census "Consumer Income" table 48,, Education and
.Total Money Earning 'Persons 18 years old and over, Current Population
Report series, D. 60, NO. 137'

0
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Congress has made emioerative education one of the categories where 16

and 17 year old youth are eligible for TOTC and more than half of all

certificAlcns have come from that category*. Unfortunately, too few

occovanically disadvantaged youth stay in school and even fewer enroll in

cooperative education programs.

When the ycuth do dropout, they end up in programs such as 70001 and

OIC; programs very similar in design and intent to cooperative education

programs. In fact, 70001 was originally a demonstration project of the

Distributive Education Clube of America-W*7CM. Yet, 70001 and other

training and education programs hA0e never been officially recognized as

cooperative education efforts. As a result, 16 and 17 year old dropouts

enrolled in our programs cannot avail themselves of the TOTC.

We implore you to erase this artifical distinction and grant TOTC

eligibility to 16 and 17 year old cut -of- school youth enrolled in work

readiness and education program.

Conclusion

On behalf of the Ihindreds of thousands of young people served by the

members of the National Youth Employment Coalition, I thank you for the

opportunity to share our experience and recommendations. Few of us

would disagree that young people will form the -foundation of our

national defense and the quality of American life, but millions are in

danger of being permanently left behind if they are unable to attain

education, training and work. The TOW is an essential resource in our

ability to provide it.

I applaud Senator Heinz's leadership rad our young people in

Pennsylvania appreciate his participation as a 70001 Congressional

Associate.

70001 and the National Youth Ehployment Coalition stand ready to assist

iqu in vilatever way we can.

Thank you.

*"Putting the Tartjeted Jobs Tax Credit Back to Work," Northeast Midwest
Institute. 1980.

./
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. Ethridge.

STATEMENT OF WILLIS ETHRIDGE, DIRECTOR OF REHABILITA-
TION TRAINING. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE BEAK
SILVER SPRING, MI)

Mr. ErnRincE, Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the opportunity
to speak before you this afternoon.

I represent the National Asiociation of the Deaf. I am the direct
for of rehabilitation and training with the association.

The association has been in continuous existence for 104 years.
We are the largest handicapped consumer organization in the
country.

We support the continuation of TJTC, because 'through our use of
it in our rehabilitation aqd training program and in our placement
efforts, we have found that employers have become more and rittrrre
open to this tool to provide opportunities for deaf and hearing-im-
paired persons to prove their skills and their worth as valuable, de-
pendable employees in their businesses.

I did a quick review of our case files and some followup, and I
found that those we placed back, in 1978 through the use of this
tool, had a retention rate of 70 percent of those who were placed at
that time. They are still in the employ of the companies in which
they were placed.

I shall not drag this out. this afternoon, since it is a Friday after-
noon. I shall" simply say again, we strongly support and urge the
passage of this

Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Ethridge.
[Mr. Pimenters statement, delivered by Mr. Ethridge, follows:)
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The National Association of the Deaf (NAD) is -a consumer

organization representing the social, educational, legtslative,

-and,Zonomic interests of hearing impaired persons in this

country. The NAD was established in 1880 and has been in

continuous existence fcr 1C4 years. We are the oldest and

largest harcapped consumer organization in the country,

representing a hearing impaired population of 16 million

citizens. Our membership consists of persons from all over

the United States including affiliated State Associations in

all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

Our work includes, but is not limited to: ensuring that

deaf oit.izens enjoy the same rights and privileges that all

American citizens are entitled to; elimination of discriminatory

practices against. deaf people through ongoing support of our

Legal Defense Fund; advocating fyr improved programs of

education, vocational training, and social, mental health,

and rehabilitation services throughout the country; serving

as an information clearinghouse on deafness; and publishing

books, and a newspaper and magazine devoted to deafness-

related topics which have nationwide circulations.

Specifically relevant to the proposed Targeted Job Tax

Credit. Bill is our major in-house effort in the area of

rehabi.l.itationni training of deaf and deaf/multiply-handicapped
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individuals.

In keeping with the National Association of the Deaf's

conceThs for the educational and economic interests of deaf

persons, we established a Rehabilitation and Training Program

in 1977 within our Home Office located in Silver Spring,

Maryland. We provide direct services to deaf residents of

Montgomery and Prince George'p Counties, Maryland and the

District of Columbia. This program was designed to he the

model for other localities across the country.

A profile of clients we have serled indicates as many

as 60% were having difficulty in making the transition from

high school to the job market. The remainder of the clients

were chronically unemployed because of a) resistance by

employers to hire persons with communication problems and

b) lack of understanding by our handicapped clients of their

responsibilities to employers.

The philosophy of_ the program is to build uponthe

strengths of clients. Job training skills in clerical areas
fi

and mail handling skills are provided.. These classes are

instructed by skilled deaf persons who have succeeded and who

now serve as role models for clients. Client counseling,

placement, and follow-up services are provided.

In 1990; services were expanded to include Vocational.

Evaluation and Work Adjustment Training. It was also in 80

that the program was duplicated at our Branch Office in
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Indianapolis; Indiana. the overall program has been serving

240 deaf clients annually.

During the first three years of operation, 80 to 91% of

our'clients were placed in competitive unsubsidized

employment. It is projected that the placement rate for 1984

will be no less than 80%.

We also established and worked jointly with our affiliated

State Association in Massachusetts in the operation of.

Developmental Evaluation and Adjustment Facilities (D_E.A.F.,

Inc.), a rehabilitation and psychological services center

for deaf and hark of hearing residents of the New England.

area.

Because of our determination to ensure that our deaf

citizens are given every possible opportunity to enter the

job market in this country, I am before you to support.

continuation of the Targeted Job Tax Credit which passagewof

S. 52815 would ensure_ We ask that authorization be for a

minimum of five years. Our support is based upon the

experiences of our NAD Rehabilitation and Training Program

staff members who have been involved in the job placement of

deaf clients with various companies in the private sector.

In4echieving job placements, our placement specialists

have utilized the Targeted Job Tax Credit as an incentive

for employers to provide opportunities for deaf applicants
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to prove their skills and value as loyal, dependable

employees. The majority of placements achieved through the

Targeted Job Tax Credit incentive with these companies would

not have been accomplished if it were hot for this incentive_

It should be noted that we have used the Targeted Job Tax

Credit with both large and small businesses.

UAemployment rates of deaf people run 0 100% higher

than for the general popUlation with aria' ons geographically.

Through follow-up to placements and review of client files,

we have round a retention rate of 65% for deaf clients

placed through the Targeted Job Tax Credit..

The goal of the Federal/State Vocational Rehabilitation

Act supported by

citizens to take

employment. The

a positive force

Congress is to assist disabled American

their place in competitive, unsubsidized

Targeted Job Tax Credit has proven to be

in opening more businesses for job

placements with clients who are deaf or have other physical

disabilities_ Clients placed through our Program at the

National Association of the Deaf have been for the most

part former recipients of SSI, SSDI, or other forms of

public assistance. The cost effectiveness of the Targeted,

.

Job Tax Credit in the case of the clients we have placed

has been extremely high. The end beneficiary has been the

taxpayer_ The clients placed, rather than continuing as

recipits of welfare or other forms of public assistance,

have become taxpaying citizens.

For the above reasons, on behalf of the National

Association of the Deaf, I urge your support of S. 52815 for

a period of five years.
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Senator HEINZ. You all have presented a very b*road sweep of ex-
traordinarily helpful testimony,'and 1 take it that each of you havefound that the program, as you have experienced it and seen it
work, is successful. Is that correct? Is there any disagreement?

(No response.1
Senator HEINZ. The record will reflect. that there is no disagree-ment with that
But there are some people who have criticized the program by

saying it's discriminatory. I suppose that anything that is targeted,
in a sense, istgoing to be discriminatory; but it is saying that those
people who make this charge say that the program is unfair be-
cause it gives people who are eligible for the targeted jobs taxcredit an unfair advantage over those without, given all other
things being equal. Would anyone like to react to that accusation?

Yes, Sister Judith?
Sister JUDITH SCHOU;E.. Well, in tegard to the ex-felon, I have

two points:
First, it costs the taxpayer $16,000-40,000 to incarcerate a personfor 1 year. The cost of an incentive to employers to bring ex-felons

back into the labor market, rather than the recidivism problem, is
certainly something to be looked at.

Second, most agree that the factors affecting crime are inad-
equate education and lack of opportunity. So, perhaps it is just a
latent period in society's response to its citizens.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, rather than saying that the tax

credit as constituted gives an unfair advantage, I would argue that
it eliminates an unfair disadvantage; it really puts them on anequal footing.

Senator I1Ensiz. Any other comments on this question? Yes, Ms_N.
Goodall'?

Ms. Goonim.. As I stated before, the individuals we work with
the moderately and severely retardedhave traditionally been con-
sidered unemployable. We are proving that that is not true any-
more. They are abk to hold down certain jobs and becothe produc-tive citizens. In this way the tax credit. is so important to us, be-
cause it is helping to change attilides out in the business commu-nity.

You know, we use the tax credit as leverage to gain entry into
these competitive jcibs, and once they interact and see that the
mentally retarded dan -hold jobs, it is going to change attitudes.
And I think that is what is important..

Senator 11EINZ. Any other comments?
Mr. ETtnni;E. I would just like to second what has been said to

my left here, in that. it has finally providAld an opportunity for, in
our case, handicapped persons who for their full lifetime have been
dependent. upon public revenue from SSI, SSDI, and other forms of
public assistance to care for themselves and become taxpayers.

'" The taxpayer, in these cases, is the winner, because the deaf per-
t sons and hearing-impaired persons who do obtain employment,

rather than being tax users become taxpayers.
Senator HEINZ, Any other comments?
(No response.]
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Senator Let me ask this: We have had some excellent si,ig-
\ Festions; for example, Mr. Marshall recommended that we should

include the medical determination of handicapped as a method,
and made other suggestions.

Should the targeted jobs tax credit be expanded, in your view,
any of you, to include other groups, and if so, which ones?

Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. I would only amplify my comments that I would like

to see you expand it to include 16- and 17-year-old high school drop-
outs. Of course, some argument. will be ri4e that that might en-
courage youngsters to leave school, but If think we have found
under CETA that youngsters didn't leave for the advantage of re-
ceiving a stipend under CETA, and it is unlikely that they would
leave school for the advantage of making their employers eligible
for a tax credit.

Senator HEINZ. Do any of you havetany other suggestions?
(No response.]
Senator HEINZ. Now, one of the questions that we invariably

must ask ourselves, and we have to ask it because of the present
status of the Federal budget and the large deficits, is: Do the bene-
fits of this program outweigh its costs? And many of you have said
as much. But. is there anybody here who would either like to ampli-
fy the points that. they made, or is there anybody here who believes
that there isn't proof that the benefits of this program outweigh
the costs to the taxpayer?

No response.]
Senator HEINZ. I gather it is fair to say you all feel that the con-

trary is true, that. the benefits do outweigh the costs. Does anyone
want. to hazard to what extentaddition to their testimony already
on the recordat this point? We will have other ,vitnesses who will
testify as to this, but if you have tAdditional information I don't
want to preclude it from being on the record.

Yes; Mr. Brown?
Mr. aROWN. I could simply provide one example:
A you man in Indianapolis, a Vietnam-era vet is why he quali-

fied, was unemployed for a 2-year period and has now been em-
.ployed for a 2-year period. Presuming eve' i that his employer took
the full tax credit for his first 2 years of employment, that still
doesn't exceed what he was paid for those 2 years he was unem-
ployed and what benefits he drew.

Senator 11Errvz. There have been suggestions made so far, but I
want to ask one other question: Are there any other ways that we
could Make the program more costeffective and efficient?

Let me give you one example: Back in ,1981, the program was
subject to some criticism because it was possible for an employer to
hire someone and then get that person certified. Now, we corrected
that in TEFRA, as I recollect, and obviously we have dealt with
that prpblem.

There is a suggestion that is going to be made on how we can
improve certain, aspects, but I wonder if any members of this group
have any specific suggestions along that line, that would make it
more efficient or effective?

I know some of you have mentioned that one of the ways to
make it more effective, assuming that it is efficient, is to give it

C4
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continuity so that people will not. only know about it but the State
administering agencies will learn t.o use it better, that there will
exist, because people like yourselves, employers, and others create
a public edocation campaign, and that by virtue of an expansion,
growth of the program, it will overcome some of the original
stigma that seemed ,to be attached to-it; which was, the more
vouchers that are in circulation, the less exceptional it becomes to
have one, and the less of a stigma it becomes, to the extent people
react to it that way.

Are there any additional ideas?
Sister Judith.
Sister &wail SCI-11.0EGEL. Under the Jobs Training Partnership

Art, which replaced CETA, there is currently on-the-job training
reimbursement to an employer Nyho trains. Up to $5 an hour, the
employer receives 50-percent reimbursement per month. In Many
States there cannot be a subsequent hiring v'ith the targeted jobs
fax credit, and the suggestion to make it more efficient, 1 believe,
would be that, if the person completes training with the employer,
the employer then is given an added incentive of the tax credit
upon hiring.

Senator 1j.kilki Very well. Well, I want to thank all of you for
excellent Lestimony. You have given us a very strong case, and I
think you have answered the critics of why this program needq to
he continued. It helps. people who really do need help, who have
suffered a great deal of difficulty in discrimination arid separation
from the job force, for a variety of reasons, and I thank you for
helping us establish that. record. You have all been excellent.

Thank you very much for being here.
Our next panel consists of Arnold Cantor, Phil Burnette, William

Kolberg, and ,Jack Bloomer.
Gentlemen, would you please come forward to the table? I am

going to ask Arnold Cantor, the assistant director of the Depart-
ment of Economic Research of the AFL -CIO to be our first witness.

Please proceed when you are.ready, Mr. (i'antor.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD CANTOR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DE-
PARTMENT OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, AFL-CIO, WASIIINGTON,
DC, ACCOMPANIED BY MARK RoliEwrs
mr. ('AN '9R. Thank you very much, Senator.
I am rat :1' cold and lonely in this room in illy posit ion. I would

like to Mir( lure my colleague, 1)r. Mark Roberts.
Senator I N Z. If that would make you any less cold or lonely,

by all meat
Mr. reit. It has, and it will. Thank you, sir.
The AF1,-C10 recommends that the Targeted !lobs Tax Credit be

allowed to expire as scheduled on December 81, 1984. We have seen
no evidence that the program has in fact generated any new jobs
nor has been of particular benefit to the target. groups; rather, evi-
dence shows that employers have received windfall tax benefits for
doing what they would have clone anyway, and there is consider-
able potent for job substitution and job displacement.

The main indicator of failure and waste has been employers
claiming credits retroactively for peirsons already on the payroll.
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According to one study, 80 percent of certifications were retroac-
tive.

Another problem is that the hiring of a targeted group member
may mean that someone else may be unfairly denied a job because
he or she is nvt subsidized, and there is much more intense compe-
tition for available jobs among those in the target groups.

Again, we have seen no evidence that employers actually exp'and
their payrolls to accommodate additional workers from targeted
groups. --

In an analysis- of our own on the most recent addition to the
target listSummer J9bs for Economically Disadvantoged Youth,
aged 16 or, 17 on the biting dateshowed that summer employ-
ment for the 16 and ltyear olds"- resulted from additional jobs in
government and in private household service, not,areas entitled to
the credit. Unemployment rates for the group as a 'whole fbll
roughly in line with the overall movements in the labor force, and
black youths, one of the prime target groups, did not share in the
general improVement in unemployment rates that did begin.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think the most important issue here is
that the evidence of the need for jobs and the need for solving the
problems of the unemployed is Lear but I do not think that evi-
dence is in any way a justificatibn for the use of a jobs tax credit..

We yield to no one in our commitment to full employment for all
who are able and willing to work, and to the proper training of
workers with special needs; but we are convinced the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit'Program is the wrong route, and it should be promptly
discontinued.

Thank you.
Senator liEn\iz. Thank you, Mr. Cantor.
[Mr. Cantor's prepared statement follows:1
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STATEMENT OF ARNOLD CANTOR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOAATC RESEARCH

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,
BEFORE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, SUBCOIVIMITTKE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH,

EMPLOYMENT AND REVENUE SHA1NG
HEARINGS ON TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDITS AND S. 2185

MARCH 2, 1984

S. 2185, introduced as the "lob Opportunity Act of 1983," is a bill to extend

the life of the Targeted :Job% Tax Credit program (1- 1TC) for another five years

to 13cce-rnbei 31, 1939.

The Aft.-C10 recommends that the pIC be allowed to expire as scheduled

on December 31,1984. There is no evidence that the program has generated any

new lobs or been of particular benefit to the target groups. Rather, evidence

shows that employer s received winattli tax benefits for doing what they would

have done anyway, and there is considerable potential for job substitution and

displaksincnt. Moreover, as the "target" group expands, the competition for

available jobs among those in the group heightens_

In its present form, the program basically dates from 1978 when tax credits

for businesses hiring workers in seven "target" groups were wi it ten' into law. In

general, these groups included certain categories of assistance recipients,

handicapped persons, ex .conv.ct ts, Vietnam veterans, and economically

disadvantaged youth. The credit is equal to 50 percent of the first 56,000 of

wages paid for the first year of eroplOyment and 25 percent in the second year.

In 1981, involuntarily terminated CI-.1"A employees were added; and in 198

cr edits were established for businesses hiring economically disadvantaged youth

ages 16 and If for summer jobs_ The dflit for the summer job group is 85

percent of up to 53,000 of wages paid in any 90day period between May I and

September II.

Thus, the basic approach has been in place for about six years. The

experience with it has been far from satisfactory, and the pi ogram has been

subjer t to considerable abuse.
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One of the main problems in the past has been that employers were able to

claim credos (or persons who were already on the payrolls or who were hired

without regard to the availability of a tax credit. One study produced a finding

that on average about 80 percent of certifications were retroactive - employers

hired first and sought tax certifications later (or anyone on their ayrolls who4

happened to fit into one of the targeted slots. Such a result i bviously of no

benefit to the workers involved and simply produces a tax dfall for the

employer at the expense of the general public.

The 1981 legislation sought to curb these effects by requiring that all

eligible job applicants must have their job service vouchers in hand before they

begin work, or as one critic put it "to hang a medallion around an applicant's

neck that says 'I am one of seve' targeted groups.' "Y

The prospectsof continued use of the program under the reformed

provisions were thought to be considerably diminished by sonic experts. A New

York City consulting firm that had charged fees for interviewing company

employees to determine 111-C eligibility and get employees certified

retroactively, called it "a delicious Catch 22." His firm had certified nearly

3,000 individuals for 5C0 clients since 1978. tinder the new law, he predicted

that a I irm that "usually interviews today and hires tomorrow will either have to

change its hiring practices in order to watt for the local job service agency to

interview and ceitifehgible employees, or not to participate in the program at

all."?/

.t/Frank Swain, Small Business Adminitration, as quoted in RNA Daily Labor
Repot, September 20,1982.

?/Roy Johnson, President of PCS Reports, as quoted in BNA Daily Executive
Report, August 19, 1981.
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We do not know whether the situatidh ha's actually worked out this way.

A The Labor Department has aggressively promoted file program, at least in some

areas of the country. Last August, the Department's information service issued

a release concerning the opFration of the program in New Orleans in the summer

at 1983 in behalf of the hotel industry. recounted how the local Employment

Sects: ity Service area manager was sending a team of staffers each week to work

with the major hotel personnel offices. "Enildoyee applications tothe hotel and

TJTC certifications are completed at one time in one place, saving time for both

applicant and employer.3/

This kind of operation is probably not available to'all employers as it

obviously involves additional money, staff, and effort on the part of the

Employment Service. Many of these employees would have been hired in any

even';,qf the hotels actually needed extra workers for their summer tourist

trade.

Another problem is also involved: the hiring t?1 a "targeted group" member

can mean that someone else may be unfairly denied a job, because he or she is

nit subsidized. The same Labor Department release about T3TC. in the New

Orleans hotel industry quoted a I lyatt Regency stafjer as stating tttat "given two

- qualified applicants, tlteHyatt will hire a TJTC-eligible person first in those

service- oriented positions 'pen."

the possible impacts of disc uninatory hiring of thTs kind -- wherejt takes

place -- arc highlighted by the surfacl of proposals in the Congress to add

more "target" 'groups to the program, uch as the aged, individuals living in areas

' 3/U.S. Department of Labor, "A News Summary for llispanos," Week of August
29, 1983.
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of high unemployment, and persons who have exhausted unemployment insurance

benefits. "Fairness" might require an ever-longer list:

Writing in 1982, Robert Tannenwald of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

concluded that to the extent thcy are effective, targeted subsidits enhance the

employment of some groups only at the expense of others. An expansibn. of the

role of targeted subsidies would encourage such displacement at a time when

unemployment is at its highest rate since the Great Depression-"4/

The main impacts of TJTC thus involve either windfall tax benefits to

employers for workers they would have hired anyway, or the hiring of subsidized

individuals in preference to those without subsidies. There is also a possibility of

actual displacement of current employees in favor of those who carry tax

credits.

We have learned of a situation where an auto parts plant in Michigan,

which had laid off a major portion of its work force, recently began recalling its

workers as production resumed_ Some of the less senior workers, however, had

technically lost their recall rights under the union contract. When rehiring

began, they were almost.all replaced witIptidividuaB who carried tax cr6dits

under the MC program. As can well be imagined, this has caused a great deal
I

of grief and outrage for the ex-workers who were thus shoved aside.

We have seen no evidence that employers expand their payrolls to

accommodate additional workers from targeted groups. Rather, staffing levels

are kept consistent with the basic requirements of the business. The one

4/ "Are Wage and Training Subsidies t7ost-Effective? -- Some Evidence from
the New jobs Tax Credit," Newlimland Economic Review, September- October
1982.

:%
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program that sought 1.0 condition tax credits on increased employment has been

generally acknowledged as a failure (the "New Jobs" Tax Credo of 1977 and

1973). '

An analysis of our own on this point (see pages 7, 3, and 9) involves fite

most recent addition to the "target" list -- summer jobs for rconornically

disadvantaged youth ages 16 or 17 on the hiring date_ The credit is a

"super subsidy" of 85 percent of up to $3,000 of wages paid between May land

September 15_ 15 first went Into effect for the summer of 1983_

15y comparing labor force and employment figures for 16 and 17 year olds

for the months of May-September 1983 with the same months of 1932, we came

to the following c/clusions:

L Additional summer employment for 16 and 17 year olds between 1982

and 1983 came not from the private wage and salary sector, but from additional

jobs in government and in private household service.

2. Unemployment rates for this group, as compared to a year earlier,

began falling only in July, in line with the overall movement of rates for^the

labor force as a whole.

3- Mack youth, ages 16 and 17, did not share in the general improvement

in unemployment rates that began in July. Illecr rates worsened as compared

with 1982.

We are very much troubled by the prosper_ t of the continuance of a useless

set of employer tax credits in behalf of targeted employee groups. The list can

only grow longer with time as pressures develop, possibly involving even-larger

credit, and more waste of the taxpayers' money. The present program costs, in

terms of lost revenue to the Treasury, are already estimated at over $1 billion a

year. In light of the enormous deficits now being incurred in the federal budget,

[JP is a program which can very appropriately be dropped.

tt
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A. a final commentary on the pi-obleins of cmploymerrt, I am submitting for

the record a copy of the most recent statement of the AFT-C10 Executive
k

Council on "The National Economy" issued on February
s

to no one in its commitment tp full employment for all

to work and to the proper training of workers with spec

20. The AFL-C10 yields

who are able and willing

iaf needs. But we are

conyinced that the Targeted Jabs Tax Credit program is the wrong route.

should Klaromptly discontinued.
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APPENDIX

EMPLOYMENT Orr PERSONS ACES 16 AND-17, SUMMER 19IV AND 1983

TABLE 1 shows basic population and labor force figures for both the total

population and for youth ages 16 and 17 for each month May-September 1983 with

comparisons for the same months of 1982.

In the 16 and 17 year old group, the population was lower in each month of

summer 1983 than it had been a year earlier. The population dr op produced a

smaller labor force in 193) with generally lower levels of both employment and

unemployment, only par tly offset by increased labor fora: participation rates in

June, July, and August. (In Vay and September participAtion rates were sharply

lower than in 1982 and aggravated the labor force decline in those months.)

Unemployment rates for all youths akes 16 and 17 were higher in May and

June of 1983 than in the same months a yakearlier. Beginning with July,

however, rates dropped below year ear lier levels. As shown in TABLE 1, this

trend was the same as for the labor force as a whole. 11

The pat tern for young blacks in the ages 16 and 17 group was distinctly

different_ Unemployment rates' fell below 1982 r a tes.only in the single month of

June_

TABLE 2 shows employme.Nt changes by type of industry between summer

1932 and summer 1983 for 16 and 17 year Old workers.

As noted for TABLE!, employment levels generally2)aropped, refOcnng
agr24%

population drops. However, TABLE 2 shows that the declines for:private' wage

end salary employment exceeded the overall decline for each month of the

period, il'Npec rally in June, July arrd Augtist. The offsets to the employment drops

in the private payroll sector came prrucipally from Increases in jobs in

government ,servii e and in Private household service.

(Separate data are not available for black youth.)

1
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TABLL 1 LT.':1L1Ah IOJLATIO:: Al:D .LABOR FORCL, 3T2-:E8 1982 _183

(NUMURS,1;. SEASONALLY ADJUSTE2)

F,AYulatiQn Labor 17roe EPpleved
U"MPig:%0 Inct-l-fr =4 rol'i-Cte-7Lii=d;Inange Cnungo change

from 1982 .1983 from 1992 19j33 from 19...82

T91,e1 Fopulallvr,

May

Aug.

t.

173,953
174,125
174,306

174,440
174,602

41,927
+1,935
+1,942
31,929

+1,912

110,30E
113,383
113i980

113,578
112,197

4 394
+1,814
+1,454

+1,691
41,651

99,543
101,813
103,273

103,167
102,366

Age 16 and 17

May 7,415 - 346 2,869 - 400 2,125
June 7, 3-114 145 3,885 - 90 2,736
J.1y 7,355 - 4,240 - 171 3,270
Aug. 3,338 327, 3,843 144 3,050
Sept. 7,322 - 313 2,4028 - 241 2,170

Age 16 and 17
Black Only

Hay 1,098 --* 25 238 3 111
June 1,094 - 25 377 + 54 -154
July 1,039 - 26 476 i 7 268
Aug. 1,086 - 25 358 - 28 214
Sept. 1,082 - 25 201 - 52 83

SOURCE:.

414
+1,130
11,783

+1,990
32,515

339
138
Ile

81
105

2

41
4

26

44

DEFARTMENT OF LABOR, Employment slid firnIpto (4euthly 18...9ue41)

74

1981

10,765
11,574
10,707
10,1.11

7,8K

frou, 1982 1982 1982 487 19$2

4800

'684

-329
-299

-865

63.4%
85.1

65.4
65.1

63.91
64.0

65.3
64.9
64.0

9.81
:4.2

9.4
. 9.2

' 8.8

0.1%

9.9

9.6
9."

-
;44 - "71) 78...": 4.1.: 25.91 24.01

1,141' ' 48 52.6 -7,./. 2".7
q71 CZ 5".L 57.; 22.9 23.3
7)34 - 64 52-4 52-0 20.4 211-3

'.7 -137 38.0 40.2 23.2 25.9

127 - 1 21.8% 21.51 53.1% 53.1%
223 t 13 34.5 20.9 53.2 65.0
208 -4 3 43." 42.1 43.7 43.7

144 - 2 31.0 34.7 40.2 37.8

188 - 84 1.8.6 .5.2.9 58.7 49.8
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TABLETABLE 2 EMPLOYMINT OF YOUTH 36. AND 17 By TYPE OF INDUSTRY, SUMER 1982 AND 1983

(NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS, NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED).

TOTAL

PRIVATE
WAGE &
SALARY

OTHER EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL
PRIVATE

HOUSEHOLD GOVT.
SELF-

EMPLOYED
UNPAID
FAMILY

--T---

3 May 2,125 1,706 I 419 209 83 76 51

June 2,736 2,102 634 298 186' 83 Er'

July 3,270 2,434 837 319 367 80 71

Aug. 3,059 2,351 707' 288 264 77 7F . C

Sept. 2,170 1,803 366 200 71 59 :'6

Change from

1962 May -339 -342 + 4 +19 -14 +13 -1L

June -138 -245 +106 +50 +72 +16 -32

July -110 -176 + 67 +15 +94 -10 -32

Aug. - 81 -156 + 76 +39 +59 -13 9

Sept. -105 -122 1-17 + 9 / +13 - 5

SOURCE! U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, Emplument and Wnings (Mofithly issues)

,,,00( 75
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Staiement by the AFL -C10 T.xecutive Council

on

The National Econona

February 20,1984
fial Harbour, FL

The unrealistic budget and economic policies of the Reagan Administration

threaten the soundness of our economy for years to come. Continuing high federal

deficits are pushing up already .high real interest rates and may soon tip the economy into

'yet another Reagan recession.

4 The deficit rnuslot2e reduced by stronger economic growth, increased federal

revenues and lower military expenditures.

Fundamental issues for working men and women -- jobs, fairness, and a future

with opt ortunities for alt "ire pushed aside by a President who places re-election above

the urgekt need-t-o-,kake act these issues.

President Reagan's supply ide trickle-down experiment has failed. It is trine to

face reality by restoring adequate tax revenues, returning the corporate income tax as a

major contributor of these revenues and closing loopholes that allow the wealthy to

escape their fair share of taxes. The rapid build-up in military expenditures must be

curbed and the destruction of domestic programs must be stopped.

Giant budget deficits raise interest rates, which in turn curtail public and private
4

1041 creating investments and price homes out of the reach of most workers. lligh interest

rates contribute to the overvaluation of the dollar, which prices t1.S. goods out of foreign

markets and encourages a flood of imports that undermines dorriesq 'employment and

production.

A year after the bottom of the Reagan recession, 9 million Americans are stilt

officially unemployed, L5 million "discouraged" workers are no longer even counted

among the jobless, and almost 6 million workers who want full-time jobs are working only

76,
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par ttime. In January, there were one million more unemployed than when Reagan took

office, and two Inrltton more than four years ago. The buying power of the average

worker's paycheck is lower than in I979..ktore Americans are living m poverty today than

at any time since poverty statistics were first compiled in the mid-19605.

lobs, fairness, and opportunities for the future remaui key ISSUK'S I or America's

workers and for the nation in 1984.

lobs

Ilealthy economic gruwth based on sound monetary, fiscal and industrial revitali-

zation policies are necessary elements of full employment policies. To achieve progress

toward lull employment, rebuild the economy and help workers and their communities, we

support the following measures now pending before Congress:

I. The industrial policy bill (-1.R. 1,360), which would set up a high level
Commit on Industrial Competitiveness and a !lank for Industrial Compe-
titiveness to mai« loans and loan guarantees for modecninng and revi-
talizing American industry.

2. The House- passed community service lobs boll (11.12. 1036 Is S. 131.),
which would provide public set vice jobs for workers who cannot fin
work in the private sector.

3. The public works bill 2544), that would help reconstruct the
nation's basic infrastructure, including water and sewer facilities,
highways and port facilities, and other public works which stimulate
private, iob-creating investment and economic activity.

4. The plant closing bill 2847), which would proVide some protection
for workers and local communities when industries shut down or rnove.

5. The llouse-passed domestic auto content bill (t1.R. 1734 <Y S. 107), to
assure a strong 11.S_ auto industry and additional trade legislation to
provide relief for other impacted industries.

Fairness

The Reagan Administration has undermined many statutory protections through

Administrative ai dons and has crippled enforcement of labor standards, civil rights,

women's rights, occupatinnal safety and health, environmental safeguards, consumer pro-

/*)
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tections and long-standing anti-trust restraints on corporate power. To restore some

element of fairness, major changes must be made. Only the election of a new Presid&t

will restore proper ado-illustration of these basic statutory rights and safeguards. Rut

Congress also has a responsibility for oversight of Administration actions and for enacting

additional worker and consumer protections.

The tax giveaways to the wealthy and corporations enacted in 1981 must he

reversed. A progressive income tax based on ability to pay must remain a fundamental

principle of the tax system. New proposals to heap.more of the burden on workers

through such regresSive devices as valtm-added taxes, consumption taxes, and flat rate

income taxes must be rejected. Co ress should adjust the tax schedule to cap the last

installment of tit Reagan tax cut' 5700, which would recapture S6.9 billion in 1985

revenues, and repeal-the costly indexation provisions of the 1981 Act, which would

recover another 54.3 billion. Corporations, whose share of the tallnirden dropped from "

70 percent in 1960 to 10 percent in 1983, must bear their fair share. Tax subsidies for the4

overseas operation of IL'S. multinational corporations must be cur bed through elimination

of foreign tax Credits and deferrals.

The only major revenue proposal of the Reagan Administratioh is to tax the health

insurance' of workers and their families. The AFL-C:710 will strongly oppose this proposal.

Congress has before it a number of bills that we believe would enhance tire fair

treatment of the nation's citizens. Therefore we support:

I. The House-passed health- e protection for the unemployed
(1.11. 3521). This bill would create a modest program of health care
for the unemployed and their families.

2. Cost - containment legislation to fight inflation in the health care
industry while protecting wages, benefits, and other contractual rights
of health care workers and including special protections for public
hospitals. However, we will oppose further cutbacks in essential Medi-
care and Medicaid health cart services.
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3. Energy price regulation (H.R. 21 54 and S. 996), the "Naturaf Gas

Consumer Relief Act" to protect consumersefrom the monopoly power

of natural gas producers, as well as the House-passed restrictions on

the export of Alaska Oil (-1.If . 3231) to assure that Alaskan oil is used

for Amer lean consumers.

O. Legislation along the lines of H.R. 100, to end discrimination in

pensions and insurance.-- While that discrimination rests first and fore-

most on `lumen workers, it affects the entire family through diminished

benefits ill increased premiums.

5. Consumer protections on telephone rates and service with adequate

protection for telephone workers and their pension rights.

6. Worker and union protections in bankruptcy cases to prevent corpora-

tions from trying to escape their obligations through phony bankruptcy

proceedings. Consumer and worker protections must be provided in

any bankruptcy reform legislation, such as H.R. 1141 and S. 333.

7. Legislation (f -1.R. 1743 and S. 1079) that would prohibit companies

which violate the National Labor Relations Act from rtr. eiving federal

7

contracts for up to three years.

The Future

V

In addition to jobs and fairness, merica's working people want a secure future, a

decent retirement, hope for education and opportunity for their children. To enhance the

future of the nation's citizens, new, strong national leadership is required.

Congress now has before it legislation which would make a start toward these

goals. We support:

Adequate funding for the Elementary and Secondary Education /\ct,

for vocational education, for Adult Basic Education, for student loans

and grants, and for other post-secondary and higher-education

programs. We oppose President Reagan's schemes for educational

vouchers and tudion tax credits as destructive,of public education and

oppose block grants as inefficient and ineffective methods of ?finding

proven programs.

2. More, funds for training and retraining of adult workers, particularly

those affected by industrial dislocation.

3. Adequate protections for pension rights. The single-employer pension

plan termination Insurance program must be strengthened to

(a) provide strong disincentives to termination of pensions plans by

requiring solvent employers who terminate pension plans to he respon-

sible for the full amount of accrued benefits of plan participants, and

79
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(b) curtail the ability of employers to dump unfunded pension Aabilities
on the. Peqsion Benefit Guaranty Corporation. We will oppose attempts
to modify,the Multk Employer Pension Plan Amendments of 1980.,.

The AFL-C10 is convinced that the nation can move toward fug employment,

restore fairness and build a better tomorrow for ourselves and our Wren. The program

we have outlined will move the country toward .theSe goals and at the same time reduce

the federal deficit by sliinokiting the economy and raising needed revenues.

Congress should start to deal with these issues now, but only with the election of

a new Administration can these principles he achieved.

"I
Attachments: Background Paper
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KracIrpound Paper on The National Economy -

The Adams` teal bon proposes to nutcase
rletroise outlays in 1985 to 5777 4rthon, an mr rease
UI 1% percent.

Tins Coral, .1 has ailed cam mg I cal
delen,e spending int teases to a range of I is,
7 pert end, with some otentbelS Urging that the
lin seas(' be held to the tower end al the range Or
below.

soaVings irons INS kaeled defense spending
would La' S7 to Si? billion in the first year, with

nr rater redo( irons tit future years,
assuming an inflation rate of s percent.

Ti . pay for real increases in deft-rise spending,
we have supported a progressive surtax tezied on
norpor.lte and individual or tune taxes, plus an
additional tax on income d sureritty sheltered. Stich
a Stir tax would raise 517 balm,. to 517 billion in the
10 St year,

A number of the programs that the Ail- -Chi
all, for wOold provide for increased expenditures.

But to the extent that people are put back to work
under these programs, they would her Otne tax-
payers lather than ret'ipients of unemployment
compensatron or in some cases welfare benefits.
Eat one-per, rot reclus lion of on(.111ploylflent1.

raises tax revenues by about 575 billion arid
r rant CS out says fry SS hit lion.

l'ollowrog arc the budget estnita ICS 105 the
detailed programs spelled out in the All -C10
re( ommendai ions:

I he Industrial Polity Act (11.R. 4160) would set
up a new process for dealing with rrulustr al
es orrourir issues through a new entitled on !mint-
1.1.11 ompettliverteSs, whose COSI would he small,
Tire Ralik. for Industrial CompetitiverieSs would
halve ttitteral arittiorrzation for 53.5 billion rn
federal -.tor subs: option made available Over
several real

The or lllll unity Servite lobs Ar (11.11. 1036
and R. 1317) I ails for an authorization of
51.5 trillion to istplus people in community Set vice
work who annot find lobs in the private cer tOr

The Pnbhc Works Act (H.R. 7544) would earry
an authort.7.3110,1 of billion to help reconstruct
the 113110,1'S basic Thant, oc tore, including wale!
and sewer la: Illties, litgliwayS and port facilities,
and other plibiti: works winch stimulate private,
job-, resting inveS(ilient and eCOTIOtnie ar tivit).

The Plant Closing Act (11.11. 7347) would have'
1, budget 'sopa, I; it would require employers to

Ptovide advam C notice and some basic protections
poi workers and local communities.

The dornesio auto ontmil bill (11.R. 1214 and
S. 707) would have no measurable budget outlays
but would assure Lontioried extensive II.S.01Ito pro
diction-

the Health (are protect.. Pill (11.R. 1521)
salts for authorization of 51.3 billion a year for
each of two year s to provide health insurance

it,r the unemployed.

The health care cost containment legislation
would sate the 1 edcr al gov ertirnen
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51 billion. We oppose the President's call for
uts of 51.1 billion rn Medicare and 5.1_1 billion

in Medicaid.

The energy bats, worns-rf's pension and
insur ante proles nuns, ("011Stliner and worker
protections In telephone, and r onsumer and
worker protr-ctions ul bankruptcy have little_
budget unpas t, but provide substantial worker
and consumer sa I eguards.

We are opposed to the President's r all for
cuts of 5200 million in atithortiation frxr
elementary, secondary and vocational educa-
t"' and for (WS of 5900 million in higher
educatron loans and grants.

We air' opposed to the PreSident'S tall 10i
cuts of 56001prillion in employMent and tram
mg programs.

There is a saving to the government in our
proposals lor improving the single-employer
pension guarantee program.

In addition, the ATI_ -C10 has proposed
second rollback Of the personal and Corporate
income tax reductinns enarted in 1981, and
the closing 01 Some earlier corporate tax loop-
holes, which would add up to an estimated
549 trillion in additional to, revenues in feted!
year 1985.

This is niSt in par hal recapture 01 the
516% billion in revenue loss that or curs in 1981
as a result of the 1931 Tax Act_ r oitgrest.
Made .t start in 1932 to s Orrect Out revenue
shortfall problem.

Additional Federal Revenues
croon AM -CIO Tax Proposals

5700 Cap - Third Year

Repeal Indexing

1 r "Savings" Exclusions

Phase Down Capital C.anis

%rale Back Estate and Gill
Exclusion

(orergn lax,
1)1SCT

Deferral
. Toreign Tax Credit

Investment Tax Credit,
Dept es- t kin Basis

Adjustment
Reduce 10% to 7.1,'

Fiscal Year 1985
m /Whom

5 .0

6.2

2.7

1.9

7.1

Limit Graduate Rates 2.0
10 5,11.111 Corpora burn

Oil and C.31 nep10110/1 6.0
l'Apensing of Drilling Costs

If
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. I3urnette.

STATEMENT OPTIMA-IP J. BURNETTE, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE
FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, WASHINGTON, I)C

Mr. ButtNET-rE. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
I have some prepared comments for today, but in the interest of

time I will set those aside.
Senator HEINZ. Without objection, your entire statement. will be

placed in the record.
Mr. BURNETTE. Thank you very much.
Your office is very aware of where we stand on TJTC. We have

worked with your office before, on the last two extensions, and we
are currently working on this one for you.

Let me take this opportunity to thank you for your determined
leadership on this issue. You have our full support on this current
campaign for extension, and we look forward to working with you
again in 1989.

Sena,tor HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Burnette I want. to commend
you for your support and your optimism, which I think is well
placed.

[Mr. Burnette's prepared statement follows:i
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INTRODUCTION

On behalf of the membership of the Committee for,Employment -Oppor-

tunities (CEO), 1 wish-to thank you, Senator Heinz, and the other. mem-

bers of the Subcommittee! on Economic GrOwth, Employment and'Revenup

Sharing for holding these hearings on Targeted JobsTax Credit (TJTC).

CEO is 4 group of compahies and associations whose goal is to im-

prove and renew TJTC. It has no paid staff. Individuals have con-

tributed their time and effort for renewal and in support of the jatest

initiative, S-2185, which calls for an additional 5 years for Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit.

HISTORY

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program was implemented in-1978 to

focus employment incentrives on more narrowly targeted groups whose un-

employment rates are traditionally above the national average, i.e.,

grotpS- rn need of special employmuprincentives in orcber to be con-

.sidered for employment. In this way, the prograv difOe'ed from its

predecessor, the New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC)program, which was not

targeted on specific groups and'gave employers a credit for hiring above

a "base line" regardless of the economic status of those employed. The

targeted groups,under the TJTC program are primarily the economically

disadvantaged. _They include youth (18=24), Vietnam-era veterans, and

ex-convicts. In addition,bgenettal assistance and Supplemental SecUrity

Income (SSI) recipients, vocational.rehabilitation referrAls, and co-

oper4ive education students are included in the .program.

Employers may claima credit against their income tax liability up

to.13,000.00 per individual in the first ye&r of employment (50 percent

of qua ified wages up to $6,000.00) and $1,500:00 in the second year (25

percent of wages up to f6,000.00).

In 1981, the TJTC was-fiiterided for one year as a result of a Senate,

floor amendment offered by Senators Heinz, Dole, Domenici, Long, and 29

other Senators. The Senate vote was 95-3. In 1982, legislatioh was in- .

troduced (S.2455) by Al Senators extending the TJTC for five years.

Thereafter, as a part of TETRA, the TJTC was eictended through December

31,
.

1984. A number'of changes were adopted in both -1981 and 1982 to

"make the credit work more equitably and to prevent unintended rest/Cs..

4). .

The legislation currently'beipg cbnsidered.merely extends the

credit, as s, for five more years. The legislation therefote is con-

slstent with the 1981 Senate floor initiative and the 1982 Senate legis-

lation, both .f which had, the clear support of the Senate. The TJTC has

. proven to be an effective incentive -to hire, from targeted groups and a

five-year extension provides nAded certainty to maximize the effective-

ness of the program.

DISCUSSION

The CIE0 has been'very active in recent months in an attempt, not

only to encanrage interest in the renewarof TJTC, but also seeking ways

an,
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to improve the delivery ofgche credit and seeking avenues through which
the credit could be better utilized by both the unemployed and the
employer. We have had many discussions with our membership searching
out ideas and discussing problems and have discovered a series of issues

.which we feel.need to be discussed.
These include:

1) income proof for low income youth
2) Length of extension
3) Treatment of re-employed individuals
4) Increase in the lower living standard

r
5) Grace period for certification
6) Increase in the, amount of wages taken into account
7) Additlonal targeted groups

1. Income proof for low income youth

A potential employee must meet three requirements to qualify for
the TJTC:

A. Be a new employee who has not previously worked for the
company at any time.

B. Be hired to work in a trade or business. Maids,
chauffeurs, acid other household employees do not qualify
for the TJTC.

C. 'Be certified as a member of one of the target groups.

In general, eligibility determination and certification for all
target groups is accomplished as follows:

A. The State Employment Security Agency (Job Service) is the
\designated certifying authority for all target groups
excepe the cooperative education group.

B. The.certification is accomplished through a standardized
voucher system that is used.to identify TJTC eligibles tie
both the employer and the State TJTC Unit for issuance of
the certifications. .

C. Job Service local offices determine eligibility and issue
TJTC Vouchers to target group members.

D. A qualified individual presents the voucher to employers
when applying for jobs or a prospective employee can be
referred by a company to the Job Service office fob oerti-
fcation.

E. When' an' eligible individual is hired, the employer takes
the voucher, answers a few simple questions at the bottom,
and_prior to the individual's employement starting date,,
mails it per instructions on the form.

"F. The TJTC Unit will check the voucher's authenticity and
mail the employer a certification within three working -

it days.

Like other programs, TJTC has depended on self-attesting of income.
At the Job Service interview for vouchering, applicants report income
for the previous six months to determine if they are indeed economically
disadvantaged.

Where family income is involved, the interviewer asks what type'of
job is held by a family member, and how many of the previoUs six months
were worked. This produces a very good pictIlre bfwhether the Income is
'over the limit.

85.
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Most important, the State Employmant Seryices are required to\ audit.

10% of the certifications issued -in the previous quarter. Proof

income may be required in the Audit.

As far as is publicly' sown, the auditing has been adequate for

.quality control, and ha 's own minimal erro't.

'
Last year CEO started receiving reports Oat the states were

beginning to require proof ofiictime for all applicants for TJTC

T.11. vouchering. The proof would TrVOlve,tax sfateMents or payroll stubs for

all family wage earners--excepting :self supporting youth.
4

Users of TJTC reacted with alarm to thi§ projected'change.
Generally it was felt that

- A 'large proportion of youth may be unwilling or unable to prove

income.
- Most parents may not agree to state or prove their income.

- The willingness of new hires to go to the Job-Service f
vouchering - -or the employers to send them would decline shorpl0

Major users might drop odt of the pregraml<her. than receive
numerals complaints from new hires or parents.

The issue was 'Whether TJTC would be effectively crippled, making on

extension of any length of time unimportant,

CEO requested and obtaj,ned meepngs with appropriate officials
within the Department of LAbor and we were requested by-those officials
to submit our comments in writing. We are currently waiting for a dis-

position of this problem and look forward to a positive result.

2. Length of extension

It is felt by our membership that at least4 5-year extension is

necessary in order for the credit to work effectively and business to

plan for implementation of the program bn a longer term The 1

President's fiscal year 1985' Budget provides a oue-y nsion. This

indicates the Treasury lips recognized the credit's fec4veness as an

easily understood, simple, private enterprise stimulus. However, the

disadvantaged and handicapped within ttie targeteelvoups, the numerous

community action welfare organizatimAjhat peomotethe credit to
potential employers, and the employers themselves need the cevtainty

that a five-year extension would provide. Without a long-terM

extension, the credit cannot and will not reach maximum efficiency and

will eventually die. No program can endure-piecemeal, short-term ex-

tensions.->

3. Treatment of re-employed individuals ly

As stated in #1 above of this discussion, the pontial'employee,
in order to qualtfy,\must be a new employee who has not previously worked

for the company at any time The,purpose of the provision toAimit rem

hires was to prevent excessive :chyrning" of certified iiitlividuals. In

.
reality,it has prevented many individuals from obtaining employment.

.
*

Toillustrate the problem, below are several actual- case',studies

from the files of companies. This is a particular problekin small town

and/or rural areas where employment opportunities lr liMiled.

1 . . )
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.- Robert was first hired by Company A in May, 1978. Late in 19W8

Robert was arrested and convicted for attempted robbery. He spent-two

and, oneliall years in )ail for his crime. Later, after being parolled,
''Xoiert applied for a job at Company A. Li Company A had an incentive
such as the TJTC Program provides, Company A may have given Robert,a
second chance... Aowever, Robert was excluded from the TJTC Program be-
cause of being previously employed.

- John was first hired by Compbny B, i.n 1.508 in the Shipping De=.

partmenr_ Recently, John(applied again for employment at gpmilany B. At

that time, John was economically disadvantaged. John had been it the
ArMy from 1975 to 1977. Since that Lime, he had separated froa his wife

. and moved around quite a bit. with ry steady employment.. lie decided to

,settle .back %Atli his wife and family. At that time, John had bought: a
house and did not have enough money to make the payments His wife
worked but her department had not been working a full week foil' a long

time.

John desperately needed a job to meet4ris financial obligations.
He was declared ineligible for the TJTC Program becausehe had 00Eked
for Company B over 13-years ago.

- Sheila is 21 years old. She was interviewed by Company C on
3/29/82. She has a family of seven.' She lives with her mother and' two
sisters and one s'ister has a child who lives with them,and she has two

The mobher has been receiving food stamps and hasn't worked
inAsis menthS. Sheila worked three summers at CoMpany C while in high
school.. they both receive AFDC for the children. Due to Sheila being a
rehire, she would not qualify for the TJTC Prouram.

CEO would like to suggest. some reasonable time period that would ,

prevent "churning" but after whiOr those individuals whp
%
had Bever been

previously would:be eligible.

Increase in the-lower Wandard
-1"

The last time Bureau of Labor Standards revised the lower 'living
standard income level was June,'1982, based on Autumn 1980 through';
Autumn 1981 data. The data was supposed to be rerts6d-ip Juno, 1983,
but this was not done. Therefore, the data is almost throe (3) years
out of date.

The economically .disadvantaged criteria ,for. individuals is set

at 70'7 of the lower living standard. Either the data should he updated
or the percentage increased to more closely. adhere to economic reali(ye

5. Grace period for certification

.An,individual cannot be treated as'a member of a targeted group
unless, beforeipe day on which the individual begins work for the
employer, the pli)yer has either received a certification tha_ the
individual is a ember of a targeted group or 'has requested certifica
tion in writing..

Many targeted i dfviduals apply col- a job and are hired to begin
work the same day. Many times, especially in smaller companies, it
takes a few days for a job supervisor to complete the necessary paper
work, on these indivfuals. We would, like to suggest.., at the minimum, a

ti
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three day grace period for the certification process to be'completed.

0, Increase in. the amount of wages taken into account

Another suggestiiin is to raise the wage base from $6,000.00 to
$10,000.00. Many argue that without increasing the incentive, employers
will simply not take a chance on the higher training costs evident in
the targeted groups., IL also may encourage the credit usage by higher
paying industries.

7. Additional targeted groups

A variety of additional deserving groups have been mentioned f r
inclusion as a targeted group. These include (all economically dis
advantaged):

A) Female Heads of Households
"Households headed by women are the biggest. single category
of poor people in Americp.

In 198Cr, two out of every three adults whose income fell
lhelow.the povqrty line were women.

Female-headed families need TJ'FC assistance more than any other
group:

There are some key statistics for this group:
- Poverty rate'for female-headed houSeholds is 45%.
- 60% are unemployed.
-. Almost 40% have received welfare in the prlceding year.

More than half lack high school diplomas.
t.

One-fifth of the women have never been married.
- In 1970, abouth 30% of black families'were headed by

women; by 1980, 42% were. The percentage last year! wa
47T. and climbing.

By comparion, in 1982, 13% of the nation's families
were headed by single parents, of which 10.2% were women
and 2.6% were men.

" thus, Tour times as many women as men are heads of
single parent fdmilies.
Moreover, the rate of female-headed families is Live
times as large among blacks as among whites.

TJTC hAsuffered from largely excluding the adult disadvantaged
population --except for relatively skill members of Vietnam veterans,
AFDC and well:al-e recipients, ex-offenders and handicapped.

Most disadvantaged adults don't qualify because they're 25 or
older. Also, to be eligible under AFDC or.general assistance, one must
have received welfare payments in the past. 60 days.

,0 Female-headed families would also provide the largest government
savings -- as subsidies are ended by employment.

CEO would strongly support the inclusion of this group.

8 8,
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1
II) Food stamp pecipients

This is a second large adult-disadvantaged group needing
TJTC assistance.

At present, food stamp recipients are not eligible for
TJTC: most don't fit into the existing groups.

To receive food stamps, one must apply to the local welfare
department and meet IBIS 'income guidelines. An income test is well es-
tablished.

This category would serve low income adults who truly need
employment assistance.

C) Long Term Unemployed

The definition includes those who have exhausted all
available benefits (federal and state), or who have been unemployed 26
weeks or more.

Many people who would qualify in groups A. or B. above
would not have been unemployed for a full 26 weeks, or exhausted
benefits. So this is a separate group from the ()Oiler two, though with
some overlap.

D) Other Groups

Additio9a1 grotifis frequently mentioned include older
workers (over 55, economically disadvantaged) and unemployment compen-
sation recipients, displaced homemakers and displaced Wrkers. The
latter three have been very difficult to define.

CONCLUSION

The T2-?,eted .10s Tax Credit Offers a way out of poverty and job-
lessness for-persons who are economically disadvantaged and who lack the
basic skills or experience to compete effectively in the job market.,
All too often, such persons are statistically discriminated against,
particularly because of the high cost of labor coupled with lack of ex-
perience. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit removes that veil of discrimina-
tion by providing incentives to employers to take a chance they might
not normally take in their hiring practices. It enhances job and career
prospects for low income people and provides4in incentive for employers
to act according to slf-interest while accomplishing federal policy
objectives.

At a time when federal support for social programs is being cur-
tailed drastically, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is filling the von be-
cause it strikes an-appropriate balance between commitments from federal ~

government and private industry. Businesses' investments of time, money
and energy to make the program work are being matched by the govern-
ment!s efforts to reduce the cost'of training.

.TJTC is the most cost-effective program withiW,the federal govern-

1*
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Sent for creating .employment. Revenue foregone as a result of credits
claimed are ,offset to a large extent by the reduction in federal, state.
and local transfer payments such-ws<elfare, unemployment compensation,
ems.. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit also transforms the unemployed into
taxpaying citizens. Dollar for do.11srl it is the best vehicle available
to reduce unemployment and the mosf_efficient manner to utilize tax ex-
pendp-ires for the creation of Jobs,'

r.7;

The Committee for Employment. Opportunities commits itself to the
continued existence of TJTG. We appreciate this opportunity to testify
in-behalf of our member organi'ztqiOns and again extend our thanks to
Chairman Heinz and the Subcommittee.

SUMMARY

. The Committee for Employment Opportunities is a stoup of companies
dedicated to the continuatichi of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. program.
This credit has proven effej:tive ip the employment and retention of the
targeted groups.

g

The Committee would like to see the credit extended for at least 5
years. Also discussed is the removal of burdensome, upfront tnccne veri-
fication, easing bfl the restrictions on rehires, an 4.perease in tS,e lower
living income standard, a grace period for certifications, an increase
in the amount of wages taken in am . account and consideration of,addition-
al targeted groups.

Senator flEiNz. Mr. Kolberg.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM It KOLBERG, PRESIDENTv NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS; WASIIINCTON, OC

Mr. KOIMERG. Senator Heinz, thank you for allowing us the op-
portunity to appear before you.

The National Alliance of Business has suppert this program
strongly since 1978. We appreciate your strong leader hip over the
last several years in support of the targeted jobs tax cre it.

As you pointed. out in your opening statement, to have to renew
it three times in the last 6 years certainly does not create the sta-
bilitymround this program that 1 think it deserves.

We strongly support your bill fOr a 5-year extension. We think
employers will see such an extension as a vote of confidence in it
and will come forward and use the program much more effectively.

As I am' sure you are aware, the program has really begun to
take off in this last year. There were g31,000 certifications in the
last. year, 33,000. of them were under the new tax credit for eco-
nomically disadvantaged summer yotith. We see indications this
year that we may have abillion-dollarlprogram, much larger than
it has been. in the past.

So the alp is half full. The program seems to be working well.
I want to point out several problems we see. We brought them to

your attention. last, year, and we still see them as severe problems.
We think they should be wdrked on.

First, we want topay tribute to Secretary Donald Re an. At our.
annual national conference this -past fall he promised l that he

90
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would get final regulations out within -15 days. Ile met his own
deadline and those regulations are oar. The regulations affecting
the last, 2-year authorization, however, are not final. So we recom-
meryj again, in the interest. of stability that will enable employers
to this program with a sense of confidence, that the Treasury
Department promulgate final regulations -quickly. But Secretary
Regan has certainly made a strong start in that direction.

Second, I know you are aware of the work we have done t.ogeth-
er with the chamber of commence and theNational association of
Manufacturers----to publicize the tax credit. But I am sure you-are
also aware that, with 10 million privatC employers, the word really
hasn't gotten out We think that, is still a significant problem. We
would be critical to some degree of the executive branch. We have
had a sense up until very recently that this program was a well-
kept secret and that the executive branch really wasn't trying to
acquaint employers with it. We still think that providing informa-
tion about. the program is fa problem.

Thirdly, you heard frorn Mr. Brown. ---and I share, his viewthat
the certification questions are still unresolved. There are 50 sepa-
rate State activities, and 50 separate ways_ to administer certifica-
tions. We think the certification process needs to be standardized.

Filially, we think the program is rather poorly admihistered.
There are $20 million available this year for what might, be a bil-
lion-dollar program. I am sure you will hear from other witnesses
that States af'e running out of money to administer this program..
The executive branch has' not taken it seriously enough to provide
the funds available to do an adequate, first-class, job of timely cer-
tification. We think that, needs to be taken care of.

In line with these problems, Mr. Chairman, we would suggest
that it is time now, before we move any further with a 5-year ex-
tension Of the program, for the Finance Committee to take the lead
in setting up. a study group with the administration. Perhaps the
committee should consider directing the Secretary of Labor to set
up such a group. Wo, and I know all the witnesses here today,
would be happy to cooperate with to group established to look hard
at the evidence of whether this program works or not. We do not
believe that has been fully documented. Second, the group should
look at the.other questions-which we mentioned earlies in our testi-
mony, which we think are still there. As we move to a permanent.
programwhich a 5-year program certainly is-- we need to take
care of the administrative problems before we go any further.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
oonaeor HEINZ. Thank you yrry-much,Bill.
!Statement of Mr. Kolberg follows:I

-
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERO, OF THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND REVENUE
SHARING

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee to

express the views of the National Alliance of Business on the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit program.

My name William H. Kolberg. I am President of the National Alliance of Business.

With me today is Pierce A. Quinlan, our Executive Vire President for Operations.

The National Alliance of Business is an independent, business-led, non-profit

organizntion with over fifteen years of experience helping poor, unemployed youth

and adults obtain productive jobs in business and industry. Each administration

since NABtrounding has turned to the Alliance to continue its lead in developing

and maintaining the business community commitment to resolving the unemployment

problems of the economically disadvantaged. Our focus on breaking the bonds of

unemployment by building working partnershIps.between'government, business,

labor, education and community groups to create training and job opportunities for

thejobless remains unchanged since 6II

We are here today to urge support or S. 218-5, the five-year.simple extension of

the program. Since the program was first enacted, its use hasibeen constrained by

uncertainty about Its continued existence. Ixtending TJTC for five years provides

the necessary stability that would enable employers to make-longer range plans to

increase their use of the tax credit as the econdmic recovery continues and more

jobs become available. Already we see signs that some major corporations are

incorporating TJTC in long range hiring plans.
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The Alliance has supported the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit since it was first enacted

in 1978. We bclleve that the general concept is sensible and that. it is an effective

mechanism for convincing employers to hire those people who traditionally are

hard to employ because of lack of a work history or other physical or social handicap.

It is impressive that more than 431 thousand individuals were certified in 1983 as

eligible for jobs using the targeted jobs tax credit, twice the number of certifications

reported In 1982, and initial reports indicate a major increase In certifications for

the first quarter of 1984 oter the same period last year.

-T

In addition, this past summer was the first year of an 85 percent tax credit for

hiring economically disadvantaged youth. That experience alone provided an important

indication that tax incentives for employers can work. Nationwide, more than 33

thousand youth were certified for jobs many of whom would not have been hired
.

Af the credit had not been available.

4.
An advantage of targeted jobs credit, often overlooked, is that some of the peop

144who are hired as a result of the tax incentives to employers no longer have to rely

on public assistance programs. Faced with an ever increasing cost of maintaining

public assistance programs, a decrease hi the number of recipients does help

control or even reduce the federal government's f\nancial burden. The tax credit

results in a loss of tax revenue, but only to the extent that unemployed people go

to work. The revenue loss is ultimately and almost immediately offset by a gain in

tax revenue at all levels through income and other taxes paid by these newly

employed individuals and from their spending of disposable income not previously

available.

t
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The Alliance's support for the extension does not mean that we think the program

should continue exactly as Is.- We. would not recommend another five years of the

program without addressing tills major problems that have plagued the,proVam

from the beginning.

First, the federal government and Local public agencies have not always had

sufficient priority or financing to make TJTC work effectively. It was only

last fall that the Internal Revenue Service issued regulations for use of the

program. At our annual conference in October we raised the Issue personally

with Treasury Secretary Regan who then promised to have them out within 45

days. He delivered on that promise November 23 when the IRS published

final regulations for the period prior to 1981, and issued proposed rules for

the program changes made since then. Employers can now use the tax credit

for the first trme with clear ground rules without fear of arbitrary

administrative intrpretations. However, it took us five years to move the

IRS to action, and a complete set of final rules Is not yet In place.

Second, is the limited effort by public agencies to acquaint employer's With

the program. Only a fraction of the nation's employers who could use this

program have heard about It, and little has been done to inform employers

about what the rules are and how it works so that they can become

comfortable with it. We have done our best to try to fill that vacuum by

working with the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the National

Association of Manufacturers, and other key business organizations with

membership networks, to disseminate the information about the program.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to provide for the Subcommittee copies of

publicati$ns that we developed for that purpose.

9 4
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Third, and perhaps the most serious problem, Is the admtniatrative confusion

on th0 certification side of the program. In only a few instances that we

know of, have state agencies stopped in to streamline the Certification

process, so that einpl?yers can receive rapid assurance that their new

employee Is_eligibleitnd the person can work. If the public agencies of

gcver6osent axOnfVe or ynwilling to tackle this problem agressively enough
`h.

to swie .the*qtriktnistrativet burden, then this Subcommittee ought to consider

alternative;Methods of certification, Including consideration for authorizing

self-cortifieskion by employers, as has always been doneAwith other employer

credits in the initrpal Revende Code.

-r .

The Alliance has felt Shat thee has not been enough attention to those problems to
i

makes the program really etfectiVe. if Congress does reauthorize the program for

five years,, we ought to.recognize the pr'oblems that have kept it from working as

effectively as Intended andr4medy them in the reauthorization.

In spite of Ilrnited publicity, the program has doubled in size between 1982 and

1983. This expansion is'ehtising-other problems. For example, many states

throughout the country have either run out, or are about to run out of funds with

which to administer the employment service certifications of eligible individuals

for the remainder of this fiscal year. The Administration has budgeted $1 billion in

fiscal year 1985 for the total cost of the program which Is 3 times the amount

budgeted in 1982. Yet over the last three years, the same $20 million level for

administration and 'certification has been budgeted, which shows that the program

is clearly outgrowing its administrative allowance. The question, therefore, arises

as to whether or not basit state grant funds for the employment service should be

used to continue certifications In the program through the end or the year, which
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we understand is being done, or should other funding be provided?

Another question deals with the use of TJTC ns an Incentive combined with other
V

employment and training programs. For example, under the Job Training

Partnership Act, an eligible trainee can be placed with an employer for subsidized

,pm-the-Job training and at the same time be certified as eligible for the targeted

Jobs credit. After completion of the training program, the employer ean then

claim the tax credit for the employee retained on the job. Many local private

industry councils. consider coordination with the targeted jobs credit 210 critical for

ktvolvilig employers who can provide training and placement opportunities in stable'

jobs for eligible Individuals who are often the "hardest to-employ ".

Important procedural questions have remained unclear hi the inst.eVes:
4

would the two-year availability of the crediebegin when the employee

enters training or upon completion of the Mining program? end

" Ii, would the wages paid duringthe-subsidized training program affect the

;Z.

amount of qualified first-year wages that 1,v'buld be claimed under the

tax ceedit?

And finally/lhe impact of the program has not been adequatel measured. Is there

a net increase or loss in federal taxesi-eedUe-tion in welfare paytn ts; and what are

the types of jobs filled and the nurnhe orjobs created as n result of the pfogram?
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We propose for your chnsideration that a special task force be formed, in

eonjunctIolf with the extension, to investigate the answers to theslz and tither

important questions. Perhaps the Finance Committee could direct the Secretary of

Labor to review these questions with representatives of business, labor and

government. The group should also be given a specific timetable within which to

work and report Its findings back to Congress within slx months. The Alliark'e

would be happy to assist 'he Finance Committee or the Secretary in i-esolving these

questions for the benefit of the program.

The Targetedilobs Tax Credit has gained great momentum sincut was first

enacted in 1978. Many businesses have used and continue to use it effectively.

With proper management, it will continue to be a significant incentive for

empl Aers to hire individuals who need the jobs most and will start those

indivi els on the road to economp independence. And so, the National Alliance of

Busines supports your efforts for enactment or a five year reauthorization.

That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any

questions.
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Senator I-JEiNz. Jack Bloomer.

STATEMENT OF JACK BLOOMER, VICE PRESIDENT OF OPER-
ATIONS. AMERISERV CORP., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL, ACCOM-
PANIED BY PAUIE. SUPLIZIO, WASHINGTON REPASENTA-
TIVE. TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT COALITION, WASHINGTON,
DC 7"v.,

'Mr. BLoomER. Thank you, Mt. Chairman. I

Mr. Chairman, 'I appreciate the opporttinity to testify before you
today, to present the views of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Coali-
tion, which represents 80 firms including Amerisery Corp.

My name is Jack Bloomer, and I'm chief operations officer of
Amerisery Corp., which was formerly Charter Business Services.
We have worked with approXiviately 1,500 corporate clients in the
investigation and implementation of State and Federal tax pro-

, grains. In this capacity,Amerisery has assisted approximately 500
client companies in imple wilting the targeted jobs tax credit pro2'
gram. We' have supported t e program in the past, and we contin-
ue to support. its extension. .

Our research and developknt office has recently completed a
study that involved a survey of 66 major clients, as well as a tele-
phone survey of job service agencs in 10 States. This,study has
been sent to you with recommendnions that we feel would assist
in the successful continuation and improvement of the targeteil
jobs tax credit program.

Among other things, this survey revealed that a full 42 percent
of qualified targeted jobs tax credit- employees simply would not-
have been hired if this program did not exist. And, very significant-
ly, our clients inform us that when business slows, qualified target-
ed.jobs tax credit employees arq retained.

Figures released by thc U.S. Department of Labor ,indicate that
fiscal year 1983 ccrtificatigns for qualified targeted jobs tax credit
candidates nearly doubled in every targeted group compared to
1982. It is obvious that privhte business supports the program. ,

While the administration's position supporting a 1-year extension
is better than no extension,' in order to ensure ongoing maximum
support of business a :5 -year extension is much more appropriate.

I think you would agree that it is very difficult for business to
think in terms of a Cull commitment to support a 1 -year program.

The Program is not without its problems, however, and some of
these have been commented on before, but 1 would like to mention
them again: .

There is a lack of uniform vouchering and certification methods
across the country. This makes it very dvicult for multi-State cor-
porations to administer the program.

There is also a lack of resources to provide adepate personnel in,
jet). service offices. `The increased number of vouchers cannot be
processed in a timely manner by many State offices.

Many offirsAsi not even have. turrent regulations.
There is alsb an opportunity, and that has to do with telephone-

interviews, which in the State of Florida has been used very suc-
cessfully. The indications are that a State office can operate and
'support the program 'much more efficiently iathis. way.

35 9138 0 8,1 ----7 r9 8
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And of course there is the potential misuse, that has been men-, tioned by some, of confidential information. This is an important
issue, and we have addressed this in the survey which was forward-

. ed to you, and which we recommend you look at.
All of the above points can be resolved to make the targeted jobs

tax credit program even more effective.
In conclusion, I would suggest that the targeted jobs tax credit

In igram has been the single most successful jobs creation Federal
program ever implemented, and we would like to see it continued
not just for 1 year but for I minimum 015. A

Thank you.
Senator flymiz. Thank you very much, Mr. Bloomer_ That last

statement of yours was a very strong statement, that it is the
"single most successful jobs. creation program "?

Mr. BLOOMER. We think it is.',
[Mr. Bloomer's testimony follows:]
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TRSTIMoNY PRESENTED BY JACK BLOOMER, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OF OFERATIOIS
AMERISERV-CORP,

`Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee!

appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today to present the views of the

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Coalition. which represents 80 Mins, 'Including Amerlsery

Corporation'',

My name is Jack BloomeL I am Vice President and Chief Operations Officer of

Ameriserv, which was formerly Charter .Business Services. We have worked with

approximately 1,500 corporate clients in the Investigation and implementation of state

and federal tax programs. Amerlsery has assisted approximately 500 clients in

implementing the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program. We have supported the program

In the past and we continue to support Its extenlion.

Our Research and Development office has recently completed a study that Involved

a survey of 66 major clients, as well as a telephone survey of Job Service Agencies

in 10 states. This study has -been sent to you with recommendations that we feet would

assist in tile successful/continuation and 'improvement of the Tatgeted Ribs Tax Credit

program.

This survey revealed that 42% of qualifiki Targeted Jobs Tax Credit employees would

not have been hired if Targeted Jobs Tax Credits did not exist. This program has made

a difference. Targeted Jobs Tax Credits have contributed to the decline of unemployed

workers, and have provided opportunities for those previously receiving welfare. 5tnd,

very significantly, our clients 'tell us that wfen business slowS, qualified Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit inployees are retained.

Figures released from the U,S. Department of labor indicate that Fiscal Year 1983

certifications for Targeted Jobs Tax Credit qualified candidates have nearly doubled
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.
in almost every targeted group compared to Fiscal Year 1982. It Is obvious that private
business has supported this program. We believe the Administration's position supporting
a one year extension is good. However, in orde,r to ensure continued sdpport of business,
a five year extension Is much more appropriate. It is very difficult for business to think

-in terms of a full commitment to support a one year program.

I
The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program is n bout problems. However, the very
filet lTat it is a mature program means that th roillems have been identified and those
problems that have not already been addressed can be resolved. ThIscrogram can be
even more successful than Is Indicated by,the 431,000 targeted workers hired in fiscal
year 198 3.

Some of the problems that have been identified,Include:

Lack of uniform vouchering and certification methods. This makes it very
difficult for multi state corporations to \dminister the program.

Lack of resources to provide adequate personnel in Job Service,: Offices. The-
increased number of vouchers cannot be processed in a timely manner by many
state offices.

Offices do not have current regulations. Many have been found to be ..using
t outdated copies of regulations.

k

Limited use of telephone interviews. It is our experience that by using telephone
interviewing, state offices can operate more efficiently.

* Potential misuse of confidential information. This is an important issue and
we have included a recofhmendatIon In the report you lime received to addres
this valid concern.
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All of the above points cien he resolved to make tl. Targeted Jobs Tax Credit progillarn

even more effective.

In conclusion, I would suggest that the argeted Jobs Ts* Credit program has been the

single most succes ul jobs- creation federal program ever implemented. Wet want to

see it continued no. for Just one year, but for a minimum of five. Let Targeted. Jobs

Tax Credits continue to make a difference:

This completes my testimony. I would be happy to answer any questions from you or

members of the Committee.

Senator HEINZ. The APL-CIO has a different position, .
Mr. BLOOMER. Obviously.
Senator HEINZ. They have said three things: They have said it

doesn't create any jobs; second, they have said that employers are
receiving the credit after the persco is already working there; and,
third, they have said that this ,discriminates against workers who
don't have these-credits.

Now, let me ask Mr. Cantor: You mentioned thati you found
many- ymployers receiving the credit who had employees already
on the job. Now, we -did change the law in 1981 as part of ERTA.
We disallowed that practice. It had taken ,place before. Were you
aware of that, prim' to your, making this statement?
\Mr. CANTOR. Yes, sir. My full statement cites an example of the

change and the fact that it has just been another kind of punching
on this balloon, where by patching up one problem you have cre-
ated another problem.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I just want to get the facts straight.
Mr. CANTOR. It is in my prepared statement.
Senator HEINZ. Just so I understand. What you are alleging, are

you alleging that that practice takes place now?
Mr. CANTOR. I don't know, sir.
Mr. .ROHERTS. The testimony indicates a situation in -which a

hotel was hiring, and they had people coming in. They got the local
employment service to be there to certify those people who were
eligible for the TJTC.

Now, it is clear that the employer, faced with a choice of hiring ,.

someone who carries a- MC certification or someone who does net
is going-to prefer to take someone who carries the TJTC. In other
words, no rtet jobs have been added; the employer is simply getting
the windfall benefit from the people' who are hired carrying the
TJTC.

Senator HEINZ. Well, that.really brings us to the second point,
which isas I understand yoUr testimonythat the people who are
receiving this tax credit don't or should not get some special_ help
by way of entering into the workforce.

Mr. CANTOR. Oh, no, sir.

Yoe .
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Senator HE! z. Let me ask you this: Would. you agree that the
targeted jobs t x credit has been successful in helping disadvan-
taged people g t jobs?

Mr. CANTOR. nator, our position on this is that we i ve the
tax credits, particularly of this fashion, are wasteful and inefficient
ways to meet goals.

We have long been supporters of effective training programs; we
have been supporters of direct subsidies to employers who call dem-
onstrate training programs. These programs are back-door, they
are wage subsidies, they carry no strings on them and potentially k
could set off one_particular target group against another.

As we .saw here-today, Senator', which also disturbed me, there-
was kind of an attempt to rank: 16 to 17 year olds come quipped
with an 85-percent survey; the good Senator. Sasser suggested that
we have a 75-percentr subsidy for long-term urieroployed; other
people are to have a 50-percent subsidy_ I don't think that's the
way our labor market works, Senator. .

Senator HEINZ. Maybe not, but we had testimony from the voca-
tional rthabilitqtion people that their people have in effect a 50- to
75-percent uneniployment rate, which is fairly high even 15y AFL-
CIO standards.

Now, I was wondering if you could answer the question I asked
- tyv-u. So that _I understand your testimony, yoir are objecting to the

program on two grounds: Onb, that you believe it is an inefficient
subsidy. You have stated that. But, second, your other pointand
this is the point I want to bring outis that because it works for
disadvantaged people, it is unfair.

Mr. CANTOR. No.
Senator Ilelrtz. Well, could you clarify what you mean by that

pOint?
Mr. CANTOR. There are alternative ways of using roughly $1 bil-

lion a, year to meet the needs of these people.
Again, as you know, Senator, we yield to no one in ur support

for progfams that-- .

Senator HEINZ. IBIt what do you recommend we do as an alterna-
tive?

r. CANTOR. As an alternative? First of all, we -tare all wrestling
r rlit now with a very, very serious deficit problem and interest
rate problems. Tjiere is a combing of the Internal Revenue Code to
get every nickel possible out of it.

Senator HEINZ. No; I didn't make question clear. Sir, you are( an-
(3swering a perfectly reasonable question, but it is just not the one I
meant to ask, which is: How would you propose to help the disad-
vantaged, that this legislation apparently helped/to get jobs if we
don't halve this legislation? '

Mr. CANTOR. By funding and using that money to fund progriarns
that can effectively do that. \.

Senator HEINZ, And what would those be?
Mr. CANTOR. -Mark, would you want to answer that? ,
Mr. ROBERTS. Senator, we are very strong both on affirmative

action programs to help disadvantaged people, and we are very
strongly in support of a whole array of employment and training
programs. We have the National Human Resources Development
Institute, an arm of the AFL -CIO which is concerned with helping

3
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in job placement,in reaching out, in working with people like exof-
fenders, young people, 'and a range of the special targeted groups:

We are involved in progranr to help alcoholics, to help disabled
people. In other words, we have participated, we have supported,
over the years we have had a consistent record of very strong sup-
port for programs to do things directly rather than indirectly.

Senatorlimlz. There is absolptely no disagreement about that: I
think the -AFL-CIO has an exemplary record in trying to help
people and trying to help the least advantaged people.

But just so that we sharpen the argument, one of the things you
said we could dd to help people here is, rather than have this pro-
dam, do it through affirmative action, which, depending on wheth-
of- you are Jesse Jackson, Walter Mondale, or Ronald Reagan, -you_
either set targets or you set quotas. Well, let's not debate the dis-
tinction between targe t. and quotas; but it seems to me that if you
have an affirmative anion program that sets a target or a quota,
that that is just as subject to theliccusation of reverse discrimina-
tion as you -have madb against the targeted jobs tax credit pro-
gram.

How would you respond?
Mr. RonERTs. Well, I would respond to that, Senator, by saying

that over a good many years the AFL-CIO, our LIRDI, has worked
with employers and with unions to promote an understanding and
acceptance and outreach on this kind of affirmative action. We
have .worked with employers, and I think a lot of very well inten-
tioned employers have cooperated in this kind of,all'irmative action
and outreach.

Now, I think it is important to call on the employers and the
union people to work together on'this, and I think it is ntuch more
logicalit certainly seems logical to usto do this directly rather
than doing-it with a subsidy of a tax credit. -

Senator lImtvz. One question for Phil Burnette and William Kol-
berg, and Jack Bloomer:

Gentlemen, is it your view that this program indeed has been- .
successful meeting one of its major intended goalsnamely, pro-
viding unemployment opportunities for the disadvantaged?

Mr. Burnette, yes or no?.
Mr. Thm Erm.. Yes.
Senator IlEiNz. And substantially yes? Is that a strong "yes" or a

weak "yes"?
Mr. Bum Norm. A strong "yes", Senator. Absolutely.
Mr. KoLBERG. Yes. Could I- expand on my answer for just a

moment, `to get in on this colloquoy you just had, please?
Senator All right.

41, Mr. Kot,BERG. It seems t8 me this program, and the Job Training
Partnership Act, have the same goals in mind. -

What the Congress has tried to do through Federal financial in-
Icentives, is to change hiring behavior of employers. And the way
economists would say that should be, is by moving those with a.
severe dipadyantage in. the labor market farther up on the hiring
queue, by helping an employer tale a chance on someone, either
through an on-the-job trtiining subsidy or a direct.subsidy as in this
program. We think, they have essentially the same goals in mind;
but they offer different ways of reaching the same goal. We believe
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this is one of a number of programs that ought to be in a wholepanoply of things thy GoVernment`uses to try to change the behav-ior of employers, by encouraging employers to him*, those who areleft out or disadvantaged. And we believe, in that context, both pro-, grams have been successful.
,Senator HEINZ. Mr. Kolberg, thank yot very much.

Gentlemen, you have all been excellent witnesses, Senator Dolemay have some questions. I have about a 60-second meeting, and Iwill be back in a`minute.
Senator Dole, thank you very much.
Senator DOLE. I don't have any specific questions.We have been i this comr6ittee room' now for about the last 2weeks, 20-some hours, trying to put together a revenue package of,tabout.$50 billion. Now, if you extend the jobs credit for 5 years, youare going to take about a billion and a half of that, and some ofthose who want to extend programs aren't willing to help us findthe money to pay for them.
I just say flat out, we are not going to extend a program unless'we find a wag to pay for it. It was not in the House bill that waspassed yesterday. We are still abodt $10 billion short in. our reve-nue package, before we consider any add-ons at all.Soif you are trying to promote this as an add-on to the pendingpackage, you had better help find us a way to pay for it.We left this room yesterday thinking we had raised $3.5 billion,closing huge, gaphig loopholes in the way we tax the real estate in-dustry. By last night at 7:00, they had put enough pressure onmembers to change the vote. So, therein lies the problem. We areanot going to report revenue losers out of this committee, when weare faced with V200 billion deficitsnot as long as I am the chair-*man.

I may not have the votes to stop it; but, unless we have a willing-ness on this committee to pay for things we do, we're not going todo it.
Now, it is easy to give a billion away; I'd be for it, too, if I werein the business. But where are we going to get the billion? Andthat is a real problem. I don't know if you have any answers, but itis really gOing to be difficipt to get a 1-year extension of -this pro-gram, let alone 5 years.
I don't ha'e any questions; I am just telling you we have a prob-lem, and if you can help, us with the problem,"we might help youwith the program.
Mr. KOLBERG.. Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond, if I may. Itseems to me that that is a perfectly reasonable challenge on yourpart. Our response would be this: That we believe this program is amuch more effective way of taking care of the problem of the-struc-turally unemployed than public service employment programs, oreven a much larger subsidized-job training program.We have reduced Federal expenditures in this area from essen-tially $12 to 14 billion 3 or 4 years ago to -about $3 billion under

- Job Training Partership Act, and this program, which is now prob.ably $500 to $600 million.
So, I guess the argument I would make to youwhich, I under-stand, you get made on all programsis that "this is a more effec-tive way of reaching the structurally unemployed and getting them
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into plivate sector jobs than what we were doing before. We ought
to give it a fair chance instead of cutting it off, just as it really
begins to work, and employers begin. to understand.it and use it.,

Senator DOLE_ I didn't suggest that. I was just suggesting, that
unless we can paylor it we are not going to add it on: And right
now we are $10 billion short -in oitr package. As I said, we,,lost $3.5
billion yesterday on real estate, because that-industry put enough
pressure on Members to change enough votes after the committee
had i-ecessed. So we don't have $44 billion, we have $41 billion, and
.we need $54 billion before we even cOnsider'ddd-ons. I don't ,know
where we are going to get it, but we are not going to meet any
more in this committee until we work it out. .

Did you have Ex Comment?
Mr. GIERY. Senator, we have beep here befre with revenue-rais-

ing measures. [Laughter.]
Senator DOLE. I don't like your idea. [Laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. 'Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cantor will go at some length

on revenue raising measures.
Senator Doty. I have read the Mondale program. So do the

people in New Hampshire read the Mondale program. [LaUghter.]
Mr. CANTOR. Senator, we agree on this one. I think we are on the

Same sidefor different reasons, perhapson this one.
Senator DOLE. Obviously everyone on the panel is concerned

about deficits and interest rates; it's the last thing you need in any
of your busineSses.

I am not trying to be the skunk at the lawn party here, but I
assume everyone here can hardly wait to spend more money for \-
targeted jobs credits; but we don't have any. Maybe we can find
some. We are having a., meeting right next door to 'try to figure out
some new loopholes to address. This may be one itself.

Senator HEINZ. Gentlemen,, thank wu very much. We appreciate,
your excellent testimony.

[Pause.]
Senator HEINZ. Our next panel consists of John Bishop,. Dave

Robisori, and Edward Lorenz..
Bishop, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. BISHOP,- PH.D., ECONOMIST,
WORTIIINV.IsON,. OH

r. BisHon. I- want td thank Senator Heinir nd Senator Dole for
beihg here. for niy testimony.

I am Dr. John Bishop, director of the research division Of the Na-
tional Center for Research and Vocational Education at Ohio State
University.

I have been doing research on the targeted jobs tax credit ever
since it was created,. but I testify' not reporting on any specific Gov-
Trnment-funded study but as an individual, as a citizen. eft

I would like to try ,to respond to Senator Dole's challenge 1.0 find
ways to raise revenue or cut tax expenditures, so I will try to make
some recommendations for ,how toincrease the cost effectiveness of
the program, possibly reduce its cost, and also mention some alter-,
native revenue-raising ideas in this area.
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Senator HEINZ. Dr. Bishop, before ybu go any further, you have
done a very considerable study of this program. I took the opportu-
nity to ,read your testimony and your study, and I will have it in-
cluded at this point in the record.

[The inforination follows:]

-
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I appreciate this opportunity to contribute to, your committees' delibera-

tions regarding relislon and reauthorization of the Targeted-JobsTex -Credit.

I am Dr. John Bishop, direttor of the Research Division of the National Center

off r Res6ech in VoCational Educaation located at the Ohio State University. I

would like to thank the Upjohn Institute for its current support of my work in

this ea and the Department 4, Labor, the National Institutes of Education

and th Cong4sslonal Budget.Office for_their past support.' I testify how-

ever,as an individual, not as a government contractor.
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TUEARGETED JOBS.. TAR CitEDIT

Beginning in 1979 employers ontside'the personal service sector have been

able to obtain a tax credit of 50 percent of the firs $6,008 of wages per

employee for the first year of employment and 25 percent of such wages for the

second year of employment for.the hiring of certain categories of workers.

These included hig4 school studenta in cooperative education programs, econom---

ically disadvantaged youth (eighteen
throughtwenty-four), veterans and excon-

.

victs, Supplementary Security Incomeand general assistance recipients, and

the handicapped. 1

The-Problem of Low Participation
.

e poogram started slow; but by fiscal 1981 it had grown to a trpint ,_.-----"-

where 400,000 workers were being certified per year. Eligibilitywas tight-

ened in1981 and that cdhbined with the recession rednced the number'of cert-

ifications to 202,261 in fiscal 1982. With the end of the recession the total

number\of certifications rebJunded to 431,182 in fisca/ 1983.

TJTC has had greater success at obtaining employer participation than

previous targeted employment subsidies like the WIN tax.credit,NAB-JOBS and

CETA-OJT: This was due to the following three fAtures of TJTC: .

1. 11 Is an entitlement. Reluctance on the part of local agencies to

adminivter it cannot prevent a persistent employer from obtaining

certification of employees that are eligible. In fact, ETA's 1979

Study of Early Implementation of TJTC found the rather limited

voucher'ing and certification activity that Mad taken place by then

was largely in response to employer and applicant inquiries rather

than active promotion by their staff."

2. At least one target group the Co-op Ed students--was defined by a

characteristic that does not'carry stigma. For this group, student

and employer certification were matte ipto a one-step process and re-,

sponsibility was centralized 10 the hands of a person--the high

school official responsible' for Co-op Ed---4ho was being judged by

school supervisors the e basis of the number Ot jobs found for the

target group. As a result, 45 percent of all jobs certified for

ti
TJTC's haVe been for Co-op Ed students. The 1981. reauthwrization of

TJTC limited the eligibility of Co-op Ed students to those from dis-

advantaged fvilles so this comment does not apply to the current

TJTC programr

3. Participation in TJTC requires less paperwork than CETA-OJT or'the

JOBS and early WIN programs did and requires fewer contacts between

government agencies and the employer.
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Nevertheleas, the TJTC iJ Currently helpirig less than 10 percent ()Paths

pool of young people eligible for the progrmW.2 There are three Primary

cause! of TJTC'8 low paTticipation rate:

1, For a long time moat employere wore not aware or were clay vaguely
aware of the program. A spring 1980 survey of employers found that
only 17,_percent'of all employers representing establishments respon-
sible for 83 percent of ell employment reported being "familiar" with
TJTC (HOPP Employer Survey). Firms that reported being familiar with
the prOgram Often knew very little about it. The ptbgram is now much
better known. A 1982 resurvey of these same employers fbund that 80
percent had "hei.rd" of TJTC and 50 percent had spoken to a represent:-
ative of government Or a trade/business organization about the pro-
gram.

2. There e a stigma attached to being a member of most of the TJTC s

0 target groups. .Employers perceive the program to be subsidizing
people Who'd.° not make good alprkers. Thia reduces the likelihood
that employers will ask the eaAploymelib service to refer TJTC-eligible
workers to their firm. furthermore, many applicants feel that telling
prospective employers of their eligibility for TJTC may hurt their
chances of getting the job.

3. The complicated rules of eligibility'meens'that most employers are
unable to identify who is eligible on their own and that government
cprtifidation of employee eligibility is necessary. This has three
disadvantages: (a) it often forces the firm out of its traditional
recruitment..channels; (b) employers fear,that it will introduce red
tape into the hiring process or bring about unwelcome government
interference (the coots of identifying and certifying who is eligible
are thus major deterrents to participation); (c) the program's suc-
cess depends upon cooperation between prilmte business men and gov-
'ernment bureaucrats. (Host employers are very Wary of government
and the attitude of government employees in some parts of the country
reinforces their distrust.)

. ',

The 182 NCRVE employer survey asked employers who had heard of TJTC

whether they ;lanOed to ask the Employment S'rvice for referrals bf TJTC

eligibles w n they needed to hire unskilled workers in the future. Only 27

percent sai ea. The other 73percent were asked "why not" and their answers

are reported in, Table 1. The reasons cited for not planning to ask for refer7

rats generally related to either'not needi4 or wanting people of the type who

would be eligible, or not wanting to deal with the agency, the employment eery-

vice, that Was proposed by the question as the referral source. Thirteen per-

cent were not expecting to hire anyone, 7.6, percent did not need the types of
1

workers who might be eligible and' 17.5 percent thought eligible workers would

not be skilled or reliable enough. Dissatisfaction With the employment serv-

ice was very common--8.5 percent expressed dissatisfaction with pervious ES
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TABLE 1

REASONS FOR NOT PLANNING TO ASK FUR REFEBRAIS OF TAX CREDIT
ELIGIBLES WHEN AN .UNSKILLF4D WORKER IS NEEDED

N

Not Uiring That Type of Worker /Not Eligible

Don't expect to be hiring
Will not be needing types of workers who might

be eligible
Would not benefit because we have 11'6 bax-liability

We are not eligible

Eligibles/Referrals are Thought to be Pobr Workers

Eligible Workers not skilled' enough
Eligible Workbre not reliable enough
Dissatisfied with employment service referrals

jObn't Use the Employment Service

Criticism of TJTC Program

Too much paperwork
Might restilt in government interference
Tax benefit not big enough

I

Applicants Should Be Judged by Qualifications and
Not by Tax Credit Availabblity

Other /Didn't Think of It

I

13.0

7.6
.2

1.2

14.0
3.5
8.5

10.7

3.3
1.3

Percent of
-,Responses

22.0

26.0

23.2

15.3
4

6.5

7.0

16o.o'

Unweighted tabulation of answers to "Can you tell us why you do not plan to
ask for referrals." that was asked of the 73 percent of respondents who'an-

swered "no" or "don't know" when asked "In the Audit-a, do you plant to ask.for
referrals of tax-credit eligible employees'when you need to hire unskilled"

workers?"

I

n 4
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referrals And another 23 percent said I don't use the employment'serVice with-

out citing a reason. The respunses suggest that having to obtain referrals

and certifications from the employment service may be en important bbarrier to

participation. The next most common reason for not planning to participate

was paperwork 10.7 percent. Oni' 3.3 percent mentionecrthe possibility of

government interference or IRS audit as a negatIve and only 1.3 percent

claitned the tax benefit was to small.

Since many of the negative references to the employment service were

probably a consequence of pmoblems with previous referrals; it should be clear

that the primary barrier to universal participation is the perception that

eligible referrals will beqess productive and less stable workers. Since low

productivity was the primary criterion for selecting the groups that would be

, eligible for TJTC,' this should not be a surprise. If the program is well

targeted, it is almost inevitable that employers will perceive it thAs way.3

The stigma at ached to being a member of one of the targeted groups

. cannot explain why employers do not request a.certification for employees they

know 'to beeligible. The 1982 NCRVE survey found that certifications were dfit

requested-for IS percent of the *flown TJTC eligibles that were hired. The 118

firms that reported not eiapplying 'or a tax credit for one or more of thr

eligible hires were asked why. Their answers are reported in Table 2. Forty-

silc of the firms cited legitimate structural reasons for-not applying--

employee left too quickly, Firm not eligible, deadline pa ed etc. Seventeen

reported that not knowing how was responsible for not apply ng and twenty-five

reported the pap6work was too great. Only 3 comPlained,the tax b6efit was

too small, only 8 said they don't want to get involved with gOvernment and -*

only one mentioned a fear that applying might result in government interfer-

' enee. Thus among arms that hie eligibles the primary barriers to participa- ,

. tion seen to be paperwork and ignorance. Of the two, ignorance is the most

important for there are large numbers.of irms that hire eligibles'but du not

realize it.
..----

Minimizing.pap4rwork was an important consideration. in the original

design of TJTC, Most of the complexity and paperwork that remains is an

inevitable consequence of the:hikhly targeted nature of the program. The

complicated nature of the eligibility rules and the resulting necessity of

employment service involvement in' the referral and certification of eligibles
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do not, however, fetch up w),1 with the recruitment procesea that predominate

in the relevant labor markets. Each month the typical emploxei- in this labor

market is hiring one employee for every ben already on board (Cohen and

Schwartz 1979). The probability that a new hire will atill'he with the firm

six months later is less than 50 percent.' As a result, employers try' to keep

the cost of searching for new*employees to a minimum. Studies of how people

have obtained their last job find that 35 percent of all jobs were found by

applying directly to the firm without suggestions or referralsiand that4

another 26 percent were obtained by applying directly to thelirm at the

suggestion of a friend or relative (Rosenfeld 1975). Most firms prefer to

hire people who are recommended by current employees or who have shbwn their

,desire for the job by personally coming to the establishment and applying..

Seventy percent of the employers with vacancies do not liet the opening job

with the employment service (Bishop, Barron and 4(611enbeck OA). As a

result, even though 34 percent of all workers had checked with the employment

service during their last period of job search, only 5,1 percent had gotten .

ie their jObs through an employment service referral. Employers prefer informal

recruitment channels because (a) such channels are faster, (b) employers do
-

not become inundated 'with job applicants who must be interviewed, tc) pre-

screening.is possible ao the number of applicants who are turned down is

minimized: (d) they can avoid dealing with government and (e) they believe

they find better job candidates froruinformal sources. "
A'

This preference acts to limit the market pedttration of any progrslit',for

finding jobs for the disadvantaged that depends upon a labor market idterme-

diary--the employment service, WIN office oria-JTPA subcoaractor such as the

Urban League. High participation rates will be achieved only-when'unusually

dedicated Ad competent people are running the labor market intermediary.

With only ordinary leadership, such aprogram is bound to be only partialh

successful--helping son* of the people who approach the figenCy for help but

failing to reach most of the eligible population.
4

The targeted employment subsidies that preceded TJTC all,necessitsted

agency referrals of eligible job applicants. With TJTC there are'twoalter-

nate wsyssof bringing subsidy, employer, and job seeker together. Job seekers

may inform employers of their eligibility. This does not now occur to a sig-

nificant degree because most eligible workers are unaware of TJTC's existence.



TABLE' 2

WWI MAPLOYERS WUO EUGIB1S WORKERS
DID NOT OBTAIN CERTIFIC*ION

,Number of

Responses
'4

Administrative/Structural Reasons

Deadline for applying past
5

Employee left before being certified 12
Employee did not stay fel- required length of

time to be certified
9

Not eligible for other reasons
11

General/other administrative and structural 9

' Lack of Knowledge/Don't Know flow

IBenefits Did Not Outweigh Costs

Paperwork toqigreat
25

Tax benefit too small
3

General
4

Don't Want to Get Involved with Government

Night Result in Interference

Worker Ability

46

17

32

1

2

Other
12

118

Answers to the question "Why didn't you apply for the tax credit for these
eligible employees?"
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andbecanse most employment serVice offices do not routinely inform the 'eli-

gibles that do come to it for assistance thrthey-art-eligible. The other
4

-, ti

barrier to this mechanism becoming important is the reluctance of many job

applicants to advertise their TJTC eligibility for fear they will be stigma-

tized. This reluctance seems to be justified. Two experiments, one in

Dayton, Ohio and the other in Racine, Wisconsin 'in which TJTC-eligible welfare
4

recipients were trained to inform employers of their eligibility for a tax

credit found that such training caused a statistically significant reduction

in placement rates (Burtless and Chrston 1981; Moran, et al, 1982),

Thy second alternative mechanism assigns the ini)iative to the one who

moat directly benefits from the tax credit, the employer. Thia scenario envi-

sions employers' screening their job applications,foreligile individuals and

theri sending them down to the employment service for vouchering and certifica-

tiot,efore or after they are hired. Presumably, anticipating that A may be

eligible for subsidy and B is not will increase the probability that A is

offered the job. The use of family income and participation in welfare pro-

grams as targeting criteria, however, makes it difficult for employeri to know

who is eligible and thus prevents many employers from. taking the tax credit

into account when hiring. Sending job applicants over to the employment serv-

ice priorto hiring does not seem to have become popular for it delay; the
,

hiring process, risks losing the worker altogether, and' is thought to be un-

ethical by many employers. Identification of eligibles by the employer (or

his agent) seems to have become the primary mechanism by which employers

identify and certify.TJTC eligible workers.

The agencies that administer TJTC4et the local level have an extremely
4)

critical role to play even when agency referrals are not the primary way

employers recruit and identify eligible job candidates. They Must market the

program. Studies of employer participation in t,ITC have found it to be quite

responsive to personal contact by job developers and other local administra-

tors of the program.4 Not only do these contacts inform employers of the

programs existence but they also greatly increase the probability that know-

ledgeable firm will participate. Firms that first learned of WIN from a'gov-

ernment representative were nearly twice as likely to participate in WIN and

two thirds more likely to participate in TJTC (Bishop and Montgomery, 1983).

Firms that have participated once are very likely to participate again.
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The importance of local outreach and promotion is further supported by

the dramatic differences betWeen states in the proportion of their disadvan-

taged youth thaq are served by the program.. Vermont, for instance, vouchers

35 percent of their eligible youth and certifies 9.2 percent while New Damp-

slate vouchers only 10 per4nt and certifies 3.8 percent. 'Kansas vouchers 29

percent and certifies 11.6 percent of eligibles while Colorado vouchers only

2.9 percent and certifies only 2.5' percent. Maryland vouchers 21 percent and

certifies 8.6 percent while Delaware vouchers only 7.6 percent and certifies

3.7 percent. Thetrhtes of vouchering and certification of eligible youth for

all fifty states are presed*ed in figure r and 2. The willingness of firms to

participate in these programs does not vary appreciably from state to state;

what (Nes vary ate the policies and commitment of the local administrators of

the program. Examples of adminietrative.foul ups and unwilling or ncompetezt

administr-nfors sabotaging the YJTC_program 'are not difficult to find. When

the federal contribution to administrative costs ran out in the state of

Wisconsin, certifications dropped to almost zero for the final three months of

the year. One Oregon"Vmployer found his local employment service ignorant of

TJTC and uncooperative, as well. He claimed they were not even set up to

certify the eligible workers that he found and hired; he had tO'go down to

the office to teach the staff theri how to certify vomeone. If al& states

were to adopt the exemplary policies and marketing philosophy pf states such

as Vermont: Maryland, Kansas, South Dakota, Florida and Mississippi the

utilization andtimpact of TJTC could be doubled.

The Problem of Cost Effectiveness

The purpose of the TJTC program is to induce firms to increase their hir-

ing and training of disadvantaged workers. The program can be considered cost

effective only if a reasonable proportion of TJTC certifications represent an
.

increase in hiring of targeted workers and this hiring does not result iAt

Other similarly disadvantaged workers not being able to find a job.

The {act that moat emploalers choose not to participate in a prOgram can-

not be interpreted as strong evidence thlt the program is not cost effective.

The low rates of employer participation in these tax credit programs suggest

that non-pecuniary costs of participation are high. for many firms. 4othe of

these costa--learn,ng enough about the pl-ogram to use it, making arrangements

117
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for the referral of eligible workbrs, establishing a system to identify which

job applicants Are eligible and the risk of being subjected to greater scru-

tiny by EEOC or the IRS--are fixed (i.e., do not rise with the Aumber of eli-

gibles hired). These costs discourage parlticipation, but for those who do

participate they should have no systematic effect on the impact of.the subsidy

on employment. Other non-Pecuniary costs depend upon the number of workere

hired through the program.4pg variable costs are the costs of searching for,

identifying,"and certifyi eligible workers and the risk of hiring workers`
%

that are less productive than the typical unsubsidized job applicant. These

costa lower the net benefit of hiring extra subsidized workers,.and therefore,.

reduce the impact of the subsidy on participating firma. Our study.of partic-

ipation in these programs suggests that for MC and WIN fixed costs are a

more important deterrent to a firm's participation in these programs than the

variable costs (bishop. and Montgomery 1983, pp. 29-45), ''Mapy of the firms

that choose to participate stem to participate very heavily. Even though less

than 1 percent of all workers are subsidized, the typical.subsidized worker is

working in an establishment aj'yhich 14.6 percent of the firm's emplqYees are

subsidized. This suggests the? in some of the participating films the mars

ginal costs orhirieg subsidized workers are and remain low as the employer

expands his employment of subsidized workers. This means that the fact that

participation rates of finks are low cannot be taken as evidence that a pro-
.

gram has zero or only small effects op those firms that choose to participete.

In fact, a reasonable- argument can be made that the response (extra employ=

ment) per dollar of expenditure will-be bigger in a small ili:ograe than ',large

program. When there are important fixed costs to particiaption, firms with

high elasticities of demand for the susidized cleft, of workers and low

marginal costs of certifying extra workers are more likely to participate than

firms with low elasticities of demand and high marginal costs of partnipa-
.

tion. As a result, one might expect that the first firms to volunteer to

_participate will be more responsive than the firms that are talked into'

participating at a later date.

There are, howeyer7 other reasons for being concerned about cost effec-

tiveness. Five types of evidence'are available:

1. Data on retroactivativiq--proportion of certifications made
after hiring date.

4-
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2. Experiments in which eligible job seekers are taught to announce
their eligibility to prospective employers.

3. Survey responses by employers about how they were influenced.

4. Econometric estimates of employer response.

5. Data on the relative productivity of TJTC eligibles.

ARetroactivity

/ For the first two and a half years of the TJTC program employers could

apply for certification of an eligible employes long after the hiring date.

The consequence was that many tax credits were awarded for employees whose

eligibility was,not learned of until after the date of hiring. During this

period approximately 63 percent of the von Co-op Ed certifications of eligi-

bility were being obtained after the individual had been hired. This has been

intepreted as implying that the tax credit was not influencing many of the

hiring decisions that resulted in receipt of a tax credit, and therefore, was

producing "windfalls" for employers. Because of this concern the Economic

Recovery Tax Act of 1981 outlawed retroactive certifications. Since fall 1981

all new certifications have had to be requested by the employer prior to the

eligible individual's employment starting date. This change hhs probably

significantly improved the cost effectiveness of the TJTC program.

Experiments where Job Seekers Announce their Eligibilityt

There have been two experiments where`welfare recipients who were seeking

employment were taught to announce their eligibility for a TJTC to employers

when they applied for a job. In both experiments the groUp 'ttiat received this

training had a lower placement rate than other eligible welfare reCipients who

Aid not receive this training. In the Dayton experiment random assignment was

used to select the group to 'be trained. The reduction in the placement rate

was statistically significant. The .results of the Racine/Eau Clair, Wisconsin

quasi experiment are particularly interesting. The study used a design in

which WIN clients served after training in using TJTC as a marketing toolyas

initiated were compared to those who served prior to the change. Holding

other characteristiCs constant, the WIN clients who Were trained to tell

employers about their TJTCeligibility were not only less likely to obtain any

job, they were half as likely to obtain a TJTC certified job.

1 21
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A follow up of some of the WIN 4ienta in the experimental and control

groups in Racine found that ft waa the WIN clients who followed inatrqctions

and brought up their eligibility whdn contacting employers that were least

likely to find a job: Of the thirty-two reporting thaethpy used TJTC an a
A

marketing tool, only two (6 percent) found TJTC certified jobs. Of the 26

reporting they did not initiate discussion of their TJTC eligibility, 22 per-
,

cent,found TJTC'certified jobs. These results suggest that if you are a wel-

fare recipient, that announcing you are a TJTC eligible tells most prospective

emplqyera something they did not previously know, that is stymatizing and that

reduces your chances of being hired (Burtless and Cheston 1981, Horan et al

1982).

,
There seems to be strong evidence that signaling ones welfare recipieney

has a powerful stigmatizing effect for most employers. One would not expect,

however, that being a youth from a low income family would be equally stigma-

tizing and this presumption Aeceives support from two studies. Nearly 900

employera were asked to review a sample of completed job applications and

assign employability ratings. In both studies TJTC eligibility had a modest

positive effect on the rating given 4nd in the one with the larger sample the

effect was statistically significant (Hallenbeck, 1984a; Hollenbeck and

Smith, 1984). q,'

Survey Responses

There have been three surveys in which emploYers were asked what impact

TJTC had upon their hiring. In the spring of 1980 the EOPP employer survey

asked the 313 employers reporting that they hired employees subsidized by

TJTC, W N, or CETA-OJT, "Did participation in the program we just talked about

influence t is establishment to expand total employment by more than might _lb

otherwise have been done?" Twenty-five percent of the'firms said yes. They

were then asked "How many additional employees were hired that wouldn't have

been hired otherwise?" The total induced increase in hiring reported by the'.

firms was 363. The total number of workers subsidized in all 313 firms was '

1896 so the ratio of reported job creation to certifications as 20 percent

(Bishop and MontgoMery 1984).

A CAO survey of TJTC users in January 1980 asked :To what extent did the

tax credit influence your decision to hire workers from targeted groups, i.e.,

Would you have hired them anyway?"
Twenty-six percent said their use of TJTC

*IN
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would increase employment level and 41 percent said they substituted some

target hires for sIrn1lar non-terget'workers (O'Neill 1982).

In January 1984, 100 employers who had hired one TJTC eligible in a 21

month period .ending two years Previously were asked "Has there ever an

, instance in your recollection when a tax-crldit eligible individual was given

hiring preference because of the tax credit over another individual who vas

approximately as well qualified or more highly qualified?" About 21 /lercent

of the respondents said yes. When those firms who reported changing who they

hired part of the time are given the appropriate weight, the firms reported

changing who they hired about 17 'percent of the time. They were also asked

Can you think. of any instance when your firm decided td make an opening in

the firm to take advantage of a tax ,credit?" About 13 percent said yes. When

those who reported doing it-part. of-the time are given an appropriate weight

the proportion reporting being induced to increase employment was 7'percent.

It eha-ild be noted, however, that a survey of employers who hired exactly one

TJTC eligible between January, 1980 andSeptember.1981, it is not representa-

tive of the bulk of TJTC ugage. TJTC certifications are,highly concentrated.

,,In ,196, for instance, Pizza Hut hired 6,366 TJTC eligible employees in com-

. pany owned stores. Probably 50 to 100 firms are responsible for more than

half of all TJTC certifications. The firms that recruit TJTC eligibles and

give preference to TJTC eligibles when they select new employees will become

the biggest users of the program. Data on these big users is essential if

aggregate employer response to the TJTC is to be measured. As-a result stir-",
veys like the-pne just reported significantly understate the magnitude of the

aggregate employer rlitonse to TJTC.

Econometric Es'cimates of Impact on Total Employment

To date there h been only one attempt at an econometric evaluation of

the impact of TJTC the'employment levels of participating firms.- The.time

period examined by this study was the very beginning of the program July 1979

through December 1079. Separate models predicting employment ,growth were

estimated for different size establishments. TJTC had no impact on establish-
..

ments with fewer than twenty employees but a large and significant4impact on

establishments with-twenty-one to one hundred employees and an.Important,

through not statistically significant impact on establishments with mete than

a IXIdred employees. Since most employment is In large establishments, the

123
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;average (using employment shares sA weights) increase in employment per

subsidized worker was .3 (Bishop andOontgomery 1984)

Relative Pwductivity of TJTC Eligibles

The pose of targeted employment subsidy programs is to induce firms to

(1) hire disadvantaged workers for jobs that would otherwise have been filled

by better qualified workers and (2) provide the extra training'that these

workers require to eventually' reach the productivity standard of the other

workers in the firm. If the program is achieving this purpose we.would expect

that when one ComPares.sub'sid4zed and unsubsidized workers holding the same

job (or controlling on the characteristics of the job and the firm) that sub -

sidized workers would have pcierer eredeetiala, Weld be less productive,Thnd

would require greater than Average amounts of training.

Evidence on this issue Is available from the'1980 EOPP employer survey,

the 1982 NCRVg/Gallup iMplOyer survey,-and the 1984 NCRVE survey.. In the EOBP

survey employers were asked to deserihe,s randomly selected recent hirelfor an

unskilled or nemiskilled job. If they had also recently hired subsidized

worker they were asked to give a similar description of that individual
t

the job that the subsidized individual filled. Multivariatq models predicting

the credentials and produetivity of these mew hires found that evCn when char:-

acteristicS of the job and the firm were controlled subsidized new hires had

less previous experience, less education, were'less productive both initially

and later at the time of the interview, and were more likely to quit or he

dismissed. CETA-OJTworkers received considerable extra training. TJTC and

WIN workers did not.

Similar models run in the 1982 survey found that when the new hire was

knoiwn to be eligible for subsidy when hired that productivity wa6 4 to 12 '

percent lower during the first two weeks, 2 to 6 percept lower during the next

ten weeks, and 4 to 5 percent lower at the time of theAnterview. Depending

on the model one prefers trainingwas10 to 13 percent higher.
A

In the 1984 NCRVE.survey of TJTC users employers were asked "Compared to

other employees with the same amount of tenure in the'same or very similar job

vas /were the tax credit workers more or less prodUctive7" The answers obtain-

ed were:the same"--55. percent, "more - -10 Percent, and "less"--35 percent..

When all these answers are averaged together the TJTC workers were about 7

percent less productive than nofl-TJTC workers. Probably more significant were

,
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were the reported differences in turnover. The quit rate was reported to be

41 percent for TJTC workers and 21 percent for others. The dismissal rate'was

reported to be 13 percent for TJTC workers compared to 8 percent for others.

(Hollenbeck, 1984b.) He conclude fi-om this evidence that TJTC is having the

desired.effect of inducing some firms"to lower their hiring standards. The

effect is very mall, however. If the TJTC workers hired are turning out to

be only 7 percent less productive than other workers, the 50 percent aubaidy

rate would seem to be too high.

Recommendations for changes *II the Structure of TJTC

The evidence on tne-etW effectiveness of TJTC ie mixed. Much can be
44

done in the area of administration to improve participation ratan but, most of

the incremental changes in the legislated structure of TJTC that would raist

participation rates would decrease cost effectiveness. The cost effectiveness
4

of TJTC can be defined,as the tax Subsidy coat of creating one full-time

equivalent job. The need to reduce thfedeyal deficit, implies that amend-7

ments to TJTC should concentrate on improving its cost effectiveness. Lower-.

ing the rate of subsidy lowers cost and since the proportion of.all certifica-

tions"that represents a net addition to the'number of Jobs is not likely to

decline proportionately with the decline in the subsidy, the cost effective-

ness of the program will increase, The following Amendments are recommended.

s
o The rate of the subsidy in the first year should be reduced to

25 percent. The rate of subsidy in the 2nd year should be main-
tained at 25 percent to encourage retention of TJTC eligibles.

o The 50 rCent subsidy rate would bd maintained only for the
dignbled nd ex-coyicts.

o The summe student tax credit should be reduced to 50 percent.
4

o Consideration should be given to including up to $5,000 of
training costs other than the time of the TJTC eligible in the
subsidy base. To obtain the extra subsidy the firm would have
to certify the.skille taught were generally useful and the
trainee would have to receive a certificate describing the skills
learned.

A number of changes in ho w'eligibility, is defined are also desirable.

o Consideration should be given to substitut,Ing a low income un-
employed senior citizen (over age 60 or 65) eligibility category
for the SSI eligibility category. Older people are particularly
sensitive to the stigma of being on welfare. This is part of
the reason why only 3,115 vouchers and 1,254 certifications were
issued in the SSI category in FY1983. Having a loW income is



not nearly as stigmatizing so such e change might increase utili-

zation amongst the entrant SSI populations as well as extending

. coverage of other deserving individuals.

o Consideration ehould be given to substituting a 1.4w income un-

employed adult (over age 25) eligibility category for the AFDC,
Coneral Assistance SSI, 8x-convict and Vietnam Veteran elibibU.-

ity categories. The stigma attached to being from a low income.,

family is less than that of being on welfare so the programs
popularity with employers might increase. :This change might,
produce a significant increase in utilisation and therefore in

coats.

If a complete restructuring is feasible, consideration should be given to

paying the TJTC to the individual on the basis of the number of hours worked

rather than paying the employer. The employer need not knew apd.the stigma

problem Woul-e not arise. This type 9fa program was tried eXperimentally and

has been'shown to greatly increase the employment of randomly assigned youth

(Friedman and Lerman, 1983; Rivera- Casale, et al, 1982 .

Recommendati9ed fer-Chenges n the Administration of TJTC

Participation in TJTC could be con derably increased if it were proMoted

lmore vigorously_ If firms are approach in person it should be poSsIble to

persuade between 25 and 33 percentof t se approached to participate. TO

this end it is recommended that?

o Vocational Rehabili tion Agencies, WIN agencies and'JTPA agencies

shduld be impowered t certify eligibility.

o Outreach must be increased and targeted on firms which m ighi.hire

large numbers of TJTC eligibles. Administering agencies phould

also target firms that provide training and offer career ladder

opportunities.

o Employment Service °Mewl should receive incentive payments when

they certify a TJTC

o Income eligibility of job seekers should be de trained at the time

of vouchering and not redetermined at the time of certification.
Local agencies should be required to obtain verification of in-

come reportw. It.is essential that the integrity of the eligi-

bility determination process be maintained..

o Welfare recipients wino have been vouchored should be discouraged

from iiiltiating a discussion of their eligibility with Prospective

employer but if asked should present 6.4 employer with the voucher:

o Local agencies should be discouriged from
Yo4
expending resources on

vouchering when a referral has not been arranged. Instead they

should focus on selling the program to firms And asking these firms

whether they would like TJTC eligibles to be referred to them;
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o,Bmployerd Met be 14fOrMS4 1)Y 1,Pgal igenFieeaato which eligibility
category the tek 1.A,. Ex-cons make up Only $ percent.Of,011
TJTC vouchers. it tP important that people in other eligibility
categories be fret of the stigma of being thought to possibly he an
ex-convictt

o Applicotton for TJTC certification isheeide TI000 AO 1,4,0 than a day
after beginning workz

o Documentation of eligibility'shOW e presented to the employment
ervice no later than 15 ilaya after a requept'for certification is

made. This provision le'demigned to 4liscoliTage.employers from requbst-
ing certificationa for everybody hired regardless of whether there is
any prior.indication'of possible ellgOility..

Now-targete4 8004140 The Contrast

There are important lessons tb:be'learned fres; the UPS. exp4rience with
4

erployment ta.acredits-7the New d9hp.:Tax.Cred4t, .the WIN,Tax Credit, and the

Targeted JobloTax Credit. There are draMati,c contraetsbetween taktuprates.

In 1979, fewer than 25:000 firms received a TJTC-and.fewer that-10,000 receiv-

ed a WIN Tax Credit. In 1978, 1,1oo,op firme,..mOre than:30 percent of all

the natiOn'e employers *Ad more thanhelf of.the eligible firmso,received 4

New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC), a nom targeted Marginal wage subsidy designed to% 'L

subsidize increases, in employment. A-59 Percent t participation ratet9

remarkably high. In contrast, six years after thee introduction of accelerated

depreciation in 1954 only 21 percentof all proprietOrshlps and 30 percent of

all corporations were using an accelerated depreciation method on any cemPe-,

nent of their capital etock (Ture, 1967). Only 47, iercent.of the eligible.

investment put in place between 1954 and 190. wasdepreciated using acclerated

methods. In the first year of the asset depreciation range system'only 1.4

percent of all companies and only 60 percent of the total dollari of new In-

vestment in producers durables took advantage of the shorter life time avail-,
,

able under ADR. Use of the accelerated depreciation range system is nout much
,

greater,.

The NJTC seems to have 'had major impacts upon the econoa7:, In ite two

years of operation, the NJTC subeidized more than 4milltonPerson year!, of r

employment. All three studies 'of New Jobs Tax Credit have fund that it in-

creased employment. The NFIB study(McKevitt 1978) estimates 300,000 extra

Jobs by the summer of 1978, the Perioff,and Wachter Otudy-(1980) 700,000 job;
t

in 1977 and the Bishop study estimetes:160,000to.670,000 Jobs by summer of ;

1978 in constiruction and distribution alone. Bishop's study (1981) found that
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reductions in the margin between retail and manufseturers wholesale prices'l
induced hY saved consumers between $1,E end

The lesson of our recant experience with employment inibsiAtes is that

subsidy of private sector employment Will reach A 'kale and eost.efficiency

-sufficient to flake Ivrea], dent in structural Unempioysent,'-only ifs

1. Employers are shieto simply certify their wn

7,, The behavioral response deslredofeeploYere 'obvious Oni simple for them

3. Ali or almost All emnieyers.sre Sligible.(otberulee'the rasult4s a
redistribution Ofwhe omploya who). - .:- 4

4. Targeting is:essential but it is'lliore important -to include SI17workers 10
need of",-tiOthen te-exClUde Arkers that-don't .,*q the help,-r,

5. The target group is defined by,0 non - stigmatizing criteria that is visible
to thOlOmpl9y0X'.(ei characteristic Oe:j91) Ilk* wage rate is bet-tel. than
characteristics of the worker 5.'

. ,

It is marginalpaid for increases in employment hove a threshOld like

!,
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This section of the paper presepteaNdeScription and entilysie of four

other employment training subsidy schemes.

A. A Subsidy of flermeam 4 in Employment`

Policies-thatcan achieve the twin objectivea'of stimulating employment

while simultaneously reducing inflatlap must have the effect of eigeificantly

-lowering the marginal costs of the firm's expansion and maintaining this

reduction in marginal costs for a considerable period of time. In competitive

markets, a reduction In marginal coots is equivalent to an outward/shift Of

the supply curve and this inevitably results in more real output, more jobs

and lower prices. In monopoItittically competitive markets.a reduCtion in

marginal costs that can be counted on to last for a while 'will-induce the firm

-to lower its selling price and compete more aggreseivty,5. here again the

result is more jobs, more output and lower.prices. The stimulus to employment

will, of course, be greatest if the subsidy of marginal costs is limited to

employment costa.

If well designed, private eectbr employment subsidies oflexpansions ip

the employment and training of unskilled and young workere are 'an effective

means'of reducing this stagflation problem. A number of studies have come to

the conclusion that employment can he increased and aggregate unemployment." \

decreased by shifting employment demand from skilled labor Markets tounskill-

ed labor markets. Two empirical studies (Bally and Tobin, 1178; Nichols,

1980) have found that low unemployment rates in skilled labor markets have a

much more powerful influence on aggregate wage inflation than'unemploymenf

rates in unskilled labor markets. When analyzed in a general' equilibrium

framework, it h s been found that because of the minimum wage, transfd,pro-

grams and gh e elasticities ofilabor supply by teenagers, women and low

wage worker gen rally, a wage subsidy of unskilled lobo; will increase their
r.

employmbnt wlZM6ut significantly reducing the employment of skilled workers

_even if the skilled workers are taxed to provide the subsidy (Bishop, 1979;
A

Johnson, 1980).

The revenue costs of a significant reduction in the costs of 'increasing

.employment can be minimized by setting a threshold (say 1983's FUTA tax base,

414
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or aggregate hours worked by all employed in the firm) and subsidizing in-

creases in that index of emplOyment, A subsidy of employment above a thresh-

old is preferred over_ subsidizing new hires because many firms have turnover

rates of 50 to 100 percent, Subsidipng new hires quickly results in one's

subsidizing the firm's entire work force. The use of either the FUTA tax base

'(as was done with the NJTC) or, hours worked as the basis-for subsidy would

concentrate the subsidy on the lowest-skill jobs--exactly the segment )1 the

labor market where labovwurplusea are greatest. Such A focus ls desirable

because a- general expansion of the economy will quickly produce shortwwin

certain skilled occupations and the competitive bidding for the limited num-

ber of people wtth needed skills that will result will rekindle inflation,

The subsidy could be even more strongly focusedon the le8st_skilled by having

a provision that reduces the subsidy if the firm's average wage in.1984 ex-

ceeds its 1983 wage by more thaq some'standard amount (say 5X). Such a Pro-

vision mould have the further beneficial affect of putting direct downward

pressure on we inflation.- Our experience with the NJTC suggests that a

marginal Whge subsidy of that type may promote wage inflation. This tendency

can be forestalled, however, by reducing the potential, tax credits of a firm

if its wage increases exceed some wage increaee etandard. Such a subsidy can

be very simple to administer. To calculate its subsidy.the firm would need

four numbers: total wage bill this year and in the base year and total hours

worked this year and in the base year.

How such a scheme would work is most easily understood by examining a

specific proposal. (The specific parameters of this proposal ere illustra-

tive.) Firms and nonprofit entities would'receive a tax credit against Social

Security taxes of $1.00 per hour for every hour by which total, hours worked

(including those worked by salaried management) at the firm in 1985 exceed

total hours worked in 1984.6 A tax credit would also be providedrin 1986

for increases in total hours worked over the higher of 1985 or 1984's hours

worked. In 1987, the tax credit would be for increases in total hours worked

over the highest of 1986, 1985, or 1984 hours worked. The tax gredit would be

reduced if the firm's average wage (calculated by dividing total compensation '

by total hours worked) in 1985 was more than 5 percent greater than its 1984 ,

wage. The threshold for the wage increase "take back" might be 10 percent in

1986 and 15 percent in 1987.

. - .
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A general formula for the tax credit ls

TC s
i

Hi u
I
(Wi..-00)111t

subject to the constraint that TC > 0 and (Wi
t

AW0)11it >.0

where Hit- hours worked by people in the ith job during time period t

Hit- growth of employemnt in the ith job above the threshold

Wit- hourly wage rate of the ith job in time
eF

Yo the firm's aver wage belle period

s - hourly tax credit '

g - wage growth standard, g > 1

u - take back rate

.An increase in the wage rate is taxed at the rate u. This discourages wage

increases above the stand rd. An expansion of hours that leavesthe'composi-

tion of employment unc nged is subsidized at the,rate of s dollars per hour.

Where expansions are n ttproportional and the firm is in the take back region,

the tax benefit depends upon the wage rate of the jobs that ardexpanded:.

dTC

;ET- 8-u(Wit-gWo)

If, for instance, s - $1 per hour, u .1, and gWo $8.00 an hour, offering

A an additional job paying $4.00 an hour would generate a tax credit of $1.40

per hour, expanding a job paying $12.00 would generate a credit of $.60 an

hour, and expanding a job paying $18.00 an hour would generate no credit.

This, type of a marginal employment subsidy has a number of attractirme
(,

features:

1. Firma are encouraged to increase employment by Iiiringinexperienced
workers and training them rather than by-increasing overtime work or
bidding experienced workers away from other firms by raising wages.

2. Within each firm it tends to-target'the employment stimulus on the
least skilled workers. (This occurs because hiring extra low wage
workers lowers the average wage of the firm, and this helps the firm
meet the 6 percent wage increase standard.) The increase in demand at
the unskilled end of the labor market should produce large reductions
in the unemployment of youth and the disodvantaged.

3. Targeting on less skilled workers is accomplished without giving'low
wage firms a proportionately larger subsidy.

V
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4. Firms are encouraged to slow the rate at/Which they increase wage
rates.

5. Both marginal and average costs of.production are reduced, while
simultaneously, Wage increases aboVe the standard are-taxed. ,Penalty
tax incentive based income policies (TIP'S) in contrast, have the
disadvantage of raising marginal and average costa, and therefore,
prices of firms that violate the wage standard (Seidman 1978 and
Dildine and Sunley 1978).

It is a balanced anti-inflation program. The pubaidy compdnent lowers

price inflation and the wage increase "take back" lowers wage inflation.

B. The Re-employment Voucher

The re-employment Voucher .proposed in Amendment 1/518 to HR 1900 Offers

worker the option of using his entitlement.to Federal extended unemployment

. insurance benefits as a job subsidy rather than as income maintenance, It has

some attractive features:

o The voucher can be used to subsidize any job whether it is at a for profit
or i not-for-profit organization and regardless of whether the employer
has(/' positive tax liability.

o It seems to be simple for the employer to administer.
r.

o Worker eligibility is defined -by .a characteristic (being unemployed for
six months) that-is already known by the employer. Hence if a job seeker
advertises his eligibility for the voucher, it should not have the effect
of stigmatizing him/her any more than they already are stigmatized by
virture of the long-term unemployment.

o The size of the'voucher payment is related to how long the individual
works at the new firm. ;

o the job-seekers previous employers are ineligible for the voucher--not
excluding them would have produced an incentive to lay off workers with
plans to rehire them six months later.

o Payments are made to the firm almost immediately after hiring the worker,
reducing the-working 'capital needed to expand employment.

It should be noted that most of the long-term unemployed will not be

eligible for this voucher. Many of the long-term unemployed are not receiving

UI because prior to their current spell oiunemployaent they worked for too

short a period of time in covered employment. Only about half of all unem-

ployed workers are currently receiving UI. Others will be,ineligible because

they will not hear of the program's existence in the one month period they

have to sign up for it.

.4
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particitation AmonW Eligible°

Since the legislatiOn does not require the job seeker to give up his UI

eligibility before finding slob, 'there are two ways a job seeker Can get a

subsidized job. He /she /can get the.'job first and then apply for the voucher

-(this must be done before er during.the one month period of eligibility), or

he/she can apply for the voucher (temporarily giving up the'l3MiuMentary

UI benefits) inthe hope of finding a JOb. I would notexpecC this latter

mechanism to be very. important. Tireason is that participation requires a

positive act-on the part of the job seeker le which he or she temporarily

sacrificesnext week's UI pa/meet in hopes of quickly getting a job because of

the subsidy. If"the job search with voucher inhaed is unsuccessful, he or

she can g&. their4441ementary UI benefits later, but since most people un'

employed'for six months or more have severe cash flow problems, many will not

be. able to-afford alone or two month period of no UI benefits, especially when

the out-of-Pocket costs of job Search are higher because of the increased

search intensity.

128
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A second reasln for not expecting many eligibles to choose the voucher

without already haVing hrrhnged a job is that job seekers seem to'be averse to

announcing to pros!pective employers that they are on "sale",.i.e6, can be

obtained cheaper. This has been reported by counselors who deal withJJTC

eligibles. It may be for a good reason, because two experiments in which TJTC

eligibles mere taught to use their eligibility for TJTC as a selliing point in

their job search (one in Dayton, Ohio, the other in Wiscohsin) have found that

TJTC eligibles randomly assigned to he trained to mention the TJTC were less

likely to find job then other TJTC eligibles. The reason Obt adVertising

one's TJTC eligibility seems to have this effect is that announcing one's

eligibility tells the prospective employer something-7J am a welfare recipi-

ent, from a low. income family, or an ex-con, etc.-'-that in most cases the

employer did lot know before and that stigmatizes the job seeker: Presumably,

the voucher f r being unemployed long enough to receive supplementary Ui will

not have the ame effect, but one cannot be sure.'

If parqcipation is to reach a reasonable level,'it will require initia-

tive on the part of the employer or a labor market intermediary. One can

envision'an employer putting a job order at the Employment Service (ES), "

have'x jobs for .people who have recently become eligible for "Federal supple-

mentary payments. They do not have, to have Chosen the voucher yet, only be

1'
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eligibid to choose the voucher". If the ES Cooperates bith such requests, the

firm's costs of finding eligible workers will be low. The firm can offer the

job to the eligible job applicantit feels is most qualified on the condition

that the person apply for the voucher.. 1

An alterdative mechanism that does.not require the firm to request Cr-

rats from the ES (70 percent of firms with,vacancies do not ask far referrals

from the ES) would he for it to screen Job Applications searching for people

who have been out of work the required amount of time (e.g., 5 to 7 months),

and then ask those who seem to be eligible for the voucher when their regular

UI will be of was exhausted. The firm would select from amongst the eligibles

and offer the job on the -condition that the applicant ApplY fo'010 v000)0r...
1

If an attractive job candidate is not yet but soon will be eligible, it would

seem likely'that the applicant till be tuld to returrrwhen he/she .is 1.0.11)1e.

lIf this candidate is partitularly well qualified and the firm does n t expect

!Uture Openings, the voncher might cause a firm to postpone fillinW a Vacancy

until the not yet,Tligible job applicant becomes ,eligible.

The example just disused illustrates one of the problems that arise

from targeting a benefit on people unemployed for a.parttcular period of time.

Even if thO voucher does not cause a firm to hold ,a particular job open while

waiting for the preferred candidate to become eligible, its main effect will

be to change who is hired, not increase total employment.. Senator QuAyle

acknowledges that the amendment will not overcome 1OU demand for workers, but
1

it will target employment to the long -term u4p1oyed". The designers of the

voucher scheme have set their sights too low. The objective should be in-

creasing total employment and reducing unemplOyment without rekindling infla-

tion, not just redistributing the pain of unemployment. Any governmental_

intervention in the labor market involves some coat nnd some distortions. If
r

one must incur these costs, hey need to he justified by benefits to one job

seeker that nre not offset b!- losses to other job seekers.

C. Marginal Training Subsidy
6!..

.%

A marginal training subsidy (MTS) would offdr a partial subsidy of train-

i g expenditures above a threshold level. The rate of subsidy or tax credit

would be set somewhere between 10 and 30 percent. ,The training costs that

would be eligible for subsidy would include payment to industry training .

134
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funds, tuition reimbursements for job related training, con/rributions of mate-

rials or staff time to vocational/teChnical institutions, the budgeted costs

of the firm's formal training of new and continuing employees, and cerpin of

the costa of informal training of new and upgraded employees.8 Partici-

pating companies with more than .100 employees would be required to have a

training advisory committee that contains worker representation.

While the measurement of the costs of informal training is difficult, it

must be attempted if choices between formal and informal training are not to

be distorted.9 The subsiditable costs of informal training would be liMited

to trainee time and trainer time during the first year of employment q:r during

the first 3 months before or after a'hAjor promotion and change in job respon-

sibility. If the training is formal, certain additional expenses--books and

materials, rental on teaching machines and equipment or office space dedicated

entirely to training, and payments to training vendors-would be eligible for

subsidy. Formal training would be subsidizable regardless of length of tenure

and whether the workee is receiving a promotion:' At the conclusion of the

training program or the firm's fiscal year, the employer would be required to

award each trainee a certificate describing the number of hours of formal or

informal training provided/attended, skills taught and where Appropriate, the

competence achieved.

The threshold which must be exceeded before a subsidy or tax credit would

be paid would be equal to 10 percent of the firm or establishments wage pay-

ments to employees with less than one year of tenure at the firm plus 1.5 per-

cent of wage payments to all oEher employees. The threshold'is higher for

firms with many new employees because (a) new ployees tend to receive more

training than continuing employees and (1)* the'costs of informal trainingare

subsidizable only during the firer year on th job and for a short period

before and after a promotion.

A subsidy aboif a threshold has some important advantages over an oblige-
,

tion to spend a minimum amount on training:.

o Firms that are big trainers (and therefore erobably efficient trainers) of
skilled workers would always face an incentfve to expand their training.

o In France where an obligation to spend a minimum amount on training is id
operation, the great majority of French employees work at firms which ex-
ceed their obligatioh to spend on trainN so at me: margin, there 46 no
Pubilc,pAcouragement of additional training for the, majority of Frpnch
workers. A subSidy above a threshold avoids this- problem:

1'
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o Paperwork is 'reduced because Moat firmaswould not apply for a subsidy in
most yelp. Year-to-year Variations in training expenditures aro likely
to be large at small fitias. Such firms would most likely spend above the
threshold only in years in which there Is a major expansion of employment
or the installation of new eiuipment.

o Employers who feel the administrative burdens of the subsidy are too high,
are free'not tp participate.

All employers--profit making, non-profit and governmental -- should be tligible

for the marginal training subsidy if their training expenditures exceed the

threshold defined for their organization.10 In order for incentive effects

to be maximized, employers must feel they are assured a larger, subsidy payment

if they increase their firm's training investment. Together these two conaid-

eratIons amply that the'MTS should be administered'either as a subsidy enti-

tlement, 88atax credit against a broad based tavh the firm's wage bill

like FUTA or social security, pr a tax credit tipt income taxes that-can be

sold to other firma.", The MTS would be financed either out of general re-

venue or a special training tax.on the wage bill of all employers, In order

to give firms time to set up the accounting procedures to record training ex-,

penditures; it would be'phased in at least a year after -the legislation in

passed;
,

The MTS has a number of important advantages:-

o The social benefits of on-the-job training are probably just as large
as the social benefits of occupationally specific training provided by
school. The MTS would create an incentive for, firms and workers to
generate more of such benefits and would reduce currently prevailing
din-tot-0.one of the choice between-these two modes of providing
occupationally specific training.

o Since the employer pays 67 to 90 percent of the cost of training, there JW
Is always an incentive 0110o-the training in the most efficient manner
possible.

o Choice of Which jobs to train for ,and how to dpthe training is made
by the employer not by an educator, a government bureaucrat or by the
trainee. The employer is the person best able to project the firm's
future -need for skilled workers and to select the beet method of train-
ing for those skills.

o The inclusion of the coats of.informal training. in the definiti011pf
subsidizable training expenses is fair to Small business and avoids
distorting chaIces between formal and informal training.

o While the MTS is not directly targeted oli the unemployed dislocated
worker,.it will reduce unemployment nevertheless, and would do so more
efficiently than a targeted program like an ITA or the reemployment
voucher. The MTS reduces unemployment in twp ways:twr

s'
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It encourages firma to hire and train new workers; and to retrain
rather than lay-off workers whose akille were becoMing obsolete.

It encourages the firri to expand the supply of skilled,workers rather
than engaging in a bidding war,for the limited supply of.already
trained workers. thue producing an accelerationOf inflation.

o The MTS should diacourage turnover. A firm, with high rates of turnover
will have a higher threshold and i..411 as a result receive a smaller sub-
sidy payment.

The MTS has as its objective expansion and intensificatiOn'of on-the-job

training. Only two small reforms of current practice are proposed training

advisory committees at firms with more than 100 employees and providing the

trainee a certificate describing the training that has been received.12 All,

the really important decisionswho is to be trained; whet is to be taught,

and how it is CO be taughtare made by the employer and the worker(the work-

ers influence these decisions through representation on the training commit-

tee, by bidding for jobs that require training by tiellcting an employer who

provides the desired training, and the commitment that is given to learning

the material that is presented)._ ,

Employers and workers probably invest nearly $100 billion of time and
. .

resources in formal and informal on-the-job training each year. Congequently,

covering all employers and all kinds of training inevitably means costs can be

kept down only Lf the subsidy rate is set rather low, the definition of subsi-

dizable expenditure is restrictive and the threshold is set rather high.

D. A Critical Skills Training Incentive

An alternative approach to promoting More private investment in on-the-

job training is to target certain critical occupations that are experiencing

severe shortages. 4A,sObsidy would be offered for training newly hired and/or

transferred employee* in a few °elected occupations.

Selecting Skills for Which to Provide Training Incentive

Legislation would restrict the subsidy to a limited number of industries

that currently export a major share of their output, or are service firms that

provide specialized high tech aervItes.13 To be eligible for a training

subsidy, an occupation/skill would have. to involve.considerable initial

on-the-job-training, be required at many firms, and be in shortag1. The

'determination of whether an occupation is in shortage would be based on

current data on changes in relative wage rates, changes in vacancy rates or
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newspaperedvertii1hg if available, and on recent 004 PrOjeted growth of

demand for the skill:14 The Department t-Of LAbor would be given a fixed

budget and empowered to select a limited number of skilled job') for which

training:subsidies would be available.

Once en'occupation hadbeen selected asa pOtential'candidite for'eubsidy

the Secretary of Labor would appoint an induattyilabor committee to makelre-

commendations regardihg the definition of the 'critical ,skill, 'the competencies

that a trained individual would be expected to have, and poesible mechanism')

tp /wire that subsidised trainees achieve these standards..The:Depardlent of

Labor would do a small aurvey of the Colts of training and the length of the
,

training period that wouldAerve *15 basis for calculation') for median train-

ing costj5 The Secretary of LehOr mould he empowered to make'competency

certification (under ibehuSpicesOi4 multi - employer or union umbrella or .

ganizatiop) A part of the mechanism for defining eligibility for a critical

skillp,training Aubsidy,1.0,

14,

;sr

4

Administration of t14 Training Incentive

Application for a subSidy of,a particular trainee must be made within one

week of the Start of the training (within one week of the date of beginning

work in the case of anew hire).17 The requirement of immediate application

for the training subsidy hae threei)urposes! (1) by forcing the firm to be

aware of the subsidy when it begina:the training', itAaximizes the euhsidy's

incentive, effect' rd reduce') retroActivity,'(2) it alloys 'DOL to continuously

monitor the number of,trainees.its program has stimulated, and to project

future costs andethe fullfillmene of its goals, (3) for tblefitm it locks in

the terms and conditions of subaidythat'prevaiied at the date training was

commenced. If DOL determines thstPore (leas) trairiing 10 being undertaken

than.needed or was budgeied, it has the right without advance notice to re-

strict (liberalize) the definition''of subsidizAbleebs/skflis, lower (raise)

the training costellowance or end that occupation's eligibility. Changes in

rules would apply to all traiping programs begun one'welc..or more after the

announcement of the change,1!

There would be no limit'ito the ',lumber of trainees for which an employe

could be subsidized, and the firm would not have to obtain advance agreement

from DOL as to this number. The employer would only have, to certify (1) that

the training provided results in the worker's attaining the critical skill,

and (2) that the trainees did hot have that skill prior to the training.: This

'5
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certification voul2 b audited on 0 randoM 408,10 Worker. who complete

training would be awarded a .certificate attlreting to tha.skilla they have,

achieved. The skills taught by the training Pr9Srem would be described in ,

detail

, .

either'grk the heck of the CertitAPAILtetPr on 1n attachment,.

The Administration of thip Critical Skill. Training Incentive ha* been

described in considerable detail fbr severed reeeeng:

o the popgierity_Al-thePr9gri* with employer* w141,4epend upon how easy it

is for they to admintetir 1t,1

o the power of the incentives it produces a9d`tbe cost of theprogram may

depend upon seestingly minor administrative matters such as When

application for subsidy must be 4440,

o the primaryconcern'about propopalelsmch as this lel9thether they can be

...administered, so there need. ':to a dronatiation'Of the 101.0114.Y-0

the program.

The plan described has a number bfattractive features: .
,

* It is limitid in scope to.occupatioop In critical shortage.

* Great flexibility is given to program adminiettatere. ,(Thte le
essential because the 'very concept of tha.program new And because , 4C

it must quickly respond to the changing.needs of-the ecolos0.)

* wqrlolips who cPaplete training are awarded,scertificaterbat deAcribes

the skilythey'have gained,

*. The firm always faces a marginal incentive to expand its training

of targeted skills. (It does not have to get prior agreement from

DOL about how many people to train an administrative haagel that.would_

be a major barrier to participation.)

* The firm is given.an incentive to retain the workers it trains.

* Despite the:almost 'entitlea4t nature of the training subsidy, its

total'cost is-capped by the monitoring of usage and DOL's ability-to

lower subsidy amounts and tighten eligibility.

* A sunept provision automatically ends a ski1111 eligibility. for

subsidy. .
*'Cost could be further" reduced by requiring that.firmg already employ-

ing people in the targeted skilled occupations exCeed"-ativen level

of training before being eligible for subsidy. It could be'aemumed

that'in the normal counte of events such firme'would have to replace

10 percent of their stock of workers with the targeted *kills anyway.

The subsidy could be paid for trainees above this threshold.

* It complements the Subsidy of Increases in Employment described in the

first sectioP

* The firms administrative coots are kept low. The firm does not have

to calculate and report how much it is spending on training.

* Eligibility for subpidy is a function of an output--the number of

)people.trained for certain specific jobs--not a measure of input.

This creates a strong incentive to be as efficient as poseible in

doing the training.
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The Crttical likats trainl.nig Tuponttye'his some important drawbacks, how
/

ever. Its success depends upon . the wisdom end timeliness of the selection of

skills for which training subeldy 10 PrOvided, Expeqence with federally
. ,

Funded graduate fellowihips hould remind.us-how'diflicult It JO for overn!-

sent to forecast future demand for a opecifid'okill and implement decisions to

extend or withdraw training subsidies in a timely PeUner. Graduate fellow

ships were originally targeted on A few shortage fields thought to be critical

to national defense. However, other fields oempaigned to be included and new

prograls were started until almout every field of study was included in at

least one egency'sfellowship program. The number of fellowships expended even

after the shortages of PhD holder: that gave rise to thelmograms were re

placed by ourplueee. The .CST T has features--the sunset provision, great

administrative flexibility and a fixed budget--that are intended to prevent a

recurrence of the poor timing Ow chataaerized the graduate fellowships

programs.. There is always the poesibility, however,.that the projections of

future demand will be Wrong or that politics 401 result in the wrong occupa-

tions being selected and that the selective nature of the training incentive

would increase rather than decrease market distortions.
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YooTtions
.

1. The Research Division of the national Xenter'hea 4' Tirmnt. free' the Depart-,
meet of Health and Human Servitees to odOduct a more,intensive ellelysis of
the TJTC quegrtlone in the NCRVE amplOYer survey than hgs been "done so
'far. I would like to thank MS for their -support. Thip,vork has only
just 1begun and ie, not at .a stage where X can report on it. Consequently
today° testimony le a synthesis of what has been learped from part
analyses of these end other data. on TJTC and other pubilehed .studies,

2. The congressional budget offiee4has estimated that there were 5 milli%
disadvantaged youth in March 1983. In .ry 1983 there were 259,309 certi-
fications in this category...

3. What is Important for the cost effectiveness-Of the-program Whow the
existence of the program and'resultinuexperlences with eltgible'vorkers
change employer'perceptions of the productivity Of eligible workeri. If

the very fact that government has chosen to subsidise the hiring 'ofj)...
particular group causes employers to anticipate even'lover output 1Tom
the group,the program will not be cost effective. If, on the other
hand, participating employers discover that elibibles are better than ur,

they previquaiy thOught,.the program Will be very cost effective. ,Since
employers are reporting that the TJTC eligibles th4 'hire are oily
slightly less productive than other workers in the same job and some ,

employers are rapidly expanding their hiring of Tilp eligibles, the tax
credit may be having the desired effect of raising some employer opinions
of the prochictivity of' disadvantaged workers.

4. In a demonstration program in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin,Job developers for
short term try out and train employment subsidy 'found that 4 of every 10
firms contacted agreed to participate. (publit/Frivate Ventures, 1983.
p. 28.)

5. The primary purpose of "the subsidy of increases in employment is to induce
increases in output and thereby correct the distortions produced by the
prevalence of monopolistic Competition (Price > marginal cost) in ou
economy. Its marginal character is not new: investment tax credits and
liberalizations of depreciation rules that are not retroactively avail-
able to already installed capital equipment have had_the effect of lower-
ing the long run marginal cost of many protucts below the prices that
prevailed at the time of the tax change.

6,. To insure, that the employer was atJeast aware of the tax credit at the

fit time employment decisions are being made, preliminary'applieitiop for it
would have to be made by,July 1, of the calendar year for which subsidy
is -requasted.

, .

4. An important feature that is not specified in the legislationis whether
if job search is unsuccessful the supplementary UI payments are retro-

't -active payments for the period Of unsuccessful job search, or whether
they are extended eligibility for payment for the weeks of job !search
following the request for the UT payment. The former is to bd preferred.
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B. To insure that only training gets subsidized /not vacations or motivation-

al sales meetings. eubsidizable expenditures might be defined to exclude
(1) travel to a remote aite other-than the company's national or the
appropriate regional headquarters, (2) housing and food /expenses of more

than $100 a day, (3) coots of training noir-employee's, part time employdhs
working leas than 50 hours a month'or employees for whom more than 50 °

percent of compensation comes from commissions, S4) payments to speakers
or presenters of a training session of more than $1000 or $200 per

contact hour which eyer is higher. The. costs of developing a training

package,or system for use in training one(' own steff would be an

allowable expense.

9. A trainee would be considered to be engaged in formal or informal training
if he is receiving group instruction, being instructed by a computer,
reading manuale or instruction booklets watching others do the work or

being shown the work. A trainer, super-vigor or coworkers time would be

considered to be engaged in a training activity only if 104X of the
trainers attention is devoted to the training purpose. If any output

is produced during ejtraining activity it would have to be given to the

trainee, discarded or given away. The following tests could be used

to define a promotion for purposes of calculating lsubsidizable

training expeneee: there would have to be a new job title, noticeably
different job duties and a wage increase a least 6X above the

standard seniority or cost of living i rement and the individual could

not have held that particular job before. In order for new -employee

training to be auhsidizable it would have to'be associated with a wage
increase by the end of that year off at least 10 percent over and above

the rise In the cost of living.

10 To insure that employers who receive an MTS subsidy were aware of the

program at%the time it might influence their behavior, it could be re-

quired that the employees make a preliminary application before July 1 .of

of the calendar year for which a subsidy is sought.

11. If the MTS is a subsidy, subsidy payments would be taxable-income. If the

NTS is a tax credit the firm would have to reduce its reported social
security or TUTA tax payments by the amount of the tax credit.

12
2 .

To- the ektent that the accounting rules used to distinguish training

activities from production activities affect the way training is con -

'ducted this Is an unfortunate unintended consequence of the netessity of
defining a dollar quantity of- training expenditure for each firm.

13. Examples might be communications, machinery, 'instruments, chemicals,

pharmaceutitals, electronics,. computer servica and R & A laboratories.

14. For a skill to be eligible, both recent and projected rates of growth

would have to be high. 'Projections of future growth should be based on a

methodology that can be updated on a quarterly basis and that uses
contemporaneous market signals (such as cUrrent or forward prices of the

Industry's product, new Orders, current industry sales or'employment) to

project future employment. The methodology must be'capable of giving
timely warning of industry turn around, like the one that occurred in
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1981 in oil drilling and exploration. A projection of rapid growth would
be sufficient on ite own (In the absence of high past rates Of growth).
only if the evidence is particularly strong (e.g. Congressional passage .
of obligational authority for a huge multi year contract). Where claas-
room training at schools or colleges substitutes for OJT, information on
the number of graduates of such prOgrams (recent and projected) would
have to be compared to growth of demand.

15. The 'survey would not be very costly and would not take long, once a sample
oT employers who have trained such workers was obtained. While vielts, to
establishments by specialised staff would be the preferred mechanism, it
could be done over the phone. A telephone interview approach to meaeur-
log on-the-job training costs for specific jobs has been developed!by the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education and implemented by
the Gallup Organization at * cost of.lell than $75 per interview. The
training costs that would be measured by this surveywould include:
1) payments to outside vendors such as a training institution,
2) depreciation on machinery 100 percent devoted to training.
3) time of specialized training personnel that.is spent in contact with

the trainee or preparing lessone
4) time of supervisors or coworkers *pent giving formal or informal

training to the non-i4orker above a 40 hour minimum,
5) time of the trainee that is spent in a formal or informal training

activity that is not directly productive.
The survey would also serve as a basin for developing an operational
definition of the job or skill for which trtining subsidies would be
provided, and for the levels of the skills. The results of the survey
would be reviewed by DOL staff and the industry/labor committee. DOL
staff would make a formal recommendation to the Secretary which the
advisory committee could endorse or take exception to as it wished.
Training costs allowed in future years would be indexed to the economy'e
average hourly wage, so the survey would only need to be done once.

16. Systems for competency certification currently exiete"in construction,
telecommunications, banking and a variety of other industries. In some
industries and occupations, an existing system(s) could be adopted "as
is" or modified; in other industries and occupations a new system would
have to be developed. Since an occupation is eligible for a critical
skills training subsidy for only a limited period, a judgement would have
to be made as to whether the benefits of competency certification would
outweigh the inevitable costs and delays that such a requirement Would
impose. In additiog, in certain fast changing fields codifyi4g.what must
be learned in this fay sight,nqt be desirable. 'There would hi an,expec-
tation that the organization spoheoring.thi competency certification
would continue the service after the end of the period of the occupa-
tion's eligibility for CSTI, Conditioning the CSTI. on the existence of
Competency certification would tend to encourage industry groups seeking
designation of one of their job/skills as a critical skill to create a
certification process for that job. r-., .

17. The application. form could be quiie simple, requiring only the name and
social secruity number of the trainee, employer ID number, the training
establishment's name and address, the firm's "name and address, the skill
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for which training is being provided, the trainee's wage, and a descrip-

tion of the Job (including its wage) for which he/she ie being trained.

18. An advance opinion as to the eligibility.of a proposed training program

(binding on DOL) would be available* employers who request it. The

calculated Amount of subsidy would be paid in equal semiannual inetall-

meets over the training period that has been establiehed for that skill.

If the worker ia employed at the firm for less than the full training

period, the subsidy payment would be prorationed for the period he/she

was at the firm. The payMents would be taxable income. Training estab-

lishments would submit semi- annual bills to DOL for the subsidy paymgnts

due to it. The payment would be made to tIt training establishment firm)

because auditing would be carried out at the establishment level, and

because the payment then shows up in the right place in multi-establish-

ment firms with divisional profit centers.

S.
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Dr. BISHOP. Thank you.
Given that I have 3 minutes, I am not going to attempt to discuss

-10° all of the results of the research we have done. We have had three
large-scale surveys of employers; we have talkedthrough various
people who did, our interviewing for uswith maybe 8,000 or 9,000
employers.

I will boil it down to some reciSmmendations.
I think the emphasis should be on increasing the cost effective-

ness of the program, increasing the program's bang for the buck.
And with that idea in mind, I want to draw from the studies what
can be drawn in order to make suggestions along those lines.

Studies have found that employer utilization of this program and
similar programs are not very sensitive to the amount of the subsi-
dy. It is much more important how you administer the prbgram,
and there is a let that needs to be done to impiove the administra-

., tion of this program. Many people have already made some sugges-
.

tions and I will make some more; but since that is not something
you call put into legislation, I think maybe the emphasis in discus-
sion should be on legislative changes in the program.

The second thing we found is that in our interviews qvith employ-
ers, most of the jobs are very low-wage, and they offer very little
training.

I think it would be desirable to encourage more training be pro-
vided on these jobs, and emphasis and some preference be given to
jobs that involve a lot of training.

Consequently, I recommend lowering the rate of subsidy to, let's
say, 25 or 33 percent instead of 50 percent; keep the cap at $6,000
on wages, but allow as ,a subsidizable expense training costs, pay-

, ments to people other than the trainee or the MC indiVidual that
are involved in training that individual, and there would be a cap
of let's say $5,000 on those expenses.

The purpose would be to give a greater incentive to jobs that in-
volve a lot of training, and a lesser incentive to jobs that invol.!
little training.

The reason for reddcing the rate of subsidy is, one, it would save
money. If you went clown to 25 percent, it would cut the cost of the
program per persoki subsidized in half; and yet, I don't think it

9
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would reduce the response to the program by nearly that much.
Thereforel the cost effectiveness of the program would go up.

This is justified, also, because we asked employers: "How produc-
tive ar'e people who receive TJTC'S?" We asked them to cpnapare
the TJTC employee that they hired to other people in basically the
same job who were not subsidized b3t TJTC. Some people, I think it
was 51-,) percent, are, reported to have the same productivity as non-
subsidized employees in the same job. About TO percent were more
productive, and 35 .or so percent were less productive. When you
average out the less productive against the more productive, on av-
erage the TJTC people were about 7 percent less productive than
the individuals who did not receive,a TJTC.'

What that suggests is that it does not require a 50-percent subsi-
dy, except for possibly a few eligibility -categories, such as the dis-
abled, to induce firms to participate in the program and to make
use of it. So, consequently, I think some consideration ought to be
given to both lowering the rate, of subsidy and simultaneously al-
lowing training costs to be included in the expenses.

Senator HEINZ. A point of clarification. You said that targeted
jobs tax credit people were less productive. Did you Mean at the
beginning? At the end?

Dr. BISHOP. Well, the differential was greater at first than it was
later. Our data goes only about a year into employment at the
firm, and so we are not looking at 3 or 4 years down the line.

Senator HEINZ. But you ,provided a number, I thifik 50-percent
less productive. Was that at the beginning or at they end of 1 year?

Dr. BISHOP, Well, we heave asked questions along these lines three
different time§, and we get slightly different answers at different
points. It is a }larger redhction in productivity initially than it is
later. This 7-percent number is the most recent study we did. In
another study it was 4 to 12 percent initially, and then it dropped

' to 4 to 5 percent; at the time Of the interview, which would have
been about a year later. That's on' average.

'What most employers are doing is, a lot of them, of course, are
giving preference to the target group, bdt they are trying to lopk
within that target group and pick out people who are just as pro-
ductive as they normally would be hiring. And they are doing their
best to get the best person they can.

Consequently, I think that a subsidy rate of 50 percent isn't es-
sential; what is much more important isegie administration of the
program and reducing paperwork costs and 'having the administer-
ing agenties be more gang ho in promoting.that-program. That can
have major impacts upon participation.

For example, the participation rate in States like Alaska, South
Dakota, South Carolina, is about, four or five times the participa-
tion rate in States like Texas and ,California. And that's not due to

-greater numbers of eligibles in the State, it is due pritharily to the
mode of promotion and administration,' of the program by the State
agencies and local agencies who are rd'sponsible.

'Senator HEINZ. We are going to hear from the State of Maryland
in a few minutes on their experience.

Dr. BISHOP. Yes; and a lot can be done there. In fact, much of the
increase that has occurred in the last year is most likely due to the
pressure that the Pepartment.of Labor has placed upon the State
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agencies to promote the program more. And much more can be
dorie in the future.

So the program has a participation problem right now, but the
solution to that problem is in administration and not through
trying to make it more generous.

I think an inclusion of training costs in the eligibility, in the
base, would be desirable.

A few comments on who should 15e included: I agree with the
suggestion of medically determined disability, though that needs to
be done by the Social Security Administration and not by the. per-
son's own selected doctor.

The other group I would suggest that you consider. is people who
are in families who meet the income test for the program and who
are over age 24, and who are unemployed. That would be a large
eligibility category, so you are talking big bucks most likely, if that
group were included; but I think an income test is a much better
requirement than G months of unemployment. Simply requiring
both unemployment and a family income below the 70 percent of
the BLS living standard would be sufficient to target it On the dis-
advantaged groups,

I don't think it is a good idea, to include in-school 16- and 17-year-
olds or high school dropouts. There again, I think you should wait
until age 18 to be eligible, except during the Summer.

I think I have used up my 3 minutes.
Senator HEINZ.. Thank you very much, Dr. Bishop.
Mr. Robison.

STATEMENT OF DAVID ROBISON, PARTNER, RSN HUMAN
RESOURCES, WASHINGTON, DC ,

Mr. ROBISON. Senator Heinz, I would respond to one key point,
and I wish Senator Dole were here.

Senator HEINZ. His staff is ably represented-thy George Keeler,
who is hanging on your every word. [Laughter.]

Mt-. ROBISON.. TJTC, believe, is revenue-neutral, I recently coth-
pleted a study of 1,500 certifications from actual wages, tax credits,
across the Nation, with every type of employer among the primary
users. I have talked frequently with the Treasury Office of Tax
Analysis to see .where my results- come out that are so different
from theirs. The only 'difference, really, is, whether you count in-
creased taxes.

As you will hear in the Maryland study, when you use a co 1

-group yot) find that roughly t ie TJTC-certified people have,,d6ubled
the income gain corgpare,d to their peers. This suggests that we can
properly, and should, use the increased taxes that result from it.

Also, we are talking about net tax credits. I found a net average
tax credit of $544. If you multiply it by the total number of certifi-
cations, right now we are talking about $283 million of cost. When
you add in the Goveinment savings, the savings when Government
subsidies are ended by employment, that is reduced below $150 mil-
lion. When you add in the increased takes, it is reduced below $50
million. When you add in the tax payments to State goverivnents
or the Government savings for States, the cost is virtually zero.
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The Treasury agrees that you should calculate the Government
savings, but they can't put a number on it. Their only difference is
on the increased taxes. They feel that there is no net hational in-
crease in income. But I tlithk commonsense would suggest that
when the certified people have such large income gains compared
to their peers, that there are increased tax payments.

The gains to the individuals are very substantial. They are 76
percent, covering 6 months prehire to 6 months posthire.

In some ways, this balance misses the key points. We are talking
about preferential hiring. There has not been a single retroactive
certification since mid-1981. This program is the only major prefer-
ential-hiring program in existence now. In CETA we had 22 per-
cent to 29 percent placements, in the business sector; we now have
100 percent plylcernents with TJTC from the beginning. In CETA,
the average cost of placement was at least $3,000, often $5,000;
now, I come out with under $100 per placement in the business
sector.

Last night TJTC was riot included in the House tax package, and,
Heinz, we look to you for leadership. TJTC will fail if it

doesn't get into the Senate package.
Senator HEINZ. Not only that, I don't know how much support

Senator Dole's tax package is going to have if it isn't in the tax
package.

Mr. ROBISON. Thank you.
Senat HEINZ. Got. that. [Laughter.]
[Mr. obison's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony,of David Robison, Partner, RSN MumantResourceo,
Woshingtop, D.C.

Re: S. 2185 to extend the Targeted Jobe Tax Credit

Mr. Chairman, I have recently carried out a broad study of
the actual costs and benefits of TJTC.

RP This dtudy. was }used on random semplying of 1510
certifications across the nation. ,The sample,covered
every region and state, and reflected the malor TJTC user
industries and employers.

Based on the study, I hevereached'these'c:oprwlusionsi
0

'1. The Treasury cost estimates for TJTC do not reflect
the overall cost to government.

The Treasury leaves out 4Overnment saving om reduPVd
subsidies and transfer payments.

P

It also leaves out increased taXvpaymente.

2. TJTC is r
4
evenue-neutrals It does not produce any

appreciable cost to government when these 4oVewient
40Cavingp and' increased taxes are included.

'3. The benefits to individuals are very substantial. The
average income gain was 76s, comparing post -hire to
pre-bire income. ,

Let me explain these conclusions.

There are real increases in income and tax payments for
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TJTC-certified workers compared'to their peers. Thus, we
must count the increased taxes personal taxes, UI
payments by the employers Mid employees, and Social
Security taxes -- that result from TJTC..

There are real government savings for TJTC workers, again.
compared to their peers.. Half 9f the-certified workers in
our sample had received UI, welfare and other government
paymentsat the time they were hired. Thnpe subsidies
were ended by employMent.

Consequently( when we take the'net tax credits, and
subtract the increased tax payments and the government
savings, we find that TJTC is not an overall cost to
government.

OUOStudy allowed tckr alternate eMplUmPet'effects,
uncertainties about some government savings,- And other.
problems. Even with these adjustments, the result was
still the some:

TJTC is not an overall colt-to government. Indeed, the
savings a Tiireased taxes seem to be as large or larger,
than.the net tax credits.

The-Treasury acknowledges that government savings may be
substantial, but it does, not attempt to quantify them.

Thus, it seems ncceptable to everyone to bring the
government savings into our judgpment.

Ag for increased taxes, the Treasury does not count them,
nor does it wish to count them.' It feels that there Is no

, increase in national income from TJTC, therefore no
increased taxes. ,A

*COmmon sense suggests that such dramatic increases
income of certified workers, compared to their peers,
brings higher tax payments.

But even if we leave the taxc payments out, we are still
left with a balance of net tax credits mihus governments
savings.

This balance is ''ery low: I place. itat a cost of under
$150 million per year. If the tax payments ere included,
then the balance suggests an overall cost to government of
under $50 million Fier year at the present usage.

In some ways, this balance misses the key points about

r.
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TJTC: What are the 'benefits to thestOrindividuals7 Are .

they worth the oost?

TOC is the only major preferential hiring program in
existence. Without TJTC, Placements of the handicapped,
1 w=income youth, AFDC and welfare recipients, and others
y/i11 suffer.

TJTC means:100% job,placements into the business; lector.
By comparison, in CETA we had 22% to 29% placements into
the private sector -- both .profit and non-profit.

As to cost, this study suggests a cost per placement of
usder.$100. By comparison, jOb placements costs in CETA
training averaged at least $3,'000 per person, and often up
to $5,000 per peIson.

Let me conoluS6with this one message: Senator Heinz,
TJTC was not included 10 the Hi:2..14e tax package. Without
your leadership; TJTC wilf*die unless it is put in the
Senate tax package. . .

On behalf of the many public and private.agencies serving
these targeted groups -- with whom I have worked and
liritten about in the past ten years -= we look to you to
help us. We must either get TJTC into the Senate tax
package now or lose.the key job placement' tool we need.

Senator litINZ. Mr: Lorenz.

STATEMENT OF'EDWARD C. LORENZ, TJTC COORDINATOR, STATE
OF MARYLAND, DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAIN-
ING, BALTIMORE, MD

ff Mr. LORENZ. Senator Heinz, 1 want to.thank you for an opportu-
nity to provide you with some information on the Maryland evalua-
tion of TJTO.

In 1982, in December 1982, the Maryland targeted jobs tax credit
Office was asked to do an evaluation of TJTC for the Maryland
Genera A.oembly, for the State legislature The purpose in that
was t consider possible State credits similar'to TJTC, and one was
enact d as a result of the evaluation.

Ess ntially what we did was, we.looked at a group of about 800
indiv uais who were eligible for TJTC.,Htilf of them were certified
for r C in the first 6 months of 1981. We tracked their wages for
a year before they went to work under TJTC and a year after, com-
pared the results for, that group with an equal number of individ-
uals who were eligible but not hired under the program in that
same time period.

The results, briefly, were that we found the individuals hired
under TJTC did experience somewhat higher earnings over the
year following eligibility and hire, something under $1,000; but
still, added up for all of the individuals, it is a significant amount;

The net cost of the program, and I think this is. the primary data
that may be of help to the committee, the net cost we fond, total-
ing the tax credits that the businesses could have claimed and the
wages paid to the individuals less the add-back provision of the
credit, which does reduce the net cost to' the Treasury, less in-
creases in personal taxes paid by the targeted workers compared to
the control group and less savings in transfer paymentswelfare

G.
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benefits, unemployment insurance, this sort of thing, that are paid
out---the net cost we came up with was approximately $470 for
each person who was certified.

Looking at last year's national total, this was not part of our
study but it would appear that that would indicate something
under $200 million in net costs to the Treasury in the first year
after someone is hired, this amount by the second year after

year

would be offset totally by increases in tax payments and reductions
in transfer payments..

So, we saw very little costnet costin the program. There
would be some in the first year, however, that has to be considered.

The primary problem that we note with the program has been
that of reaching the eligible population. I think Dr. Bishop had
brought this out, and others. We don't say we found a solution, but

e'we think (here area lot of things that can be done. Some are the
responsibilities of the States that are administering it and the
other agencies that have a role in the program; but a few provi-
sions in the law, which we consider to be really jut technical prob-
lems, I think, if adjusted, could greatly increl. se the level of
vouchering.

There were six items that we think would help. J ist very briefly:
One would beand this may be the source, inc entally, of the

AFL-CIO comment about retroactivity continuing we think a rec-
ognition in the Tax Code of the voucher, in a sense favoring vouch-
ers produced before people go to work over vouchers produced after
people have been hired, would be a benefit.

A- second problem is that the income standards used in the pro-
gram have not been produced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for
over a year..The law requires us to use a certain set of standards
that is not being adjusted. Relatgcl to something that Mr. Kolberg
and others have brought out, ifAhn adjustment is to be made here,
it would seem as if a correlation between the TJTC guidelines and
the guidelines used under the Job Training Partnership Act would

4. be of help in increasing the number of people vouchered. It would
just make it much simpler for agencies with, we assume, very little
net difference in the numbers eligible.

A third change would be to make sure that we do have current
regulations. Now, the Treasury has helped in that way, but w are
still waiting for the regulations to be final, and we have not Wad a
current handbook.

Senator flEiNz. Would that be a legislative change?
Mr. LORENZ. No, that is not. But if the committee could help, yes.

You are right, Senator..
Fourth, it is not a responsibility of this committee. While we

think there is sufficient administrative money to basically run the
program, we have not had a problem at least in Maryland with
that, we do think it would' be very wise if some consideration is
given in funding of State agencies and other agencies that produce
vouchers providing incentives in the funding ,for vouchering; that
is, payin more for those agencies that voucher more, and less for
those that voucher less.

A' fifth consideration, and just a minor one in program promo-
tion, would be to adjust the amount of wages that the credit can be
clainied upon from $6,000 to $7,000, simply because the FUTA base

As.
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wage has been adjusted that way, and we think it would be easier
to promote. And from our survey of who benefited from the pro
grain most, it Was those people hired and employers paying wagesthat would result in a greater reward for those employers if that
base was increased.

Last, for the summer group only, there is an administrative prob-
lem with the facts that the forms produced, the votjchers, are by
lawand this is a change that would be needed in the IRS Code.
The law sets a 45-day limit on those forms. While we basically have
had no problem with that, we think for summer youth, especially,
a longer time period would be helpful administratively.

Senator HEINZ. That is so noted. And Mr. Lorenz, we will put
your entire statement in the record.

Mr. LORENZ. Thank you.
[Mr. Lorenz' prepared statement follows:]
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1NX TARDITO 403 TAX tASPXt

TM HARTLAND* AN EVALDATIOa

Purpose and Scope of valuOtion:

'this paper focuses Upon the isAtts0jl useage of the Targeted Job.' Tax Credit

: (TJTC) in Maryland. It is based primarily upon longitudinal study of program

participants conducted the state TJTC officio. Hy comparing the earnings

and labor force participation of a random sample of program. participants with

the oxporisnces of control group, th imF4ot of program participation upon

the individual worker can be measured.' Extrapolating from the longitudinal

study, the general occnomioimpact of the program then can be estimated.

The paper first examines three topicet program growthvpartioularly the

relationship of vouchering snore to certification rates; the impact of

program participation upon the sample; and the costs, savings, and other

results which the government realises from the program. the examination of

the first topic is based upon precise data on all program participants: The

-eacond, of course, is based upon the2-andcm sample. The third is more speculative

but is closely modeled on previous rch on comparable populations. The paper

concludes with some suggested improvements in the vouchering process.

This paper was originally prepared for the Maryland Department of Fiscal

Services, in December, 1982. The Department of Fiscal Sorvioes IA the budget

office of the Maryland General Assembly. The state established a supplemental

credit to TJTC available when TJTC eligibles are hired in state Enterprise Zeno,.

The paper has been updated, to include 1983 and 1984 data, and condensed for

presentation to the Finance Committee. The conclusions and basic findings

have not been changed. ie
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B. Program 0roWtkt

F

The tab)." below shows the annual (federal fiscal yoar)-YOU0hOrint

and certification statistics Sines the start of the progromt

'TAM 1 -

TEAR VOUCHERS 1030E3 OERTIrICATIONS

1979 1497 696

1980 6190 2878

1981 . 6558 2948

1982 15025 5196

1983 )0447 1 16,4_.

let Qtr. ,84 8073
f. .

.

NOTE: These figures do not includo.D.O0 oducation

students, who are not youchOod. ertificotiOnt
of dooporative education students were: 1979, 144;
1980, 3,743; 1981, k,270; 1982, 452; 1983, 605.

The groat clump' in numbers certified from 1981
to 1982, refloat' the restriction of this group
to only low imp."' youth. .

A Roy date in reviewing program growth is September 30, 1481. The

eliminatioh of retroaotivity, the addition of the laid-off CETA worker

group, and the consolidation of the SITN/W4far: Credit contained in

ERTA made direct oomporisons of 1982 figures with *arils'. statistio

difficult.

Generally, the following trend" may be noted in these figures.

Until the beginning of 1981, sloe; growth'uoaprred. At that time, the

first of 1 staff reductions took p]ace in offices that determined

eligibility. Thus in'the last six months of YT!81 an average of 463 person'

were vouohored each month, compared to516 in all of FM; and 630 in the'

first six months of FT.61. With further staff reductions in all 1

cooperating agencies, 1982 began with rather stagnant statistics.' For

various reasons, most importantlytha introduction of a new automated

eligibility determination process, growth returned in the Wintior of 1982

at much greater loyals than ever before and has coptinued without interruption.

1. See The Will Street Journal, Dec. 16, 1901, P. 1, on soxporionce

elsewhere.
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For the list half of 1982, an average of 1,755 persons were determined

eligible each month, This growth is all the more remarkable given the

ending of retroactivity.
2

tven whenthe two new groups, laid-off CETA

workers and WIN partioipants, are aubtrabted from the totals, the 1982

total was 182% of the 1981 figure. Moat of this growth was result of

phenomenal growth in disadvanatged youth vouchering, which increased 250%

over 1981.

In 1983.and the first quarter of 1984, this growth continued:

An average of 2,537 persons were youchored each month in 1983 two

thirds in the last six months of the year. By 1983 a cyclical growth

pattern was evidint. During the Summer, vouchering and oertifioation

activity increases greatly, deolining slightly in the Fall. The following.

Spring, growth resumes, reaching levels much greater than in the previous

year. Thus the monthly vouchering levels have ohanged from 1,675 in

the first six months of 1983 to 3,399 in the Summer of 1983, down to

2,691 in the first three months of FT84.

The trends in certification statistics are quite similar to those,

for vouchering. The decline in vouchering in the second half of 1981

and the groat growth ;ince then are mirrored in the certification stacistics.

This fact is more noteworthy than it may appear on its face. With the

ona of retroactivity and the deepening recession, one expectation was

that vouchering would increase, as it did, but certification would fall,

as it did not. In 1980, 119 certifications were issued in an average

2. On the abuse of retroactivity see! "Repeal the Job! Tax
Credit," The Washington Post, April 23, 1981; Letter from Charles
B. Rangel, *In Defense of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit," in /la
Mashingtoni[ost, May 9, 1981$ Jan. Carmichael, "The Bounty Huntersot
Forbes 00.120, 1981); on Maryland and national retroactive statistics
meet "Retroactive Certifications,* U. S. Departient of Labor,
U. S. Employment Service, Office of Program Review, July 7, 1981,
in this listing Maryland ranked eighth of all states and third among large
industrial/urban states, lifter Michigan and Missouri., in the lowest
rate of retroactivity.

1*
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month, 46% of which Moro rotroactie. OYA,51, that fAiur0104 iron

'to only 131, with the same. tits of ratropotiyity, loth no rotroiotivitYp

an average of 311 persona wow, certified in each of the last gixmonths..

Pin 1982. In the third'quarter of 1903, inclO4Ing thepeakpuemor hiring

period, 1300 porsons.y.ero cortifiod .aoh month.

While a great growth intoortifigatione 11 to be expeotod4 considering

theocroat increase in Vonchoring, the improvement iq the rOgo:of vouchored

pergons that were certified iseignificant. This improvement to not

evident from the vouchering and certification totale'liOtOdin TAM* 1.

Those total's before 1982 inclnde retroactive-vouchers, mhich. in every

camp rosultin certification. If such vouchers and the corresponding

certifications are eliminated, the figures -from earlior.yoora can be

compared with tholle for the last three years. .IA 1981$ when only.5195

vouchers were produced,bofore job 'lookers secured employment, 31% of

the voucherod IndividUale found employmont,;cnder fJTC. Xn 1903,

with over 30,000 persons being vodChifroi, the <fortification rate had

increased to 34. If the W/H/Welfore category is vomoved, group with

an especially low rate of, certification, and ono not present in 1981,

the 1983 rat. is 38%. "he important conclusion to be dratfl from this

improvement is that the labor market for vouchered workers has been positively

ffent04. byegreat inoroases in vouchering. Of oourae, (,%he figures ,above

only/show that the wouohorrA worker's chance of securing a job'inproved.

with greater vcucheribg. That fact does riot necessarily mean the worker's

plight haS been improved. The next section foousos upon.the improvsmont

of earnings levels as a remelt of being hired under TJTC. To learn if

workers hired under the vroditigot any benefits other than a job require!,

tracking the workers longitudinally from before employment through a



considerable time after employment begano
. ^

C ImPoot of Program PartiOift1104!.

To aule3/1 the impact of particiiimstion in TJTC, a significant sample

or persons 'certified under the program was randomly seleoted and tracked

Over a two year period, one year bekore and after employment. The

income end work experience of that sample via then oomparod!to the

exporienoe of a similtr sample of eligible'perions not certified for

the program. Specifically, the sample was selected in the following

manner.

A significant number of persons were selected randomly from loacoh

major targeted group (SSI recipients, CETA.workers, and Cooperative

'N-sEduoation students were not used;. ( includid in the sample were persons

from t former WIN/Welfare category,, to provide aiuide to the succest

rates of that oategory). The sample included .74 persons'. ApproxiAately

half werp bertified during. the period Jahua4 1, 1981-June 30, 1981.

The other half were persons determined SUE for the program during

that time period, but not Certified. Th nly screening done in selecting

the samples was to eliminate retroactively certified persona (since that,

typo oertifioation is no longer possible) and to restrict the maximum

sample drawn by targeted group, race, sex, and urban/rural residential

status so that the saiple would reasonably reflect the major groups

participating in the program. The selootion of the control group was

limited only in that it was to match those oertified in these oharacteristics.

Once the sample was selected, wage records from the unemployment insurance

wage record. files were screened for theperiod from the end of 1979 to

the middle of 1982 to learn how mach income each person had.

1 6 1
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The criteria *elected to measure the impeot of program participation

wie the inoome in the_year before and after plicommt, for those
.

oettified, or eligibility determination, for those never certified.,

lUlniltswersclassified in tnreebroad.oAtegories. Low income-was
1

considered to be Actual year2,y income blow $6,000.1 Moderate income

VAS between $6,000 and r7,500; and high income was any- annual figure

above $7,500. ooV reportable In* were counted in making claisifica,

tions. This, restriction seems logical, singe the degree to which program

partAip&on molls each worker asuccessful_labor force participant ',..i._..

isVoing measured
,

./
.

A In orddk to vinimite the impXbt of different personal obnracteristics )
. , . 44

upon the results, results were Illed:separatelY by targeted group, race, and

sex, Within the disadvantaged youth sample, the ample was balanced

to include like number of urban and non-urban youth in both the certified

group ay the control, group. Since the disadvantaged youth group equals-

about half of All persons An the program, they made-up nearly half the

sample. Tho number of persons selected from the other groups depended on

the number of non-retroactive eligibles available in the first half of 1981

and the need for a balanced, sufficiently large sample. Because of both
1

a lack of proper-information and the unique nature of their residency,

work rbleasees, wore treated as a separate group. For that group and for

the WIN/Welfare sample, there is no control group.
a .,

The tables on the following page indicate the results of the survey.

Generally, itNis evident that most persons In the sample had low income

in tho,year following certification or eligithlity determination, Given

the age and background of most of the eligiblesf perhaps these figures

aro not surprising. From an Administrative they indicate

the eligibles were genuinely from the 'intended populations. A more
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ANNUAL INCOME YEAR FOLbWINQ CERTIFICATION (SAMPLE)
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" There was no comparable control group for the.pre-reIease and WIN/AFDC for both logical and
procedural reasons. Since all pre -releaseeiffindIng private sector eeployment were certif4ed,
there Was no population to select a control group. The nature of WIN records did not allow
for identification bf an acceptable control group.
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when not. While only 10% of the non - certified vocational rehabilitation

clients achieved moderate or high incomes, 32% of the certified did so.

Perhaps more importantly, blacks and women achieved moderate and high

income in the vocational rehabilitation oategory, when certified, but.

not when placed without the tax credit. Among ex-felons, black male

felons did muoh better when certified than when not, while white males

actually didwOrae. Other than the white male offenders, the only other

groups not to benefit fr6m certification were black, female disadvantaged

youth and female general assistance recipients. Although lacking a

control group with Which to compare them, work releasees did not benefit

greatly from partioipatioh in TJTC, while %%rid/Welfare participants had

success rates comparable to the more successful targeted groups.

While there are low rates of achieving income over $6,000 in the

year following certification
eligibility determination, the figures

for the year before (January, .8t.1 - December, 1980) are 'much lower.

As the table on the -following page shows, few of the participants in

the sample had incomes over $6,000. Apparently because of the

youthfulness of the sample (or because ex-felons had just beep

released from prison), 701 of the 703 persons whose 1980 incomes were

qiecked, had no reported income, compared to 62 of 712 whose post -

certification/eligibility determination incomes were checked.

.

"signifleent feet, frets $ program valuation standpoint, is the fairly

small, yet oonaistent, difference in the rate with which oertlfid

and non-certified persons gohieved moderate and high income levels:

Some of the key differences ere reviewed in detail below; however,

the overall difference, 26% for those certified and 16% for those not,

indicates the genersltrena.

Specifically, several groups did much better when certified than
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AA There was no comparable control' group for the pierelease and WIN/AFDC for both logical and
procedural reasons. Since-S11 pre releasees finding private sector employment were certified,
there was no population to select a control group. The nafure of WIN records d4d not allow
for identification of An acceptable control group. ,
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Once one overcomes the surprise at the extremely low rates at

which persons in the sample earned merely $6,000 per year, an analypir

of the differences between the groups partioularly in the post-certification/

eligibility determination period, Ian reveal subtle, but important,

results of program partioipation. Moat obvious is the fact that the

rate certified worker, *Ale-red income above $6,000 was 71-9 % grester then

the rate for non -oertified. This statement is not intended to mask the

fact that the rate at whioh certified workersaohieved such income was

discOuragingli'low. An evaluation of program "iroaotP using that word

intentionally, in plaoe Of,rsuoOess," must be viewed in perspective. The

intrsotable nature or the ungmployment problem fioing low income labor force

entrante and the handicapped make "success rates" at these law levels the

xpeoted result.

The following section will attempt to estimate the net costs and

sayings from the program. Tracking the post-certifioation/eligibiXity

determination experienoes of the certified and the control group, it

will foous on the oat in tax oridits authorised and the savings resulting

from increased earnings and,decramsed transfer payment use.
\

D. Cost.; and Sailneer

In assessing the oosts and saving, of the tax credit in Maryland,

the administrative costs of the program, and the credits earned b' 'employers

of the certified sample, have been totalled. Subtracted from this total

have been the taxes paid on the increased earninvs of the sample, and

the reduced transfer payment use by the sample. The result is an

approximation of the net costs of the program to the United States Treasury.

CI
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The estimation of the oonts of the program oan be made with much

greater certainty than the estimation of the savings. For example,

tho administrative cost of tho program, in fiscal 1981, is known -

preoisely, $139,835. The figuro fo;e1982 will bo only slightly higher.

Tho administrative cost, as the orodits authoritod, are borno ontiroly

by the foderal government.

Whilo it is too early to get final tax recordsfr'om any of the

last several years, by calculating the earnings of the cortifiod sample,

the credits earned by employers oAn be estimated with groat certainty.

Combining that figure.with the administrative coat of the program, the

total cost for tho program in Maryland can be cAlculatod. Of more

importance, in evaluating tho program, the total cost can bo usod to

oomputo the cost por placement.

The income records used to compute the,credits oarnod inoluded

396 persons, earnings, 287 of whom earned less than $6;000 in tho

your following boing hirod, 52 of whom earned between $6,000 and $7,500,

" and 57 of whom earned over $7,500. The 287 persona with lower incomes

earnod $396,018 at the omPloyer for which they were cortifiod. Thoso

employers oould claim credits of $198,009, an avorago of X589.92 per

worker. This figure makes cloar that many placemonts undor tho program

do not result in the maximum credit ($3,000 in the first yor and $1,500

in the second) being earnod. Tho second yoar credits earned on anyono

in the sample are not known, because the second year has not vat, been

completed. Howovor, since virtually all of thoso workers loft employment

with the cortified omployor long ago, it is doubtful that moro than n

h,ndful would be employod at all in the socond year.

In contrast to the low income group, which include 72% of the

167
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'

3.1",10,'the high and middle inco-e grpups earned much more in total

t
inco-e, despite thPi- small number. The middle inco-e croup, of 52

persons, or 13( of the sample, earned $246,290. Because of the maximum

cei'mukt ($6,000) on'the wages upon which the credit could be ;earned,

the actual credits work not half this figure iut.-4113.A55,. On average

of $2,199.51 her worker. The average is las< than $3,000 because 30..e

workers left, the cArtified employer and continuel'emplov,ent with

another b,sinass, Eor the high inco,e group, the total earnings of

the 57 workers were $412,e28 and the total credits, $140,345,
=.11,

average of $2,46:!.19. The total credits authol'ized for the 396

workers wore $452,209.

Extrapolating fro- these figures, the total credits authorized in

1981 can be e'stimated. Duri-g the fiscal year, 2,948 workers were

certified. The total credit's Wool be approximately 33,346,000.

Actually, the sample used ror thipevaluation p not tvpical.of all

Persons certified 1s 1981. Excluded frpm it, in or -ter to make it

si-filar to these being certified in 1961{ were retroactively certified

rer-ens and coperative education sbadents. Lnoking at the each larger

group certiriel in 1993, 10416 persons, in the year following certification,

aporoxi-sielv $11.787,159 in credits would result. Obviously, manv-

vs-Sables could alter this figure. However, it is probably a food

guile to the total.

T1030 figures are not the total tax-expenliture resulting from

the crelit... Because of the aid -back provisioels of the 'ederal credit,

reine the emolover's usual wage deduction by the amount of the credit,

ihe met cost to th SV,te., is less than figures above. For

exa-ple, a $3,000 credit authorized at an qmylnver in the 46; b-acke',

1 6 8
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r.osts' the federal government only $1,620.00. Without access to employer tax returns,

it is Impossible to estimate with precision the impact upAn cost figures of the

add-back provision; however, it would be reasonable to assume at beast 20% of the ,

authorized cedita are off-set by thin provision. The total cost in Maryland of

the program, In 1982, theidfore, would be reduced to under 84,500,000.00. In 1981,

the estimated cost wbuld have been tur4fr 82:700,000.00_

Limiting this cost analyeitt 10 the certified sample, where speeific numbers

are known, costa and savings per worker can be computed. To lilf.arn net earnings

attributable to the tax credit, the difference in total earnings between the certified

uample and the control group must be doter-mined- With these numbers krin,!...n, net

federal, state, and lo/al tax increases resulting from the credit and net federal-

apd state transfer payment savings can be calculated. It is even possible to estimate

the amount of extra disposable- Income generated in the state because of the credit.)

The fir t item to be computed Is net earnings resulting from the credit. This

r.
figure was de olupedtrf totaling the incomes, from all sources, of the certified

sample and ttepparing it to Ihe total of the control gtoup. Sine the two groups

differed sliglrtty in total numbers, the average incomom woro_computed,compared, and

tht net difference used to Calculate the net earnings increase. Mu average Income

for the certified gnup was $3,932.00. For the control group, $1,064,00 a net

difference of 5888.00 multiplying this figure by the total number of persons In the

certified sample, 396, the total net income increase for the sample was $151,648, in

the yeara,following certification. From these income figures, estimates of net

taxes paid, transfer paymeOt saving., and net" cost per person certified can be

developed.

3 Robert Jertett, III, and Thome,: A. Barocci, Public Works Government

spending, and the Job Creation: The Job Opeortunitie Plogram (New_ York: Praeger

-Publialiers,`1979), previded the model Nllowed here to xompute coat and savinge.
Wherever possible figures developed from the longitudinal sample were used as it
gulae. In a few cases, where data was not available from the TJTC sample,
Jeliett and Bareoci's estimates wets used.
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Taxes can be estimated using our knowledge of family size, income, and tax

rates, to determine income taxes, and using Bureau of Labor titatistica, Consumer

Expenditure Survey data, to estimate sales and excise taxes. FICA and U;temployment

Insurance (WI) taxes can be estimated from average tax rates. Since most persons

In the sample were in families of one, and where more members exist it can be assumed

the income of the additional family Members may, off-set ail), savings [tom increased

deductions, the estimated income taxes can he computed from the tax tables fairly

easily. The net federal, state, and local income taxes paid by the certified workers

Was calculated by subtracting the taxes estimated to have been paid by the control

group from the taxes estimated to have been paid by those certified. Offsetting any

overestimate due to the single tax payer assumption, should be taxes paid on income

not in the wage record system.

Sales, gasoline, and toba000 excise taxes are estimated from the Consumer

Expenditure Survey, using applicable state and federal tax rates. The table

below shows the tax increases attributed to the improved earnings of the sample.:

NET TAX REVENUE INCREASES

Certified Sample

Incas tax.,

slat.

Lecml
Total Into -.e TAX02.

Sole, (50

Oasollna
Fuleral

5likt
Totil Lfsollna Taxs

Tohacco Excise
FeAvil1

Total Tobacco SXCife

115,E
5,4
2.74o

9P

17).3°0

01.621.96

$1,696.)5

2,270.60
$3.975.02

11.67140

FtrrA Total (4 ...ploy.0, i c- plover)' $46,769.1e

In;oranco
rei.val

State
Total Vnenplov,rnt Inx.ranc. $7.?)6.2.1

TLTAL TAXES

$1,054.94
lyel.)1

k
170

$96,073.61
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For exa-p/e, it As estimated that 66.1( of disposable inonne is subject

to sales tax. At the low incomes dealt with in this study, all additional

ince-e is disposable. Therefore, Ma-yland sales tax revenue increasers

attributable to the tax credit should be equal to N x x -05 where

N is the net earnincs increase, $351,61e. The result of this co-putation

is $11,621.96 For gasoline taxes, the oet state savings were $2,278.6P

and the net fete a' savings, $1,696.35. For tobacco excise, the state

figure was sels.ez, the federal, $',F55.38. Usi-r ihe applicable FICA

rate, the enn'ovre contribution should have been $23,3P4.59, with

e-plovers contributing a like ficure. For UI taxes, the state shold

hive received an additi-nal $6,.611.31; the federa7 funi, (1,054,94,

The total transfer par' ent sayings, which are listed on the table

on the fullowier rage, with t.h'- nercentage of net earnings increase used

to calculate the sayings under each eaterory of payments inlioated. For

exa-ple, for each dollar of additional earnings therla should be a

savin-s 0.2e 1 housin- subsidy. Total transfer payment sayincs

on the 5351,6W' in additional inco -'e should be (56,966.97. To check these

esti-ales, the actual claims of unemployment insurance of the control

rrauo and the sa-ple were c,npared. The certified sample had tied 19t

less c'aIns. Of coarse, both the tax revenue inc-eases and transfer

pa--ant decreases co-nited above aro totals of federal, state, 'nd local

savincs.

Wi.theut a state credit co-narable to TJTC, MarOanl undoubtedly

realizes a net rain frOm the )rogram. Using tle estimates above, Maryland

should have realized $26,7°7.77 in increased taxes Ind $36,923.03 in

reduced transfers. These figures total $63,7'O.PO or an average of

$150.91 por persoe certified. Multiplying $160.91 by the number of persons

certiflei In the total state sayines from the prOgram were about $500,000.

171
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NET TRAt6FER PAMIT DECREASES

Certified Sample

Payment Decrease

Unemployment Insurance $28,131.83

Social Seourity.(inol. SSI) 2,461.54

Rate

8.0);

.7

AFDC federal share. 4,571.42 1.3

State Welfare (OPA, AFDC, SSI) 5,626.37 1.6

Food Stamp 8,439.55 2.4

Medicaid Federal Share 3,868.13 1.1

Medicaid State 3,164.83 .9

Public Howling
Total Saving? $5630 16.0

a

c.

Whi,e the state realises only savings under the credit, the federal

government experiences savings and lost tax revenues. ReViewing'the figures

relative to the certified 'ample, $452,209 in credits were authorised for

the 396 persons hired. Totaling estimated tax and transfer savings, this

figure can be reduced'by $153,840.58. In addition, subtracting the

estimated 25% oredit reduction, resulting from the add-back feature of TJTC,

gives a net cost of $185,316.17. Dividing that amount by 396, gives an average

cost per certified worker of $467.97. There are several factors which must

be considered before accepting the $467.97 figure AS final. First, it

would be increased by any seeond year credits. Based upon the known first

year turn-over, this second yeatl adjustment should be slight. The average
4

cost would be reduced by welfare savings greater than those estimated above.

Since the sample used to de7elop the welfare savinga Agetbmate included

a sianiricantly.smaller perCentage of welfare recipients than under TJTC

as a whole (9% compared to actual 17%), it is probable that welfare savings

Are somewhat greater than this study estimates.
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E. VOuchering ImPrOYeMSnte,

Generally. the results of this evaluation reflect positively on the

tax credit as an effective wage subsidy. At a minimum this evaluation

shows the oredit did help those vouchered for the program. While it is

a-Tolicy decision, whether the beeefitm are worth the costs, it would

appear the $467.97 cost per cortifloation is bargin, especially since

the extra disposable income put into the economy has not been fully

measured here AS A factor to balance the small not *oats Chore is one

Important factor in measuring the impact of the oredtt Whioh has not

been evaluated thus far in thie study which is essential before future

benefits and oosts can be evaluated. That is, to what extent can

vouchering be expanded.

Two studies of TJTC. done for the Senate Finance Committee hearings

on the program in 1981. raised fundaeental questions relative to the

eligibility determination proceserwhich AS vet have not been fully answered.

The study by John Bishop and that or GAO found only a smell pert of the

eligible, population vas youchered.
4
We know in Maryland, which has one of

the better youchering reoords, that only about 20% of eligibles in the

labor market take advantage of the program. Considering that many among

this twenty percent do not find a job while their voucher is valid or

loose job they find shortly after hire, even it overestimates the impact

of the pogram on the structurally unemployed. This *valuation would
I

suggest that a great inorease in vouchering could be attempted without

saturati4 the labor market with eligibles. In fact mass vouohering that

saturates the labor market with eligibles is en ideal.

4. GAO, "Comments on Employment Tax Credits," U. S. Congress, Senate,
Ilium° Committee, June, 1981, 97th Congrees, ist Session, 1981; John
Biehop, "An Examination of U. S. Experience with Employment TAX Crodita,"

U. S. Congress, Senate Tlnanoe Committee, Subcommittee on Economic Growth,

Employment, and Revenue Sharing, Hearing on TJTC, April ), 1981, '97th

Congress, let Session, 1981, p. 4. See Appendix for samples of a Voucher
And rolAted materials.
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Great increases in eligibles in the lest year who have been Nrouohered,

espeoially youth, have begun to oonvert the credit from An isolated incentive

for hiring a few lucky or espeoiallY interested job intointo a generalized

incentive leading some employers to consciously alter human resouroe plane.

If oven larger numbers of eligibles *ere available, so that employers could

count upon finding them when openings occurred, some employers might go

further in Altering plans to automate oertain functions which oould be better

performed by entry level workers bearing a subsidy. One business. in Maryland,

which is very conscious of the summer program under the credit, has begun

offering summer discounts to its customere so that more work can be found

14 the period when it oen hire many eligible Youth. Suoh actions will only

become widespread and take'on mAcro-economic meaning if M435 vouchering

oocurs.

There Are six legislative steps that could be taken to faoilitate

1,1456 vouchering. All are minor and are teohnical rather than substantive.

They are:

1. B000gnitiom or Vouchering in IRS Codes Currently, the tax law

refers only to certification. among storms" used in the program.

Iet, the vouoher is the key form under TJTC, as far as job seekers

are conoerned. If section 261 (o) (1)x(15) (A) (i) were amended

to remove the word 'certification," inserting in lieu thereof

"voucher." legal recognition would be given to the voucher. Currently,

a voucher produced before employment begins le treated es no more

than a letter of request for ceritifioation. If an employer hires

youth on a youoher but fails to place the youoher in the mail

before the close of buSiness, the credit is denied. Yet, an

employer who never hires workers with vouchers but rather who

hires using pre-TJTC methods of screening can get the oredit on

any eligible worker he eccilientally hires simply by following

A policy of sending the state TJTC office a form letter requesting

the tax credit everytime a worker id put on the payroll. This

has become a classic example of form triumphing over substance.

In fact, we would suggest that credits be limited to only those

situations where Youehered workers are hired, with perhaps

five day gr iod, After hire, when the voucher could be

secured.
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2. *mending Inoome guidelines* Since the Bureau of Labor Statistics no
longer produces the 704 Lower Living Standard Inoome guidelines
required to be used as thesincome standard for economically disadvan-
taged targeted groups, an alternative income guideline is needed.
Datoause maqf of the staff responsible for Youohoring also make
eligibility determinations for the Job Training Partnership 46t
(JTPA) training programs,.the greatest possible correlation of
TJTC standards and those of Title II of JTPA would help. For
example, in Maryland we have coordinated eligibility for the state
enterprise son, tax credit with TJTC, allowing for the use of
common forms and procedures.

3. Stability in Authorisation end Regulations If the program is to
be extended, the longer the extension with the fewest substantive
changes the better. Since 1979, the program has been plagued by
short extensions, leading manY employers and agency staff to believe
the program has expired at any given date. While there has been
recent movement toward developing final regulations for the program,
all possible pressure to assure final IRS and Department of Labor
regulations and policy handbooks are promptly issued would be
helpful.

4. Finanoial Incentives for voublieriog aqd Certification's While the
administrative funds for the program have been more than adequate
for central office useovwe would favor the suggestion of John Bishop
that bounties be provided to reward agencies which voucher persons. 5
Additional bounties would be available whenever a voucher led to a
certification. Even an amount as little as ten dollars per voucher
and fifteen additional dollars per certification would provide
significant incentive to offices serving merry eligibles, such as

'inner city Job Service offices. Such a system would not require
additional funding of vouchering agencies but could be implemented
As one part of the general allocation process.

5. Adjusting Wage Base for Credits Since 1978, the base wages upon which
the credit is computed have remained constant at the first $6,000. An

adjustment upward to 37,000 would be beneficial. The net cost of such

change would be minimal, based upon our research. Most certifi
workers do not remain with the initial employer long enough for $
or $7,000 to be paid. However, the most successful hires unAr t
prqgram are at busi paying between $4 and $5/hour. Such businesses

would find a greater incentive teretain eligible Workers if this minor
adjustment were male. The net cost per certifioation would beno more
than $200 per worker. Such a change would especially promote hiring
by manufacturing and other busi with higher wage rates. Since

the recent recession, use of the credit Y maopreotprere has fallen

greatly. Workers in the machipe trad constituted 74 of all persons

certified in 1979 but only 14 in 1982

6. Validity Period Extension: The law limits the validity period of an
elivibility determination (hence of a voucher) to 45 days. While in

5. John Bishop, "The Design of Employment Subsidies -- Lessons of the
U. S. Experience," unpubl. paper presented at the 36th Congress on Public
Finanaoe and Public Employment; Jerusalem, August 25-29, 1080, p. 16.
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general this restriction is no problem, such as when the eligibility
of s Vietnam era veteran is being determined, it does create
paperwork problem when youth are being vouohered for summer jobs.
Wit forms good for only 451day% and most hiring of youth for the
summer taking pleas within the last two weeks of June, staff of
vouchering agencies must produce all vouchers within few weeks
for all summer jobs. For example, last summer, in Maryland noarlv
10,000 youth were vouohered for the summer. It is a major problem
logistioally to process ;Orme on that man/ persons within a month.
A ninety day -validity/pariuce would allow summer vouchering to begin
no later than April 1.

Sincetthfs study implies the credit has a significant positive impact

upon participants and only A negligible impact upon the federal budget, the

expansion of vouchering appears to as to be wise public policy. The six

technical changes mentioned above would greatly facilitate this expansion.

Attached to this evaluation is a brief review of the vouchering process,

from the persneAve of the job seeker, with sa,ples of a voucher and

vouchering kids which are made available to the job seeker to help in

proper use of the voucher. A review of the Appendix might make clear

why facilitation of pre-employment vouchering is so vital to the proper

growth of the program.
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APPENDIX

For the information of the Committee, attached to this report Cr.

reduced samples of the tax credit Toucher and the vouchering aids used

in Mary,and. When the voucher is given to t job seeker, it is placed in the

vouoher envelope. The job seeker is given sheet of twenty TJTC "Stickers."

The voucher envelope shown her. is used to help youth find employment.

A slightly different version s given to persons not in the youth groups.

The envelope serves am turn envelope when an employer hires qualified

;

job seeker.

The.etickers are riven to the job seeker for those situations where

the employer is not interviewing. If the job seeker on 1, given an

applioation to complete, he is instructed to peel a etiClC.r off the sheet

and place it on the applioation. When the employer screens applioatiths

at a later date, the sticker, which is "red, white, and blue" in color,

stands out on the application, hopefully influencing thd employer's

hiring decision.

Each of these items is designed to help the vouchered applicant

sell himself to an employer. Together, they make the voucher the key

item in the program, more important than the certification, which merely

confims for an employer that the credit should be claimed.
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Senator IlEiNz. Gentlemen; let me ask a couple of questions.
Each of you, I believe, would be willing to go on record as saying

the program is a success even if it can be made better. Is that
right, Dr. Bishop?

Dr. BISHOP. Yes, I think .so.
Senator IIED..z. Mr. Lorenz.
Mr. LORENZ. Yes.
Senator HEINz. Mr. Robison.
Mr. ROBISON. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. All right.
Now, one of the things that was mentioned regarding whether or

not the Treasury agreed that there was kind of new net job cre-
ation and therefore additional revenues created by the employment
of people, if you only ask that question---Does this legislption
create new jobs?you kind of miss the point. The real queStion is:
Does this legislation lead to higher levels. of employment in the
work force than we would have- without the program? And there is

a big diaoence. It is so easy to confuse the two.
Do any Of the three-of 3tiol have any evidence whether this

brings,.about a higher level of employment of thetit force? 0

Mr. ROBISON. The job service is increasingly-having connections

to employers, particularly large employers, that it didn't have
before. I can't speak about all types of applicants, but certainly for
the applicants we are talking about,- in many job service offices
almost half the placements are tITC,related.

To the extent that companies get itto the program, and it takes
usually 2 years or more, it changes their perceptions of this large
group of applicants.' And as the companies pass the savings down
_the line to unit managers and store managers, it is natural for
them to take a chance on these people where they would not
before. They will not take that chance without the financial incen-
tive. It-is crucial. We need it at 50 percent.

Senator HEINZ. I am going to ask you about that in a minute, but

one of the things that we tend to do when we look at unemploy-

ment rates is to assume that when there pre 8 million people un-
employed, that there arp no jobs at all for those 8 million people.
Clearly, there are jobs but there is a lot of mismatching between
people and jobs, as evidenced by the help wanted columns. There

may n,oebe enough listings in the help wanted. columns; but there

are always listings.
I just-wanted to makeit clear on the record that it.is Possiblp_to

have 4a) too few jobs; but (b) it is also possible to have a higher
level of employment even with too few jobs, by virtue of programs
such as this than if you don't have it. Is there any disagreement
with that?

Dr. BISHOP. In theoretical analysis of the general equilibrium ef-

fects of programs like this you can show because of the mihinntim
wage or the existence of transfer programs, you can show that gen-
erafing more jobs at the bottom of the skill distribution for the

most disadvantaged workers can increase total employment. This is

because wage pressure, the - 'Phillips curve, is not rdsponsive to ale
unemployment rates of these categories of workers but is respon-
sive to the unemployment rates of what is called "the main _work-

6
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ers,- typically measured as the 25-to-55 unemployment rate for
males, white. males.
'moo it is very possible for a program like this to have net total job

creation effects.
Senator Emz. I would prefer you to say "net employment cre-

ation- rather than "job creation.-
Dr. Bisuoe. All right.
Senator HEiNz. You may be right, but I think frrAis an easier sell

to say "employmcint realization" than "job creation."
Dr. Bisuoe. To increase total employment, the TJTC must induce

firms to change their behavior in the first round. It has to causefirms to hire less skilled people, more disadvantaged people, than
they would have otherwise. It has to cause some firms to expand
their total employment.. And it is the proportion of the initial
round effects that are of those types that determine the cost effec-
tiveness of the program: and', second, how costly it is for the .Gov-
eminent in terms of tax expenditure to induce that change.

That is why I suggest. lowering Pie tax cost. per person.
Senator HEINZ. I want. to ask you about. that. Now, we appear tohave a little contradiction in the testimony. Mr. Robison says we

should leave it. at the 50 percent.; you are saying reduce it 25, per-
cent but add training costs.

The first question I have for you there is: Would you be in favor
of r=educing it from 50 percent to 25 percent without adding train-
ing costs, or not?

Dr. ThsnoP. It would depend upon where I was in terms of all the
other trade-oM Senator Dole was

Senator HEINZ. Senator Dole tries that on everybody.
Dr. 'Risme. It. is a 99-percent conseonsus within the economicsprofession that this deficit is absolutely mind-bogglingly too big,and it is only the crazies that testify differently.
Senator HElivz. Be carefula lot of people from the adminia-

tion come down here and say, "Not to worry.'' [Laughter]
Dr. Bisnor. So, it is very high priority to reduce the deficit.
Senator HEINZ. Lo and behold, the administration supports this

program.
I am not going to ignore you, Mr. Lorenz, but I just wanted Mr.

Robison to comment. on this point.
Mr. ROBISONi. I forgot one obvious point: Typically, it is a 27-per-

cent saving an wages to the employer for the certified worker in
the first year. That means that there is a lot more money to use tohire more people.
lAs to the 50 percent, we had a meeting,in the White House re-cently, and six large users of TJTC talked about how they used it

and how they passed the savings down to managers. They were all
very clear: Their managers would not take the chance and hire
preferentifilly unless this incentive, as it was right now, WOIT-
there. I don't .think they would do it if it was a lot less in value.

Senator HEINZ. You can try it in Alaska, andfsee how it works.
Just for, the record, there is one other question I have got to get

on the record. One, of you,' and I don't know if it was Dr. Bishop or
Mr. Robison, mentioned a net cost replacement of $100. Mt. Lorenz
mentioned a cost of $470 per certification. Can you reconcile that?

Mr. LORENZ. We had talked.
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Mr. RontsoN. Those are two different things.
Senator IlEiNz. I understand. That. is exactly why I want them

reconciled. Mr.. Lorenz, do you want to just try\ta-reconcile that.?

Mr. LORENZ. Well, I think some of it is the difference in the sam-
-ples that were studied.

Senator IlEiNz. First of all, before you get to the samples, the
$'17() per certificationwhat is the difference between a certifica-

'tion, and a placement?
Mr. LoRENz. It is. the same.
Senator 1-1r.iriz. All right. I think we are talking about exactly

the same thing there.
Mr. LoirENz. The fact. is, by us comparing it to a control group, I

think one thing that 'happens is, if you compare the success of the
people the year after certification to the year before, which is what
Dave did, there is an impact of the change in age of the youth here
which affects the amount-of savings, because any youth in a 2-year
period is going to have a better, higher wage rate at the end of the
2 years than at the beginning because they are .older. You know,

there is a significant change if you are 'young; -whereas if you are
older, it isn't. So I think that explains a lot of the difference, be-
cause of the methods that we used. Ours were comparing people at
the same age range' at the same stage of their life, and we saw a

larger difference, a larger cost. We still think it. is low, but it is a
laeger cost. , . -

Senator IIKnqz. Very well. Any other comment., gentlemen?
Mr. RomsoN. Senator, the difference on my part is that we took

from the prehired Kre actual subsidies aid therefore savings
at the time .t.if hire. We also took the wages and computed the tax
payments, including Secial Security and Ul. So, when we start with
the $54.1 had for the net tax credit, when you subtract for the
Government savings you are under $200 "per cert.' or "per place-

ment." When you subtract. for the increased taxes, you are under
$50. 1 said under $100 to be vely conservative.

Senator 11k:nw.. Oh. Nthink that helps to clarify the difference.
Yes, Dr. Bishop?
Dr. Bisiioi'. Senator Dole asked for wayk; to raise revenue.. think

this is off the subject of TJTC, but you might propose to him TIP:

A tax-incentive -inflation-fighting policy I think would be a e to
,raise $8 to $9 billion.

Senator Il mz. IFwe get into that at this hearing we will exceed
our time limits,_But I thank you for' the idea, Dr. Bishop.

Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Our next panel consists-of Richard Sherman, Jame Bartlett, Lo-

zelle DeLuz, Nlerrill Cohen, Larry.. Whitt, and Betty Jone.s.
Before we beginI will asicMr. Sherman to ..tart-1 want to say

to Mr.. Larry Whitt, who is with a small, struggling fast-food oper-

r at ion lenov,p as Pizza 114,4which has proud origins in the State of
Kansas, that Senator Dole Wanted to be here to hear your testimo-
hy, but he had to absvt himself for some additional remionsibil-
i t ies.

JO'

Mr. Whitt, Senator Dole is with you in spirit.
Mr. Wirrq Thank rill.
Senate) IlkiNz. Mr. Sherman.

Alb
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD SHERMAN, GROUP EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, HARDEE'S FOOD SYSTEMS. INC., ROCKY MOUNT,
NC, ON BEHALF 01.' THE NATIOAAI, RESTAURANT ASSOCIA-

Y 'TON, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. It is a pleasure to
be before you this afternoon.

I am Richard M. Sherman, and I am group executive vice presi-
dent of Hardee's' Food Systems, Inc. My purpose here today is to
appear on, behalf of the 10,000 members of the National Restaurant
Association, who ernploy about million people in the United
States.

We previously submitted a written statement ,in support of S.
2185. In addition, I would like to make a few, brief comments now.

Ilardee's Food Systems and its franchisees employ approximately
70,,000 people n 37 States. We have been a participant in TJTC
since its inceNion. We weren't successful in hiring TJTC employ-
ees at our company until we fif'st, established a .specific .gpal of
three qualifying employees per restaurant, and then backed up our
goal by paying our restaurant. managers and our support field staff
bonuses for actively recruiting people among the target categories.

Our industry is currently one of the few where, without'a formal
education, a person can advance into management .and be ,earning
their age before they are 25 years old.

Fortunately, almost all of our restautant mangement up through
the officer leel came from our restaurants, with many starting out
on the hourly crew. By focusing.on an incentive system which con-
cent ratir!s -among the higheA unemployment groups, TJTC becomes
an investment in expariding the base oF taxpayers and pot juSt an-
other Gdvernment eApeIlditure.

Wo in corporate Aerica have our own share.of bureaucracy. An
extension of TJTC for 5 years wilrenable large and small business-
es alike to develop ..1On'A-term programs and -systems to- ensure even
greater participation fir worthwhile program.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Sherman.
[Mr. Sherman's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION

ON THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

MARCH 2, 1984

The National Restaurant Association appreciates this opportunity

to comment on the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, an effective employment

tool for hiring the disadvantaged that we believe should be extended.

The National Restaurant Association i% a nonprofit trade

association with 10,000 members who operate more than 100,000

establishments, ranging from full-service restaurants to fast food

operations. The foodservice industry is the country's largest

retail employer, providing jobs to about 8 million people. Total
6

annual foodservice wages and benefits equal nearly $50 billion.

Total sales in 1983 were about $144 billion, accounting for about 5

percent of the Gross National Product.

Foodservice employers as a group are one of the -largest users

the Targeted .Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC). In 1980, the last year the

Department of Labor (DOL) releaied detailed miformltion on:usage, 23

percent of all certifications went to employees in the 'service'

sector of the economy, which includes foodservice. The service

sector was the single largest.category of TJTC ueers, representing.

30,000 jobs. The next largest category, designated Obenchworkt by

DOL, accounted for 13 percent of tIrtal certifications, or 22,000

jobs.

,V1
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We estimate that total certifications generated by foodservice

(and allied industries such as hotel/motels and clubs) now account'

for one-fourth to one-third of all certifications. The most recent

Treasury figures on total credits taken indicate that foodservrce

accounted for $65 million in tax credits in 1980.

Although large corporations are the most frequent users of the

credii, mid-sized companies and small businesses are participating

in the program as well. The latter's lack of participation can be

attributed to a number of factors, including DOL's lack of promotion

of the program, skepticism on the part of employers who have been

4caught in the red tape" of previous federal job creation programs and

the fact that local employment offices have liken unfamiliar with- the

program or Have given it a low priority.

In general, use has increased dramatically in the last year, buts.

a major deterrent to use among all businesses continues to be

Congress's reluctance to make TJTC a permanent program. Since its

inception in 1970, the credit. has been reauthorized one or two years

at a time, the most recent being the two-year extension in the Tax

Equity and Fiscal- Responsibility Act of 1982. Many businesses are

understandably hestrAiit to begin or increase participation in a

program that has a lilimitedited life, especially when it may take Chem

several years to put their own program iOto effect.

Major changes were, made in 1981 that also affected useof the

credit. Congress, as i)ell as the` Administration, felt. that TAChad_

, not resillted in s'igniftcant new hires from among targeted groups.

0
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That employees Already on the job could be certified retroactively.

for the credit was said to be a primary 'reason for this. The

cooperative edqatlon category was also a_,source of controversy,
4

because at the time there was no requirement that co-op students be

ecomomica111 disadvantaged_

Thepe- problems were taken up 4,dien Congress passed the Economic.

Recovery Tax Act (ERTA), which included a one-year extension of.

TJTC. The issue of retroactive certifications was settled by a new
4

requirement that-all targeted individuals be certified prior to

their starting date. There also was a w requirement that

qualitied cOperative education studetts be from economicaly

disadvausLa(Nd families.

Many employers in foodseevice expressed concern about these

changes, since a large number of the cooperative education students

were employed in foodservice. HOwever, those companies that were

serious about providing employment oppoYCuniti%s to targeted

`individuals have adjusted. There was a signifilcant drop in

participation in 1982; but certificatilons have rebounded in the last

year.

- In FY 1981. the year before the changes in ETA, total

certifications were 411,581, according to DOI, statistics. But in

the following year, FY 1982, c6 if)cations fell to 202,261:

However, in FY 1983, total certific ions-bounced back and reached

their highest total ever, 431,182. If this upward trend continues,

total certifications in FY 1984 could very well hit the 600,000 mark.

t.
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This recent trend reflects a substantiat-growth potential for

TJTC participation., a potential that cannot be realized without

long-term extension along the linos of the Heinz bill (S. 2185).

Historically, partiOpation in the program has been slow to build

but has Inc:reamed steadily in the laler years. For example, one of

our larger membeis reports that in 1978 it hired about 200 targeted

individuals. Gast }liar the same corporati"on hired over 5,000.

The group that benefits the most from increased participation is

the economically disadvantaged youth category. They form, by far,

the largest pool for TJTC certification.s. This is especially true

in the foodservice where 1.5 million of our employees are
4\

Leon- alters. We estimate that 16 percent of all youth employed in

the United States have jobs in foddsrvice. The majority of these

jobs ere entry-level, requiring little or no experience.

These jobs are particularly well suited for members of targeted

groups, who often have no work experience or are unskilled. The

Aobs provide valuable experience and training and add to an

;individual's ability to advance or pursue other career goals. For

targeted,iudividuals, a job in foodservice means that first step on

the economic ladder. For manywho hive been dependent on government

subsidies, it means a chance to establish self-sufficiency and

self-esteema chance to become a productive, tax-paying member of

society.

W' believe TJTC represents one of the most efficient uses of 'tax

expenditures to create jobs. In so many industries, rising labor

r.
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costs have-pushed youth and other unskilled groups out of the job

market entirely. Increases in the minimum wage have threatened jobs

in foodservice, too, but TJTC has helped operators preserve jobs

that may have otherwise been eliminated.

Although a company may takir a tax credit of up to $3,000 per

individual, the actual average net credit is about $548, according

to a recent study. ,That's-a terrific bargain When'one considers

that underthe old li'ETA program, five to six times that amount was

spent on each indillbidual 4pd less thah one.:--thi,rd of the participants

were ever placed in prIvAe'sector jobs.

When one"compares total credits taken versus what would have

been paid out in welfare, SOciat'Security: unemployment insurance
-

and other beriefits, plus the additional revepue in federal income

and FICA taxes that comes with employment, TJTC actually makes money

for the government. One study put`the savings to the government in

one year at 11129 million.,

Particularly striking are savings that can be achieved in hiring

the handicapped. The handicapped comprise a latge share of those

cert ied Eor foodservice jobs, and the National Restaurant

,--.

ASsociation is prbud oflits efforts to place both mentally and
d

physically impaired individuals in foodservice jobs. In just'one

1a 2 -month period (Ju.ly 1, 1982 - July 1, 19133) ,,, more than 4,800

handicapped persons were placed if petbtive foodservice)
t

employment through our Projects With ndus (PWI) program.

When a handicapped individual is taken o .f,government aid and

a

4 .
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begins a parmanant job, the savings aro considerable. A general

rule of thumb is that for every.$1 invested in a PWI training

program, SIO is realizea' in savings to the government% A specific

example jts the Easter Seal Goodwill Rehabilitation Center in New

Haven, Cdnnecticut, where last year $114,000 in federal grant money

was used to train and place 155 handicapped individuals. The center

estimates that the placements saved the government $594,000 in

public subsidies and provided $330,000 in taxes paid by the new

employees, a total savings of over 5900,000. u

Rehabilitation agencies report that TJTC is a powerful incentive

for employers to hire the handicapped, especially if the employer
"-

has to make costly structural changes.in his establishment to

accommodate them_ Many of these people would not be hired without

the credit_ And, ironically, it 1.5 becoming more and morn evident

that the handicapped, when given a chance, make model employees.

Studios show that the handicapped have, unsurpassed attendance

-46ftrds, have fewer disabling injuries than the average worker

exposed to the same work hazards, have no effect on employer

insurance costs and rate high on performance evaluations. Overall,

they are stable, motivated, reliable and loyal employees.

Unfortunately, the handi(apped and the other targeted groups are

often viewed'b employers as an 'unknown quantity." WithoUt the

economic incentive provided by TJTC, many employers are not inclined

to hire those ifidividuals. Yet, as a result of using the credit,

many of our members tog, us they now give preference to applicants

i
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who are members of a targeted group. Other companies have set goals

of hiring a certain percentage of TJTC employees each year. Still

'others have put the savings they realize from the credit into

training Programs for the disadvantaged.

To let the credit expire after this year would be a severe

setback in congressional efforts to provide jobs to the hard to

employ. With use higher than ever, it would be tragic to end the

credit now. The bill introduced by Senator Heinz to extend the

credit for five years should be enacted. A five-yeai extension

would send a signal to employers that Congress believes providing

employMent through tax incentives is a sound concept and that it is

willing to give employees enough time to make it work.

SkIATEMENT OF JAMES BARTLETT, MtJNFORD, INC., ATLANTA, GA,
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CONVEN-
IENCE STORES, P'ALLS CHURCH, VA

Mr. BARTLETT. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Jim
Bartlett. I am with ,Munford, Inc., of Atlanta, G

Munford, among other concerns, operates 1,000 convenience
stores in 29 States. In addition to that,\J am here to represent the
National Association of Convenience Stores, NACS. NACS has
about 950 members, owning approxima'kely 40,000 convenience
stores. This offers employment-mi. an annual, basis to about a half a
million people. ,

It seems like just about everything I have to\offer in terms of fig-
ures has been brought up.

Senator LIEINz. Your entire testimony will be placed in the
record.

Mr. BARILErr. Right. I have been that route before. [Laughter.]
Now, I want to talk about something th5t has not ready been

brought up here too much this afternoonit is very pertinent, I be-
lieveand that. is the place that TJTC plays in the JTPA, which I
believe everyone is aware of.

I appeared atthe first testimonies here with soffit of a story about
what I intended to do in terms of making Munford successful, and I
find myself 2 years later-in a sense wishing I had the time to make
a complete report. But at any rate, we have--become, because of
TJTC; hgolved in all .of the States that we do business in, and we
list our job orders in approximately 150 ES job offices, in addition
to other agencies, plus the,lecal agencies affiliated with the JTPA.

We got started in this jai CETA, where we wit involved in OJT.
We got involved in OJT sib' ply because it was a profitable thing to
do. We ran very short programs, and with TJTC tacked onto the
end of those -vrograme, it was very profitable, to the extent that
today we have done business. in over nine. States, concluding over
100 OJT programs.

190
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We support in the neighborhood of 50 PIC's currently with coop-
eration, and that will be extended onto about 150 more.

Now, there are many Other members of the National Association
of Convanience Stores which are doing similar things. We are all
sort of dOg eat dog down there at the bottom, so 1P don't want to
give away too many trade secrets, but. I do want to share this point,
my concern with what would happen to JTPA without that incen-
tive_

ES, PIC's,--the CBQ's, and service providers at. this time need to
be able to`'Plan, and plan more efficientlk We need a multiple-year
extension, there is no question about that. We tremble day by day,
I think, in fear of even 1 year; but What,we need I think we ought
to concentrate on getting if possible.

Now, in the area of the JTPA Once again, we get down J. this
busine?; of preferential hiring. Our company would be unlikely Co
hire nearly the numbers that it does from the targeted groups,
were it not for the financial incentives involved in that. That
means that we would not have the interest in the JTPA that. we
have if it. were not for the financial advantages of it. 1 Ilk that is
true with most employers.

We, too, provide our lower management the incentives, that the
TJTC money goes on the lower echelon P&L statements and the
reason it goes there is becaust we have got to twist arms in many
occasions to get the preferential hiritt that is necessary. If we had
our druthers, we would hire 51.2-year-old women t.o run our stores,
because that's whfit works best. But you folks in Congress won't let
us do that. So we are very grateful for the financial incentive to
hire the young people who need equal opportunity.

My tine is running out, and I have simply got t.o say that the
kind of activity that is represented by I think the majority of the
group of people hereand I am glad to say,,,thismost of us are in
the retail trade. Most of us are the basic fothidation of the industri-
al complex, and we offer the essential inihal job opportunities to
all of these kids.

Before I get tarried'away, which I am often apt to do, I want to
point-odt for Mr: Dole's information, to take a look at the statistics
this year and the rapid rise of welfare recipients being hired be-
cause of TJTC. That saves one hell of a lot of money, and we' do t

that. We make a point of that. And we do adjust our hiring proce-
. dures t.o accommodate those particular types of things.

I want to thank you Mr. lieinz, for your 'Worts in this thing,
and I hope you can see" us through and can get us our multiple
yea

Senator I lEiriz. Mr. Bartlett, thank you. We will do our best.
[Mr. Bartlett's Prepared statement

4 f
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Good.afteAloon Mr. ChairMan, members of the subcommittee,.-

my name is James E. Bartlett. I am Gol.fernInt Programs Coordinator

for Munford, Inc.,a company headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia,

among other concerns, operates approximately 1,000 con-

venience stores called Majik Markets in 29 states.

In addition to representing, Munford at this hearing today,

I also appear before you on behalf of the National Association

ofConvenience Stores (NACS), the national trade alociation
-.',-

represffaing the convenience store industry. NACS has over
...

950 meruksers who own and operate nearly 40,000 convenience stores

in every state of the union.

wish to register the support of Munford and NACS for

5.2185, your Mr. Chairman, to extend the Targeted Jobs',

Tax Credit .(TJTC) for 5 years through December 1989

4
I. Need For Extension

' Since the inception of IJTC in 1979, the convenience store,

industry has employed literally.thousands of eligible employees

under the program. Most often, these individuals havg gainraed

their first real work experience in oar stores, experience
41

enabling them to,build an employment record, upon which to improve

their upward mobility and enhance opportunities in our industry

or other industries.

?
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Ih keeping with the original intent of Congress in beginning

the TJTC program -- namely to provide an incentive to employers
Ar

to hire persons from targeted groups with particularly high un-

employment rates or other speci10 employment needs our industry

has responded by working with state employment service offices to

identify eligible employees and post job orders on a regular basis.

In my company, Munford, our partici tion in TJTC began in

1980. Over the past three years: our par cipation has resulted

in active cooperation with over 100 local employment service offices

where it is mandatory for the over 200 Munford Field1Managers to

! place Job Orders. Over 6,000 employees have been hired through

'employment and training 'agencies of lich about 25% have resulted

in'aJJTC credit.

Equally important, though, is the fact that as a direct result

of TJTC activity, Munford halrbeCome involved with numerous CETA

prime sponsors and service providers and has conducted over 120 OJT

,programs in *line states. Oh most recent activity -is4he new VA OJT
%, ...j

program which we are implementing in our twenty-nine state operationalin

area.

T., The point ofall this is that nothing I have .describea abouit

our involvement in employment and training programs would have-
,

occurred without the incentives, of the TJTC program. This indicates

that our consideration of a TJTC extension this'afternoon cannot

be viewed in a vacuum. Simply stated, extension' of TJTC will continue

to serve as a motivator to the business community to get active in

broader employmeptand training programs. Specifically, a five -year

5194
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extension is necessary to encourage employer planning for expansion

-
of employment and training activity into related areas such as JTPA

. planning that myst occur in intervals greCiter 'than one year

to be efficient.

'." This planning factor 4 as importaqt to the federal government

/ as it is to business. The Departient of labof would no doubt
A

improve its marketing of the TJTC program if it were clear that

the program would have a multiple year duration.

/,

Private Industry Councils (PICs), Community Based Organizations

\ .(CBO's) and service providers all use TJTC-as an incentive to

emplqdrs in marketing their programs. These Pics need a multiple

year extension, preferably 5 years, in ordqr to plan the4 activity.

As with TJTC, only now realizing real effectiveness, it will

,probably take several years for JTPA to take hold and become an

effective empl6yment and training aid. Private sector support

of programs like JT aniTJTC is essential, especially by industries

lAe the convenience store industry. Whilethe objectives of Such

programs often are defiped in high tech and specialized training

terms, it is important to remember that not all trainees will

"make the 'grade." Significant numbers of trainees, most of whom

_ are TJTC eligible, will -need work to carry them through while'

skills iohtinue to be honed.'

Industries like ours, therefore, find the TJTC program appeal-
!

/ing in this regard. We, can and do provide these individuals with

the employment opportunities they need. Our industry employs
7 .
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nearly a half million people. Most often these individuals are

,nearly
for short intervals which involves constant and costly

training, retraining, and orientation on our part. If incentives

to hjre-the traditionally hard to employ, like TJ-*, were to fall

ap,irt, it ismy opinion that significant hiring of these individuals

simply would not occur(_

II, Program Observations

While the primary purpose of my statement today is to support

an extension of this valuable employment program, I would be remiss

if I were not to mention some observations I have in the broad areas

of program administration and employer participation.

A. Program Administration

First, it must be made clear that tide current problems with the

TJTC program did ndt originate in Congress. Quite 'appropriately,

Congressional intent, as expressed in 1978 was to relieve the

employer. of as -many burdens associated with` the program as possible.

Specifically addressedby Congress were elimination of unnecessary

paperwork burdens and burdeg of pebof in the area of eligibility

verification of individual TJTC employees.
4,

They Vrst two editions and now third_draft edition of the

Department of labor handbook goyenning'TJTprocedure have evolved

to involve employers in the verification/eligibility business to

an extent greater than ever before. This-fact threatens private

'sector participation and runs contrary to original Congressional

intent which needs to be maintained.
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1

With specific regard to eligibility verification in the area

of income_ proo f and defined economic status, the problem becomes

acute for employers since employers are unable to legally derive

from employees the information-necessary to dttermine economic

status.

If such.documentation werTto bvoisidered essential it must

ibe the government's responsibility to obtain it. However, it is

not clear that such income proof is necessary since excessive abuse

of the TJTC program has not at all been implied in any of the post-
,

audit reports generated under the program. And, if the e's anything

that the state' employment services don't noeecrits unnecessary added

work in this area.

In fact, most problems encountered by my company with local

employment services relate to their staffing and workload imbalances.

The 1985 Budget recently transmitted to Congress allots $20 'million

for TJTC. This breaks down to support for about 500 TJTC slots in

the 50 states . . less than 1/2 person per local employMent service

office. It is more than worth considering additional appropriations

for this program in an effort to streomline and improve die ability

of the state offices to deal with the program requirements, but

perhaps even more importantly it is imperative to be careful not

to add duties to an already severely overloaded system..

B. Employer..RespOnsibility
4

At Munford we feel and act on a responsibility we perceive

as ours under the TJTC program., We believe that oiti- efforts at

17
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continually improving comunications with Department of' .labor

representatives aids the overall objectives of the TJTC program

and helps alleviate the work)oad f thp Employment Service (ES)-

offices. 1

With specif regard to the processing of paperwork.through

local ES offices, it is, for example, Munford Corporate policy

that interviews pursuant to filed letters of intent be arrang

within 10 working days. Our personnel. people follow up on

such outstanding paperwork fielping both Munford and, the ES

offices achieve their objectives . . namely placing individuals

in jobs.

This close monitoring of the TJTC program by Munford per-

ceived by us as not only our responsibility, but in ourAinterest,

keeps things moving in the process of vouche-ring and certifying

TJTC employees, a benefit to all concerned._

I believe that Munford's involvementwith TJTC-and other

employment programs provides a good model. We have strived to

keep up our end of the responsibilities we perceive as ours under

these programs. All things considered, we "pay our way" in our

cooperation with government programs. The various agencies of

jurisdiction with which we work have also benefitted from our

cooperative efforts through plAtement credits, theirsedsure of

success.

1
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We have en aggredive in our pursuit of excellence and

A. .7
consistency rel titre to government employment.programs. In 1979,.

.
_:

we had Virtually nothing going in ttis vital ared and today we're

involVed in just about .everything the employment and training
A

community offers...In that connection, I think it is more than

reasonable to expect others in Oup industry, and thpre are many

already involv6d, to continue to improve and expand not only their

roles in programs-likerTJTC bit to apply their involvement in

related programs the JTPA. This increased involvement by

members of our industry and similar .industries represented on the

panel )here today can only help to advance the overall goal of a

'better employment community and increased opportunity for the

disadvantaged. Extending TJTt is.keY to continued growth.

I urge ou to push'for passage of ,S..2185 without delay. Plans

for next year if not already made are being made now and the Sooner

the status of TJTC extension is clear the better all concerned will

be. Extended TJTC, particularly a multiple year extensi n is critical

Lto continued momenta in the private sector to get invelv d in

104 oyment programs.

.">

It is with point that 1 clo% w remarks here today.

°
Thank you forAur attention and spe 1 appretiation to you

Mr. Chairman for'your continued leadership in this patter.

I'd be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Senator HEINZ :,et me just say, as someone whose background
and family includes about four generations of people in marketing
and sales, I have.ave never visitqd a retail store I didn't like. [Laugh:
ter.]

Mr: BARTLET.... I had a -hunch it - might' get through to you.'
[Laughter.]

Senator Heinz. Ms. DeLuz.

STATEMENT OFLOZELLE J. DELUZ, PII.D., OWNER-OPERATOR,
McD6NALb'S CORP:, WILMINGTON, DEi

n
D . I) Luz. Mr. Chairman, I am -Lozelle DeLuz from your neigh-

bor g State to the south, Delaware. It is an honor, for me tb
appear before you today to discuss Senate bill 2185 to extend the
targeted jobs tax credit. .

II would like to gratefully thank-tilt committee, and in particular
I would like to thank you, Senator- Heinz, for a sensitivity of and a
commitment to the critical need for an extension of the legislation
which will encourage the priVate sector to continue to hire the
urban disadvjintaged and others who have a difficult time finding
employment opportunities.

My husband and I are independent franchise owner- operators of
two McDonald's family restaurants in Wilmington and Claymont,
DE. As such, I was privileged- to be named Entrepreneur of the
Year for the State of Delaware for 1983 by the lifandywine Profes-
sional Association.

McDonald's is a system of 7,7713 restaurants vorldw. ide, witil over
6,200 of these restaurants in this country. As a system, we serve
more than 11 million customers daily. Approximately 4,800 of the
6,200 restaurants, or 77 percent, are owned by franchisees such as
my husband and I.

-, Although McDonald's system's sales for 1983 were over 8.6 bil-
lion, the heart of this system corifsists of small business people like
us who own and operate our own McDonald's restaurants.

Our McDonald's restaurant business has been participating in
the targeted jobs tax credit program since 1979. The program has
not only provided us with substantial tax savings, over the years
but has also made it possible for us to employ good employees who
would not have peen hired otherwise. The presence of;11JTc has
given us the incentive to take the extra time and effort necessary
to seek out other qualified employees.

I have seen and experienced firsthand the effectiveness of this
tax credit in encouraging us to hirV inner-city youth and others
who might not have been employed otherw4e. I also have seen a
number of success stories involving individuals who through the
'OTC program have advanced to management-level positions. We
currently have one store manager, six swing managers, and four
manager trainees who were originally hired as crew people
through TJTc.

One of our successes is a young man who we hired at the age of
Hi. We might not have hired him if he had not been 'targeted jobs
tax credit certified. Hellas matured, obtained all of the necessary
skills and training to qualify him as a manager, and he is now em-
ployed as a manager of one of our stores.

200;
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Time will not permit m'e to cite other examples, but I have in-
cluded them in my written testimony.

- Senator HE1N74. It will all be included in the record.
Ms. DELtiZ. Yes.
I would therefore -like to end by recommending to you that this

program be extended for a reasonable period' of time to allow more
employment opportunities for the disadvantaged. More specifically,
I would like to urge you to exterld the program for at least 5 years
by enacting Senate bill 2185. -

Thank you.
Senator Ilmtvz. Thank you fiery much.
Mr. Cohen.
[Dr. Dam?: prepared statement follows:)

lox.
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Tf:STIMONY OF LOZELLE J. DELUZ, Ph.D.
MMONALD'S OWNWOPERATOR

WILMINGTON AND CLAYMONT, DELAWARE

TARGETED JOBS TAX LEGISLATION
PR/DAY, MARCH 2, 1984

ROOM S.D. - 215 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committise it it an honor for
me to appear before you today to discuss S.. 2185, to extend-the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

I would like to gratefully thank the Committee, in particular
the sponsor of this legislation, Senator.Heinz, for aserTsitivity
of and a commitment to the critical need for an extension of the
legislation which will encotetage the private ector to contiipe to
hire the urban disadvantaged and others who', ave a difficult time
finding employment opportunities.

My husband and I are independent franchised owner/operators of'

two McDonald's Family Uestaurants'to Wilmington and Claymont,

Delaware. As such, I wat privileged, to be named "En'trepeneur of
the Year" for the State of Delaware for 1983 by the Brartplywine
Professional Association.

McDonald's is a systkm comprised of 7,778 restaurants world-.
wide, with over 6,200 restaurants in this country. As-_a system we

serve more than 11 million customers daily. Approximately 4,000 of
the 11,200 restaurants, or 77% are owned by franchisees, such as my

husband and I. Although McDonald's total system sales for 1983
were over 8.6 billion ,the heart of this system consist of small
business people Pike us. who ,own and operate our own McDonald'A

restaurants.

Our McDonald's restaurantfbusiness has been participating in

the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program since 1979. The program ha8
not only provided us with substantial tax savings over the years
but has also made it possible for us to employ good employees who
would not have been hired otherwise. The_presence of TJTC has
given us the incentive to teke the dRtra time and effort necessary
to seek out other qualified employees.

I have seen and experienced first-hand the effectiveness of

this, tax credit in encouraging us to hire inner city youth and
others who might not have been employed otherwise. I also have

seen a number of success stories involving individual's who were

hired through this p;ogram. -Of the 186 new employees we hired
through the TJTC,progeam, several have'advanCed to management level

positions. We currently. have one store-manager, 6 swing managers,
and 4 manager trainees who were originally hired as crew people
through TJTC.

V
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One:of our successes is a young man who wC hired at the age of
_sixteen. We mi4ht not have hired him rf he had not been Targeted
Jobs Tax Credit certified. De has matured, obtained. all of the
'necessary skills and training to qualify him as a manager And is
now employed as a manager of.one of our stores.

Another employee hired undr the program way a funeLional
illiterate. As the system and production of the products became
more sophisticated, .q became necessary for the employee to he able
to read the grill order slips (these are the special requests for
products we prepare to order) in order to retain the job as grill
trainer. The employee learned to read, through .8 youth employment
program, ivrth the assistance of core manager and Elwyn,Institute
for the handicapped. This employee was. named handicapped person of
the year 1983, in New Jiastle County Delaware. The employee was
presented an award by 'Governor Dupont for his per"-seNherance and out-
standing performance. I don't believe that this would have been
possible without the TJTC program.

Time will not permit me toicite other examples, however, we
feel as owner/operators that we have helped many people in several
of the "disadvantaged" categories, As defined by the legislation.

I would therefore like to recommend to yQu that this program
hn extended for a reasonable period of time to allow more employ-
ment opportunities for the disadvantaged. More specifically, I
would urgeAyou to extend the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit toil, at least
five years by lenactinti a, 2185.

I would be glad to answer the committee's questions, if there
are any at this point.

ML,' S RESTAURANTS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IICI, .
STATEMENT 0 ;' MERRILL K. COVEN, DIVISION PRESIDENT,

ERRI

Mr:-COHEN. Thank you..
I will try to make my prepared speech very quick because I lave

a few extemporaneous things I would like to add..
Senator HEINZ. Please proceed. / -r .v.,r

Mr. CoHm. We operate 11. injolant cafeterias in Indianapolis.
Four years ago we decided to hirT targeted jobs tax cre -employ-
ees, and almost half of our organization were eith ired with

...- Federal or State of Indiana tax credits. This program has helped
Our-company( survive. Our employees have benefited from having
productive jobs instead of being on Welfare, and our community has
.taxpayers instead of tax receivers. You have heard -that befoie. ,

We select,' indoctrinate., and train each new employee. This gives
.A each new ernplo3)ee a sense of dignity, self4orth, .and.a hope for

the future. And we hope you will continue your efforts on behalf of
renewal, Senator Heinz. . , .

I want to add, extemporaneously, a few remarks. The big ques-
tion that has been overlooked is: Why are there so many black kids
unemployed on the street throughout the United States? Eighteen-
year-oldsgo down any 'street in the United States, 'and there they
are. They are shooting basketballs, and there are no- jobs, for bas-
ketballketball shooters.

.

Now, compare that, this, question about preferential treatment
and'absolutely TJTC is preferential treatmentcompare that kid,
that kid that I just mentioned, to my son whd just took his bar ex-
amination ana Who has a masters degree, and who has a wealthy
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influential father. Compare that kid to my son, and what chance
does that kid have?

Pick up any newspaper throughout the United States, and, the
ads are that,thick trying to hire people; but, that kid doesn't qual-
ify. My 'kid can qualify for any of those jobs. And that's the thing
that we have to look straight in the head on, that in order for that
kid .who is uneducated, not trained, without a work ethic; for us
employers to take him into the firm, we should/ be rewarded by
that credit. And that credit has benefited our organization.

But at the same time, I can tell you for a fact that half of .our
Organization came to us through the tax credit.

One other small point: I. want to point out that all the pious talk
that the AFL-CIO talks about, about affirmativv action and all the
other stuff that they dogreat. But they said, "You cannot dis=
criminate." Welt, what are you goings to do with a handicapped
person?
- Foe the handicapped Person, you can piously say, "I -am for
hisring the handicapped person"; but then, when the employer steps
in and says, "Yes, I will hire 10 percent of my employees as handi-
capped," isn't that discrimination? It is. It is preferential treat-,
ment. And therefore/we have to face .it head-on. Hiring the under-,
privileged is discrimination. It is preferential treatment. But I have
to say I am 100 percent for it.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Coheti, thank you very much.
['lleAimony'of Mr. Cohen follows:]

1
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INDUSTRIAL CATERING CO.
DIVISION OFMERRILL'S RESTAURANT, INC.
6 a N. cou_ect AVE.. SUITE 101 INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46220 (317) 251.4583

MERR1 . COHEN

DIVISION P SIDEr
MRS. MER ILL COHEN

CORPORATE PRESIDENT

February 29, 1984

Testimony Of Merrill K. Cohen, President, Industrial Catering
Company, Indianapolis, Indiana

Re: 52185 to extend Targete Jobs Tax Credit.

We operate eleven in-plant cafetellas in Indianapolis. Four
years ago ye decided to hire Targeted Jobs Tax credit employ-
ees. Almost half of our organization were hired with either
Federal or State of Indiana tax credits.

This program has helped our company survive: Our employees-
have benefited by having productive jobs instead of being
on welfare. Our community has tax-payers Instead of tax-
receivers.

'

We select, indoctrinate, and train each new empl e This
gives each one a sense of dignity, self worth, and hope
for the future. We must continue the concerted effort-to
hire the underpriveleged which is the reason jargeteA-Jobs

,Tax Credits should be extended.

Sincerely,

54

Merrill Cohen
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Senator MEINZ, Mr. Whttt.

STATEMENT OP LARRY WHIT, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, PIZZA MUT, INC., WICHITA, KS .

Mr. WHIrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Larry Whitt. I am vice presidtkt of'public relations ,

and Government affairs fdr Pizza Hut, Inc., in Wichita, KS. With
me today is W: Peyton George bf Miles and Stockbridge, our Wash-
ington counsel.

Pizza Hut has been strongly 'involved in TJTC over the past 5,
yea -s, and we would therefore urge that it be extended for 5. years.

Si ce its inception, Pizza Hut has hired in excess of c1.1,000 TJTC
eziipl ees.\In 1983 alone; we hired 6,366 TJTC employeeis, paying
these people over $11.5 million in wages and compensation. I think
the best way to exemplify the program at-Pizza Hut is by a feve
example:

In South Dakota,' we presently have an area supervisor who
came as a TJTC employee as an assistant manager. He worked up
to the position of a manager, a training manager, and now he is an
area supervisor. He has control over the physical properties and
the employee relations of at leasifour unith, well in excess of $5-$6
million. ---,

Fri Ohio- we have an 18-year-old girl who came to us as a disad-
vantaged youth who is now one of the primary supporters of a
family of 12. She started with our program in 1981 and now she is
a full-time assistant manager.

In Indiana we have another disadvantaged young lady who is the
head of a household. She has one dependent child. She had been
receiving aid to dependent children and also food stamps. She has
now been promoted to shift supervisor and is one of our more pro-
ductive e ployees. ' ,4-

In M tana, .we have teen working with the Vocational Place-
ment enter. We have hired eight handicapped -and/ar mildly re-
tarded employees, and we are very, very pleased with their
progress at this poin).

I think, in conclusion, there are three p9ints I would like to
make: NI

The program was intended to stimulate employers to hire th
people, It worked. It therefore makes opportunities for these people
that might not otherwise have been available.

It gives them opportunity for promotion.
It also is costeffectiye, in that it does lower the public-assistance

, programs, and it also provides revenue in terms of tax receipts.
Mr. Chairman, 'again I would encourage you, and I applaud your

effortii for assisting us in this matter, and we would like to see this
bill extended for another 5 years.

Thiink you.
Senator HEINZ. MT. Whitt, thank you very much.
[Mr. Whitt's stat4ment follows:]
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STATEMENT '

bf

Larry H. Whitt

Vice President - Public Relations & Govenment Affairs
'PIZZA HUT, INC.
9111 East Douglas

Wichita, Kansas 6720)

. ,

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Sub-

committee. Myname is' Larry H. Whitt and I am Vice President

PuBqic Relations & Government Affairs, Pizz'a Hut, Inc., achita,

Etnsas...---17 am accompanied by-W. Peyton George of Miles &

Stockbridge, our Washington counsel.,

Pizza Hut is the largest system of pizza restaurants in the

world. I expect that most of you are familiar with our rest...au-

rants with the red roof sincathey are located in every State of
3

the Union, as well as in twenty-six foreign countries. Our 4,000

restaurants are about half company-owned and the other half

franchised. Although we ar a relativgly young., company, having

been founded only in 1953,4we have'a rather unique and interest-

ing history that I feel kpitomizes the potential of our country'sv

f,ree enterprise system.? Nowhere else on earth could two teenage

brothert-havC taken a WO investment and molded it into the-
*

world's largest intdrnational company in our bilsines.

Our Pizza Huts have over 90,4000 employees at any Olen time.

The vast majority of 'slur employees are eirghteen to twenty-five

.

years old_ Last year, with the jntroduction of our personal Pan

Pizza, we created 20,000 new jobs system wide mostly entry

level positions. This was in a period when the unemployment rate

was at'a high level. Many bf these newly created positions were

filled with targeted job credit (TJTC) participants. We have

2 0 7.
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utilized the mogrhm s4ce its inception and strongly urge

that it he extended for at List five.mOxe yeAs.

For many.of the! TJTC employeeR, this is their first job

ever. We teach'them, in addition to the job skills, the

fundamentals of heing anlactive member of the natioi's workforce.

Pizza Hut, in 1983 alone, spent4over $853,000 in training of TJTC

employees and' hired 6,366 employees under this program in QUr

company-owned stores. We paid this group of employees over

$11,500,000 in compensation_ Our TJTC hires are,

cortified as eligible and screened by the State Employment

offices: We think our achievement rate with the program is

excellent and I would like to highlight a few of O'fir many success

stories.
4

In South Dalcidta, a young man hired as a disadvantaged youth

under this progr m 'and trained by Pizza Hui has, in three

short s, been promoted four times going through the

/anks as Restaurant Manager, Restaurant Traininn Manager
4v

recently Area Supervisor. 'He recentlyreCeived one of .Pizza
c.-

Hut's top awards for the most improved store.

In Ohio, an 18- year -old young woman hired as a disadvantag6d

youth now supports tier entire family of 12. She has .advanc-

ed rapidly through the syN_em, from becoming a full-time

employee in 1981 to Assistant Manager in 1983. She has

since graduated from the program and we have gained a

4
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long-time valued employee while the government has gained a

productive taxpayer.

In Indians, a young woman started as a- part -time employee

under tlhe program and has Since, been promoted to ProAuction

Leader. She is the head of the household and supports one

child. Before )oining Pizza Hut, she was receiving federal

assistance under the Aid to Dependent Children program and

t Food Stamp8. She is no longer under any federal assistance,.

and she is the best employee in her restournnt.

In another situation in Indiava, a 26-year-old mother was

hired all: TJTC participant under the disadvantaged minority,

category, She has already been promoted to Production

Leader, and she,isnolonger receiving Aid to Dependent

Children or food StaMps. She Cold her supervisor recently,

"I just got tired of the government supporting me_ I wanted

to do it myself." Withthe help.of Pizza Hut and the TJTC

program, she_was able to achieve-her goal.
*.

In Montana, working with the Vocational P1aCement Cente, we

have hired eight handicapped and/or mildly retarded employ-

ees w1?9....Sq0e..1,1. h_4.0 he.e.n_employad before or else_ had_:..

worked in sheltered envitonments. We, and these employees,

are proud of their progress.

'j4
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These examples highlight two important aspects of the TJTC

program. First, many ()Pour TJTC eingloyees and forMer TJTC

employees arc working their way into managerial posi-tions. TJTC

employees in entry-level posit4ons who have potential are given

the opportunity for aSvancement.t Second, other TJTC employees

whose potential is achierd just by.lial1ing a productive toy, are

given an opportunity they might noe have had otherwise.

TJTC is a simple, easy 't.o understand private enterprise

stimulus. Our experience is that the program is cost effective

oy lowering public assistance payments and raising tax receipts

`when' the targeted individuals begin work because of the credit.

Pizza Hut, Inc. supports a five-year extension of this program.
N ..

A.- . - 1

Senator HEINZ. Ms: Jones. ,
.., .

STATEMENT OF BETTY JONES, DIRECTOR OF AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION AND CORPORATE TRAINING, J.L. HUDSON'S, DIVISION
OF DAYTON HUDSON CORP., MINNEAPIWIS, MN, ON BEHALF OF
TIIE 4SSOCIATION OF tiENERAL MERCHANDISE CHAINS,
WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My natne is Betty Jones, and I am director of-affirmative action

and corporate training for the J.L. Hudson CO. in Detroit, MI,
which is an operating company of the Dayton Hudson Corp. We are

diversified nation-Ed-retailing-group headquartered in -Mirmeapo-
lis, MN. I am testifying on behalf of the Association of General
Merchandise Chair&

For the past 3 years, Dayton Hudson Corp. has been involved in
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Prograrri. In 1983, a major effort was
made to imirease the stores' participation in the program._

We would like to share with you today what we feel is the value
of the program arid seine of the efforts we have made to make the
program work as Congress intended:

-One. To ensure that our store managers are involved in makii*
the program work, the tax credit is credited to the individual store.
This means that the credit will be reflected in the store's bottom
line.

Two, In addition, we became partners with ale local job services
and community agencies, to complete both the certification process
and to cooperate in identifying a pool of TJTC-eligible candidates.

Our corporation is committed to making the Targeted Jobg Tax
Credit Program work through community partnership in placing
hard-to-employ people. We can cite many specific exampleS' thk
support this statement.. Our company sees long-term benefits
beyond the actual credit, such as: (a) Providing a work 'once that Is

354168 0-84---14'
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representative Of the community! We have found that. 10'percent of
our employee population represents the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
groups. (b) TJTC also provides an opportunity for us to fulfill our
corporate miponsibility to residents in the communities in which
we do business. Also, the reality of an employed versus an unem-
ployed force provides a much better economic climate in ,which to
do business.

Because of our experience and understanding of TJTC, the
Dayton Hudson Corp. has served as a resource for the Minneapolis-
based business community to become involved in TJTC. Through
an organization which develops employment opportunities, the
Neighborhood Employment Task Force, we provide technical assist-
ancewhich includes training of their personnel and assisting in
actually processing the certificatesto small- and medium:sized
companies in making TJTC work..

In conclusion, TJTC is an effective and worthwhile program. We
think that the program helps businesses of all sizes in our industry.
To ensure that initial changes in companies' hiring practices are
maintained over tine' employers need some assurance that the
program will continue to be_available as they gear up to partici-
pate. T`herefore, we urge Congress Co -approve a multiyear exten-
sion.

I would like to personally thank you for your leadership andtup-
port. in this effort.

,,Thank you.
Senator IIEINZ. Ms. Jones, thank you very much.
[Ms.. Jones' prepared statement follows:1

9
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tr-441ft

Betty Jones
Director of Employee Relations
J.L. Huttson's Company
Dayton Hudson Corporation

StatAent of General Merchandise Chains
Testimony before Subcommittee on
Economic Gruwlh, Employment and
Revenue Sharing
Senate finance Committee
Washington, D.C.
March 2, 1984

My namp is Betty Jones, and I am, the Director 4/Employee Relations,
from tf.t.. Hudson's in Detroit, MI which is an Operating company of the
Dayton Hudson Corporation. We are 'a diversified national retailing
group 'headquartered in Minneapolis, MN, I am testifying on behalf of
the Asiociation of General Merchandise Chains (AGMC).

The Association of General Merchandse Chains CAGMC) repreSents the
Nation's discount variety general merchandise-retail industry. AGMC's
Memberships include retail companies that operate more than 20,090
discount variety, dollar, junior deliartinnt, family center, off-,Price,
factory outlet, 'catalog showroom, and othr general merchandise
stores. These members range widely in size 'and include many of the
nation's largest retail chains as well as companies active in one or
more regions of the country and those with only a few locations, or
even a single store. AGMC member company stores are located in all 50
states and accounted for more than $45 billion in sales.

For the past three'years, the Dayton Hudson Corporation has been
involved in the Targeted 'Jobs Tax Credit program. In 1983, a major

/ effort was made to increase the stores partitipation,in the program by
hiring a TJTC management team on as part of our corporate staff, the
team advises-, trains and works with the locations to implement TJTC.
We, at Dayton Hudson, are excited about the results.

We would like to share withyou tkaday what. we feel is the value of the
program and some of the effbrts we have made to make the program work
as Congress intended. .

To insure that our store managers are involved in making the
program work, the tax credit is credited to each store, This
means the credit will be reflected in the store's manager's
review of the store's profitability. This reinforces their
commitment to the program. One of our Dayton Hudson operating
companies reports the TJTC results to the individual stores on
a quarterly basis. Hudson's plans to implementt4e practice
this year.

We became partners with the local job services and community
agencies to complete both the certification process and to
cooperate in identifying a pool of TJTC eligible candidates,

To successfully.coordinate"the identification of pools of TJTC
candidates, Dayton Hudson found it necessary to hire a`full,
time member on the TJTC Management Team.
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Our'Corporation is committed to making the targeted Job Tax Credit N.

program work through community partnerships in placing/hard to employ
ft, people.

SpecifirlexampLes Of this ,effort. are:

My col any, J.1, Hudson's, Detroit, Mf.woked with the
Michigan Yoh Corps ail-Th had a pool of200,000
16 and 11 year olds who needed jobs. The Corps had
asked corporations for assistance. Hudson's responded
by calling each persphnel manager and letting them
know, that the yo'ung people would be applying and to
report back to the company headquarters on the numbers
hirFd. Hudson's was a leader in the community.

J.L. Hudson's also actively recruited during"the mass
Hire oTe view store openipg at Battle Creek, MI.
They used agency sources to let them know about ope-
nings. This was an easy inroad with their new stores.
w016 the mass hire ended, the store had over 30% with
TJTC eligibility:

At J.A. Brown, o ur department stores in Oklahoma, TJTC
manager volunteered for the Job 'Service StAte Advisory \\
Beard. He was able to give suggestions on 'how to make
pOsitiVe TJTC referrals from Job Service to the
stores..". The manager was also able to talk about the
TJTC program and make swggestiOns on the efficiency
of the process.

Lechmere, our specialitrinerchanliser in Boshn, MA,
he Td an EducatiOn/Commufliity Infofpation Exchange to
open lines of communication to become parthersfin
placement with Education and community bas'ed non-
pofit agencies. They concentrated on Boston and
Cambridge with the idea of using the Cambridge Store,
in buildipg community placement.

- Ljchmere invited a number of community bnd education
organizations to attend the exchange.

- They gave a picture of their philosophy, priorities,
hiring guidelines and the growth of jobs in the next
5 years. At the meeting they emphasized commitment

- The company asked the education and community agen-
. cies for referrals with TJTC vouchers. in hand. t

At Target, our discount store at Broadway-Lyndale,
Mplr,MK Target Personnel asked the community based
organizations, prior to the store opening to refer
clients. The employees were vouChered on site and the
store realized over a:37% eligibility' rate.

At the Target Store in Rochester,.MN, the Personnel
Coordinator activiely works with the Departmentrof

A Vocational Rehabilitation and the County Social

21 3
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Rervices which provide her with certifiable-can-
didates. She invited community agency representatives
to her store for a tour and described the jobs in
operation. In this way, they could see what she
wanted and were able to place candidates with her.

"These are just a few examples of the way that the TJTC works for us
and other general merchandise companies.

When the benefit of the tax credit is brought to the store level, the
incentive for store personnel to hire from certain employment groups
is evident. Currently b'y category of tax credit. eligibles, Dayton
Hudson hired:/

Ala TO rAMIL1ES WITH ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED GROUPS
'DEPENDENT CHILDREN 12%

WORK INCENTIVE 1% VIET NAM VETERAN --- 3%

SOCIAL SECURITY . EX -FELON .1%

SUPPLEMENTAL. INCOME .1% 18-24 YEAR OLDS ---- 61%

VOCATIONAL REHAB!' ITAMON 4% COOPERATIVE YOUTH -- .4%

GENERAL ASSISTANCE IX SUMMER YOUTH 1.5%

Our Company long term benefits beyond llte actual credit such as:

Providing a work force that is representative of the community.
We have found that 10-12% of our emprbyee pOpVlalion represents
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit groups. This representative work
torce helps is understand' our community and market.

TJTC provides an opportunity for uS to fulfill our Corporate
responsibility to tiesicttnts in the communities in which we
do business. Also the reality of an employed versus an
unemployed force provides a much.bett.er economic climate in
which Co do business.

Because of our experience and understanding of TJTC, the Dayton Hudson
Corporation has served as a resource for the Minneapolis based busi-
ness commi4114 to become involved in TJTC. Through an organization
which delielops employment opportunities, the Neighborhood Employment
Task Force, we provide -technical 'assistance (which includes training
of their personnel and assisting in actually processing the cer-
tificate) CO other companies in making TJ1C work. As 'a result:

Small and medium sized businesses have been able to become .

involved.

Unemployed persons in the neighborhoods are matched with the
companies looking for TJTC eligible employees.

In conclusion, TJTC is an effective and worthwhil_2! program.- We think
that the program helps businesses of all sl s in our industry. To

insure that initial changes in companies ifiri practices are main-
tained over 'Lime, employers need sonic assuranc that the program will
continue to be available as they gear up to pa Licipate. Therefore,

we urge congress to approve a multi-year eaten ion.

4.
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Senator HEINZ. All of you have made excellent contributions.
Many of you have given us examples of individuals who, have beenhired who might not only not have been hired but who have pro-gressed and have become very valuable employees.

Mr. Bartlett made an interesting observation about how the JobTraining Partnership Act might not operate nearly so well withoutthe targeted jobs tax credit as a means of getting trained people
into the work force and the people who are in the work forcetrained.

As I have read your entire s tements, you have all made ELpleafor consistency in this progra 3,--consistency, meaning at least 5years reauthorization of itand, as I take it, the principal means
by which we might seek to bring more people into the prpgram.Let me ask just one question. It was suggested by an earlier wit-ness, in effect the AFL-CIO, that employers are going to fire em-ployees in order to replace sam@ione to get this tax credit. Let meask: Have any of you known that to be the case? And if it is so,what can we do abaft it?

Mr. Bartlett, do you know?
Mr. BARTLETT. Yes, sir, that has been the case, here and there. Ithink it is very spotty, but it is bound to happen. Sometimes a com-plaint from an employee being fired will be that some TJTC personmay have taken their job. But I think there is some validity inthat.
Senator HEINZ. What can we do about it? Any suggestion?
Mr. BARTLETT. I think that ig` the employer's responsibility. Ithink that goes with good faith in the program, not to permit it.In our company it costs a supervisor his job if he is caught doingsuch a thing.
Senator HEINZ. Dr. DeLu , have You ever fired anybody to hire atax-credit-vouchered person.
Dr. DELvz. Indeed not. No, t e nature of our business is that wehire youth, and we hire them on a part-time permanent basis, mostyouth. Many of them go on to college, many of them are still inschool, so their hours are irregular.
iWe are always looking at and tapping the job market.
I think one thing that my experience has shown has been thatthe nature of McDonald's restaurants is that they recruit their em-ployees mainly from their own neighborhoods. One of our oper-ations is in an area where there are many disadvantaged youth

who do not have transportation to get to jobs in other places. They
might not be employed, were we not there to give them that\oppor-tunity for employment; but we certainly do not in any way dis-criminate.

When we need persons, then we hire them. If they happen to be35, that's all the better. But it has given us the opportunity. Thegoal is not to create new jobs as such, but in our situation we havein fact created new jobs because pf,the tax incentive. We were ableto take the tax incentive to put a drive-thru ort one of our restau-rants and hire eight additional persons that we might not, have
hired had we not had that tax savings to do so.

Senator HEINZ. Well, it is nice to ha.ve some evidence on therecord that this does in fact create jobs, not just a higher level of
.employment.

215
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Mr. Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. I don't think it has happened at all. I would chal-

lenge anybody to show me a single case.
Senator HEINZ., Mr. Bartlett is to your left.
Mr. CoiJEN. I know. But I talked to three or four of the State ad-

ministrators, and not a single one has heard of a single case.
Now, let me point out that it would be ko no advantage to fire

someone until after 2 years, because you are still getting tax cred-
its right down the Lipp for 2 years. So this means: Would you fire
hina_after having aAmployee for 2 years, iii order to get a tax
credit? Anybody in the retail business knows how valuable an em-
ployee is after you have had him for 2 years, with all the training
you have put into it, and everything else.

So, I personally do not know, and I would not believe it if some-
body showed me, any instance in which a single case has happened.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Sherman?
Mr. SHERMAN. I am not aware of a single case in our company;

but during the period that the program has been in effect, our
work force has more than doubled.

What basically takes,place in our b mess is that the discrimina-
tion for the effort to work towar iring the targeted employee
takes place at the corner park. A d as we look around our compa-
ny and at the state of employ ent in the Nation, we haven't
lacked for workers to apply fo jobs in our company. So it has
taken an effort to focus on empl

I can certainly say that effo'rts that we have made, for example,
on prisoners on work-releases and employment thereafter it cer-
tainly wouldn't have been cost effective for us 10 do, without a pro-
gram like this.

Senator HEINZ. Ms. Jones.
Ms. JONES. I don't know of any instances where we have termi-

nated employment.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Whitt.
Mr. WI-1m. I have no knowledge of that.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Bartlett, you were seeking recognition.
Mr. BARTLETT. Well, you see, we're a big, outfit, and we hire

20,000 people a year. So what I am talking about in the course of
the TJTC Program is probably in the neighborhood of 40,000-45,000
people. And anything that can happen, Senator Heinz, is going to
happen.

Senator HEINZ. That sounds like a corollary of Murphy's law.
Mr. BARTLETT. That is exactly 'the way I function, sir. And I

cannot sit in the hallowed balls of Congress and tell a lies So I
know of all sorts of nasty-things here and thpre, but they are not
significant.

Senator HEINZ. We shouldn't sit here and do it, either.
Gentlemen, ladies, you have been very helpful indeed. We thank

you very much for the distances many of you have traveled and for
your excellent testimony. Thank you so much.

Our last panel consists of: Lee Fremont-Smith and Robert
Goulder, and Mr. Phillip Schepel. Would you come forward please?

Mr. Lee Fremont-Smith.
VOICE. He is not here.

21
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Senator IltaNz. Is there a Mr. Giery in 'the audience from the
Food Service & Lodging Institute? Is anyone representing them?

[No response.'
Senator HEINZ. Let's see. You are Mr. Schepel, and You are

Mr.
Mr. GouLDER. Bob Goulder.
Senatbr HEINZ. Very well. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. COULDER, MANAGER, PERSONNEL
PLANNING, GREAT LAKES STEEL DIVISION, NATIONAL STEEL
CORP., ECORSE, MI, ON BEHALF OF EMPLOYERS NATIONAL
JOB SERVICE COMMITTEE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GOULDER: Mr Chairman, my name is Robert F. Goulder. I am

manager of personnel planning of the Great Lakes Steel Division of
the National Steel Corp. in Detroit, MI.

I also serve `as vice 'chairperson-east of the Employers' National
Job SerVice Committee, and I- am testifying in that capacity today.

In the written testimony I have prppared for distribution to you
and the members and staff of the Senate Finance Committee, I
have briefly described the organization, goals, and objectives of our
volunteer organization, the Employers' National ,Job Service Com-
mittee. In this verbal testimony, L will forego this information for
the sake of brevity.

On December 81, 1984, the current legislation: authorizing the
Targeted Jobs Tax..Credit Program will expire. The President's pro-
posed figcal year 1985 budget acknOwledges a support for the con-
tinuation of the TJTC Program, but with a major change and sig-
nificant shortcomings which are of paramount concern to the pri-
vate sectors which I represent and to which I want tic address my
testimony this afternoon.

'the EMPloyers' National Job Service Committee and the Job
Service Employer Committees nationwide recommend supporting
the reauthorization of the TJTC Program, but with two modifica-
tions to the President's proposal or to Senator Heinz' bill, S. 2185,
extending the_TJT.C. Program.for_5__years:

One. Fund out of general yevenues rather than. from FUTA
taxes; and

Two. Fund the program adequately by a formula.
The ENJSC 'supports Senator Heinz' 5-ye,ar extension of the

TJTC Program. ,

We recommend that the TJTC Program continue_ to be funded
out of the general revenue as it has been done in previous :years,
rather than from our private sector FUTA taxes as specified in the
President's proposed fiscal year .1985 budget.

It is our opinion that title IX of the Social Security Act, which
governs the use of FUTA taxes, does not permit the expenditure of
these resources for the TJTC Program. //

We feel that the taking of RITA taxes from on/employer and
giving them to another private-sector employer is not only illegal
but is totally and completely unacceptable to the private sector. We
do not feel that our private-sector paid taxes should be used toben-
efit other private sector employek.

2.17
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The. r tionr.kle for our second recommendation is thaC the TJTC
Pro0 has- been funded at the same level, $20 million, for the.
last 3 ears, and this amount does not take into account inflation
and they increased private sector support of bhip pfogram.

We feel the proposed funding level fails to meet the program's
needs and the needs of the targeted groups it is designed to serve.
We recommend that an adequate funding level be developed, based
on 'annual' performance experiencing, both vouchering and certifi-
cation, in combination with inflation factors..

The Serrate amendments to the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsi-
bility Act of 1982 authorized $3Q million annually for the TJTC
Program, and extended the prograna to include -fiscal years 1983, ,
1984, and 1985,. .and we support this. The joint conference commit-
tee reduced the funding to $20 iiiillion and extended the program
for only 2 years.

The TJTC Program is widely accepted and is continually gaining
increased support in the private, sector, and it should be adequately
funded to meet the private sector demand. The TJTC utilization
has increased 100 percent in the last 9 months, and, based on this
current level of private sector acceptance, many State employmen't
security agencies will exhaust their fiscal year 1984 TJTC funds by
the end of April.

We in the private sector recognize and support your committee's
dedication to reducing expenditures and our national debt, but we
also ask you to consider increasing the administrative funding for
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program based on annual acceptance
and inflation.

Our rationale for this recommendation is that the TJTC Program
is not a welfare maintenance program but rather a program tfilat
removes persons from welfare and places them in self-supporting
jobs which produce increased revenues for the Government in the
form of taxes, and which return money to the economy.

The Employes',National Job Service Committee also recognizes
the need for a TJTC appeal process. We feel this recommendation
can be handled through changes in the administrative process,
`rather than by legislative changes,Specifically,-this_can.be accom-
plished through the-inclusion of an appeal process in the new TJTC
regulations.

The Employers' National Job Service Committee thanks You for
this opportunity to testify before your subcommittee and to share
our private-sector concerns with s-you: We sincerely hope that you
and your 'colleagues will give serious consideration to the two
changes to the fiscal year 1985 targeted jobs tax credit reauthoriza-
tion that we have proposed in this testimony.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Goulder, thank you very much.
[Mr. Goulder'S statement follows :J

2x8
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EMPLOYERS' NATIONAL J08 SERVICE COMMITTEE JTG TESTIMONY
ECONOMIC GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND REVENUE SHARINP SUB COMMITTEE

.SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
WASHINGTON, P.C.
MARCH 2, 1984

7

Mr. Chairman

My name is Robert F. Coulder.

I am: Manager Personnel PlAnning
Great Lakes) Steel Division
National Steel Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

.a
I also serve as Vice Chairperson-East of the Employers' National Job Service

.Committee and I am testifying in that capacity today.

The Employers' National Job Serice' Committee .(ENJSC) is comprised of more
.than.22,000 private sector employer* who ars actively involved as volunteers'in over 1,000 Job Service Employer Committees in all 50 States; 3 Territories

and the p.istrict'Of Columbia giving in 4Xcess of 150,000 hours of volunteer'
time each month lipdicated to the effecttve utiliaation of our private sector
paid Feaeralpnemployment Tax, or FUTA Tax as it is' better- known. ,

These private sector paid FUTA taxes provide 97X 'of the cost of funding theUnited States Employment Service, or Job Service as it ie.known nationwide.

Our Employers' National Job Service Committee and regional, statewide analocal Job Service Employer Committees, or the JSEC program as they are refer-
red ,to, consist of Human Resources Directors, Personnel Managers and Employ-

/,--ment and Training Superviiors,

President Reagan reC
'help make our country
are dedicated tomaki
organization and the
the Job Service impr
cants and employers

tly identified voluntarism as a,major resource that can
trong again. We employment and training professionals

g this COMA true by iobilizing our nationwidt volunteer
ealth of knowledge and experience it encompasses to help

it delivery system-and service capability to appli-
e helping to reduce unemployment.

The paramount objectives of the Employers' National Job Service Committee are
to support local, .state and regional Job Service Employer Committees by func-
tioning at the national level to:

Maintain a dialOgue with 'the U.S. Department of tabor and other appropri-
ate agencies, organizations And individuals about private _recto` concerns
in employment and training.

2. .W,ordinate 'employer efforts and the exchange of information.

3. Seek. solutidhs and make recommendations concerning employment and training
related problems in need of national attentiip.

,A
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On December 11; 1984, the current legislation authorising the Targeted Job Tax
Credit Program (TJTC) will expire. The President's proposed FY-85 budget
acknowledges a support.for the, continuation of the TJTC program but with s,
major change and significant shortcoming which are of paramount concern to the
private sector and to which I want to address my testimony this a0ernoon-

The qMployers' National Job Service Committee ;and the Job Service Employer
Committees nationwide recommend supporting the reauthorization of the TJTC
program but with two mobifiCations to the President's proposal or to Senator
Heinz's Bill, 8-2185, extendini the TJTC program for five years.

1. Fund out of general revenues rather than from FUTA taxes.

2. Fund adequately by formula.

The Employers' National Job Service Committee supports Senator Heinz's 5 year
extension of the TJTC-Pprogram.

We recommend that the TJTC program continue to be funded out Of general

revenues ae done in previous Yqiars rather than from our private sector FUTA
taxes as'specified'in the President's proposed FY-85 budget.

It is our opinion that Title IX of the Social Security Act, which governs the
use of FUTA taxes does not permit the expenditure of these resources for the
TJTC program:

t

We feel that the taking of FM taxes from one employer'and giving them to
another private sector employer is not only illegal but is totally and com-
pletely unacceptable to the private sector. We do not feel that our tax
revenues should be used to benefit other private sector employers.

The rationale for our secondttecommendation is that the TJTC program has been
funded at the same level, 20 million dollars, for the last three years and
this amount does not take into account inflation and the increased private
sector support of this program. We feel the proposed funding level fails to
meet the program's needs and the'needs of the targeted groups it is designed
to serve. We recommend that adequate funding 'levels be developed bised on
annual performance experiences (both vouchering and certification) in.combina-
tion with inflation factors.

The Senate amendments to the Tax Equity and Fisco0. Responsibility Act of 1982
authorized 30 million dollar, annually for the TaTC program and extended the
program to include fiscal years :83, '84 and '85., The Joint Conference Com-
mittee reduced the funding to 20, million dollars and extended the 'program for
only two years.

7 A ^

The TJTC program is widely accepted and is continually gaining increased sup-
port in the private sector and should be adequately funded to meet the Private
sector demand. TJTC utilization has increased 100% in the last nine months
and based on this current private sector 'level of acceptance many State
Employment Security Agencies will exhaust their FT-84 TJTC funds by the end of
April,
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in the private sector recognize and support your Committee's dedication to
reducing expenditures and our national debt, but we also ask you to consider

. increasing the administrative .funding for the TJTC program based on annual
acceptance and inflation. Our'rationale for this recommendation is that the
TJTC program is snot a' welfare maintenance program but rather' a program that
removes persons from welfare and places them in self-supporting jobs which
produce increased revenues for the Government in the form of taxes and return
money ty the economy.

The Employers' National Job Service Committee also reclgnizes the need for a
TJTC appeal process. We feel this recommendation can be handled through
changes in the administrative process rather than by legislative changes.
Specifically, this can be accomplished through the inclusion of an appeal pro-
cess in the new TJTC regulations.

The Employers' National Job Service Committee thankd you for this opportunity
to testify before your Sub Committee and share our private sector cdtcerne
with you. We sincerely hops that you and your colleagues will give serious
consideration to the two changes to the FY-85 Targeted Job Tax Credit reaptho-
rization that we have proposed in this testimony. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP P. SCHEPEL, PRESIDENT, K&S
ASSOCIATES, INC. PERTH AMBOY, NJ

Mr. SCHEPEL. Thanks you,'Senator, for having me here today to
testify on the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program.

I think everyone here has discussed all the benefits of the pro-
gram. Our -which is in Ptrth Amboy, NJ, represents 200 em-
ployers around that region, including employers in your home
State, Pennsylvania. Our clients, of course, support your legisla-
tion.

The State of New Jerseyr--I am not an official representative
from that State; however, I have discussed your legislation with the
Commissioner's' office And the Department of Labor, and they -also
support your proposalifor the 5-extension.

JA want to give an example of an rea that I think no one has
discussed today. There is a Mr. Rick Kincaid who has conducted
studies on TJTC at Brockport St,ate university in New York, and
he has found that 5 to 10 percent of the student's at that university
are eligible for TJTC. At that time they were also receiving finan-
cial aid. fast year he placed 2,700 students jobs du -nig the summer
and school year, which has cut the cost of financi l aid for the uni-
versity. f.

Senator Dole discuSsed that we have a budget de it but I think
this is one way to help the University and I am sure that some of
this financial aid is from the Federal Government.

There are two technical amendments that I urge you, Senator, to
include in your legislation:

One is a 5-day grace period for certifications or written requests
for certifications. It seems lately that all of the States,Including
employers and employee representatives, have been researching
the U.S. Postal Service regulations, because -there are many em-
ployers who hire individuals on the late shift, of let's say an em-
ployee conies to the job, and he or she has a voucher in. his or her
hand. The employer at that time must send the voucher ,bn or
before the day the individual begins work. Many small employers-

2 1
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cannot do this. In fact, New York State denies 300 to 400 vouchers
or certifications a month because of that rule. A 5-day grace period
I don't think will open up retroactivity, but there should be some
type of relaxation with that.

The, last area is that the administration of the program has suf-
fered. There is more employer participation, but the funds seem to
decre'ase, The States have had difficulty working with the ernplOy,
ers, and it has created in many instances between the em-.
ployer and the State repesentatives, because the State cannot Serv-
ice the employer properly:

I would like to conclude that I support your legislation and hope
it stays at 5 years.

[Mr. Schepel's prepared statement followsj

O
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SENATE FINANCE TTEE REARING ON TH$ TARGO*ED JOBS TAX CREDIT

MARCH 2, 1981

,

As.President of K & S Associates, Inc.; a Management consulting
pfirm that represents manyprivate sector emplors ia,the.

Targeteq,Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) area, I would like0 submit my
testimony regarding Senator Heinz' proposed legislation S. 2185.

. ,

A

ls
I urge the. Senate Finance Committeejo support the of
Senator Heinz' prOnoted legislation. Furthermore,1 a urge
the committee to endorse the inclusion of two technical'
amendments to S. 2185. The two amendments that X propose for
addition would be a provision Which would Illiqw.for,a five,-,day
grace yeriodfor the timely filing of written requests for TJTC
certification and a provision,allpwinq fOrappropriation of
additional- funds for the effective administration of the program.

urg9"you to endorse Senator'lleinz' -proposed fiye-year extension
f the TJTC program for the follo/ing reasons:

I. The TJTC program offers far-reaching social and economic
'redeeming qualities which positively affectqour society in

a general. These include the folloWing:

4.

The PrObram...

A_ offers disadvantaged individuals in our,society a better
opportunity Eo,find gainful employment, rMf

B. reduces,the dependency of many individuals upon various
federal, stale and local government t-assistance programs
for their support, and '7

C. offers corporatiions tax saving inCentiVes which can
stimulate expansion and further accelerate additional
hiring of ItTC eligible employees.

II. A five-year extension would be much more effective in,
achieving the goals of the program than would a shorter
extension for the fbllowing reasons:

A. More corporations would participate in the TJTC program,
if they knew that-lt would be in extstence fpr five more
years. "

H. Major corporationls which normally regui e extended
periods oT time to make adjustments in t it corporate
practices would then be able to incorporate e hiring
of largeted group 'Members into their regular hiring
prabtiees.
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C. Corporations woUld.be able. .to favorably determine that the
handicapped, Vietnam,ers Veterans, disadvantaged youths 'and
other targeted groUp.membtrs can,meet-t.heir :job requirements
over an extended period of time ;and, .auPsegotintlYiVouldt

Jhire many moreOftheaeme. .,-- ---$ .,.

I further surge the S'enate Finance Committee to endorse the
inclusion of two technical amendments onto. $.-2.105. The two
amendments that I would like to propose voel(tprovida- 'fora

.,

A five-aay grace period for the timely filing of written
rdquests'for TJTC ,certification.,

II.' An additional appropriation of funds for the adstiniatration
of the TJTC.programk .,

.k The reasons why .W.- urge you to support .these propOSed amendments
are as foklows!

. ,

.

1. In'imany instances, new employees. eqin .workkinq fo
I.

corporations the aaMe cloy that th y are hired. When a
written request for certifICation or a TJTC Oncher. is
mailed for the new' employee at the end .of "the day it
very often is not postmarked by the U:S...FoStal Service
until the following.day. Subsequently, .the:request for
certification or voucher AS ruled to have been sent
untimely and o certification Can be .issued for the
company's hiring of the new employee. .

2. U.S. vostal Service postmarks are often .illegible and,
subsequently, invalidate requests or vouchers that

. should be considered valid. -:
a

3. Companips that do not have postage .meters cannot receive
tax credits for their hiring of individuals late in the
day or on their second shift since they cannottfbrward
TJTC requests or vouchers to the appropriate Agency on a
4imely basis..

. .

4 A relaxation of the present timely filing requirements
would eliminate many administrative prOblems that are
currently being experienced by State Employment Security
Agencies (SESA)rand 'would facilitate greater utilization
of the program.

5. Additional,funding of the TJTC program would enable the
SESA's to employ more individuals to promote and
administrate thd program. These additional SESA
employees would subsequently voucher many more targeted
group members, improve the state's economic climate and
establish a better working relationship with the private
sector.

--?+; wt14
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Senator flefivz. Just one question, Mr. Schepel.
Mr..SCIIEPEL. Sive.
Senator HEINZ. On your 5-day grace period, it would seem to me

that that would set us back into the kind of negus, vulnerable to
the kind of criticism that was "leVeled at tke pre-1981 program.
How can we avoid 4hat? We are sensitive to the` probldn-ri of the
Postal Service.

Mr. SCHEPEI I myself have researched the U.S. Postal Regula--
tions, and we h re found instances where a postmark, is illegible,
and the employer cannot receive the, tax credit because,theiyostal
Service has failed to postmark the envelope.

I don't. think we will have a problem with retroactivity; this
helps the smaller employers. They dbn't have the staff to 'send
these letters or the voucher the day the individual begins work.
They might have other work-related problems, and they might
send it the next day. I am not looking for retroactivity; I am just
hoping for some kind of reasonable solution tons problem. _

Senator fliciNz. Thank you.
Mr. Giery.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. GIERY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF
THE FOODSERVICE.AND LODGING INSTITUTE

Mr: GIF;RY. '114y name is William Giery. I am executive secretary
of the Foodservice and Lodging Institute, a trade industry group of
44 of the Nations major multi-unit and multi-State hotel and res-
taurant companies. Collectively these 44 companies own, operate,
or have franchise agreements with more than 55,000 individual res-
taurant establishments, and employ in excess of 3 ,million people.
We welcome the opportunity be here this afternoon to testify in
support of S. 2185, which would extend the targeted jobs tax credit.

The dNree to which the institute supports the entire targeted
jobs tax credit can best be illustrated by the fact that our board of
directors has made passage of S. 2185 its No. 1 legislative priority,
and by the fact that there a number of the institute members here
today who gave separate testimony on how well the prograrn'is
working in their own respective companies.

While we have the opportunity and the attention of the chair-
niAn, we wish to answer some orthe critics of the program who are
quick to say that texgeted jobs tax credit is a mere Windfall. The
Targeted jobs tax credit does indeed affect ow members' hiring de-
cisions. Our members go...to considerable time, expense, and effort
to seek out eligible individuals from all seven categories. *any
have hired in-house TJTC coordinators who travel about the coun-
try disclissing with district, regional, and unit managers ways to
increase TJTC utilization. ae'

In managment training programs Of our members, there are ori-
entation sections on TJTC.. Training materials- are designed to re-
cruit TJTC, eligibles. Several companies motivate store managers to
hire' TJTC eligibles by providing cash bonuses for each eligible
hi red.

With strong, dedicated commitment from senior management of-
ficials, including in many instances presidents and chief executive
officers of corporations, corporate trining progratt for manage-

,.
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ment personnel have-been set up to include extensive discussion on
TJTC. In several companies, members' companies have changed -
corporate hiring practice; -4

One company, which hired only` persons over 18 years of age,
changed their policy to include 16 and 17-year-olds and then cre-
ated new within their establishment for those young men and
women.

On December 31, 1982, this company, which operated 640 restau-
rants in approximately 17 States, had hired only 120 TJTC eligi-
bles. One year later, that number grew to 1,625 in 651 restaurants.
Of those 1,625 eligibles hired,,230 were 16- and 17-year-olds.

As an industry, we 'have tried to fill the void created by the indif-
ference of some Federal agencies mandated by Congress to adminis-
ter the program, by instructing our members as well aaln.on-
members regarding methods to seek out eligible individuals. We
have urged continuously over the past several years, as has the
chairman of this'subcommittee, for the Internal Revenue Service to
finalize their proposed rules regarding application of TJTC. They
are still not final.

Our members have spoken before industry and commdnity
groups, sharing with all of them our employment strategies with
respect to TJTC. In furthering the program as a whole, our mem-
bers have also been able to 'establish a closer rapport with commu-
nity groups in areas where they have operations.

Several companies have developed cooperative agreements with
community self-help groups and community organizations which
work to develop ipb opportunities for the disadvantaged.

For the recorfl, I have attached a statement of several of the or-
ganizations thaVwe do business with.

Senator IIET.Nz. Without objection, it will be made a part of thd
record.

Mr. GIER'y. In closing, I would just like to make a cpminent about
the AFL -CO and the detractors of TJTC in general: It is a quote
from Heywqod Broun, written in 1935. He said, "I have known
people to stop and buan apple on the corner, and then walk away
as if they have solved the whole unemployment problem."

Thank you.
Senato3VHEINz. Mr. Giery, thank you.
[Mr.-Giery's prepared statement, with attachment, follow:]
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TESTIMONY
OF TIM

FOODSERN/lCE AND LODGING INSTITUTE

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of thd Subcommittee

on Economic Growth, Employment and Revenue Sharing. We welcome the

opportunity to be here this afternoon to testify in enthusiastic

."-..iw_.pporA) of Bill 8.2185, which would extend the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit for five additional years through 1989, The degree to which
I!)

the Institute supports the entire Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Can est

1be illustrated by the fact that our Board.of Directors has acip

passage of Bill 5.2185 as its number one legislative priority and

by the fact that there are a number of the Institute's members here

today tC give separate testimony on how well the program is workirig

in their respective companies. We will knot attempt to duplicate c

their testimonies but, rather, will complement thqy presentations

X.. and present the views of our members in general.

. .

' $'N.

My name is William GP' Glory and I am Executive Secretary of

the roodservice hnd Lodging Institute, a trade industry group of 44

of the nation's major multi-unit and multi-state hotel and restau-

rant companies. Collectively, these A4 companies own, operate or

have franchise agreements with.more than 55 thousand individual

establishments and employ in excess of three million persons.

Every member of the Institute utilizes Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and

for many, is given the highest priority in their hiring

criteria. Like the- Institutl, the 44_mgmbers enthusiastically

support passage of this legislation. We firmly believe that TJTC

has been one of the most effective Federal GovernMent programs to

attack and combat structural unemployment. Since its inception in

*40iP01404-v%Nlrjr
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1979, utilization has gotten better and better as more businesses

have.become aware of its existence. This is evidenced by the fact

that for fiscal 1983, almost 1.3 million people were vouchered and

431,000 were certified both figurekwere double the FX19.02 len;e1s.

While we were pleased to learh that the Administration supports a

further extension of the proixam we feel that a-one year extension,

as recommended in the Budget, is not enough. It is incumbent upon

Congress to send a message to business and industry, as well as to

those unemployed individuals who Can benefit.,from the program, that

TJTC will not be abandoned. A five -year extension, as provided for

in this bill, wd.uld bt that message.

The Institute has eared before COngressional Committees

this issue a number of4timeA sn both sides of the Capitol and has

supported TJTC; ever since its inception in the 1978 Revenue,Act.

Despite the continued indifference Of the Federal agencies which

are supposed to administer the program, despite the red-tape

erected. in our efforts to obtain certification for eligible indivi-

duals, and despite the empty Claims by detractyrs that the program

is a mere windfall to employers, we still believe that the program

is working and working well and deserves.to be extended. If it is

acod for eligible employees, if it is gogid fo,employers, and if it

is good for the federal government, then nobody suffers. We intend

to prove that TJ.TC is good for all concerned. We siso intend to

show that JTC creates jobs, that it is nbt a windfall to employ-

ees, and that Targeted JcbS-Txx Credit has been:successful in

achieving the goalCorigress set for it. That goal was to assist

the Structurally unemployed to find employment in the private

sector. That is what TJTC has done.
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"Th4 ComMittee believes it is appropriate to 'fOgua
employment incentive s on those individuals who hay" high

unemployment rates and on :other groups with special

employment needs.°

House Report 55-1445

Background

,4

The, Targeted Oohs Tax Credit was 'enacted as. part of tbs.

Revenue -Act of 1978.- 134fore its scheduled expiration on December -4/

31, 1991, Congress revised TJTC and extended it . for an additional
. _

year, .as part of the EcOnomic Recovery Act. Then, as part of the .

Tax Equity and Fiscal ResponsWbility Act of 1583, TJTC . a again ..1;:/h

. ..,4

.4'
extended for two additional yeart. In each of these e actments,

Congress also dleared up a number of controverSi,a1 ProvIsions which

could have jeopardized continuation. We believe firmly that this

fine tuning by Congress in the last three tax laws has made the

program a better ones We believe firmly. that, while responding to

the concerns of member? of Congress, these. modiicationS have'

only improved the overall functioning of the program.but have also

eliminated the stigma of the label "Aindf411". No longer is there

retroactive certification; no lbnger 'ban thee becertifiNtion of

,eligible individuals.after they've already been on the employer's

payroll, and no longer can there be certification of persons who

are not in need of an employment incentive in the private sector:

In addition to urging adoption of a five year extension, we

urge the Congress to continue to fine tune the overall program, to

continue to make modifications and to ontinue to respond to the

Jr
concerns of critics and detractors-.

tr
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THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT
OFFERS A WAY OUT OF POVERTY FOR
THE S'PPUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit offers a road out of poverty and

joblessness [pr persons who are economically disadvantaged and who

lack the basic skills or experience to compete effectively on the

job market. It removes a veil of discrimination by providing in-

centives to employers to take a chance they might not normally take

in their hiring practices_ It enhances jobs and career prospects

for low income people and provides an incentive for employers to

act according to self-interest while accomplishing Federal policy

objectives.

Dennis is Shirty -seven years old and is slightly retard-
ed. He was hired by Saga Corporation's Education'Food
Service Division at South Dakota State University in
August of 1982 as a TJTC eligible, He had previously
worked as a janitor-in the CETA program and was hijed by
Saga as a janitor in the school's student union. He is
now working as a storeroom supervisor and has gained
self confidence and has become a valuable employee. In
moving up in position, he has also received regular
salary increases. It is sad to say, but he had never
ever received e pay raise before.

As part of our argument that TJTC offers'a way out of poverty

for the economically disadvantaged an the structurally unemployed

we feel that, at this time, we must an wer the critics who say that

the turnover rate of TJTC eligible is high and that the jobs

eligibles fill are are dead end jobs with no future.

In the food service industry, the turnover rate among TJTC

eligibles is no higher than our turnover rate for non-TJTC eligi-

bles. That is not to say it'is not high. We live with a hip

turnover rate; its a low wage industry and it is hard work but at

least this industry otters non-skilled individuals a foothold; a
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place to start. We provide qnt/y-ivel jobs. As with most busi-

nesses providing entry level jobs, we anticipate a high turnover

Late but no one can say that those jobs are dead-end jobs. because

one cannot begin the climb up the economic ladder unless one is

willing to take the first step.

Dieusung Tian was one of the Vietnamese boat people,
driven from his homeland, along with hundreds of thou-
sands of Southeast Asian refugees following the communist
takeover of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. .Like' many
others, although well educated, his job opportunities
were hampered, first because of language difficulties and
also because of the economic climate in the United States
at that time. fir. Sung, a TJTC eligible, was hired by
Saga Corporation to work at its food service facility at
Seattle Pacific University in Seattle, Washington as a
dish room person. While on the job, Mr. Sung also trans-
lated the company's safety information, emergency plans
and safety'incentives intb Vietnamese for other workers.
Nr. Sung no longer is employed by Saga 'Corporation. At
present, he is a Teaching Assistant in Electronics at the
college level.

To those detractors, we can only repeat what respected critic,

the late Heywood Broun wrote in 1935:

I -have known people to stop end buy an apple on the
corner and then walk away as if they had solved the whole
unemployment. problem.

With TJTC, we -- the employers and the FoderalGovernment

, 4are uoing something mole.. Can our detractors say the same?

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit also provides employers with an

opportunity to work a little longer training people who are phys-

ically or mentally impaired.

Steven Hielman is a recent hire of Straw Hat Pizza
Corporation through the summer Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
program. Steven has dyslexis which impairs his ability,
to read and, therefore, jeopardized his chances, of
getting a lob. Because of the availability of the credit
he was giver the opportunity learn his job at a much
slower pace allowing him to memorize the materials
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. required for his job. Such an opportunitycoOld not have
been affoxded Steven had there been no TJTC.

If they want to-stay on the job,_therc's a place for them.

Rudolfo Padilla is a Targeted Jobs Tax Credit "graduate."
The 27 year old has been employed by the Saga Corporation
since July 28, 1980 working in a food service occupation
at the Industrial Indemnity Corporation's home office in

_San Francisco. Rudy was referred to Saga by-the Goodwill
Industries after completing their food service training
program and gaining the ne ssary skills to become a
full -time employee. Prior o his participation in the
Goodwill program, he -ha participated in two other
training programs sponsor d by the California Department_
of Rehabilitation but b th faiiled to provide subsequent
emplofment. Prior to being employed at Industrial
Indemnity, Rudy had b en unemployed for more than two
years.

There are many "TJTC graduates" who have gained enough part-
.

time work experience while students in cooperative education pro-

grams to become productive full time employees.

The University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh participates in a
Cooperative Education and Work Experience Prog'icam through
three high schools in Oshkosh. Marie Miller was employed
as a student'in the co-op program from September 1979
until June 1980. When she graduated from high school,
she ?Med out a regular application and as soon as an
opening occurred in April 1981, she was hirekfull time.
During this interim she continued as a part tiM1e employee
diViding her time between work and taking additional
courses -at Fox Valley Technical School. Marie worked as
a,linetserver for two years and has just signed for a
cook's job.' She has progressed rapidly in training as a
cook, ac, rirding to her supervisors, because of her previ-
ous training as a cook's aide while still a TJTC
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EXPLODING SOME MYTHS ABOUT
TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT
UTILIZATION BY BUSINESS

While we have the opportunity and the attention of the members

of this..distinguished Committee, we wish to 4fliswer some of the

critics of this program wilt are quick to sa that Targeted Jobs Wax

Credit is a mere "windfall" to emplo ors; that employers are

obtaining tax Credits for hiring persencj they would have hired had

- the credit not. existed.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit does inde affe t our members'

hiring decisions. Out members go to considerable Lime, expense and

effort to seek out eligible individuals ffomall seven categories.

Many have hired in-house TJTC coordinators who travel about the

country discussing with district, regional and unit managers ways

to increase TJTC utpization. In management training programs of

ou members, there are orientation sections on TJTC. Training

materials are designed to recruit TJTC eligibles. Several com-

panies motivate store managers to hire TJTC eligibles by providing

cash bonuses for each eligible hired.

With stroe, dedicated commitments from senior management

officials, including, in some instances, presidents and chief

eXeCULIVe officers, corporate training programs for management

personnel have been act up to include extensive discussion on TJTC.

:n several in,tances, member companies have changed corporate hir-

ing policies -- one company which hired only persons over 16 years

of age charmed that policy to include 16 and 17 year olds and then

cieatee ruw lobs within their establishments for 16 and 17 year

olds to fill. On Uecember,'ll 191.37, this company which operated
t
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640 restadrana in approximately 17 states had hired only 120 TJTC

eligibles. One year later, that humber grew. t.o 1,625 in -651

restaurants. Of those 1,625 eligibles hired, 230 were 16 and 17

year olds. s
.anlICustry, we have tried to fill the void created by the

indifference of Federal agencies mandated by Congress to administer

the program by instructing our members, as tell as non-members

regarding methods to seek out eligible individuals. We have urged

continuously over-the past several years, as has the Chairman of

this Subcommittee/ for the Internal Revenue Service t.o finalize

' their proposed rules regarding application f TJTC. They are spill

not final. Our members have spoken before ndustry.and community

groups sharing with all of them our employment strategies with

respect,CopTJTC.4- ti

I-
t

In furthering the TJTC program as a whole, our members have

,A!),s6 been able to develop a closer rapport with community groups in

areas where they have operationt. Several companies have developed

cooperative agreements pith community self-help groups and communi-
\

tp organizations which work to develop lob opportunities for
kr

disadvantaged individuals.

For the record, I have attached to this stateAnt a list of

several of the Arganizations with whom our members have 4(en
\

working. This list is, by no means, complete, rather it represents

a cross- section of representative-type .groups_
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pur members and the Institute put W great deal of work into

making TJTC work and we urge that this legislation be favorably

considered.

Another myth that has been alldwed to .,.fester is that the

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is a drain on the Treasury. If this
/"..1

so, then TJTC is as much a drain on the Treasury as accelerated

depreciation, investment tax credits, energy tqx credits, etc. The

differenc'e between those credits and Targeted JoiSs Tax Credit' is

that the latter is an investment in human capital. It is to labor

intensive industries exactly what investment tax credit is to

capital intensive industries.' if I buy a machine Chat puts people

out of work, the Federal Government will allow me to'write off that

machine in five years to I can buy more machines to put more people

out of work.

Lets turn to what Targeted Jobs Tax Credit means in terms of

government expplitures. When Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was last

extended for two years by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act, the Treasury estimated that it would cost the Government $182

million in 1983 and a total of $1,649 billion over five years

through 1981. What this does not take into account is revenue gain

through receipt of Fedora) income takes from the TJTC eligible

hired, the payment of FICA taxes, FUTA taxes, the elimination of

.,t-ate and local assistance paymunts, etc.

Take an .out-of-work individual, married with one child and

give him a job through the TJTC making $1'5,000 a year. At the end

of one yeer, the company for whom he went to work is able to claim

a tax credit of $3,000. Since the deduction of wages is reduced by
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that amount, the credit in the employer's taxes for hiring this

individual is about $900 (for an employer in a 70% tax bracket).

Before the hiring, all money transactions with that person by

government were outlays unemployment insurance, AFDC payments,

/
state and local welfare paymentes

ya

After the hiring, the trzknsactions are, for the most part,

reverand, the Federal Government, receives $1,242 in estimated

federal income tax withholding, a total of $2,010 in combined

employer-employee Social Security Tax and $245 inFederal unemploy-

went tax.

There are .revenue gains and those gains make the entire

program cost effective, probably the most cost-effective program

within thethe federal government for creating employment. Dollar for

dollar, it is the best vehicje available for reducing unemployment

and the most effective manner to utilize tax expenditures for the

creation of jobs because it stimulates employment without acceb--

eratlng inflation.

We sincerely hope that this Committee and the Congress will

extend the entire program for five additional years. The five-year

extension is absolutely essential if Tamleted Jobs Tax Creditin to

accomplish what It rs intended to de. As we have seen in the past,

'(,here was a substantial reduction in utilization during the final

year of the program each time it was due to expire. Businesses

that want to become involved faith the program on a full scale basis

.are apprehensive abcut spending the time, money and resources

necessary when they believe the program will expire. A five year

extension will send those businesses a message that Congrep will

not let the program die.

We would be happy to answer any question you may haVe.

,Q3 7
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f ATTACHMENT

COMMUNITY SELF-HELP GROUPS WITH WHOM FLI MEMBERS
HAVE WORKED TO DEVELOP JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR

DISADVANTAGED INDIVIDUALS

Goodwill Industries, San Francisco, CA
YMCA Refugee Job Service, San Francisco, CA

o Chinatown Resource Development Center, San Francisco, CA
oCenter for Southeast Asian Refugee Settlement, San Francisco, CA
Mayor's Committee for the Employment OP the Handicapped, San
Francisco, CA

° Mount Diablo Rehabilitation Services, Pleasant Hills, CA
Greater Washington Board'of Trade, Washington, D.C.

0 AFL-CIO Appalachian Council, Charleston, W.Va.
Alcohol Rehabilitation Center, State of Maryland
.Project Breakthrough (Parole/Probation), State of Maryland
New England Association of Business, Industry and Rehabilitation,
Woodbridge, CT
Ability Center of DATAHR, Inc., Danbury, CT
The Constructive Workshops, New Britain, CT
Easter Seal Community Job Shop, Waterbury, CT
Easter. Seal Goodwill Industry, New Haven,-C17
Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center in Nox<ich, Stanford,
Bridgeport, and Hartford, CT
Divisions of Vocational Rehabilitation in Hartford, Waterbury and
Bridgeport, CT
WIN Programs in Bridgeport, Bristol, Hartford, Meriden and

o
Manchester, CT
Parents and Friends of Retarded Citizens, Bridgeport, CT
Respond Inc., New Haven, CT

0 Urban League of Greater New paven, New Haven, CT
Aces Academy, Hamden, CT
Association of Retarded Citizens, Hartford, CT

°. Minority Employment Program, Springfield, MA
Springfierd Urban League, Springfield, MA
New England Farm Workers Council, Springfield, MA
New England Farm Workers Council, Holyokel, MA

o welfare Service Office,,Westfield, MA
Welfare Service Office, Greenfield, MA
Employment Training Program, Holyoke, MA

o Welfare Service Office, Springfield, MA
9 .Welfare Service Office, Pittsfield, MA
0 Private Sector Summer Jobs Program, Springfield, MA

Incentive Community Enterprises Inc., Northhampton, MA
:7: Career Development Services, West Springfield, MA
n Prospect House, Worcester, MA
Opportunities Industrialization Center, Boston, MA
Jobs for Youth Boston, Inc., Boston, MA

o Cornerstone House, Boston, MA
Urban League of Eastern Mass., Boston MA
Job Matching Center, Waltham, MA
Association for Retarded Citizens, Waltham, MA
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Center for Occupational Awareness, Chelmsford, MA
East Middlesex Industries, Stoneham, MA
Project Triangle, Inc., Malden, MA
Unitas, Inc., Lowell, MA
N.A.A.C.P., Hyannis MA
Cape Cod Tech, Harwich, MA
Jobs for Bay State Graduates, Taunton, MA

c Pride Workshop, Cambridge, MA,
New Bedford Consortium, New Bedford, MA0
National Research & Demonstration Institute, Waltham, MA
Alcohol Rehabilitation Center, Jackson, MS
Vocational Rehabilitation Center, Norfolk, VA

(0) Ohio Rehabilitation SerVices Commission, Dayton, OH
Work Release Program, Columbia, SC
Work Release Program, Florence, SC

1/4

Goodwill Industries of North Florida, Jacksonville, FL -° Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute for Rehabilitation, Warm
o Springs, GA-

Learning Skills, Houston, TX
The Rehabilitation Institute, St.. James, NY
New York State Commission for the Blind and Visually Handicapped,

o Hempstead, NY

o Nassau County Probation Dept Mineola, NY
Suffolk Assn. for Children withLearning Disabilities, Dix Hills,NY

The Friendship House, Hackensack, NJ
Community Mental Health-Operations, Palerson, NJ
Urban League of Westchester County, White Plains, NY

`(!) Urban Leagues of Englewood, Moorestown, and Newark, NJ
Farm Worker Opportunity,'Allentown, PAt

Senator ITEiNz. I feel I have asked every question that I could
think up. Are there any answers you would like to provide for any
questions I haven't asked?

Mr. GOULDER, I would .like to follow up on a question you asked
earlier.

I think the TJTC Program does introduce people to the work
ethic that would not otherwise have gotten jobs. I think this is very
important. I think this is more important than getting them into a
higher priced job. Once they are °introduced to this work ethic, I
think they are well on the way toward useful, gainful employment
and higher paying jolts. This bill, does do that.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Any other comments?
[No response.]
Senator HEINZ. If not, I want to thank you all for being patient

here. One of the hardest things to coo is to be last. And I thank you
for your excellent contributions.

The hearing is adjourned.
!The prepared statement of Dr. Lee Bbwes Freemont-Smith fol-

lows:1

1
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TESTIMONY TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Dr. Lee Bowes Fremont-Smith

3/1/84

My name is Lee Fremont-Smith. I am here in support of

Senate Bill 2185. I am President of Transitional Employment

Enterprises, Inc. (TEE), a non-profit agency undet contract with

125 private firms in Massachusetts and Now Hampshire. Over the

pafit. 10 years, private companies have hired from us 3,000 workers

who were on welfare, handicapped, labeled mentally retarded, and

over fifty-five years of age. The private corporations have

paid for 40% of the program money that other7ise would have

been taxpayers' dollars. We have used the Ta;geted Jobs Tax

Credit (TJTC) successfully and in a useful, instructive way.

During the past two years, I conducted a study which is now part

of a forthcoming book entitled, No One Need Appky. This study

explores how and why government-sponsored employment programs'

work and what can be done to those that don't wort. TJTC was\a

criticaqpart of this study.

I am going to convey four points to you. First, I will tell

you some facts about TJTC from my hands-on experience with private

companies and give you data from my study. SeCond, I will give

you an analysis of why TJTC hasn't worked. Third, I will tell

you how it can work. Fourth, you will 'be told why it is important

to support Senate Bill 2185. I will tell you when I begin and end

each point so that you will know where 1 am in the discussiolv
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I am n$)w beginning point number one; Facts about TJTC.

We used TJTC as part of a comprehensive package which is marketed

to private companies. I am holding up this bright brochure

which we use to sell the program. As you can see, one of the

questions we ask employers is: "Do you make use of tax credits?"

This brochure was designed and is marketed as a private corporation

sells a new product to customers. Let me explain how it works,

with a specific example at Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC).

DEC, located in Maynard, Massachusetts, had a need to hire skilled

and processing secretaries and wanted to increase minority hiring.

They also had 100 jobs open. TEE negotiated to train women on

welfare to type 55 words-per-minute if DEC provided word processing

training i!ri their training department. Anyone completing the

training would start on TEE's payroll working in rec1ular jobs at

the DEC plant. TEE proN,J.aes transportation from-the inner-city

of Boston, back-up support services and an on-site representative

to facilitate the transition into full-tima work_

While the women are working at DEC, TEE receives $7.50 an hour

from DEC and, in turn, pays the worker. For each worker DEC

hires, TEE processes the TJTC paperwork for the company, through

the Division of Employment Security (DES). In addition, TEE has

begun to facintatp the TJTC sys,tem for other workers DEC hires.

2
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Now, to the study's findings. IA a stratified random

sample of employers around Boston, it was found that only 24% of

the firms had ever used TJTC and of these half used outside firms."

to process TJTC. Of those not participating, 39% thought the rules

and paperwork were too complicated. The remaining 36% were

unaware o1 the program or thought they didn't have a situation

that warranted using it since their tax bracket was so low.

These findings are in keeping with studies conducted by

the, Congressional Budget Office and Brandeis University which

found, in gerivral, employers were unwilling to paxticipate in the

program.

I have now finished point one in which I gave you facts about

T3TC anl will,qo on to point two: wpythe Pro rim Hasn't Worked.

s I quote from a company interview.

- is

It's diffieultto yet 'a person to declare himself

handicapped, disadvantaged oi. unemployed at the time
lrof application_ Then there is difficulty sending them

over to DES to _be- certified. What. if they don't work out?

Then you could be liable because they think it is because

of their problems. We don't have the services to help them.

Th.i quote illustrates employer problems. They are afraid of

asking sensitive questions which may be used as a way to reject_

the worker before or duiing a hire. ;Viso they don't want to be

directly involved with the government. DES, which is responsible

tcr ptoces,sinq TJTC, is A regulatory at 01 government around

35-9611 -8.1-- -16
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empl yee issues.. In my study, I found the culture of distrust

of business toward government to be so great that many employers,

despite cost savings, would rather not deal with the government.

Finally, without a back-up program of support and training,

employers are afraid of hi /ing and firing people who need

transitional training and support to be successful..

Other employers were shocked to hear of the program. A

surprising number (36%) were not aware of TJTC. Some feel this is

because the Employment Service, which is responsible for processing

the forms, has not developed a relationship with businesses or has

had a negative experience with that business in the past.

Finally, TJTC assumes hiring decisions are made by employers

on objective criteria, such as skill level, or cost of training

or employment cost. In my study, I found that even in entry-level ,

positions employers make hiring decisions based on networks.

It is who you know, not what you know. Interviews and tests are

inadequate to determine how a person will do on the job. And in

the growing service sector, it is social skills, not technical

skills, that matter. Referrals from friends or other workers
r-

are safe bets for having those social skills. From a company's

perspective, this "hiring by wiring" is rational -- it works.

From the person TJTC is designed to target, cost-savings to an

employer is not enough to overcome the formidable barriers.

e
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This is the end of my second poimt on why the program hasn't

worked well. I will now present point three: How the Program

Can Work Effectively.

There are a ew lessons which can be learned from business

about how to introduce anew product into the marketplace which

are helpful in implementing TJTC. These techniques theqretically

are contained in the concepts of innovation, adoption and diffusion.

TJTC is a goyernment innovationdesigned to stimulate demand on

the part of business for workerg, they otherwise would not hire.

By getting these people jobs, the government should lower the cost

of dependency payments and, therefore, save money. By.lowering
I

labor costs, business should be stimulated, hopefully, to hire

more workers_ To get TJTC adopted by companies, the government

needs to understand that innovation and change is antithetical to

organizations' normal behavior. People and organiz tions do not

like to change. GoVernmett can not assume a bread upon water

approach of throwing a program out there without a campaign to get

it adopted. This can include cost effectiveness data/ pay-back

information, and time-efncienc3/ data for business. Documentation

of case suLdies in well-known companies is effective. Diffusion of

the innovation cmn be. facilitated through
1

communication,\and the.

use if well-known opinion leaders who have made the program work

for them. Also a reward system which recognizes certain businesses

or individuals for their outstanding work would help market the
45**

program to new businesses.

2 4 4
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Andther aspdct of making the program work effectively is

using outside agencies, intermediaries, whidh are not viewed as

government but are or appear to be businesses marketing the

program to other businesses. This is the-case with-my organization,

TEE, which is seen by the companies A work with a-s a business.

Finally, packaging TJTC as part of a comprehensive set of services

for the workers and business will allow the workers to overcome

the formidable barriers that exist to getting a job. The program

becomes their network -- and trains and supports them in their

first months of work, giving them a better chance of success and

business- a better vie$of. TJTC's benefits.

Point three, how to make it work, is concluded. I am now

on the final point (four): Why I Support the Extension of TJTC-

%.

It constantly surprise8 me how quickly we become complacent

about employment levels when the level is going down. Unemployment

at 8% has been enough to got politicians thrown out of office

when it is rising. Right now, however, compared tb the 10.8%

a little over a year.ago, we feel that we are in great shape.

We are not. There are still millions of people Who want and need

jobs, especially the severely, disadvantaged people TJTC is designbd

to help_

k.
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TJTC ix a program that can 4e effective. 'I know, that

Secretary Donovan has proposed to market TJTC. This is already

beginning to be effective. This should be the first step in

tying TJTC into a comprehensive program of training, placement

and support.

fie

Part of the reason business has a negative view of government

is that government policies come nd go. It is difficult to re-

arrange a busIness to work with a new program when you know

tomorrow it may be gone. TJTC is beginning to be adopted by

business. It would be a setback to throw out this program and

reinforce the distrust busineds feels toward government,

Finally, I believe that without-TJTC there are women on'

welfare, people who are handicapped, and others who will not get

jobs. There are no other direct employment incentives available.

Without TJTC, the cAntry will lose a mubh needed public-private

partnership.

1

Whereupon, at 5:01 p.m_, the heaOng was concluded.)
(By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

Ti
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STATEMENT BY THE

AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL ASSOCIATION

,before the

SENATE FINANCE ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

On

-TARGETEp JOBS TAX CREDIT ,
(S,2185)

American Hotel & Motel Association
1819 L Street, )]W, Suite 600%
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 223-6872 March 2, 1984
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The Amer can Hotel & Motel Association is a federation of
hotel and mot 1 associations located in the fifty states, the
District of lumbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,
having a memb rsh p excess of 8,500 hotels and motels
accounting for v r one milliOn rentable rooms_ Inclusive in
our membership are all of the major hotel and mqtel chains.

The ho el/motel industry considers the targeted jobs tax
credit an fective stimulus in the hiring of the people in the
various targeted groups. The credit encourages our industry to
hire more peqple, and specifically to hire those who often have
difficulty entering into a career. The tax credit benefits our
companies, benefits the country, and helps the people who are
hired-

-It is importabt that the credit be extended for five years
so that our companies can plan and predict 'their hiring prac-
tices. This tax gredit is the perfect catalyst to get priv&te
induqtry involved in helping unemployed youths and others to
becothe part of the job market.

Cbnsequentl,y, we support, S_ 2165, Senator'Heinz's bill to
extend the credit through 1990.

To put the tax credit into some perspective, the following
are some excerpts on employment in the lodging industry as
discussed in a study on the lottging industry conducted by the
national accounting firm of Laventhol & Horwath and completed
in July, 1982.

The average innual rate of increase in employment-in the
lodging industry.from r977 to 1981 was 4.2 percent, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics_ The same source
estimates the average number of employees in the lodging
industry during 1981 was 1,075,700, The number of production
or non supervisory positions was 984,900 or almost 92 percent
of all workers. The following breakdown, by job category,
emphasizes the high percentage of semi-skilled and unskilled
workers in this industry.

24
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4v .

1981 Estimated L2dgiaglpdustry .EmQloyment.bylallopcalagery,

Job Category

Professionals and managers

Sales and clericals

Production and maintenance

Service:

Number of

81-2P1UPes

Percent of
.Total

0'6,0'00
63.%

172,100 "
,16

75,300 7

Housekeeping 301,200

Food and beverage, 387,300

4

Other _53 800

Total' 1 075 700

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

28

36

100%

Lodging industry operators have cited labox. costs as one
of the'indftstry's fastest growing expenses. Total industry
wages were approximately $8.3 bilkion, or 28.6 percent of total
revenues, in 1981. A major 4pctor contributing to these
escalating costs has been average hourly earnings which in-
creased at an average annual rate of 10.0 percent from 1977 to
1981.

To counteract wage increases', employers have hired em-
ployees at a less rapid pace. Lodging industry employment
increased at an average annual rate of 4.2 percent, from 1977
to 1981. Another practice has been to hire more part-time
workers.

Sta,tistics which reflect employment trends are summarized
below:

Lodging___Industry,Emplament

Category

and Wages 1977-1901

Average
increase.

Annual
1977

Number of employees 913,000 1,075,700 4.2%

Average hourly earnings $3.31 $4'.85 10.0

Average weekly hours/
employee

\31.2 30.6 (.5)

Average weekly earnings!
employee

$103 $148 9.5

Total industry wages $4.903 billion $8.302 billion 14.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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The'statistics show the high cost of labor in the industry
'_and, consequently, emphasizes the importance of the tax credit
as a hiring stimulus.

The targeted jobs tax credit is utilized by many hotel/
motel companies. The credit is a simple mechanism and has been
proven effect ive. We urge you to support. S. 2185 and to extend
the targeted jobs...tax creclat.

nV
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STATEMENT BEFORE THE SENATE BUDGET & TAXATION COMMITTEE

BY HAROLD O'FLAHERTY

REPRESENTING INVESTORS MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

OF RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

Investors Management Corporation is a leader in the food
service industry. I'm here today representing this company to
urge the Congress of the United States, today the Senate of the
United States, ..to pass legislation Which,will continue the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Prqgram.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit"Program offers a very viable
partnership between government and the private sector. The
implementation of the legislation has made it clear that govern-
ment and the private sector can work reasonably together for the
mutual aggrandizement of those who are traditionally underserved
in our population. The program fosters the concept that indiv-
iduals should be tax. a en's rather than tax consumers. This
philosophy focuses upont e dignity, worth and contribution of
the individual; in essence, demobracy is about the personal
liberation Of the individual.in order that he or she might
architect his or her overt destiny.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program has made it possible
for individuals to go to work and to support themselves. Many
hundreds of thousands of people have been taken off the welfare
rolls and have been made tax payers.

The key factor in making the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program
a success is that an incentive has been provided to the private
sector to hire individuals who are unskilled and provide the& an
opportunity for both gainful employment and training. The $3000
tax credit per individual provides an incentive to employers to
take the risk of hiring those who have been hard to maintain on
the employment rolls. The special' incentive, i.e. 85% of the
first $6000 earned, is made available to employers to hire under-
served youth, 16 and 17 years of age, particularly in the.summer-
time. This option of the program keeps high-energy type individ-
uals off the street and in a more structured environment so that
they indeed have the opportunity of making a, personal and societal
contribution.

251
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Those opposing the continuance of the legislation state that
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program will cost the government a
billion *liars over the next three years. We submit that, if
100,,000 persons are maintained through federal relief programs
who could be hired under TJTCP the cost to the federal government
will be in the neighborhood of 800 million dollars a year, or 2.4
billion dollars over three years, or 4 billion dollars over five
years. These numbers suggest that "the juice is wort) the,squeeze".

My company, .Investors Manggement Corporation, wholly owns
several major restaurant chains. Principal Among these is the
Golden Corral Family Steak House. We will be taking forthright
steps to train our partner/managers in the ramifications and
strategies of implementing the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program
in order that many of the 2800 new hires will be certified under
this program. This certification offers a tax benefit to my
company, but more importantly, a new work opportunity for an
individual who is in need and who is interested in taking ad-
vantage of the best that the American dream has to offer.

In concli)sion, let me state on a ,personal basis that no one
in this room appreciates more the opportunity to work than I. I

am blind. The fact of life I always feaYed was that I would
never find an opportunity for gainful employment when becoming an
adult. I've had a wonderful career both As a Federal civil
servant in Washington, as well as a priyate consultant. These
opportunities make it absolutely clear to me that the creative
partnership, which must be in place if we are going to reduce
unemployment, between Washington and corporate AmeriCa is best
represented by the potential implicit in the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit Program.

I thank you for 'the opportunity of sharing these comments
before your outstanding conimittedf
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UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT
AND REVhNUE SHARING.

S. 2185 Extension of the Targeted Jdbs
Tax Credit

Statement of Grani R. Sykes, Institute for
the Study and Encouragement of Common
Sense Economics

March 2, 1984 Room. SD 215
Dirksen Building

I am happy to make the views of the Institute known

on S. 2185.

It was only a short time 'ago that the Senate Finance

Cmmnittee posed the Question "Can efforts to reduce the

budget deficit be postponed?" The overwhelming response

was No. Currently a bi-partisan group is supposed to

be searching for means to reduce the deficit.

Now, if the Senate Finance Committee and other

partisans bewailing the growth of the budget are serious,

then S. 2185 is a good place to begin. The jobs tax

credit is not a job creating measure; it is just one

more tax loophole that should be plugged.. The jobs taxlore

to the contrary encourages .longer periods of

feeding at the unemployment trough. In fact it would

be less costly to replace unemployment insurance with

Public Works type jobs than 'to continue the present

dole system. S. 2185 will encourage employers to favor

employment of lazy workers over ambitious ones. It is

a tax loophole generated by misguided, phoney sympathiew

propagated by a self-serving handful hoping to escape

paying their fair share of the tax burden by pushing

it on others. These-flagrant tax loopholes must be
s-1

curtailed NOW.

Thank you very much.

0
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STATEMENT OF

THE INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES, INC.

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON ECONOMIC GROWTH, EMPLOYMENT AND REVENUE SHARING

ON

EXTENSION OF THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

-

- MARCH 1984
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A Interstate Conference of
EmplOyment Security Agencies, Inc.
March , 1984

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to have our statement

included as part of the written record in association with the hearing

that you sponsored on March 2, 1984, regarding the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit (TJTC). The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies,

Inc. (ICESA), is composed of Administrators of the State UnempOyment

Insurance and Employment Service programs in the 50 states, the District

of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Because it i5 the

State Employment Security Agencies (SESAs) which are statutorily designated

to issue the TJTC certification:I'and, therefore, administer the statewide

program, we believe we are in a unique position to comment on your measure

(S.2185).

As you well know, the TJTC Program did not always enjoy the success

which now characterizes the Program. The first full year of operation,

1979, was a difficult one in terms of establishing state operations and

procedures, but particularly in educating employers about the credit.

Our Federal partners in this major effort, the Department of Labor and

Internal Revenue Service, were slow to deve).op and distribute supporting

publicity, and much of the material that finally made its way to the states

was not effective. The State Employment Security Agencies.modified a

great many ofithe federally developed products and, in a substantial

number of states, developed alternatives -often at their own expense.

By 1980, the Program beyan,to take hold despite a slow start, several

administrative changes, and uncertainty on the part of the private sector

as to the life of the Program.

a
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Figures released by the U.S. Departitent,of labor (enclosed) for fiscal

year 1983 reveal overa 100% increase in both the issuance of certifications

and vouchers'IYrom FY 1982. Probably of equal importance is the fact that

every target group shared in this impressive gain; it was not due to the

recent addition of economically disadvaptiged summer youth, as mans had

predicted. We can say With confidence that employers have accepted this

Program and'are participating at unprecedented levels. We see, first hand,

that the target groups are having opportunities open to them where feW

existed in the past. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program has helped

these individuals overcome substantial barriers to employment, and the

purpose behind the Program is being met. The Interstate Conference supportaq
.

the reauthorization of the tax credit without any legqlative changes, as

outlined in 5.2185. The extension through 1989 will provide greater

stability to the Program, increasing employer confidence and involvement.

However, there is one significant issue that has been ignored by the

Administration and not sufficiently addressed in approiation measures
,.

the provision of adequate administrative funds.

As mentioned previously, the Program has finally taken hold after

years pf struggle and underutlizatim, and We now have results that show

a doubling 171 size betwen--982 and 1983. The success of the Program is

surely attributable to the many groups that serve the eligible clientele

as well as to the various business organizations which assisted in

promoting the credit among their members. But we contend there is an

unsung hero amongthest groups- -the statutorily designated State Employment
4

Security Agencies. Despite the increased popularity and use of the MC
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Program, the SESAs have had to manage with the same $20M level over the

last three years. The rate of Program expansion in FY 1984 will, in

most states,.result in the complete expenditure of administrative funds

.within the next 60 days, As has been the case in the past, the SESAs

will forced to utilize scarce resources'within their basic operating

grant which is provided to run this nation's labor exchange system. We

wish.to emphasize that over the last three years this basic grant has

been reduced -by approximately 25 %, resulting in the closure of an esti-

mated 500 local officelivAnd the loss of over 7,000 employment security
4

staff. You can understand, therefore, our deep concern for securing

adequa e administrative resources for the TJTC Program. 4

There has teen a great deal of discussion concerning the doubling of

certifications issued from FY 1982 to FY 1983. However, this is only one

.part of the adminthrative process that accounts for the costs of success-
:

ful.,program operations. The more significant outl3Y is attributable to

vouchering, which in FY 1983 increased to 1,286,947 from an amount less

than half this size in FY 1982. The actual certification issuance

process administered by the SESAs involves only one form and is relatively

short in duration. Vouchering, on the other hapd, requires that -SESA

staff spend an average 0(30 minutes with each applicant and.requires

the completion of two forms including substantial verification in many

instancbs. The majority of administrative costs, therefore, are asso-

ciated with the vouchering process.
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In testimony before the Congress last year, we asked for a total of

$40M.in TJTC administrative funding. Based on our analysis of Program

utilization for the first quarter of the current fiscal year, and in

anticipation of the continued success of the special disadvantaged

summer youth category, we estiate that the SESAs Will require'a minimum

of $45M to adequately administer the Program in FY 1985,, In addition,We

- would encourage your Subcommittee to-wOrk with the Administrationin

developing an allocation methodology that is primarily based'on the

number of eligIble crients, but also takes into account productivity.'',.1,_

1

A related issue that we want to bring to your attention concerns the

Administration's plan to change the'source of TJTC administrative funding

from general revenues to FUTA (Federal Unemployment Tax Act). First, we

question the legality of using FUTA funds for this purpose and encourage

the Subcomikee to seek an answer to this specific issue. But even more-

importantly, we strongly object to this change because of the limited

FUTA rpources which are, by statute, targeted for the Unemployment

Insurance and Employment Service Programs. If sanctioned by the Congress,

`this would be yet another drain on the FUTA funded Employment Security

Administration tcccfnt, proposed by the Administration.

This concludes our statement for the record. On behalf of the members

of the Interstate C iference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc., we

appreciate the ortunity to present our views on the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit and pledge to you and/your
Subcommittee our continued support.

I
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JOBf
SERVICE taw

OF IOWA if
February 21, 1904

Roderick DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment,

Terry E. Branstatt, Governor

Richard G. Freemen. Acting DIrrctor

!ow:- Department of Job Service
1000 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Phone: (5151281-5387

DATE of HEARING March 2, 1904

SUbJECT OP HEARING - Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Extension

We support the Targeted John Tak Credit extension as proposed in Press Release

No. 04-11U. This program has provided many employment opportunities for people

who would have remained unemployed without such a program.

To make the tax credit even more attractive to industry, there should be a

realization that the current requirements on timeliness be relaxed. Many areas

of this state have poor- mail service., It is absolutely unfair and detrimental

to the poor, to refuse tax credits becnbse the postmark is n day late. In many

Iowa Communities the mail is picked up once a day (evening) and trucked many

miles to a larger post office, then postmarked with the next day's stamp.

The employer mailed it timely but the postal system stamped the envelope untimely.

It would ir advisable to allow the state Job Service agencies some small amount

of latitude in approving timeliness. The employers deserve a fair deal that

In not dependent on the postal system's idiosyncrasy.

Sincerely,

/0, el--e-g-VII^ch_

Richard G. Freeman
Acting Director

MAlbh
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Statement Of The
National Mass Retailing Institute

Y 0

Before the
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

March 2, 1984
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The National Mass Retailing Institute ("NMRI")

is pleased to haVe this opportunity to state its strong

support for S.. 2185, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 to extend the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

NMRI is a non-profit organization with the

principal purpose of promoting and advancing the Interests

of its 125 mass-retail merchant members. NMRI members

operate over 10,0-0() retail stores in the Ctihtinental United

States and, Atogether, havea gross annualsziles volume.of

well over sixty billion dollars. Consequently, NMRI members

are in the business of emplOying,large numbers of people.

NMRI is in full agreement with Senator John Heinz,

the sponsor of S. 2185, that the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

"has a great potential.and needs a full opportunity to

work."

The proposed amendment to the Internal Revenue

Code to extend bee Targeted Jobs Tax Credit ("TJTC") for a

fiye-year period, i.e., until December 31, 1989, gives

employers greater certainty about the availability of the

TJTC as they seek to brOaden employment opportunities to

include some of our neediest citizens.

JP
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The credit creates a genuine incentive for

employees to increase training opportunities, because it
. .provides employers with flexibility to spend additional'

, productive time working with bsrgeted employees.

The TJTC provides an incentive for private sector

businesses to.offer Meaningful employment. to many persons

who have previously known only federal assistance programs.

The TJTC also provides incentives for businesses to hire

economically-disadvantaged youths who might otherwise find
c4.

their.way into the mire of federal assistance programs.

These young st ers,m;,y then be inculcated with the value of\
work and learn working skills, both of which will,provide

for their readier integration into the nation's workforce

upon reaching adulthood.

The TJTC is an avenue leading the way out of

poverty and joblessness for the economically disadvantaged

who seek productive private sector employment opportunities.
t

Furthermore, it allows such persons the chance to develop

experience and a "work history" necessary for career advance-

ment.

An additional benefit of the TJTC program is its

contribution to lowering the deficit by diminishing unemploy-
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ment and its attendant costs-Tind by contrithuting additional

taxes to the Treasury. These benefits are borne out by the

preliminary study of the National Commission for Employment

Policy. \

NMRI would like to take this opportunity, as well,

to express the ooncern of its members about certain Proposed

rules now being considered by the Internal Rtve ue Service.

NMRI believes that the'propoSed rules tend to tie the hands

of state allthorities with the ultimate responsibility to

grant certifications for. the TJTC.

4
The pfoposed Ift.rules contemOote a "matching

requirement thAt would impose greater restrictions on the

4`.

type of wdrk..that maybe performed as part of a qualified

cooperative education program. Whereas the Statute requires

only that 'a student's work contribute to his edudation. and

employability, the proposed rules prdvide that the credit is

available for employment offered to cooperative education

only if the employment opf3Ortunity relates to the field of
or

education being Pursued. NMRI believes that the inculcation

of the value of work and 1 ing working skills, Such as

timeliness, team-work an, communication skills, are as

important for the student any particular vocational
414

4
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training. A restrictive matching requirement would frustrate

the statutoiT purpose of the TJTC.

Even more deleterious to the TJTC's purpose is the

suggestion that credit for summer months be suspended

entirely. Full-time summer employment is an essential part

of a student's total imrk-school experience.' If the TJTC

excluded summer employment, private businesses would be less

likely to extend pffers of employment to those disadvantaged

stpdents who stand to benefit most from the experience.

n sum, NMRI suppOrts the five-year extension of

. the TJTC as a means of ensuring continued private-sector

employment for the most disadvantaged members of society_

NMRZ opposes any restrictions on the TJTC.that would
sp

frustrate, either fundamentally or through administration,

,the very pUrpose it is meant to serve.

265
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REMARKS BY COMISSIONER ROBENTS,,
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, TO

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON THE
TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

MARCH 2, 1984

NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYERS 11AVE LED THE NATION IN UTILIZING THE

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT (TJTC) TO PROVIDE JOBS FOR DISADVANTAGED

WORKERS. IN FISCAL 1983, 30,181 TJTC-gLIGIBLE APPLICANTS WERE HIRED

THROUGH THE NEW YORK STATE JOB SERVICE. SJNCE. THE 13 °GRAM'S

INCEPTION FIVE YEARS AGO, 20,398 NEW YORK BUSINESSES TOOK ADVA TACT

TJTC'S INCENTIVE AND EMPLOYED 83,711 ELIGIBLE WORKERS.

AS THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK, I URGE

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE TO SUPPORT' PASSAGE OF SENATOR HEINZ'
tir

PROPOSED LEGISLATION St 2185. I ALSO ENCOURAGE YOU TO AMEND THE LAW

TO ADDRESS THE2ADDIRONAL CONCERNS REFERRED TO BELOW. it.

EXTENSION OF TJTC AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION

FOR OVER 20 YEARS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS RESPONDED TO THE

NEEDS OF OUR DISADVANTAGED CITIZENS WITH INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

TARGETED TO TRAINING, JOB DEVELOPMENT, AND EMPLOYMENT SUBSIIVES. THE

. MANN:AVER* 'DEVELOPMENT DRAWING ACT; SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAM; COMPREHENWE -EMPLOYMENT
&JRAINING ACT; AND THE NEW JOBS

CREDIT WERE PREDECESSORrOF OUR -CURRENT FEDERAL INITIATIVES TO

INCREASE JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DISADVANTAtIED. THE JOB TRAINING

PARTNER sip() ACT AND THE TARGETED JOBS TAt CREDIT ARE THE INSTRUMENTS

TO MEET THESE OBJECTIVES TODAY.

.*1
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THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT (TJTC) IS A UNIQUE FEDERAL PROGRAM

WHICH HAS STRENGTHENED THE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN BUSINESS AND

GOVERNMENT. IT OFFERS CORPORATIONS AND SMALL BUSINESSES TAX

INCENTIVES WHICH FOSTER THE EMPLOYMENT OF INDIVIDUALS MOST. IN NEED OF

JOB OPPORTUNITIES. WITH THIS PROGRAM, THE DISADVANTAGED RECEIVE A

FEDERALLY SUBSIDIZED INCOME FOR PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT,, UNDER THE

TUTELAGE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR, WITH A MINIMUM OF "RED TAPE."

CONSIDERING THE SUCCESSES OF THE PROGRAM TO DATE, A 11.IVE-YEAR

EXTENSION WILL ALLOW AN INCREASING NUMBER OF BUSINESSES TO DETERMINE

THAT TARGETED GROUP MEMBERS, SUCH AS THE HANDICAPPED, VIETNAM -ERA

VETERANS, AND DISADVANTAGED YOUTHS, CAN EFFECTIVELY SATISFY THEIR

LABOR NEEDS. THESE FAVORABLE EXPERIENCES WILL SERVE TO EXPAND THE

AVAILABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR THOSE R4 THE TARGETED GROUPS AND

REDUCE THEIR DEPENDENCY ON FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR THEIR SUPPORT.

IL TIMELINESS REQUIREMENTS FOR TJTC CERTIFICATIONS

THE 1981 AMENDMENTS ELIMINATED THE ISSUANCE OF RETROACTIVE

CERTIFICATIONS BY INCLUDING THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE EMPLOYER MUST

RECEIVE THE CERTIFICATION OR REQUEST THE CERTIFICATION IN WRITING FROM

THE JOB SERVICE BEFORE THE DAY. THE INDIVIDUAL BEGINS WORK. THIS

' REQUIREMENT WAS LIBERALIZED BY ONE DAY IN THE 1982 AMENDMENTS WHICH

NOW REQUIRE THE EMPLOYER TO MAKE WRITTEN REQUEST ON OR. BEFORE THE

DAY THE INDIVIDUAL BEGINS WORK. BY IRS REGULATION THE LABOR DEPART-.
MENT 1S REQUIRED TO JUDGE THE TIMELINESS OF THESE WRITTEN REQUESTS BY

1
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THE DATE OF RECEIPT OR THE DATE-OF POSTMARK. THE INSERTION OF THE

POSTAL SERVICE INTO THIS PROCESS FURTHER IMPEDES AN EMPLOYER'S ABILITY

TO MEET T4) TIMELINESS REQUIREMENT IN MANY CASES.

THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR IS CURRENTLY R JECTING

APPROXIMATELY 1,000 CERTIFICATION REQUESTS EACH MONTH FROM

EMPLOYERS WHO FAIL TO MEET TI-11S REQUIREMENT EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE

COMPLIED WITH THE INTENT OF THE LAW AND HIRED A TJTC-ELIGIBILE

INDIVIDUAL. IN MANY INSTANCES NEW EMPLOYEES BEGIN WORKING FOR

CORPORATIONS THE SAME DAY THAT THEY ARE HIRED. WRITTEN REQUESTS

MAILED AT THE END OF THE DAY' ARE OFTEN NOT POSTMARKP.D BY T'HE U.S.

POSTAL SERVICE UNTIL THE FOLLOWING DAY, WHICH RESULTS IN A DISALLOWED

CER TIFICA TION.

WE ESTIMATE AS MANY AS 20% OF THESE REJECTIONS ARE DUE TO A SINGLE'

DAYS DELAY AS INDICATED BY THE POSTMARK. THIS REPRESENTS A LOSS OF

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF POTENTIAL TAX CREDITS TO NEW YORK STATE

EMPLOYERS EACH MONTH.

A RELAXATION OF THE PRESENT TIMELI-NESS FILING REQUIREMENTS WOULD

ELIMINATE MANY ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS THAT ARE CURRENTLY BEING

EXPERIENCED BY STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY. AGENC1E$ (SESA3) AND fOULD

FACILITATE GREATER UTILIZATIO/ OF THE PROGRAM. AN ADDITIONAL FILING

PERIOD OF ONE TO THREE DAYS IS RECOMMENDED TO ALLOW FOR VARIATIONS

IN POSTAL SERVICE HANDLINE OF MAIL

7- .
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INADEQUATE. TJTC FUNDING

BECAUSE OF INCREASED EMPLOYER USE OF THE TJTC PROGRAM, CURRENT

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNDING GROSSLY INADEQUATE. THE NUMBER OF

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS MADE BY THE NEW YORK STATE JOB SERVICE IN

FY'83 INCREASED BY 65% OVER THE PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR. THE NUMBER OF

CERTIFICATIONS ISSUED HAS CLIMBED BY OVER 68% FROM 18,001 TO 30,181

DURING THE SAME PERIOD. HOWEVER, THE FY'84 NEW YORK STATE ALLOCATION

OF $1.4 MILLION IS IDENTICAL TO FISCAL YEAR 1983.

THIS LEVEL OF FUNDING SUPPORTS ONLY 25 POSITIONS TO PROCESS

DETERMINATIONS AND ISSUE CERTIFICATIONS; AND 14 POSITIONS TO RENDER

PROGRAM SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE STATE. FEDERAL DIRECTIVES REQUIRE

THAT NEW YORK STATE'S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ISSUE EMPLOYER CERTIFICA-

TIONS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RECEIPT OF REQUEST. DESPITE THE SIMPLICITY OF

NEW YORK'S CERTIFICATION PROCESS, THE VOLUME OF TRANSACTIONS' HAS

cizrnTr) A VOUR WEEK BACKLOG. DELAYS IN THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICA-

TIONS AND MORE IMPORTANTLY, CERTIFICATION DENIALS, CREATE HARDSHIPS

FOR B01-11 EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES AND HINDER PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS.

CONGRESS SHOULD APPROPRIATE SUFFICIENT FUNDS TO ALLOW STATE

EMPLOYMENT TCURITY AGENCIES TO OPERATE AND ADMINISTER THE

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM EFFECTIVELY.

2 6 9
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IV. OFFSITE TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES

DESPITE THE EXPANDING USE OF THE TARGET EJI JOBS TAX CREDIT

PROGRAM, HIGH LINEA PLQYMENT PERSISTS IN NEW YORK AND IS PARTICULARLY

ACUTE AMONG THE TARGETED POPULATIONS INTENDED TO BE SERVED BY THE

MC: YOUTH AGED 16-19 (28.8 PERCENT) AND ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

(ALMOST 49 PERCENT OF THE UNEMPLOYED SERVED BY THE JOB SERVICE LAST

YEAR). ON AVERAGE LAST YEAR, 135,000 NEW YORK YOUTHS AGED 16 THROUGH

19 COULD NOT FIND WORK.

NA411C)NWIDE, YOUTHS 16 THROUGH 19 EXPERIENCED AN AVERAGE 72.5%

JOBLESS RATE IN 1983 -.- SLIGHTLY UNDER THE NEW YORK LEVEL_

THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT INITIATIVE WAS DESIGNED- TO

AMELIORATE TIIESE DISASTROUS UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY SUBSIDIZING

PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYMENT OF DISADVANTAGED YOUTHS. BUT EVEN AN 85%

TAX CREDIT FOR DISADVANTAGED SUMMER YOUTH AGE 16 AND 17 HAS NOT

DRAMATICALLY ALTERED THE STAGGERING UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR THIS

POPULATION OF JOB SEEKERS.

MANY BUSINESSES ARE UNABLE TO PROVIDE THE STAFF TIME NEEDED FOR

SUPERV -ION, GUIDANCE, AND TRAINING; THAT ACCOMPANIES THE EMPLOYMENT

OE'T SE JOB CANDIDATES. BUSINESS LEADERS ACCEPT THEIR RESPONSIBILITY

AS PARTNERS WITH GOVERNMENT AND OFTEN DONATE FUNDS TO NOT-FOR:

PROFIT COMMUNITY ORGA . TIONS TO PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAININGORGA .

TONI TIES.

7,0
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MANY BUSINESSES HAVE EXPRESSED AN INTEREST IN PROVIDING OFFSITE

TRAINING SERVICES FOR NEW EMPLOYEES WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE TARGETED

GROUPS, BUT ARE RELUCTANT TO ENGAGE IN THIS ACTIVITY WITHOUT CLEAR

STATUTORY LANGUAGE ACKNOWLEDGING THIS ACTIVITY AS AdPROPRIATE TO

THEIR TRADE OR BUSINESS. ON-SITE TRAINING OFTEN IS PRECLUDED BY LIMITA-

TIONS OF THE WORK PLACE' AND'EXPERTISE OF THE EMPLOYER'S WORK FORCE.

WITH A PRIVATE RULING (NO.,8338042) ISSUED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE

SERVICE LAST YEAR, STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA WAS ABLE TO LEVERAGE A NET

PAYROLL COST OF $2000 INTO JOBS FOR 131 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

YOUTH WITH A GROSS SUMMER PAYROLL OF $129,000. TWENTY -FIVE OF THESE

YOUNGSTERS WERE EMPLOYED IN COMPANY'S CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS.
V

THE RULING AUTHORIZED THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY TO CLAIM THE TAX

CREDIT FOR SALARIES PAID TO 106 ADDITIONAL ELIGIBLE YOUTH THAT WERE

PLACED IN OFFSITE TRAINING OR JOB ASSIGNMENTS BY THE COMPANY. THEI
ASSIGNMENTS WERE TO SMALL INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES AND NOT-FOR-PROFIT

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS WHERE THE YOUTHS SERVED IN ACTIVITIES THAT

WERE °INTEGRAL TO THE BUSINESS OF STANDARD OIL. STANDARD *VAS IN
(VERY SENSE OF THE WORD, THE EMPLOYER, WHILE THE SMALL BUSINESS OR

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION PROVIDES THE DIRECT SUPERVISION AND TRAINING

ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY.

le"

WHILE THIS PRIVATE RULING CANN T BE CITED AS A PRECEDENT FOR

CLAIMS BY OTHER BUSINESSES, IT DID BRING ATTENTION TO SEVERAL PRINCIPLES

WHICH SHotJLT) BE CLEARLY AUTHORIZED IN THE STATUTE.
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1. THE TERM "TRADE OR BUSINESS" SHOULD BE DEFINED TO ENCOMPASS

THE TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES Il'A SKILLS THAT ARE INTEGRAL WITHIN

THE EMPLOYER'S TRADE OR BUSINESS, INCLUDING OUTSIDE TRAINING

SERVICES OBTAINED BY THEE PLOYER TO IMPROVE AND/OR MAIN-

TAIN JOB SKILLS ASSOC! D WITH THE EMPLOYER'S TRADE OR

BUSINESS. /

2. REMUNERATION THAT IS DEDUCTIBLE BY AN EMPLOYER UNDER

SECTION 162 OE, THE CODE SHOULD BE IDENTIFIED AS REMUNERATION

PAID FOR SERVICES PERFORMED IN A TRADE OR BUSINESS OF THE

EMPLOYER FOR PURPOSES OF SECTION 51(f).

3. WAGES PAID TO AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS PLACED BY `THE EMPLOYER

UNDER. THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF A TRAINING FACILITY OR

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS IN ORDER' TO IMPROVE; EMPLOYMENT SKILL'S

ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMPLOYER'S- TRADE OR BUSINESS SHOULD BE

IDENTIFIED AS DEDUCTIBLE BY THE EMPLOYER UNDER SECTION 162 OF

THE CODE AS AN ORDINARY AND NECESSARY EXPENSE, AND ENTITLE

THE EMPLOYER TO CLAIM THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT ON SAID

REMUNERATION.

MANY BUSINESS LEADERS WELCOME .AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN

JOB DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING INITIATIVES. INCLUDING THE PRINCIPLES

ESTABLISHED BY THE PRIVATE RULING IN THE STATUTE, WILL CLARIFY AN

ALLOWABLE ALTERNATIVE, WHERE ON-SITE EMPLOYMENT IS NOT FEASIBLE DUE

TO THE DEMANDS OF THE WORK PLACE.

THE INTENT OF THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT INITIATIVE IS, TO

ENCOURAGE EMPLOYERS TO HIRE DISADVANTAGED JOB SEEKERS WHO NEED AN

"EDGE" TO SECURE EMPLOYMENT. CLEARER LANGUAGE ON THESE 'PROVISIONS

WILL INCREASE THE POTENTIAL FOR REALIZING THE STATED OBJECTIVES; AND

THE BUSINESS SECTOR WILL BE BETTER ABLE TO PREPARE OUR YOUNG CITIZENS

.i'T0 MEET THE INCREASING TECI-IXOLOGICAL DEMANDS OF THEIR COMPANY AND

THE JOB MARKET.
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weber
WEBERSTEPHEN PRODUCTS CO:
200 LAST DANIELS ROAD PALATINF ILL 60067
LOCAL (3 I?) 934 5700

Ni . Roderick De Armant Ch.uf Counsel
Onmnittee on Finance, Roe iSD-219
hirksen Senate Offic. uilding
Washington, D. C. ..0510

"'-

Pear Mr. De Arment,

Man: h I, lq84

This letter is wiitt.n to exprerns cur CorpoiStion's
:enate nill s.216S which would extend the fax Job Tax Credit (T.170
program. Weber-Stephen Products Co. has participated

j thiN program for
throe 'mars and has hired 346 r..71X: eligible employees. In our opinion,

TdTC program Is an effective proyram and should be continued. 5,41me of
loosens are fisted helot:.

very, strong stpport of

-11

The 'CITC preqram provides the employer with it siqn;llialit incentive
to hire disadvantaged persons that otherwise mfght not he considered
for employment. Weber's employees are now drawn 'primarily the
),oict sections c>I the Chicago met.iopontan ..lrea and include all
raa.41 And six different language groans.

Approxinotely ores half of the TJTC employees that we have hired have
become nerm.u,nt, full rim() employees who support thcmselvas and their
families through productive wrk. Several have been provuted; many
are now Involved in company sponsOrad English rlas3es, f believe that
this C:nd of success rate comp9ies favorably to most socidi assist-

programs_

the rinancral bonefit of the T.1TC program bar; enabiad us tO Aisv the
W.14e.:1 e,f the entry level, low skill jobs so that .they c. I be an
attractive altevnat.ive to public assistane.

whe -n comimied the C,n)prohon..iv.

Act (C6TA) and ,lob Trainin,r Partnership Act (JTPA) programs, TOD:: is
easily administered both by the participating mg.oncy (Illinois J:ab
Service) and by the emploger. No reiurdAnt. #A'eord keeping or turden-
some tran5foi payments are involved. Norma) paycv11 pro..-oduies pro-
via.. An excellent audit troll for claiming and ver:fyinq the yOarly

'0 Finally, Irke many other American cfmqvinies, Weber has faf.ed Atift
,.impetitzon from abroad. The tax credit that we have realized through
tp:s pr,?gram has .lefinit e 1 g he/psvf nosysin price-compot we with
`,## e co markets.

In 3UPUM71q, the tax credit has provided jobs for many rndivrduals who nru-
bablu would riot have had them available to them, We se, the TJTC 1..gogram
being pnc:rive Cr o All parties concerned. iJTC ,should be extendod.

wEDEu-,-rcrnEN VRODuCTs co.

Jr rseFh MOmP
Personn,1 Directol

JM: kg

The one.The only.
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